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ABSTRACT
I argue that the debate concerning the nature of first-person moral
judgment, namely, whether such moral judgments are inherently
motivating (internalism) or whether moral judgments can be made in
the absence of motivation (externalism), may be founded on a faulty
assumption: that moral judgments form a distinct kind that must have
some shared, essential features in regards to motivation to act. I
argue that there is little reason to suppose that first-person moral
judgments form a homogenous class in this respect by considering an
ordinary case: student readers of Peter S ge
Fa
e, Affluence,
and M a
. Neither internalists nor externalists can provide a
satisfying account as to why our students fail to act in this particular
case, but are motivated to act by their moral judgments in most cases.
I argue that the inability to provide a satisfying account is rooted in
this shared assumption about the nature of moral judgments. Once
we consider rejecting the notion that first-person moral decisionmaking forms a distinct kind in the way it is typically assumed, the
internalist/externalist debate may be rendered moot.
Keywords: Meta-ethics; moral judgment; internalism; externalism; natural
kinds
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Introduction
Most academic philo opher ha e a gh a cla on Pe er Singer 1972
ar icle Famine, Affl ence, and Morali a lea once. In hi e a , Singer
critically assess the lifestyle of modern Westerners, illustrating how easily
we could save the lives of the desperately poor if we would only choose to
forgo trivial enjoyments, for example, exchanging our daily $5 latte for a
25 c p of Folger , hile dona ing he remainder o chari . S rel he
life of a human being is more important than the momentary pleasure of a
latte. Therefore, Singer posits, one is morally required to donate that
remaining $4.75 to famine relief and make do with the less enjoyable good.
Singer cen ral arg men i e ceedingl imple and, prima facie, diffic l
to rebut (especially for introductory level students). 1 Typically, a
substantial group of students will say that they think Singer is right,
concluding that Westerners should do more to alleviate global suffering.
But here is the rub: very few students seem to actually change their lifestyle
one io a a a re l of Singer arg men .2
Especially illustrative of this phenomenon is the class discussion of the
cen ral ho gh e perimen in Singer ar icle. I goe like hi : ppo e
you are walking down the street and see a small child drowning in a
shallow pond. Surely you would feel morally obligated to save the child,
even if it meant ruining the pants you were wearing. The value of the pants
pales in comparison to the life of a human being who needs help through
no fault of their own (1972, 231). The overwhelming majority of the
students tend to agree with Singer that it would be morally wrong not to
help the child, and a significant number even suggest that they would be
willing to jail any person who ignores the drowning child and walks by.
However, when the conversation moves to the starving children of East
Bengal, students typically become less sure about the wrongness of not
helping. Roughly, most students think that it would be good to help such
children, and that people ought to do so, yet students rarely express the
opinion that not helping is a significant moral wrong or that non-helpers
belong in jail. They fail to express this opinion even though these same
students are typically unable to poke significant holes in Singer rea oning
that the starving children of East Bengal are not relevantly different from
a child drowning right in front of them. After lengthy discussion, some
den rejec Singer l ima e concl ion ha he are morall obliga ed
1

And perhap i can be reb ed beca e i a o nd arg men . I i no m aim o di c
he meri
of Singer arg men here, b in ead e i a an ill ra i e e ample.
2
Admi edl , a mall n mber of
den are con inced b Singer arg men and do act on their
newfound judgment; the exceptions are so notable that Nicholas Kristoff (2015) wrote a column about
it.
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to help the children of East Bengal without any real reason; many more
appear to accept his conclusion but do nothing to conform their behavior
to their newly formed judgment.3
This phenomenon of being intellectually convinced by a moral
philosophical argument, yet seemingly unmotivated to behave according
ne c n ic i n, a ea
c n a an he iece f e idence in he
long-standing philosophical dispute over the nature of moral judgment and
motivation known as the externalist vs. internalist debate. Externalists
hold that there is a basic disconnect between beliefs and behavioral
motivation. Moral judgments, externalists claim, are not in themselves
m i a ing. And e migh ag ee ha hen di c ing Singe a icle,
den belief and beha i
( lack thereof) lend strong empirical
support for such a position. The problem with simply accepting
externalism, however, is that it is also clearly true that many moral
judgments are, as a matter of fact, motivating: people typically act on their
considered moral judgments. 4 In fact, this is precisely what internalists
have traditionally maintained: one cannot make a real moral judgment
without being motivated to act.5 In this respect, internalism serves as a kind
f be e lana i n f
ical h man beha i .
Most likely our students would act on their moral judgment that they ought
a e he d
ning child igh in f n f hem; I al can den ha
most students fail to act, and do not appear to be strongly motivated to act,
on their in-class judgments about famine relief. The question then is this:
how do we make sense of such mixed evidence, not from a normative
standpoint but from a descriptive one?6 That is, how do we account for the
clearly observable phenomena of ordinary moral judgments whereby some
moral judgments are highly motivating, almost always resulting in action,
and other moral judgments do not result in any action or even any apparent
motivation to act?
I argue that if we aim to account for real-world ethical decision-making by
ordinary people, we should reconsider the internalist/externalist debate and
entertain the possibility that neither view, by itself, is able to offer the
correct account. Through an explicit consideration of this curious case, I
aim to raise the following, neglected possibility: What if moral judgments
do not form a distinct kind, at least in respect to motivational impact? I
3

King (2018, 635) al make he la e b e a i n ab
he
den and hei eading f Famine,
Affl ence, and M ali .
4
Barring some other, overriding obligation.
5
Both externalism and internalism will be carefully considered and defined in subsequent sections.
6
It seems that theories of moral judgment are often about how moral judgments ought to or should be
made (i.e., they are prescriptive), but the point here is that we should focus more on the observable
behavior of ordinary decision-makers.
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ultimately conclude that we have good reason to reconsider the view that
all moral judgments will be either necessarily motivating or motivationally
inert. That is, there may be different kinds of judgments that we classify as
a e , de i e hi di a a g age c a ifica i , i i
he ca e
that these judgments will have all the same significant properties.
I begin by considering what the internalist and externalist might say about
de eade
f Fa i e, Aff e ce, a d M a i a d h hei
likely analyses of the situation are unsatisfactory. I then turn to what
appears to be a shared, unargued for assumption of both internalists and
externalists: that moral judgments form a distinctive kind and have
necessary, shared features. I then argue that such an assumption should be
reconsidered at least in respect to motivational features. 7 Reconsidering
this assumption could lead to a resolution of the externalist/internalist
debate.
1.

What the internalist has to say about our s den s judgments
and behaviors

Le
e, f a
e , ha
a j dg e
a e ece a i
motivating (i.e., that some version of internalism is true).8 Obviously, the
majority of students are not acting on their considered moral judgments in
this case. Further, they do not appear to be highly motivated to act on said
judgments; there are almost no barriers to their acting they could donate
through their smart phones immediately after class yet they still typically
fail to act.9 One of the central difficulties with this debate is that it is nearly
impossible to determine whether someone is at least minimally motivated
by their judgment even when they fail to act on it. Given these facts, what
must the internalist say about our students? We have three options:
a) Most students are practically irrational.
b) M
de a e
a i g ea
a j dg e .
c) Most students experience some minimal motivation that does not
arise to the level of action.10
7

Few contemporary authors have questioned this assumption that moral judgments form a distinct
kind. Sinnott-Armstrong and Thalia (2012, 2014), and Stich (2006) constitute exceptions.
8
Internalism is both interpreted as a conceptual truth and as an empirical one. For example, Smith
(1994) is essentially defending a defeasible conceptual connection, and Brink (1986) argues that if an
amoralist is merely conceptually possible, then internalism is defeated. Prinz (2007) and Björnnson
(2002) offer empirical arguments for internalism. An exact definition of internalism is difficult to pin
down; for an overview, see Smith (1994, chapter 3) and Korsgaard (1986).
9
Almost is the key word here. I assume that most American college students can spare a few dollars
for famine relief at least once in a while.
10
King (2018, 636) also lists these as the three likely responses for the internalist.
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We begin with (a). For the students to be considered practically irrational,
it must be the case that they are not at all motivated by their moral
judgment. The rational internalist (henceforth, rationalism), for example,
maintains that the recognition of a moral requirement provides a reason for
action, and that such reasons motivate. Acting, or being motivated to act,
on the recognition of such normative reasons is a requirement of
rationality, and so rational individuals will be motivated to act on their
moral judgments, barring instances of practical irrationality (Smith 1994).
On a position like Smith s, barring the possibilit that the st dents ha e
some other, overriding moral obligation that conflicts with contributing to
famine relief, we are led to conclude that the vast majority of our students
are practicall irrational. Let s see h .
Here is how Smith describes his internalist position:
If an agent belie es that she has a normati e reason to , then
she should rationally desire to . (Smith 1994, 148)
Smith accepts that there is a defeasible connection between our judgments
and actions; namel , e don t always act on our moral judgments. This
requires an explanation. He states:
If an agent judges that it is [morally] right for her to in
circ mstances C, then either she is moti ated to in C or she
is practically irrational. (Smith 1994, 61).
B practicall irrational Smith means indi id als ho j dge it right to
act in ario s a s b t fail to act on those judgments (Smith 1994, 61).
S ch indi id als m st be s ffering from eakness of ill and other
similar forms of practical nreason on their moti ations (Smith 1994, 61).
If an individual is not motivated by what she considers a reason for action,
then she fails to be rational b her o n lights (Smith 1994, 62). So, if a
student judges that Singer has made a convincing argument, yet fails to be
motivated to act on this judgment, then they are practically irrational.
To write off the majority of our students as practically irrational seems a
bit too q ick: e sho ldn t r sh to embrace a norm of rationalit that does
not fit the majorit of seemingl rational indi id als reasoning and
subsequent behavior.11 Prima facie, my experience teaching ethics seems
like an objection to Smith s arg ment: here are seemingl rational
indi id als ho nderstand Singer s reasons (and ha e good reason to tr
11

Williams thinks it is too quick as ell, his point being that b the st dents o n lights the are acting
rationally (1979, 25). Smith (1994) aims to refute this claim. See especially chapter 5.
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and understand his reasons, given that they will be tested on the material),
accept them, yet seemingly fail to be motivated to act. But these same
individuals are motivated to act on their moral judgments in many other
routine situations, e.g., tracking down a fellow student who left their
textbook in the classroom. Performing such an act may require more work
han d na ing
cha i , hich can be acc m li hed ia ne
12
smartphone.
Pa f he
blem i h Smi h
i i n, and man acc n f n ma i e
judgment like his, is that it is sometimes unclear what the project is
supposed to be: a descriptive one or a prescriptive one.13 Sadler (2003)
a el
in hi
. I Smi h he
an anal i f he c nce m al
j dgmen a
ed b an ideal agen , i.e., i i a he
ab
he na e f
judgments as made by good and strong-willed persons, or is it meant to be
an analysis of the concept as employed by ordinary individuals? It seems
clear that he aims to do the latter.14 Yet his account fails to explain what is
going on in the typical ethics course, unless he wants to call the majority
of undergraduates, and, I would contend, the majority of human beings,
practically irrational. There would be no internalist/externalist debate if it
didn eem
ible, in a e
dina kind f a ,
make a m al
judgment without necessarily feeling motivated to act on said judgment.
So, it is hard to see how failing to be motivated deserves the charge of
practical irrationality.15
S , n a a i nali acc n like Smi h , in de
e lain h m
students fail to be strongly motivated to act on their judgment that more
should be done for the starving children of East Bengal, we have to either
accept that the majority of people are practically irrational even in contexts
of careful deliberation, like a philosophy classroom, or accept that (a) does
not appear
ffe a a i f ing anal i f
den fail e ac . The
latter seems like the more plausible conclusion.
Le
n
c n ide (b):
den a e n making eal m al
judgments. Instead of maintaining that our students are practically
irrational or suffer from a contagious case of weakness of will, the
12

E en if he eade i n e f ha
make f
den eade j dgmen and f hat reason
dislikes my focus on this example, the phenomena of intellectually judging an act to be morally
obligatory yet failing to actually carry it out does not seem to be all that unusual. The judgments we
make concerning what we ought to do while lying awake at night are often not the ones we follow
through on in the morning.
13
Simila l , i i nclea he he Ca ll (2015) he
f ae he ic e e ience i mean
be a
descriptive or prescriptive one. See Sackris and Larsen (2020).
14
See especially Smith (1994, chapters 1 and 2).
15
Se i a (2004) in
ha e en i if i i
e ha he c nce m al j dgmen nece a il incl de
motivation, if coming to see this requires significant philosophical reflection, then it is hardly fair to
call h e h fail
eali e hi i a i nal .
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internalist co ld maintain that the st dents are not making real moral
j dgments. If moti ation is part of the concept moral j dgment , then lack
of motivation might indicate that the concept is not actually being
deployed. Rosati (2016) emphasizes the connection between failure to act
and insincerit : [I]f an indi id al makes a moral j dgment, she is, ceteris
paribus, motivated; if she is not motivated, she was not making a sincere
and competent moral judgment at all, appearances to the contrary
not ithstanding . 16 So, if the st dents aren t moti ated to act, then e
might conclude that they are merely saying what they think we, their
professors, want to hear, or that they have some other reason for falsely
reporting their agreement with Singer.
There are additional considerations. It may be true that they have limited
ability to act in class at the moment of the discussion of famine relief, so
in that sense the critical reader may think this is a poor example. However,
I ask students if they plan to go out and do anything differently (planning
to act differently would seem to indicate current motivation), and the next
class bring up the same sorts of questions: has anyone forgone their daily
Starb ck s latte in fa or of famine relief? Has an one, instead of pa ing
their fraternity dues, considered donating those dues to famine relief?
Perhaps the chor s of Nos s pports the contention that the ha en t made
real moral judgments.
Yet it is not clear why we should think that our students are not making
real moral j dgments in this partic lar case, hen e o ld be nlikel
to say the same thing about other topics where it would be difficult for
students to act in any fashion even if they wished to, e.g., we might ask our
students whether they think the use of torture by the state is permissible.
Here the internalist would likely complain that there is a significant
difference between this case and my preferred example: unlike the issue of
famine relief, it is virtually impossible for students to act on their
judgments about state-sanctioned torture in or out of class;17 nonetheless,
they could still be motivated by such judgments. Their motivation is
merely frustrated in the torture case. The problem is that e don t ha e an
direct evidence that they are motivated and frustrated; such direct evidence
is unavailable. To say that they must be motivated and that their
motivations are merely frustrated when considering torture sounds a bit
like assuming the very thing that is supposed to be proven whether they
are actually motivated by their in-class moral judgments.

16

Harman offers a similar formulation (1977, 33), as does Blackburn (1984, 188).
For the most part. Of course, they could organize protests, run for office, etc., but there is no single
action they could easily take to bring about their judgment regarding state sanctioned torture.
17
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Given this problem of opacity, most philosophers likely just assume,
whether they are committed internalists or externalists, that students are
making real moral judgments in our ethics classes, whatever the topic
whether or not they have the ability to act on their judgments. If we do not
believe that our students are capable of genuine moral reflection and
judgment in our classes, we should probably stop teaching ethics. So (b)
babl i n he igh an e .
Tha lea e
i h (c). Le n c n ide he he he in e nali h ld
be attracted to a position on which all moral judgments are accompanied
by some minimal motivation, but that motivation need not rise to a level at
which the individual would be motivated enough to act, even in situations
where there are no practical obstacles to acting. On this position, although
he den
h ag ee i h Singe d n do anything, they are nonetheless
minimally motivated by their judgments.
Fi , le c n ide he he a a i nali h ld be a ac ed
ch a
i i n. T e ie , n Smi h
i i n, if
den ha e j dged ha
Singer is right, then they should thereby be motivated to act. Smith has
little to say about degrees of motivation: however, he routinely appeals to
depression as an example of a practical irrationality that completely
extinguishes ne m i a i n ac :
It is a commonplace, a fact of ordinary moral experience, that
practical irrationalities of various kinds various sorts of
de e i n a [Michael] S cke call hem [1979, 744] can
lea e me ne e al a i e l k in ac hile em ing hei
motivation altogether. (Smith 1994, 120-121)18
Appealing to a completely will-draining depression fails to get at the core
suggestion in (c): that our students have some minimal motivation that
accompanies their judgment, but that the motivation is simply not strong
enough to get them to act. In he c n e
f eaching Famine, Affl ence,
and M ali , i i nlikel ha m
f
den a e ffe ing f m a
kind of global, will-draining form of depression; if that were the case, they
likel
ldn ha e e en made i
cla .
If one wants to make sense of a claim like (c), identifying moral motivation
with emotion may seem to be a natural move. If one advocates for a
sentimentalist theory of morality and holds, like Jesse Prinz (2007), that

18

For additional examples of Smith focusing on completely debilitating forms of mental illness, see
pages 123 and 125 of his (1994).
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moral judgments are constituted by emotions, then one has good reason for
being attracted to (c).19 As Prinz states:
If moral judgments contain moral concepts, and moral
judgments have an emotional composition, then moral
judgments motivate action, because emotions are motivational
states. [Sentimentalism] entails internalism ( ). (Prin 2007,
102)
On this view, every moral judgment does in fact contain some minimal
motivation, and our students are likely feeling some emotions as they read
of the plight of individuals caught up in tragic circumstances. On this
position, even in cases where students fail to act on their judgments, we
still cannot conclude that he
e en m i a ed at all: given the
sentimentalist definition of a moral judgment, we should assume they feel
some minimal motivation. Furthermore, it would be exceedingly difficult
to pro e that there isn t some kind of minimal motivation that corresponds
to their judgment. Therefore, internalism, on this interpretation, is true by
default.
Yet such a position is also problematic: lacking direct access to the
subjective states of moral decision makers, it is impossible to show that
moral judgment is, or is not, always accompanied by minimal motivation
when the only readily available evidence is whether the individual
ltimatel acts. Elinor Mason d bs a ie along the lines of (c) Weakest
Internalism . She says
The only difference between weakest internalism and
externalism is that weakest internalism says that when there is
a moral judgement there is always some level of motivation,
ho e er slight and ineffecti e . The chief point of eakest
internalism seems to be to satisfy the basic internalist intuition
that it is odd to judge that you ought to do something and yet
not be motivated at all. But without an independent argument
for internalism, that intuition is not a good enough justification
for adding the internalist clause to the theory. (Mason 2008,
144)
What Mason means b an independent arg ment for internalism , I
suppose, is something like this: an empirical argument in favor of the
internalist thesis. So, if, e.g., sentimentalism is true and moral judgments
19

Additional modern advocates of sentimentalism include Nichols (2004), Gill and Nichols (2008),
and Slote (2010).
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are in fact composed (in some fashion) of emotional states, we would then
need empirical evidence that moral emotions, or all emotions, contain
some minimal amount of motivation. Do we have any such evidence along
these lines?
We would need an argument that shows either of the following: 1) that
there is only some small subset of emotions involved in moral judgments,
all of those emotions are in fact motivating, and that there is no other basis
for moral judgments; or 2) that all emotions are motivating and that that
there is no other basis for moral judgment. It would be very difficult to
empirically demonstrate the former, 20 and Prinz, one of the chief
contemporary supporters of sentimentalism, founds his position on the
latter. Additionally, that all emotions are motivating appears to be taken as
a truism by many within the psychology community.21 Prinz says:
In order to act, we must be motivated. Emotions and motivation
are linked. Emotions exert motivating force. There is clinical
evidence that, without emotions, people feel no inclination to
act. (Prinz 2007, 17-18)
Prinz goes on to cite a Damasio and Van Hoesen (1983) article that
discusses individuals with a condition called akinetic mutism. Damasio
and Van Hoesen theorize that such individuals lie completely motionless
because they have sustained damage to specific regions of the brain
responsible for emotions. Without the ability to feel emotions, these
individuals lack motivation to act in any fashion.
I do not deny that many emotions play a key role in motivation, but does
akinetic mutism prove that all emotions motivate? It may be that without
any emotional faculties a person will not have any inclination to act, but
this, by itself, does not show that all emotions motivate. That is, it could
be true that some subset of emotions is required to motivate action while it
i al
e ha me he em i
d
la a di ec m i a i al le.22
If it is possible that there are non-motivational emotions, it is also possible
that those emotions constitute some moral judgments.

20

Haid ide ifie i m al f
da i , a d he a cia e h e f
da i
i h cha ac e i ic
em i
b he d e
ide if m al j dgme
i h ecific em i ,
gge ha he
emotions cannot play any role in the six moral foundations he identifies. See his (2012), especially
chapters 6 and 7. See also Cameron et al. (2015).
21
See for example Stangor and Walinga (2014, 441-442).
22
Blasi (2001) criticizes the view that emotions are necessarily motivational. Additionally, in their
ontology of emotion, Hasting et al. (2011) state that many emotions have action tendencies, but they
do not include motivation to act in their definition of emotion.
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Pi
chief i i a i , Hume, also thought that some emotions may not
have a motivational function:
For pride and humility are pure emotions in the soul,
unattended with any desire, and not immediately exciting us to
action. But love and hatred are not compleated within
themselves, nor rest in that emotion, which they produce, but
carry the mind to something farther. (Hume 1896, 368)
S , i a be ha i h
he abi i
fee
e a d a ge e
d
do a hi g a a , e ha i d e
e
ha
ide a d h i ity
necessarily motivate, and it is not abundantly clear that pride and humility
are not moral emotions. If not all emotions motivate, this leaves open the
possibility that there could be moral judgments that are composed of nonmotivating emotions.
Currently, it is simply not possible to prove that all emotions motivate, nor
is it possible to concretely pinpoint some subset of emotions that make up
all moral judgments, so the common idea expressed by Prinz that
sentimentalism entails internalism could be false. No doubt we have felt
our emotions motivate us to action; however, we can also think of
emotional states that seem to play no role in motivating action; postulating
some action for the latter emotions to supposedly motivate comes across
as ad hoc. E.g., what actions do awe, satisfaction, astonishment, or pride
motivate? What action does a feeling of the sublime motivate? What
actions do moods motivate, such as general feelings of depression or
anxiety? It is hard to see how all of these states could be necessarily actiondirecting.
In this section I have argued that internalism does not seem adequate for
e ai i g he beha i
f
de a d hei c ide a i
f Si ge
argument. Internalists could try to maintain either that a) the vast majority
of our students are practically irrational; b) the vast majority of our students
do not make real moral judgments; or c) the vast majority of our students
are at least minimally motivated.23 I argued that there is little reason to
think that in this particular case (but not in other, similar situations) that
our students do not make real moral judgments; I further argued that if our
students are practically irrational, then basically all normal adults are
practically irrational, and if that is the case, then the charge of irrationality
seems to lose its normative force. Although (c) strikes me as the most
23

They could also maintain some combination of these three is occurring in the classroom, which is
slightly more plausible: some students are minimally motivated, some students are amoralists, and
e de
ae
a i g ea
a dg e . A I di c ssed, however, we have independent
reasons to be skeptical of each possibility.
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plausible response, it is problematic in that there is no way to show that
individuals did in fact have some minimal motivation, and I offered
reasons for rejecting the commonsense sentimentalist position that
ai ai ha a e
i
a a
i ai a
e. A hi
i ,i d e
seem that the internalist theory, considered as a universal account of moral
judgment, can offer a satisfying analy i f
de
beha i . Le
now turn to examining what the externalist has to say about the behavior
and judgments of our students. To do so, we need to first examine what
exactly the externalist believes.
2.

What the externalist has to say about our s den s judgments
and behaviors

Externalists deny that there is an essential connection between making
moral judgments and being motivated to act. Shafer-Landau (2000, 271)
characterizes the position as little more than the rejection of internalism.
The main idea is that a moral judgment is one thing, the motivation to act
on that judgment is another; there is no necessary connection between a
moral judgment and the desire to act. However, the externalist position is,
in reality, more complicated than this. The rejection of internalism is
typically conceptually connected to some other position that is
simultaneously maintained, e.g., that moral judgments are always a kind of
belief, and beliefs do not motivate; or that moral judgments are always the
recognition of a moral fact, and the recognition of a fact does not motivate.
For example, Brink (1986, 26) attacks the internalist thesis as part of a
defense of moral realism and observes that many philosophers have
maintained that moral realism and internalism are generally incompatible.
In this respect, the externalist is just as committed to the idea that moral
judgments form a distinct kind as the internalist is. What they disagree on
is which significant features a judgment must have to be included in the
ca
a j dg e .
The chief argument in favor of externalism is merely an attempt to refute
internalism, rendering externalism true by default. To refute internalism,
he e e a i
ica a ea
a cha ac e k
a he a
ai .
An amoralist is a hypothetical person described as someone who knows
about moral values and makes moral judgments, but remains wholly
unmotivated by them. 24 Shafer-Landau makes clear how important the
amoralist is for the defenders of externalism:
24

The following authors discuss the amoralist: Bedke (2008), Brink (1986), Bromwich (2013),
Buckwalter and Turri (2017), King (2018), Nichols (2002), Smith (1994), Sadler (2003), Shafer-
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[The externalist] need defend only the conceptual possibility of
an agent who on a single occasion fails to be motivated by a
moral j dgmen ha he endorses . Es ablishing he possibili
is all we need to undermine [internalism]; one doesn't show
[that] internalism [is] true just by showing (if one can) that
there are in fact no amoralists. [Internalism] is vindicated if and
only if there cannot be any such people. (Shafer-Landau 2000,
271)
Whether there could in fact be such a person as an amoralist is itself
recognized as a contentious thesis in the literature (Shafer-Landau 2000;
Mason 2008). The contentiousness regarding whether such a person could
even exist makes clear that the amoralist trope is an intuition pump that
essentially replicates the original controversy. For whether one thinks that
here co ld be s ch a hing as an amoralis is con ingen on one s in i ions
about the nature of moral judgment. 25 If one thinks that real moral
judgments necessarily motivate (internalism), then one is likely to think
ha ei her here co ldn reall be such a person as an amoralist, or that
s ch a person, if he e is , isn really making moral judgments, at least
not in the same way that psychologically normal people do.26 If, on the
other hand, one thinks that moral judgments are not necessarily motivating
(externalism), then one likely thinks that amoralists are possible, and that
they very well might exist, say, in the form of a moral cynic or psychopath.
Whe her amoralis s reall are possible isn all ha impor an here, in par
because the figure of the amoralist does not seem to have advanced the
debate on the nature of moral judgments in any significant way,27 and in
part because our classrooms are unlikely to be populated by vast tracts of
amoralists. If our students did not have any feelings at all about the issue
of orld h nger, he cer ainl
o ldn sq irm in heir sea s hen he
instructor points out the frivolous things they gladly use their spending
money on without a second thought instead of contributing to famine
relief.28

Landau (2000), Sinnott-Armstrong (2014), and Svavarsdottir (1999). Further, the following authors
consider the possibility that there are actual amoralists, namely, psychopaths: Kennett (2006),
Matthews (2014), Maibom (2018), Nichols (2002), Smith (1994), and Sinnott-Armstrong (2014).
25
And this difference in intuition may be traceable to the fact that different people hold slightly
differen , largel o erlapping concep s of moral j dgmen . See Franc n (2010).
26
A common internalist response to the amoralist example is to deny that amoralists are in fact making
moral judgments in the same way as ordinary people, or even using moral language in the same way.
See for example Hare (1952) and Smith (1994).
27
See Francén (2010) and Rosati (2016) for a similar assessment.
28
As disc ssed abo e, he her hose feelings are mo i a ional is a separa e q es ion. I don do b
they felt something; I doubt all feelings motivate.
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Putting aside, for now, the hypothetical individual who can reach moral
judgments and be wholly unmoved by them, how does the externalist
explain ordinary moral decision-making and the reliable connection
between moral judgment and behavior that we typically find? In explaining
this reliable connection, Brink says the following:
Though it makes the motivational force of moral considerations
a matter of contingent psychological fact, externalism can base
a
dee
de
a ed
c
g ca
fac
. [A] a a e f c
ge
c
g ca fac , e a
majority of people will have at least a desire to comply (even)
with other regarding moral demands. Moral motivation, on
such a view, can be widespread and predictable, even if it is
neither necessary, nor universal, nor overriding. (Brink 1986,
31)
Shafer-Landau also believes the connection between judgment and action
will involve emotions and desires:
The importance of any such account [of moral motivation] is
that it makes the existence of the relevant desires contingent.
This is easily seen when it comes to socialization stories, which
explain the desires that constitute conscientious motivation as
arising from early moral education and upbringing. On this
line, it is conceptually possible for moral judgments to fail to
motivate because it is conceptually possible for individuals
either to receive a quite poor early training, or to receive a fine
one and later distance themselves from it in fundamental
respects. (Shafer-Landau 2000, 287)
Someone new to philosophy, but a critical thinker nonetheless, might read
ee
a age a d
: Wa ,
a
e d ffe e ce be ee
e e a
a d e a
? Ae
ee
g
e g e a e
story as to why people act on their moral judgments? The answer to the
second question is: Yes, they are telling the same basic story. Externalists
believe that emotions and desires do in fact reliably motivate people to act
on their judgments, just as internalists do. The difference is that externalists
maintain that said reliable motivation is contingent. Both groups maintain
that people reliably act on their moral judgments, and that in some cases it
appears that individuals can make moral judgments without being
motivated. Of course, for the internalist, this is merely an appearance that
can be explained away.
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If all the externalist demands is that the philosophical community admit
the conceptual possibility of an individual who makes a moral judgment
and doesn feel a all mo i a ed b i , hen I grant that conceptual
possibili . B s ch a concession doesn ell s an hing a all abo
ha
is going on psychologically with any actual person when they make a
moral judgment. What we should be interested in is whether such a person
could exist, as that would actually tell us something about the ontology of
moral judgment, and not merely the concept, which may fail to pick out
any distinctive psychological process at all.
The externalist, then, finds herself in a similar position to the internalist
when describing the behavior of our students. The externalist, as suggested
by Brink and Shafer-Landau above, should be open to maintaining
something quite similar to the internalist: because the students do likely
feel some emotional response to Singer s ar icle, and beca se e ernalis s
do in fact accept that emotions (contingently) motivate, when it comes to
actual human beings (i.e., when excluding amoralists), moral judgments
are at least minimally motivating. That is, they should be open to accepting
something like weakest internalism as a fairly accurate descriptive account
of human moral judgment.29
As Mason (2008, 144) points out, there is little meaningful difference
be een eakes in ernalism and e ernalism. Al ho gh Mason s poin
was that the internalist might as well adopt externalism, the argument
seems to cut both ways. Once we grant the possibility that all moral
judgments have some minimal motivational force, externalism seems to
lose its appeal. For it seems that the externalist has to rule out an intuitive
account of the failure to act by definition: the students are motivated by
their judgments but not to a sufficient degree to give rise to action. 30 For
merely being weakly motivated is a more plausible explanation for failure
to ac on one s moral j dgmen s han he e plana ions readil a ailable o
the externalist: e.g., maintaining that most students are themselves flawed
in some way (i.e., they are amoralists), or that they had a flawed moral
education, a possible explanation put forth by Shafer-Landau. For
attributing failure of motivation to poor upbringing actually appears to
cede some ground to the internalist: for she could then maintain that those
29

On a position like community internalism (Drier 1990; Tresan 2006, 2009) i isn e en necessar
that every individual within a given community feels motivated by their moral judgments, just so long
as such judgments are made within the context of a community where individuals are reliably so
motivated. On such a position, amoralists are in fact possible. On this view, moral motivation is
contingently related to judgment at the individual level, just not at the community level. Here we might
wonder how this view differs from the externalism as presented by Brink (1986), where he readily
admits that most people will be reliably motivated by their judgments.
30
Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for encouraging me to frame the problem for the externalist in
this way.
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individuals who fail to be motivated at all e e ea ed
moral j dg e , a d ea
a j dg e
ae a a
motivating. Hence, the internalist thesis is saved.
3.

Article 1

a e ea
i i a

Shared assumptions of internalists and externalists

The internalist/externalist debate appears to rest on a key assumption that
is often left unstated: that moral judgments form a distinct kind, or
ca eg , f j dg e ; if he did f
a di i c i d, i
d
a e
sense to wonder if all moral judgments had some set of shared, significant
features. 31 This assumption has the following entailment: if moral
judgments form a distinct category or constitute a natural kind, then we
should be able to identify some significant features that distinguish it from
he i d f j dg e , ch ha if a j dg e d e
ha e aid fea e
it ca be a
a j dg e .
Although several philosophers have in fact attempted to define what
constitutes a moral judgment, a number of philosophers believe that a
definition cannot be given. 32 If philosophers consciously admit to
themselves that it is difficult to specify whether a judgment constitutes a
a
e be
d
e c e, i di
ab e ca e , he i e
h d
i
a e
ai ai ha he c ce
a j dg e
ha
e
necessary, specifiable features. If we consider the possibility that moral
judgments form a heterogeneous class, then we can begin to entertain the
possibility that moral judgments made in some contexts always motivate,
and when made in other contexts they fail to motivate, without also
31

Michael Gill (2009) has also observed that most meta-ethical theorizing simply begins with the
assumption that moral judgments form a uniform or distinct kind that admit of a single conceptual
a a i ; he f he
de
he he e ca de e i e di a
ea e
e a-ethical commitments
based
hei age f
a a g age. He a
de if he c ce
a j dg e i e
ed
differently by different speakers, or differently by the same speaker in different contexts. In this paper,
Ia
e c ce ed i h he efe e f
a j dg e , i.e., d e i ac a
ic
a di i c
e
or process of judging. Nonetheless, I believe Gill gives strong arguments against there being a uniform
use of the concept.
32
Shafer-La da (2015), f e a
e, d e
be ie e
a i ca be defined, which would seem
i
ha
a j dg e i i i a
defi ab e. See hi I
d c i . S i h (1994) a e i
ha he e i a i d f c
e e de a di g f
a j dg e
ch ha i ca be defi ed
the basis of moral platitudes. See his chapter 1; this idea will be subsequently challenged. Richardson
(2018), in his Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy e
a ea i g a e [W]e i eed
have a capacious understanding of what counts as a moral question. For instance, since a prominent
position about moral reasoning is that the relevant considerations are not codifiable, we would beg a
ce a e i if e he e defi ed
ai a i
i g c difiab e i ci e
e .S a a d i
ad i ha i i f c se notoriously difficult to say what distinguishes moral judgments from other
e a ai e
a i e j dg e
(1999, . 6). D ie a e
e h d j ad i ha i a be ag e
he he a gi e j dg e i
a
(1996, 411, . 419). I d
de
ha he e a e ide
acce ed a adig e a
e f
a j dg e . N e he e ,
a j dg e
i c ea
a
sharply defined concept, which philosophers seem to readily recognize.
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c cl di g ha
l
e eal
ral judgment was ultimately made. Do
we have any strong reasons in favor of thinking that moral judgments do
in fact form a distinct kind?
The chief evidence relied upon by contemporary meta-ethicists is generally
drawn from observations about language use, and the position that moral
judgments do form a distinct kind is rarely substantively, or directly,
argued for.33 Gill aptly summarizes the recent state of the field:
Twentieth century meta-ethicists typically presented some
e a le f di a di c
e. B he did ga he da a i
a ki d f c
ehe i e a d
e a ic a
. For if the
concept of morality is sharply unitary and robustly
determinate if the relevant meta-ethical information is
encoded in the DNA of every use of moral terms then one
handful of commonsense judgments, intuitions, and platitudes
will instantiate the same meta-ethical commitments as any
other. (Gill 2009, 217, my italics)
However, as recent empirical work has shown, the assumptions of trained
philosophers concerning the use of a concept have not always aligned with
the thinking of non-philosopher language users. 34 For example, metaethicists have typically inferred from language use that ordinary speakers
are moral absolutists. 35 S die i dica e hi i
e (G d i a d
Darley 2008; Beebe and Sackris 2016). Based on their research, Beebe and
Sack i
a e Th , e ca
ee ha beca e he
e gh f
a ici a
i cli a i
toward objectivism varies according to the issue
in question, the question of whether they are moral objectivists is not going
ha e a i le Ye
N a
e (2016, 917). Pe ha
e h ld
then consider the possibility that the question as to whether moral
j dg e all
i a e all fail
i ae
ha e a i le Ye
N a
e ei he .
An analysis on which moral judgments do not form a distinct kind might
explain, in part, why we have competing intuitions about the nature of
moral judgment, and why certain kinds of cases trigger certain kinds of
intuitions. We should notice that in the arguments for externalism, the key
figure of the amoralist is rarely presented as failing to act on their
considered moral judgment while directly confronted with the person who
33

Kumar (2015) is the exception here.
For example, studies seem to show that ordinary speakers do not always take justification as
necessary for knowledge ascriptions. See Sackris and Beebe (2014).
35
S i h, f e a le, a e ha i i a la i de ha
al j dge e
a lea
be
bjec i e (1994, 84).
34
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will be injured/victimized by their failure to act. Instead, they are typically
presented as being convinced by a moral argument concerning some faroff issue/individual and failing to act, much like the situation of our
students in relation to the individuals of East Bengal.
Consider the following three examples:
Virginia has put her social position at risk to help a politically
persecuted stranger because she thinks it is the right thing to
do. Later she meets Patrick, who could, without any apparent
risk to himself, similarly help a politically persecuted stranger,
but who has made no attempt to do so. Our morally committed
heroine confronts Patrick, appealing first to his compassion for
the victims. Patrick rather wearily tells her that he has no
inclina i n
c nce n him elf i h he ligh f ange
Patrick readily declares that he agrees with her moral
assessment, but nevertheless cannot be bothered to help.
(Svavarsdottir 1999, 176)
Imagine an introductory philosophy student who has become
convinced of the truth of a crude sort of ethical relativism. She
believes that the ultimate moral standard comprises the
fundamental mores of the society in which an action is
performed. Armed with this view of morality, she issues certain
moral judgments that she takes to be correct. But she is
alienated from her society. Or, more likely, though she finds
much of the pre-vailing cultural code amenable, she rejects a
strand. She is voicing what she takes to be the moral truth, yet
is unmoved. (Schaffer 2000, 274)
Alice was raised to believe that the divine command theory is
correct. That is, as Alice herself might say, she was raised to
believe that our moral obligations are determined by the
c mmand f G d . On he inci le f an e e f an e e,
Alice believes that capital punishment is obligatory in cases of
murder, and she believes she has an obligation to support
capital punishment. But she is deeply compassionate, and she
is quite out of sympathy with what she takes to be God's
vengefulness. Because of her compassion she is not motivated
in the least to support capital punishment. She is in fact active
in opposing it, even though she believes she is morally
forbidden to do so. (Copp 1995, 190-191)
In my review of the literature, I have yet to find an argument in favor of
externalism where an amoralist fails to act in response to some moral
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dilemma that directly confronts them. That is, there is no fictional example
offered in support of externalism like this:
Bob is walking to campus to teach moral philosophy. Bob is
completely proficient with moral terms and makes moral
judgments all the time: of course, he understands morality he
holds the chair in moral philosophy! On the way to campus,
B b ee hi eighb
child d
i g i a hall
d. B b
could easily save the child by wading in and effortlessly
plucking him out of the water. Bob knows that saving the child
is the right thing to do, and judges it to be the right thing to do,
e he ha
i cli a i
a e he child. Be ide , he d e
want to be late for his own lecture on moral motivation. So,
despite his judgment, Bob keeps walking.
Unsurprisingly, no one argues for externalism in this way. Perhaps this is
because it is simply implausible to almost every party to the debate to
imagine someone judging that it is right to save the drowning child right in
front of them yet failing to be motivated by said judgment. What the
Schaffer, Svavarsdottir, and Copp cases have in common is that the
amoralist is not failing to help a desperate person right in front of them:
they are merely failing to, in the case of the first example, help some
abstract individual, and in the second and third cases they are failing to act
on highly abstract moral judgments. In abstract, non-pressing cases of
moral judgment, it may seem plausible that an individual could make such
a judgment without being motivated. However, when confronted by a
ffe i g e
di ec l , i d e
eem a all la ible ha he e c ld
be an individual who makes a moral judgment yet fails to act. This result
is suggestive. It suggests that moral judgments may not form a uniform and
definitive class, at least when it comes to motivation: each side appeals to
quite different examples, and the different examples yield differing
intuitions, perhaps because our judgment processes are highly contextdependent.
4.

Conclusion

The term m al j dgme
has a lengthy philosophical history;
nonetheless, I have argued here that we should entertain the possibility that
this term does not pick out a naturally occurring category; that is, we
should consider the possibility that the internalist/externalist debate is
founded on the mistaken assumption that moral judgments constitute a
distinctive kind. In fact, given the variety of objects and events that have
been brought into the moral domain by human beings (especially in recent
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history), we should tend in just the opposite direction: if what constitutes
the moral is so diverse, perhaps moral judgments themselves form a
diverse group.
What, then, should we say about our students? Undoubtedly most make
judgments and feel something when reading the Singer article, but likely
different students feel different emotions and form different beliefs, and
some of those emotions/beliefs may not be motivating, or so minimally
motivating that the label i e ali
becomes meaningless. But if some
set of judgments do in fact always motivate individuals to action (for
whatever reason perhaps because in some cases moral judgments are
primarily composed of strong emotions), then the externalist label is
meaningless as well; for, as discussed, the externalist thesis is typically tied
to other claims about the essential nature of moral judgment.
As stated at the beginning of the article, I have little doubt that almost every
student would spring into action to save the drowning child right in front
of them.36 There are likely a great number of factors, including emotional
ones, that would cause them to act in such a situation, but it may well be
difficult to connect their motivation with any one particular factor. In that
case, we should consider the possibility that moral judgment does not
admit of a single, unified analysis, as well as the possibility that our
concepts do not match up neatly with underlying psychological processes
in a one-to-one fashion.
One final implication of the position argued for here to consider is that, if
correct, we may no longer be able to draw a clear distinction drawn
between b a fide moral judgments and defec i e ones; at the very
least, moral judgments cannot be called defective on the grounds that they
fail to motivate.37 As we have seen, internalists are fond of drawing such a
distinction to defend their position: for example, Prinz argues that
psychopaths are unable to form real moral judgments because they are
unable to feel emotions in the same way as typical individuals; for Prinz
(2007, 42-47), their inability to be motivated by their moral judgements
supplies evidence that moral judgments, as formed my average individuals,
are in fact rooted in emotions and thereby reliably motivating.38

36

I am thinking almost all would at least dial 911.
Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for encouraging me to consider this implication.
38
The discussion of psychopaths in relation to the internalism/externalism debate is extensive. In
addition to Prinz, the following authors consider the possibility that psychopaths constitute real-life
counterexamples to internalism: Kennett (2006), Matthews (2014), Maibom (2018), Nichols (2002),
Smith (1994), and Sinnott-Armstrong (2014).
37
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However, the inability of psychopaths to make moral judgments has been
recently called into doubt. In a meta-analysis of research on psychopathic
moral decision-making, Larsen et al. state that they f d no empirical
support for common perceptions of clinicians and laypeople that
psychopaths are remorseless, unempathetic, and/or otherwise morally
ca ab e (2020, 10).39 In terms of the position argued for here, these
findings are significant in this respect: If moral judgments do not form a
uniform kind, determining whether someone has a sufficient grasp of the
use of moral concepts should become rather difficult to discern, and that
seems to be just what Larsen et al. have found. If what we refer to as
a
dg e
have different features in different contexts, this also seems to
suggest a way forward: to determine whether an individual has a defective
conception of morality, we would have to expose them to a whole host of
moral decision-making contexts, and they may well be proficient in some
areas but not others. This suggests an avenue for further research in this
area.
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ABSTRACT
We advance an approach to logical contexts that grounds the claim
that logic is a local matter: distinct contexts require distinct logics.
The approach results from a concern about context individuation, and
holds that a logic may be constitutive of a context or domain of
application. We add a naturalistic component: distinct domains are
more than mere technical curiosities; as intuitionistic mathematics
testifies, some of the distinct forms of inference in different domains
are actively pursued as legitimate fields of research in current
mathematics, so, unless one is willing to revise the current scientific
practice, generalism must go. The approach is advanced by
discussing some tenets of a similar argument advanced by Shapiro,
in the context of logic as models approach. In order to make our view
more appealing, we reformulate a version of logic as models
approach following naturalistic lines, and bring logic closer to the
use of models in science.
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Introduction

Logical generalism, as the name suggests, is the thesis that logic is general.
This is ambiguous in the same measure as the term logic is: on the one
hand, it ma denote logic as a discipline, on the other, it ma denote
logic as a specific s stem of logic. As Shapiro notes,
Moreover, logic is ubiquitous. [...] there is a longstanding view,
with a stellar pedigree, that logical consequence is topic
neutral; it applies everywhere. Even if that is challenged, [...] it
remains that every coherent perspective every language,
every form of life, every context has a logic. (Shapiro 2014,
165)
Here, we shall not discuss whether logic, taken as a science, is general, or
universal, or ubiquitous. Rather, we shall focus on the claim that logic is
general when one considers distinct systems of logic attempting to capture
the validity of inferences in natural language (the so-called canonical
application ; see Priest 2006, 196-197). Our claim, again, is that distinct
systems are required and legitimate for distinct contexts, even when the
field of application concerns inferences in natural language.
One could complain about that way of framing the problem, which
emphasizes the role of distinct systems of logic. It could be said that
validity in distinct systems should not be confused with validity per se or
validity tout court; certainly, the claim could go, distinct systems
characterize distinct notions of the consequence relation, but that is not
what is at stake in philosophical debates. Rather, what is being disputed is
whether distinct notions of validity are legitimate, or correct. That is, the
question is whether there are, out in the wild, different notions of validity
that require distinct systems to be characterized, and of which these
systems are said to give a correct/incorrect description (depending on the
case).
Now, although one could advance such an objection, our discussion will
not presuppose that there is such a thing as validity per se, or validity tout
court. However, as we shall see, there is a sense to be made of claims of
distinct systems being correct for distinct contexts. Basically, the notion of
correctness, as our proposal will characterize it, does not require
correspondence of a theoretically described notion of validity with an
independently existing notion of validity, out in the wild (this will be
discussed latter). Furthermore, given that we can only characterize the
distinct notions of validity that are in dispute in terms of some logical
theory, using the logical apparatuses furnished by distinct systems, we
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shall keep with our talk of distinct systems, and not talk in terms of validity
per se. Certainly, much more could be said about the idea that logical
correctness is related to the correspondence of a system of logic with an
intuitive or pre-theoretical notion of validity, but this is enough as a
warning to begin with. We shall avoid this notion in our discussion, given
that a proper treatment of this problem would require a different route.
With those points out of the way, let us proceed. Our next task is to attribute
a more precise meaning to the idea that logical theories, or logical systems,
can be claimed to be general or local. There are some claims advanced to
that purpose, although none of them provides a precise characterization
that could be adopted as an official definition. As Routley (1980, 83) has
advanced the claim of generalism, approvingly, what lies behind the
generalist thesis is a worry about the scope of logic, the fact that [l]ogic
is not merely a local matter, and should, insofar as it is correct, apply
universall . Notice that this connects correction and generalit . The
opposite of generalism, a form of localism, may be understood then as the
claim that logic is a local matter; a logic may be correct only locally.
Some opponents of logical generalism go in the same direction when it
comes to characterizing the core of the generalist thesis. Wyatt and Payette
(2021, 4813), for example, characterize generalism as the claim according
to which logical s stems and logical laws must have universal
application . Dicher (Forthcoming, 2), also not a defender of generalism,
characterizes generalism as consisting of the view that, on what concerns
logic, there are no e ceptions to its laws, which appl across ever
domain of inquir , irrespective of the particular features of that domain .
Again, the most important feature of generalism concerns the claim that
logic meets no borders; a system must have its inferences and validities
applying in every context. Logic would be local, then, if its laws would
have local applicability or validity, if distinct systems were required to
account for distinct domains. Hjortland (2013, 356) frames the localist
claim in terms of the existence of at least two domains of discourse for
which correct deductive reasoning requires distinct logics.
What these characterizations have in common, together with the discussion
on generalism is, the idea of a context, or a domain, along with the claim
that logic must be correct, or applied properly, irrespective of the context,
or domain. Generalism involves the claim that a logical theory applies in
every context or domain, it is insensitive to the demands of each particular
domain it may meet. The individuation of a domain, then, is granted
independently of the underlying logic; that is, according to generalism, in
specifying a domain or context, the underlying logic is taken for granted
(given that it is universal, context-independent), and each domain builds
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over it with its specific features (the context-depend ones). According to
generalism, what is common to all domains or contexts is the underlying
logic.
Notice that one may regard that only one system of logic fits the bill of
being general enough, of accounting for every domain, resulting in a
monist position about logic, or else one may hold that distinct systems of
logic are all equally successful in being general as required, resulting in
pluralism about logic. The distinction general/local does not collapse into
the distinction monism/pluralism, although it is much more common to
find monists among generalists than pluralists. For localists, those that hold
that distinct logics may be correct or appropriate for distinct contexts, the
same distinction applies. Given a context, one may believe that only one
system of logic is correct for that context (local monism, a position
defended by da Costa 1997), or that a whole family of distinct systems may
be equally correct for that context (local pluralism, a position defended by
Bueno 2002, for instance).
The terminology thus introduced requires that we distinguish between the
pair local/general on the one hand, and the pair one/many on the other,
when it comes to logic. 1 Their combinations give rise to the current
spectrum of traditional positions: logical monism and logical pluralism, as
traditionally understood, are generalist theses, holding that there is one and
that there are many correct logics, respectively. Relativism or localism is
the thesis that logic is local, and the question remains open as to whether
there are many distinct logics for one context, or only one for each context.
In this paper, we shall focus on the general/local divide, leaving the issue
of one/many for another occasion. Our plan is to elaborate over already
existing proposals for logical relativism, and we do so by putting logic in
a naturalistic setting in two related senses. First of all, naturalism is
understood as the methodological claim that there is no first philosophy to
judge science, with logic and mathematics understood as part of science.
Second, the approach advanced here is naturalist also in the way that the
logic a model a oach i f amed, e i ing ha model be nde stood
in closer connection to the workings of models in science; more
specifically, we shall suggest that the understanding of models in science
acco ding o he ie called model a e i emic ool , a de elo ed b
Knuuttila and Boon (2011), can be fruitfully adapted to the case of logic.
Thi ill o ide
he a o ia e nde anding of con e
e i ed o
motivate localism in logic. As we shall see, logical generalism is not
1

This clearly complements the distinction advanced by Haack (1978, 223) and, following Haack, by
Hjortland (2013, 356-357).
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motivated, if an account of logic that is more naturalistic is adopted, and
when the notion of a context is properly understood in connection to
scientific modeling. In order to motivate our proposal, we shall briefly
discuss a related argument advanced by Shapiro (2014), who also defends
the logic as models approach. We shall use what appear to be some
tensions in Sha i o a oach o gge an al e na i e acco n ha no
only overcomes the difficulties, but also presents some virtues that
recommend it as a better option for the friends of the logic as models
approach. As a kind of bonus, we hope, the resulting combination of
na ali m and logic a model , a de elo ed he e, can be ed o
articulate a version of logical anti-exceptionalism; according to the latter,
logic is continuous with empirical science in many respects (see Hjortland
2017). Perhaps, the view defended here does contribute to substantiate this
claim, although we shall not develop it here.
Perhaps one more word on the pluralism/monism divide is in order.
Typically, this is directly connected with the question of whether one or
many logics are correct, and the problem of the correction of a logic is a
substantial one, concerning connection of the formal systems with extrasystematic considerations about validity (see Haack 1978, chapter 2). As
we shall propose in the paper, due to the kind of approach to logical
con e
e ad ance, he co ec logic fo a con e become omeho
an a priori issue, not open for substantial dispute (of course, the topic is
developed in the paper). The locus of dispute, due to the naturalistic
approach to the epistemology of logic and theory choice shifts, then, to the
dispute on whether it is one or many logics that are currently required by
the scientific community in its investigative practice. In this sense, the
debate e emble he moni m e
l ali m deba e, b he loc of
importance is shifted, given that the issue of correction of a logic is mostly
deflated. Developing this difference in depth would require a different
paper, so that we just leave this as reminder for the reader. For those willing
to keep the terminology, the view defended here would be classified as a
fo m of local l ali m, al ho gh, again, he l ali m e
moni m
debate is typically framed in terms that are considerably different from the
one presented in the current paper.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we
ad ance Sha i o a g men again gene ali m, in he con e of hi
approach to logic as models. In section 3, we present what may look like
some difficulties for the strategy employed by Shapiro, and in particular,
his understanding of the role of logic when it is considered under the logic
as models approach. Our own suggestion arises as a solution to overcome
the mentioned difficulties, and come f om a
i
o Sha i o
perspectives. We argue that it combines perfectly with a more science-
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friendly approach to models in science in general, known in the
hil
hical li e a e a he l gic a e i e ic
l a
ach. We
conclude in section 5.
2.

Shapiro s approach

We a b
e e i g Sha i
a
ach agai l gical ge e ali . A
e de a d i , i e i e Sha i
acc
f l gic a per the logic as
a model approach as a starting point. Basically, Shapiro holds that systems
of logic are to be understood as models of inferences in natural language,
i
ha i ega ded a he a e e e ha
del i
de
d a d
employed in the sciences. This holds explicitly for formal languages:
I propose that a formal language is a mathematical model of a
natural language in roughly the same sense as, say, a collection
of point masses is a model of a system of physical objects, and
a Turing machine is a mathematical model of a person
following an algorithm, or perhaps a computing device. In
other words, a formal language displays certain features of
natural languages, while ignoring, simplifying, or idealizing
other features [...]. (Shapiro 2014, 46)
Besides language, the modeling account also deals with the notion of
logical consequence. The similarities of use of mathematical models in
logic with the understanding of how models are used in other areas of
investigation results in the question of the correctness of systems of logic
being largely relative to our specific purposes, and to the accompanying
claim that their success should be evaluated accordingly. As Shapiro
claims:
With mathematical models, which features one focuses on,
which are idealized, and which are ignored, depends on the
purposes at hand, on why one is developing a model in the first
place. Here, of course, our goal is to shed light on the relation
(or relations) of logical consequence, and perhaps the norms
for deductive reasoning and regulating beliefs to maintain
consistency. So, presumably, in developing a logic-model, we
should focus on and idealize those features of natural language
that bear on deductive reasoning, or on regulating our beliefs
for consistency, whatever those features may be. (Shapiro
2014, 47)
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This opens the door for arguing that distinct logics may be appropriate for
distinct fields or contexts, given that we may have different purposes in
different contexts. Indeed, this is the crucial ingredient for the kind of
argument that Shapiro will advance for the relative character of logic. In
order to do so, Shapiro couples this view on logic with a form of
Hilbertianism on the philosophy of mathematics. Basically, this is an
pdate on Hilbert s motto according to which, roughly speaking,
consistency implies existence. That is, a mathematical structure that is
consistent implicitly defines the entities it deals with, just as in Euclidean
geometry the notion of point is defined implicitly by the geometrical
a ioms for point . Gi en, ho e er, that consistenc is a matter of hich
logic one uses, and that distinct mathematical structures will end up being
inconsistent when certain logics are adopted as their underlying logic, the
result is that given our purpose of preserving consistency, perhaps distinct
logics are required to account for the perceived consistency of distinct
mathematical structures.
Notice how the dialectics to ensure relativism goes. First, it is assumed that
a kind of mathematical pluralism holds. This means that distinct kinds of
mathematical structures are legitimate due to their consistency and to their
actual interest for mathematicians. As a second step, given this plurality,
we may inquire over which logics are required to make such mathematical
theories consistent, or, in other words, for which are the appropriate
underlying logics of such theories. If it happens that distinct mathematical
theories require distinct logics, then we are justified in adopting a form of
localism about logic, that is, that distinct logics apply in distinct domains
or contexts (Shapiro calls this relativism). Here, the logic as models
approach is playing a major role: given the diversity of mathematical
structures taken as legitimate as a kind of point of departure, or as a kind
of ne tral data that appears to be independent of the iss e of which logic
or logics are appropriate, we idealize the inferential practices of existing
distinct mathematical theories in order to comply with the demands of
consistency in each case. The result, as claimed, is that distinct theories
will end up requiring distinct logics if their internal consistency is to be
preserved.
The case for the general argument is made with an illustration employing
intuitionistic mathematics. As it is well-known, intuitionistic theories
conflict with classical mathematics, and this conflict concerns the
inferences available in each case (see Shapiro 2014, chapter 3, for specific
examples concerning intuitionistic theories: Peano arithmetic using
int itionistic logic pl s Ch rch s thesis (PA+CT), the int itionistic
analysis, and smooth infinitesimal anal sis (SIA)). Let s foc s on the
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simple case of intuitionistic analysis. In classical analysis, developed using
classical logic, it is possible to define real functions that are not continuous
(this is widely known, of course). Intuitionistic analysis does not vindicate
such a simple fact, and this surprises students of classical mathematics
when they hear of it for the first time. How can that be? This is a direct
result of the theory of real numbers adopted by intuitionists.
One of the sources for the difference is to be found in the very concept of
real number in intuitionistic analysis. Indeed, the intuitionist may consider
a real number as an equivalence class of Cauchy sequences of rational
numbers, just as a classical mathematician does. However, a sequence, in
this context, is a choice sequence, it is only potentially infinite, never
complete (intuitionists do not accept complete infinities, remember).
Recall that a sequence s of rational numbers is Cauchy if for every rational
number > 0, there is a natural number N, so that for ever natural numbers
m > N and n > N, |s(n) s(m) < (intuitivel , the terms of the sequence s
may be seen as approaching each other, as the function picks as arguments
numbers standing after a given N in the usual order). For an intuitionist,
given an , if a sequence is Cauch , one must be able to compute the N
after which the members of the sequence are within the given. Over such
a view of real numbers, we have:
Bro er s heorem: all real functions defined over a closed
interval are uniformly continuous.
The details of the proof of the theorem need not concern us here. What is
more relevant is that the result conflicts with classical analysis, and that
Shapiro makes use of this fact to argue for the requirement of distinct logics
for distinct mathematical structures. He argues that if we add the law of
excluded middle to intuitionistic analysis, we are able to define functions
that are not continuous. In this sense, then, Brouwer s theorem holds only
in the presence of restrictions to classical logic; it requires intuitionistic
logic. Classical logic is not consistent with it.
As a result, given that intuitionistic analysis is taken as a legitimate kind
of mathematical structure (the initial data, recall) deserving to be
developed and investigated, a kind of relativism about logic arises, due to
the fact that distinct legitimate mathematical theories require distinct logics
to be consistent (notice also the naturalistic bent, bringing mathematical
practice to guide theory acceptability, rather than philosophical claims).
The result is a restriction on the applicability of classical logic, as well as
of intuitionistic logic. As Shapiro puts it:
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conceding that the law of excluded middle, and thus classical
logic, is not universally valid. That is, classical logic is not
correct in all discourses, about all subject matters, etc. The
intuitionist is right about that much. (Shapiro 2014, 82)
That is, the conclusion is precisely a denial of generalism (given that
Shapiro admits that excluded middle holds in classical analysis). Given that
intuitionistic logic is required to account for part of that practice in
intuitionistic analysis, it seems that intuitionistic logic is legitimate as the
underlying logic of a domain of investigation. Of course, given that one is
also assuming that classical structures require classical logic, then, distinct
domains or contexts require distinct logics. This would justify rejection of
the version of generalism we are concerned with.
3.

Some tensions for Shapiro s account

Although, as it will become clear, we are in agreement with the main
conclusion established by Shapiro, we still seem to find some sources of
tension that must be acknowledged in Shapiro
a h leading f m
Hilbertianism about mathematics to logical localism. In this section we
shall bring some of them to the fore. Avoiding such tensions is the major
goal of the approach we shall advance in the next section.
The first source of concern is related to the requirement of consistency
preservation as a sign for the appropriateness of a logic for a given context.
That is, to recognize that a logic is appropriate for a given context, one is
required to check whether that logic preserves or grant he c n e
consistency (relative to that very same logic). Although it seems quite
reasonable in the context of mathematical theories, the worry is that it may
lead one to the wrong kind of account of the underlying logic in some quite
interesting cases. There are historically well-kn n ca e , ch a F ege
Grundgesetze, where choice of the underlying logic is out of the question,
but still, the system is not consistent. Still, despite its inconsistency and
triviality, the system is not without logical interest. Also, for a more recent
e i de, da C a
iginal f m lation of his paraconsistent version of
the set theory NF (New Foundations) was established as trivial, although
there was no question of the choice of a logic (see da Costa 1986). Again,
although the logic chosen by da Costa was not properly ensuring
consistency (in this case, non-triviality), the system was clearly interesting,
and had some important lessons to teach on the nature of paraconsistent set
theory.
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As a result, the requirement of consistency does not seem to provide, in
some cases, at least, the best help when it comes to connecting systems of
logic with specific contexts. Some legitimate mathematical contexts can
be said to have well determined logics that clearly violate the requirement.
In other words, some contexts come with a logic, explicitly formulated,
that violate the requirement of consistency. In these cases, it does not seem
appropriate to hold that the logic leading to inconsistency/triviality did not
contribute to the individuation of each context. They did, but it ended up
being the case that the systems were inconsistent/trivial. The very idea that
e ca a e
f F ege
e , a e -logicists do, or that da Costa
could fix his system, only makes sense if we accept that the original system
is and remain inconsistent/trivial. Accepting that the underlying logics help
us characterize and individuate a context indicates that changing the
underlying logic will result in a different theory (more on this soon).
Perhaps one could object to this point in the following way: the cases
brought here do not cause a problem to Shapiro, given that Shapiro is only
concerned with what are considered legitimate mathematical structures,
that is, consistent contexts really investigated by the mathematical
community. Being inconsistent, Frege Grundgesteze is not legitimate;
be g
a , da C a
e
eg
a e, a d S a
d a e
nothing to do with them. However, it seems to us that this would limit the
e e fS a
a
ac ,
g e e g fac ab
e comings
a d g g f a e a ca
c e. F e a
e, c
de Ca
a e e e .W
ed c e
fR e
a ad , e e
a
fixed in a plurality of alternative ways, and interest in it did not disappear
due to inconsistency. So, in a sense, it may happen that some theories are
individuated with logics that do not grant them consistency, or non
triviality. However, that does not mean that such theories cannot be
interesting from a mathematical point of view. Rather, people try to keep
some of the results of the theory either by changing the logic, or by
changing some of the axioms specific to the theory (in both cases, with
new contexts arising). That is, some theories may be on the radar of
mathematicians even if they are inconsistent, and the search for a
consistent version may be even a part of the pursuit of such
mathematicians.
The second perceived source of tension concerns the very idea of a context.
Shapiro has offered the following characterization of a context:
I propose a eac c e
c de a ec f c a e a ca
theory or structure. It would be the mathematical theory being
advanced at any given time by a mathematician or a group of
mathematicians. In line with the foregoing eclectic orientation,
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each such context has a specific logic: classical logic for the
classical theories, intuitionistic logic for the intuitionistic ones,
etc. Sometimes we will just think of a logic alone as a context,
if the ambient mathematical theory is not in focus or does not
matter. (Shapiro 2014, 89)
However, in inferring from mathematical pluralism to logical localism, one
must acknowledge that the adoption of distinct logics is a result of distinct
contexts being already considered as legitimate, which in this case are the
distinct mathematical theories currently investigated by the mathematical
community. But distinct mathematical theories (which are playing the role
of the contexts, here) seem to be characterized as incorporating a logic
beforehand. That is, a logic is part of what constitutes and individuates a
context. Under these conditions, it seems implausible to think that we can
have a context (when this is a mathematical theory) individuated
independently of a logic, only afterwards extracting from it a logic.
Alternatively, we could proceed as Shapiro implies, seeing logics as
models, and attempting to model the inference patterns of the context in
each case where the context is legitimate in the eyes of the mathematicians.
That is, logics are there to begin with, characterizing the context, but also,
must be extracted from the context. So, the dilemma may be put as follows:
on the one hand, the logic as models approach requires that we somehow
idealize from given practices of inferences, generating a set of inferential
patterns considered appropriate for the goal of preserving consistency in
that context. On the other hand, a context is specified with the help of a
logic. But then, we seem to be in trouble: logic must be already there to
define a context, and also, be extracted from a context by the modeling
procedure. It seems that we cannot have it both ways.
Given that this issue is of central importance for our own argument against
logical generalism, let us check what is going on in more detail. To
motivate the failure of generalism, one must argue that distinct logics are
required for distinct contexts. Shapiro attempts to grant that fact by starting
with distinct mathematical theories that are playing the role of the contexts
and provide a kind of neutral data on the issue of which logic is appropriate.
Given these contexts, he proposes to somehow extract, by means of the
modeling approach, the required logics that account for their consistency,
by checking which system preserves the consistency of each mathematical
theory. This would make a case for distinct logics in distinct contexts that
is not question begging, and that confers credibility to the view, given that
the distinct contexts one started with are scientifically respectable.
However, when it comes to defining a context, systems of logic already
play a role in their individuation. If this is really so, as it is suggested by
the characterization of a context, then, one cannot really have a fully
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convincing argument for the failure of generalism, given that such distinct
logics were admitted as legitimate right from the start, with the claim that
distinct mathematical theories constitute distinct contexts, and that such
theories come with a logic.
We ca
a e he
e f cef
c
de g B
e
he e ,
mentioned earlier. The fact that it is proved in intuitionistically acceptable
ways already points to the need of identifying some logical resources, and
that the law of excluded middle is not one of them. This should give us
pause to think that perhaps intuitionistic logic (or something quite similar)
must be available in the background beforehand, otherwise the context
would be developed very differently. At least when it comes to
mathematical theories, it is quite difficult to think that one could have some
inferential practices in developing the theory that latter, under closer
analysis, turn out to be intuitionistic logic, without consciously applying
them in order to develop the mathematical context to begin with. In this
sense, logic is required to characterize the context. However, as we have
seen, the move by Shapiro also seems to require that logic is established
after the context is available, by some kind of modeling activity. There lies
the tension.
One could hold that the tension is illusory.2 In fact, it can be argued that
every context comes with an underlying logic L, but then, with the
development of the theory, still inquire whether the theory is really
consistent with L. It may turn out that it is, and that L is the best model for
the kind of inference used in this context, or it may turn out that a distinct
system of logic may be more adequate, resulting in the case that the logic
d c e ed af e he
de g
ce
a
ed, L , d ffe e f
L,
but still, more appropriate than L. This, it could be claimed, could make
the use of an underlying logic to individuate a context compatible with the
use of the logic as models approach to obtain a logic from the context,
dispelling the kind of trouble that we have attempted to point out. But
notice that this objection cannot dispel the worries we have raised. Given
that a logic L is presented as the underlying logic for a context, it would be
odd, to say the least, to discover, afterwards, that we did not properly infer
according to it, so that the modeling process of our inferences ended up
delivering a different logic. Why start with L, then, if we are not required
to infer according to it? If it happens that the logic L leads us to triviality,
ch a
F ege Grundgesetze case, then, of course, we can only discover
that by really using the logic L. This allows us to fix the context, in case it
is of mathematical interest, originating new contexts (as discussed earlier
a
he ca e f Ca
he
a d a ac
e e he ).
2

Again, I owe the objection to an anonymous referee, to whom I would like to thank.
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As a result, we keep the claim that there is a tension in locating logic in the
context to begin with, and also attempting to extract it from the context by
use of the modeling approach. There are basically two views on the identity
of context playing a major role here. On the one hand, a context is
individuated by its underlying logic, so that the logic comes with the
context. On the other hand, a context is given independently of a logic, so
that the logic appropriate for the context is identified by a process of
modeling of the inferential practices of users, restricted also to the demands
of consistency. The argument from mathematical pluralism to logical
localism depends on the latter view, it seems, because the plan is to infer
the diversity of logics from the diversity of mathematics, by observing the
demand of consistency.
One can a oid he diffic l ei her b a emp ing o define con e
without the use of logic as a constitutive component, which seems difficult
in this circumstance, or by providing for another account leading from
distinct contexts to the acceptability or correctness of distinct logics in such
contexts. Our proposal consists in following the second route, and we shall
see logics as contributing to the individuation of contexts in a more
thoroughly naturalistic approach.
4.

Inverting the perspective

In order to avoid the tension mentioned in the previous section, due to the
very nature of a context, we shall acknowledge right from the start that
systems of logic do act as (at least partially) constituting contexts. That is,
in our view, a logical theory contributes actively to the individuation of a
context; contrarily to what the generalist suggests, that a fixed logic is
taken for granted, and that the specific contents of a context are added on
the top of it, we allow that even a system of logic may be used to
legitimately individuate a context. As we shall argue from now on, this has
at least two main advantages: it avoids the problem of an apparent kind of
circularity in justifying the use of a logic in a given context, and also the
problem of deciding issues of the right logic for a context (without
requiring that there is a notion of validity per se, as mentioned at the
beginning of the paper). These issues are solved by the more flexible notion
of context that we advance.
It should be recognized that when it comes to mathematical theories, at
least, logics are indeed part of the characterization of their respective
contexts. To begin with the motivation for such a characterization of
context, and the claim that it leads to localism quite directly, notice that
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this will already make a better sense of the currently developing literature
of inconsistent mathematics. Even though inconsistent mathematics does
not enjoy (at least for now) the same kind of wide acceptance of
intuitionistic and classical mathematics, it is a field that has been growing
in recent years. Consider the following definition of inconsistent
mathematics:
Inconsistent mathematics is the study of the mathematical
theories that result when classical mathematical axioms are
asserted within the framework of a (non-classical) logic which
can tolerate the presence of a contradiction without turning
every sentence into a theorem. (Mortensen 2017)
In other words, inconsistent mathematics are the mathematical theories
developed over paraconsistent logics (see also Priest 2006, chapter 10 and
the definition of inconsistent arithmetic). This defines a family of contexts
in which paraconsistent logics are the correct logics, by fiat, as it were.
Clearly, distinct kinds of paraconsistent structures require distinct kinds of
paraconsistent logics, and the logic must be clearly specified right from the
start. Now, if other contexts may be defined in the same way, and are
considered legitimate by anyone in the dispute, then, there is a good case
against the generalist.
Before we proceed, notice how, in the case of inconsistent mathematics,
such systems of logic are allowing us to individuate the contexts in
question; inconsistent mathematics is defined as employing paraconsistent
logics to begin with. In an important sense, there is no paraconsistent
mathematics as a kind of activity first, and afterwards, we go on looking
for the inferential patterns that enable such mathematics (that make it
con i en , meaning non- i ial he e). The di ec ion suggested by
Shapiro, of going from the mathematics to the logic, would hardly work
here. Rather, without such logics there to begin with, there would not be a
case for the existence and complete understanding of the identity of such
contexts. In the case of mathematical contexts, the logics are assumed by
default, and they are the correct logics for the specific contexts they help
individuate to begin with. In the same sense, we suggest, it would be odd
to have intuitionistic mathematicians, and classical mathematicians too,
proving theorems, each in his or her own domain, and only afterwards
looking for their specific inferential patterns, in order to investigate which
logic is more suitable. The patterns codifying valid inferences are not there
somewhat hidden, awaiting to be found by a posteriori modeling activity.
Rather, they are set at the beginning, to individuate the context. The logics
act as enabling the development of the kind of mathematics of which they
are the underlying logics.
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It is not the case, then, that distinct mathematical theories or structures
make a case for the plausibility of the use of distinct logics; rather, distinct
logics act to enable that distinct mathematics be developed. This solves the
problem of determining the individuality of a context, avoiding what was
perceived as a kind of circularity in the previous section. It puts the issue
of the appropriate direction of the dependence of a context on logic on a
clearer basis: the adoption of distinct logics is not a result of the acceptance
of distinct mathematical structures as legitimate; rather, the distinct
mathematical structures are a result of distinct approaches to logic, which
act as a guide in the development of such mathematical structures.
Although this may sound historically inaccurate in some cases, due to
B
e di
f gic i ge e a , he e i a ca e be ade f i , e e
on what concerns intuitionism. Recall that although Brouwer did not
develop a system of intuitionistic logic, his own approach to constructive
mathematics originates in great part from his distrust of classical logic, and
on restrictions to classical inference modes. In fact, in order to characterize
constructive mathematics, in general, one needs to appeal to the kind of
inferences, or logical behavior that is the basis of such contexts:
Constructive mathematics is distinguished from its traditional
counterpart, classical mathematics, by the strict interpretation
f he h a e he e e i
a
e ca c
c .I
der to
work constructively, we need to re-interpret not only the
existential quantifier but all the logical connectives and
quantifiers as instructions on how to construct a proof of the
statement involving these logical expressions. (Bridges and
Palmgreen 2018)
In this sense, just as inconsistent mathematics is mathematics developed
over paraconsistent logics, constructive mathematics requires a
constructive understanding of the logical apparatus to begin with; the logic
contributes to the identity of the context. And we may go even further, and
consider classical mathematics, which was here even before something like
classical logic was available, right? How can it be that classical logic acts
a e ab i g i ? We ,
ice ha he e i he c a ica
a applied to
classical mathematics only after classical logic consolidated. Classical
gic i a ece
i e i , a d a di i c i
be ee
c a ica
mathematics and other types of mathematics is only available after the
consolidation of classical logic. So, in this sense, the distinct logics and
inference patterns required for distinct contexts, in the case of
mathematical theories, are part of the very definition of a context, and are
correct for those contexts due to this very fact.
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But now, given that the localist thesis is no longer inferred from a given
neutral data, the plurality of mathematical theories, how do we grant that
distinct logics are required for distinct contexts? Or, in other terms: how
do we grant that distinct logics are required for distinct contexts, and that
they are correct for them? We need to separate two distinct issues that are
conflated in this kind of question. One way of looking at the question is
concerned with the correctness of a logic for a specific context. This, at
least in the case of some mathematical theories, is solved by the
appropriate, and more refined, notion of a context that we advanced. A
logic is already employed when it comes to characterizing a context, and
is the appropriate logic for that context. After defining contexts like that,
right from the start there is a logic that is doing the work of being the
underlying logic. One could believe that this makes the issue of the correct
logic rather uninteresting; in fact, this brings the disputes over the
appropriate logic to a quick solution.3 However, although this may be seen
as deflating some of the disputes over the correct logic, which may be seen
as a virtue by some, it also shifts the locus of interest to another question:
which such systems are interesting, or worthwhile pursuing?
This is in fact the second question that is conflated with the previous one.
It concerns the respectability, from a scientific point of view, of each such
context that may be advanced for the consideration of the scientific
community. Classical mathematics clearly has an upper hand here, given
its long intellectual tradition and successful application to empirical
sciences. But intuitionistic mathematics is also an institutionally
recognized scientific research program. Anyone ruling one of such
contexts out would be adopting a revisionist program of the philosophy of
mathematics that does not account for the practice of the discipline in our
days, and as such would have the burden of proof.
This may be put in the context of the Carnapian principle of tolerance. The
principle requires that we allow distinct systems to be investigated, and not
to discard them based on philosophical prejudice. However, tolerance is
still not enough to grant scientific respectability and ensure wide adoption
of such systems in research programs. Tolerance concerns the fact that
each one is free to advance a framework as something worth of pursuit;
this, by itself, does not grant that the system will be pursued. Only science,
as an institution, determines which systems (understood here as
mathematical structures) are worth of investigation.4 Certainly, classical
and intuitionistic mathematics pass this latter test. Given that each require
3

Thanks to an anonymous referee for pointing that.
Thus, logic and mathematics may also be seen as providing for research programs, in a Lakatosian
sense, as suggested by Priest (1989).
4
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a distinct logic, a form of logical localism in current mathematical practice
seems to be vindicated. In this sense, then, generalism fails, because it
cannot account for the current state of mathematics. One can be generalist
only at the price of rejecting mathematical practice, which is possible, but
not totally recommendable from a naturalistic point of view.
The, in a sense, we suggest a division of labor between the question of
correctness of a logic for a given context and the question of what makes
a system an interesting object of research. In the picture suggested,
although the question of correctness becomes deflated, there is still an issue
of whether the diversity of systems available can become an integrating
part of current scientific enterprise. From the relativist point of view
advanced, a plurality of systems is justified in the measure that they are
part of such an ongoing enterprise. As Caret proposed:
An honest naturalist simply takes mathematics as it stands and
respects the autonomy of the discipline, rather than imposing
o ide idea abo ho i ho ld be ac iced. Who a e e
to police the bounds of mathematics because of some hangup
about bivalence or truth-tables? (Caret 2021, 4964)
Such a practice recommends that some non-classical structures are
currently part of the mathematical practice and this legitimates them.
Notice that the issue of whether intuitionistic logic is correct for such
practice is a prior issue (and here we differ from Caret); the point of
relevance is accepting intuitionistic mathematics as part of the scientific
enterprise. Again, this makes relativism interesting, the fact that it is
anchored in the practice of science.
Le
con a hi a oach again i h Sha i o
a eg . While Sha i o
uses the fact that our scientific community recognizes diverse
mathematical structures as worthy of study and engagement as a starting
point, which then leads to contexts and, from them, to distinct logics, we
use logic as enabling the development of distinct mathematical theories,
which, then, are acknowledged (or not) by our community as worthy of
development (as fruitful research programs). That is, both approaches will
have to appeal to the verdict of the scientific community on what concerns
distinct mathematical structures and their scientific respectability as
fruitful mathematical programs of research. However, while Shapiro uses
this fact as a springboard to logical localism, attempting to ground the need
for distinct logics in this fact, we use distinct logics to provide the very
source of such distinct contexts. Scientific respectability comes after that,
if it ever comes for some of the mathematical theories that are proposed.
This describes perfectly well the situation of the inconsistent mathematics
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program: this is clearly a program where it is known, beforehand, which
logic is the underlying logic of the enterprise. What friends of
paraconsistent mathematics claim is that such structures are also worth of
investigation, that the mathematical community should also join the efforts
of developing such structures, due to theoretical rewards to be expected.
Whether the mathematical community will listen to the call, time will tell,
but it is largely an issue concerning the practice of mathematics, not of
choice of the appropriate logic.
There are many advantages in reversing the approach to contexts as we
have done. First, we have a clearer identity condition for contexts;
mathematical theories are not entities awaiting for a logic to be attributed
to them; rather, they are endowed from the start with prescriptions for the
correct inferences. Second, this solves by default the issue that distinct
logics are required for distinct contexts, basically, because the logic is
already an ingredient of the context. Third, it is compatible with a version
of the tolerance principle in which distinct logics may be used (as they
indeed are, as the case of paraconsistent mathematics attests) to advance
different contexts, which are then developed in the hope that the
community may somehow recognize their importance.
The approach is very logic-oriented; it makes use of the fact that the very
notion of domain gets broadened with the rise of non-classical logics, and
with the recognition that logics themselves may be used or required to
characterize contexts. This allows for distinct logics being used in distinct
contexts by fiat, something that could not be imagined when such distinct
logics were not available. So, the anti-generalist has a somehow direct case
once distinct logics are present to constitute distinct domains. The point is
that the easy case can become also epistemically respectable when such
contexts are also scientifically relevant, and this is what happens with the
intuitionistic mathematics, for instance. This is as far as a naturalist would
demand of justification for the distinct logics, that they be really part of
current science, and is compatible with tolerance with the development of
alternative approaches, which then will look for their place in the scientific
enterprise.
We can finish now with a short discussion about how the logic as models
approach suits in the picture, once this new understanding of context is
adopted. Recall that we have suggested that logics help individuate a
domain, instead of first having a domain or context, and then looking for
the logic. In this sense, recall, the proposal is quite logic-centered, in the
sense that it allows that logics may contribute to inform, in a sense, the
nature of a domain or context to which they are applied. This also means
that a logic and a context are not independent entities, awaiting to be
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matched. Rather, the logic somehow contributes to give a more specific
shape and identity to the field of its own application. In more general terms,
then, in the picture being proposed here, one needs an account of models
that sees models as contributing actively to the character of the target they
are intended to apply to. Typical accounts of models do not see models as
having so much to offer on the way to individuate their targets or contexts
of applications; rather, the typical accounts focus on the relation of models
and targets, as two independent entities.
This situation reflects itself in the fact that most accounts of the role of
models are still very much focused on the representation relation. The plan
is that there are models on the one side, and targets on the other, and that
knowledge about the target is obtained when the models are properly
related to their targets. These accounts all recognize the role of abstraction,
idealization and simplifications, but still, this is not enough to precisely
account for the epistemic role that models play in our scientific activities:
Apart from simplifications, approximations and idealizations,
scientific modelling involves significant conceptual work,
which covers such epistemic activities as discerning specific
e f e
e a, c ce a
-d ec
b e ab e
objects, properties, or processes, and bringing phenomena
de ec f c e f
-e
ca
e e ca inciples or
concepts. It is difficult to see how these conceptual activities
would fit into the traditional representational picture.
(Knuuttila and Boon 2011, 313)
T a , e ad
a acc
( e e ee a
a c e e
ed
by Knuuttila and Boon) fall short of providing for a detailed enough picture
of modeling. In particular, they fail to acknowledge the role of models in
enabling the investigation of the target.
Luckily, there are proposals in the literature on the use of models in science
that bring the required constitutive-enabling relation of the models to their
targets to the center of the stage. Here, we shall propose that one may adapt
e
de a e e c
, ad a ced b K
aa dB
(2011)
the case of logic, and get a result that is quite connected with the proposal
we have been describing for the localist picture in logic. This account of
models allows that a model play an active role in individuating the context
in which they apply to; modeling involves more than just matching a model
and a preexisting target. Rather, the modeling activity has a creative part
in enabling that one investigates the target, because the target only gets
available in precise terms through the applications of the conceptual
machinery provided by the model; models and their targets are, in a sense,
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co-created. We see the target through the lenses of the model, as it were,
and the justification of the model is partly built-in the model, given that the
target is framed in theoretical language of the model too:5
in this activity of modelling, the construction of models is
intertwined with the construction of new phenomena,
theoretical principles and scientific concepts. As a
consequence, the justification of a model is partly built into it
in the process of modelling, implying that the representational
approach, despite its focus on justification, fails to pay enough
attention on how models are justified in scientific practice.
(Knuuttila and Boon 2011, 311)
In the case of logics, as we have argued, use of a specific modeling of the
inferences allowed enables the development of intuitionistic structures
(and something similar may be said of classical mathematics, and
inconsistent mathematics, with their respective logics). The justification
for the use of a given logic is the fact that it is there to begin with, helping
c
c a f he he
e a be acc
ed f ; he del b h
i a e a d e able he c
ci
f he he
e a (K
ila a d
Boon 2011, 317). The logics, understood as modeling kinds of inferences,
motivate and enable the development of the mathematics associated with
them. The same could also be said of classical mathematics, which, in the
foundations period, needed to be put in firm basis, by following the
standards of the newly developed classical logics. The individuation of the
target depends in large measure of the logic used to model the inferences
one is interested in. As it happens in science,
modelling typically involves a theoretical (re)description of the
target phenomenon as well as the development of theoretical
principles and scientific concepts. The model in the process of
its construction functions as an integrating tool as well as a
scaffold for further scientific reasoning. In this way the model
serves also as a tool of its own development. (Knuuttila and
Boon 2011, 316)
In this sense, the development of classical and intuitionistic logics explored
the already available knowledge (the controversies on the validity of
determined inferences, and the consequences of using only constructive
inferences in proofs, for instance), to both be constructed and shape the
field being modeled. That is, the model is not only a result of the data we
5

The idea ha
del d i c
Boumans (1999).
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put in it, but also it helps us in interpreting and somehow shaping the data,
enabling further investigation in terms of the model. This is what happens
in classical and intuitionistic mathematics. This is what happens in
classical and intuitionistic mathematics. Some of the inferences used in the
mathematical practices of the end of the nineteenth century have led to
constructions of distinct approaches to the legitimate reasoning in
mathematics and, as a result, these advances have enabled the development
of distinct mathematical practices itself. The model of inferences is what
ends up constraining the development of the field of investigation. The
model acts so that it works to delimit the field of application, its
phenomena.
Ce ainl , hi onl indica e in gene al line ho a logic a model
approach could go, but it does already give us a clear idea that the
understanding of context we have suggested can be backed by an approach
to models fine-tuned with the current understanding of models in science
(being, thus, a naturalistic approach to the methodology of logic too). We
suggest that a more pragmatic approach to models in science, which takes
seriously the claim that the phenomena is theoretically laden, elaborated in
theoretical terms furnished by the model, can have a lot of benefits for logic
too. In particular, it can account for the fact that logics are used to generate
a plurality of contexts, some of which may be of mathematical interest.
Developing further the notion of logic as models in this specific approach
is something we leave for some future work.
5.

Concluding remarks

We have suggested that Shapi o approach against a version of generalism
in logic seems to face difficulties. We have identified that the major
problem seems to be located in an ambiguity as to the role of logic in its
relation to the domain or context where the logic is applied. Logic seems
to be both used to characterize the context, and to be somehow extracted
from the context. Our proposal to overcome the difficulty consists in
locating logic right from the start as an ingredient constituting the domain
or context. This makes full sense in the case of mathematical theories, at
least as we now conceive of them (and we have discussed only the case of
mathematical theories here). Not only does this dissolve the tensions in
Shapi o approach, but also makes room for a more naturalistic approach
to the philosophy of logic.
As a by-product, we needed not to enter the discussion of how to grant that
a given system is the correct choice for a given context, with disputes
typically boiling down to issues of adequacy of systems of logic to the data.
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That is, we avoid the kind of discussion concerning whether a logic is right
by relating a logic and a preexisting domain, both typically taken as being
able to be characterized independently of each other. In our proposal, the
correctness of a system is somehow built-in in the very context, and the
idea that a context, which is gained so easily, deserves to be studied,
depends on pragmatic factors; the decision on which systems are worth of
study and development comes from science. Here, of course, Carnapian
tolerance is playing a major role.
Furthermore, this approach is nicely suited to the view of logic as models,
when
de are understood in more naturalistic terms. The view of logic
as modeling inferences, and the inferences modeled as delimiting and
individuating the field where they apply squares nicely with the localist
picture we have advanced. In fact, it boosts the localist proposal advanced
here. Advocating a generalist picture, according to this view, would require
that one adopts a restrictive position on the domains allowed for an
investigation, a restrictive view that is not easy to justify, and that is not
justified in the current state of the art of the logic and mathematics as we
find it. In this sense, the view advanced here not only helps us advance a
more coherent form of localism, but also provides for a clear picture of
how new domains come to be proposed, such as paraconsistent
mathematics, as we have argued. Certainly, more would still be required
to articulate the proposal in all its details, and one may still draw many
more important lessons for the epistemology of logic from the use of
models in more naturalistic ways, as suggested by the
de as epistemic
tools a
ach , when connected to the g c as models a
ach , but we
leave this issue for another occasion.
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As is well known, George E gel seminal paper The need for a new
medical model: A challenge for bi medici e (1977) argued that medicine
should abandon a rigid biomedical model to adopt instead a model that
would be able to consider the complex interrelations among the biological,
psychological, and socio-environmental determinants of health and
disease. Such an interdisciplinary and multidimensional model for
addressing the etiology, prevention, prognosis, and clinical treatment of
disease is the biopsychosocial (BPS) model.
After more than 40 years, the BPS is taken for granted in some areas of
medical research and practice, and at the same time still rejected as vague
and ineffective in others. In philosophical quarters the model is equally
controversial, as it is welcomed by most anti-dualists, but also targeted by
the objections of those who require a mechanistic account of causation,
which is still not applicable to psychological-biological and the socialbiological relations.
Derek Bolton and Grant Gillett (B&G) book starts from acknowledging
this partial failure, reviews significant changes that took place in
neuroscience, psychology, biology, and healthcare since E gel proposal,
and elaborate a sophisticated defense of the BPS model on philosophical
grounds, by providing a new account of the causal relations between the
psychological, the biological and the social domain in terms of systems of
communication-based regulatory control.
The book is organized into four separate chapters. In the first chapter, B&G
present the origin of the BPS model as an alternative to the biomedical
model, its long-standing leading role in medicine, healthcare, and health
© 2021 Maria Cristina Amoretti and Elisabetta Lalumera
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educational settings, as well as some recent critiques that have been
developed against it, arguing that it is too general, vague, useless,
incoherent, and lacking validity. The focus of the second chapter is instead
a philosophical argument in favor of a
e b
g , which sees
biological processes as operating and emerging from information transfer;
this argument is in fact needed to dismiss the assumption that only physical
causes are ea causes. The third chapter moves from biology to
psychology and is dedicated to discussing the so-called 4-E model of
cognition, which sees cognition as embodied, embedded, enactive, and
extended, or ultimately related to agency; within this framework, the
c a component of the BPS model has to do with control and
distribution of the resources necessary for biological and psychological
life. In the fourth and final chapter B&G argue that the concepts and the
boundaries of health and disease are biopsychosocial, utilize the scientific
method to identify the causal mechanisms that lead to disease, and identify
chronic stress as having a major role in linking psychosocial factors with
biological damage. In so doing, they eventually present their renewed BPS
model, where physical and mental diseases are brought together, instead of
being separate as in the context of the original BPS model.
This book symposium has the aim to further broaden the discussion on the
BPS model and its recent reconceptualization through four critical essays.
In the first essay, F
Engel to Enactivism: Contextualizing the
Biopsychosocial M de , Awais Aftab and Kristopher Nielsen offer a twopart commentary on B&G proposal. In the first part, they present a
conceptual and historical assessment of the BPS model that is alternative
to that offered by B&G, as they take such a model to be less concerned
with the ontological possibility and nature of psychosocial causes, and
more interested in psychosocial influences. Based on their new assessment,
Aftab and Nielsen then question B&G restricted focus on accounting for
biopsychosocial causal interactions. In the second part, B&G account of
mental disorder, which combines the 4E model of cognition with an
information-processing paradigm, is compared with a more fleshed out
enactivist account of mental disorder that tackles similar conceptual
problems of causal interactions but d e
rely on notions of informationprocessing.
In the second essay, Ce f ga and Centripetal Thinking about the
Biopsychosocial
M de
Kathryn
Tabb
interprets
B&G
reconceptualization of the BPS model as an attempt to increase the
conceptual unity of psychiatry. After a brief synopsis of B&G project
and an overview of the main forces currently working against the
conceptual unity of psychiatry forces that have not so much to do with
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metaphysical dualism but rather with historic, economic, and sociocultural
factors, such as the rise of professional specialization and the related
dominance of translational science within psychiatric biomedicine Tabb
argues for psychiatry to acquire a clearly delineated conceptual core. In
this respect, she claims, the BPS model should be renewed not only from
a metaphysical point of view as B&G argue but also, and especially, from
an ethical one, as a focus on bioethics could guide choices about which
causal relationships should be prioritized as research targets in psychiatry.
The third essay, H
to be a Holist Who Rejects the Biopsychosocial
M de by Diane O Lea , focuses on the BPS
de
deeply
inconsistent position on dualism, which according to the author may have
bad clinical consequences in medicine, too. Very roughly, O Lea
main
point is that it is possible to characterize E ge driving idea as the
acceptance of (phenomenal) consciousness in the context of medical
science without retaining the vagueness, platitudeness, and inconsistency
of the BPS model itself. This would be possible by embracing
metaphysical holism as the willingness to recognize the reality of human
experience, and the sense in which that reality forces medicine to address
biological, psychological, and social aspects of health. Even if, as O Lea
recognizes, this move will not entirely identify ed c e stance on
dualism, it will locate it clearly enough to improve patient care.
In the fourth and final essay, Ca a
and Causal Selection in the
Biopsychosocial Model of Health and D ea e , Hane Htut Maung focuses
on some concerns raised by disease causation. To begin, Maung discusses
B&G metaphysical account of biopsychosocial causation, which they see
as a preliminary step to defensibly update the BPM model. According to
Maung, however, B&G account is based on claims about the normativity
and the semantic content of biological information that are not only
metaphysically contentious, but also unnecessary to the scope. On a more
general level, moreover, Maung claims that B&G are misdiagnosing the
problem, which is not that of providing an adequate account of
biopsychosocial causation but that of offering an adequate account of
causal selection. He finally considers how the problem of causal selection
may be solved to arrive at a more explanatorily valuable and clinically
useful version of the BPS model.
The book symposium is closed by Derek B
reply essay, in which he
addresses the points raised by the invited commentators.
We wish to thank all the Authors, and especially professor Derek Bolton,
for their patience and enthusiasm in this project. We had planned it before
the pandemic, not long after the book was published, but many interrelated
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causes as the BPS would have it postponed its completion for at least one
year. We think, however, that a discussion on this important book could
not be more timely.
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ABSTRACT
In this article we offer a two-part commentary on Bolton and Gille
reconceptualization of Engel biopsychosocial model. In the first
section we present a conceptual and historical assessment of the
biopsychosocial model that differs from the analysis by Bolton and
Gillett. Specifically, we point out that Engel in his vision of the
biopsychosocial model was less concerned with the ontological
possibility and nature of psychosocial causes, and more concerned
with psychosocial influences in the form of illness interpretation and
presentation, sick role, seeking or rejection of care, the doctor-patient
therapeutic relationship, and role of personality factors and family
relationships in recovery from illness, etc. On the basis of this
assessment, we then question Bolton and Gille
restricted focus on
accounting for biopsychosocial causal interactions. The second
section compares Bolton and Gille
account with a recent
enactivist account of mental disorder that tackles similar conceptual
problems of causal interactions. Bolton and Gille
utilize elements
of the 4E cognition, but they combine these proto-ideas with an
information-processing paradigm. Given their explicit endorsement
of 4E approaches to mind and cognition, we illustrate some key ways
in which a more fleshed out enactive account, particularly one that
d e n rely on notions of information-processing, differs from the
account proposed by Bolton and Gillett.
Keywords: Biopsychosocial model; George Engel; causality; enactivism; 4E
cognition
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The Biopsychosocial Model of Health and Disease: New Philosophical
and Scientific Developments b De ek B l n and G an Gille (2019) i
among the most intellectually stimulating books that have been published
in the area of philosophy of medicine and philosophy of psychiatry in
recent years. It makes notable and substantial contributions to the literature
on the biopsychosocial model as well as the nature of causal interactions.
It is therefore with pleasure and admiration that we offer this critical
commentary.
Our commentary is divided in two sections. In the first section we present
a conceptual and historical assessment of the biopsychosocial model
(BPSM) that differs from the analysis by Bolton and Gillett (B&G).
S ecificall , e in
ha Engel BPSM a c nce ned i h m ch
more than the ontological possibility of psychological and social causes.
On he ba i f hi a e men , e hen e i n B&G e ic ed f c
on accounting for biopsychosocial causal interactions, and in doing so we
identify important aspects of debate about the BPSM that we think B&G
have overlooked. The second ec i n c m a e B&G acc n i h a
recent enactivist account of mental disorder that tackles similar conceptual
blem . The e a e a ec
f B&G
k ha
ike
a being
me ha
-enac i e , al h gh he a em
c mbine he e idea
with an information- ce ing a adigm. Gi en B&G
e lici
endorsement of 4E approaches to mind and cognition (Bolton and Gillett
2019, 76), we think it worthwhile to consider the ways in which a fleshed
out enactive account differs from the account proposed by B&G.
1.

There is More to E gel BPSM than Causal Interactions

B&G f ndamen al f c
realm. They write:

i

n ca al in e ac i n in he bi

ch

cial

The conceptual challenge, recognised by Engel and
contemporary commentary, is that there are historically deeply
entrenched assumptions physicalism, dualism and reductionism
to the effect that only material, physical and chemical causes
are real, while distinctive psychological causes and social
causes are impossible or incomprehensible. (Bolton and Gillett
2019, vi)
As such, the majority of their text is focused on developing an account of
biopsychosocial causal interactions, the ontological space in which these
interactions take place, and how the psychological and social can have
genuine causal power within this framework. B&G see their account as a
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general model, with the purpose of theorizing biopsychosocial interactions
in health and disease. In their words:
We focus here on the general biopsychosocial model as a core
philosophical and scientific theory of health, disease and
healthcare, which defines the foundational theoretical
constructs the ontology of the biological, the psychological
and the social and especially the causal relations within and
between these domains. (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 19)
B&G are correct that there are historically entrenched assumptions relating
to physicalism, dualism, and reductionism that have dominated scientific
and medical thinking, and they are also correct that this was recognized by
Engel. However, we believe that B&G misdiagnose the negative
consequences of these assumptions with which Engel was concerned and
hich he so ght to address in his BPSM. Engel s f ndamental concern as
not in establishing the reality and existence of psychosocial causes, but
rather in the establishing that the psychosocial realm is worthy of scientific
exploration and that there is no reason to exclude it from the realm of
scientific medical inquiry. Engel was not primarily interested in the alleged
impossibility or incomprehensibility of psychological and social causes.
We believe this is a fundamental point that has gone by unappreciated not
only by B&G, but also in general by commentators following Engel.
That Engel was not primarily concerned with causal interactions is
apparent in Engel s seminal papers on BPSM, b t becomes e en more so
hen his other ritings are considered. In Engel s classic 1977 paper on
the subject, Engel is, for a large portion of the article, concerned with the
concept of disease and whether our notion of disease should be restricted
to biochemical abnormalities. He writes,
Medicine s crisis stems from the logical inference that since
disease is defined in terms of somatic parameters, physicians
need not be concerned with psychosocial issues which lie
outside medicine s responsibility and authority. (Engel 1977)
This statement of medicine s crisis does not indicate a f ndamental
concern with causal interactions, but rather the nature of our notions of
health and disease, and their subsequent implications.
Engel s concerns ith the biomedical a of thinking are f rther e panded
on in other articles. In his (1997) article From Biomedical to
Biops chosocial , Engel sees the aim of the biops chosocial medicine as
being scientific in the human domain:
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Biopsychosocial thinking aims to provide a conceptual
framework suitable for developing a scientific approach to
what patients have to tell us about their illness experiences ( ).
B
ca
ca
a
a
a c a
derived data and the means of their acquisition are neither
teachable, nor subject to systematic study, needs to be
examined. (Engel 1997)
Below are some quotations from his (1992) a c , H
M c L
Must Medicine s Science Be Bound by a Seventeenth Century World
V ? (E
1992)
In any consideration of a scientific model for medicine that
would qualify as a successor to the biomedical model, be it the
biopsychosocial or any other, the fundamental issue is whether
physicians can in their study and care of patients be scientists
and work scientifically in the human domain. Or is medicine s
human domain beyond the reach of science and the scientific
method, an art, as the biomedical model in effect requires?
Medicine s adherence to a seventeenth century paradigm
predicated on the mechanism, reductionism, determinism, and
dualism of Newton and Descartes automatically excludes what
is distinctively human from the realm of science and the
scientific.
Biomedicine s rejection of dialogue as a genuinely scientific
means of data collection is evident in the neglect of instruction
and supervision in interviewing, not to mention in clinical data
collection altogether, and in the preference for the case
presentation as a method of clinical teaching, one in which
students may display their ability to organize and discuss
findings, but not reveal the methods and skills whereby they
had come by the data in the first place, least of all their
interpersonal engagement with the patient.
This is recognized, to an extent, even by B&G, because they begin chapter
1 by listing what Engel identified as limitations of the biomedical model,
that it fails to take into account the following:
the person who has the illness, the
experience of,
account of and attitude towards the illness; whether the person
or others in fact regard the condition as an illness; care of the
patient as a person; for some conditions such as schizophrenia
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and diabetes, the effect of conditions of living on onset,
presentation and course; and finally, the healthcare system
itself also cannot be conceptualised solely in biomedical terms
but rather involves social factors such as professionalization.
(Bolton and Gillett 2019, 2)
Notably, concerns about the causal reality of psychosocial factors do not
appear on this list by Engel, because such concerns are prominently
missing from Engel s seminal ri ings. Gi en Engel s s rong in eres in
the various dimensions of the illness experience and utilizing the clinical
interview as an instrument of scientific inquiry, it is quite possible that
Engel would have been dismayed to see interpretations of BPSM as having
to do primarily with causal interactions.
It needs to be stated that the responsibility for this misunderstanding of
Engel s hesis doesn lie i h B&G. S ch a charac eri a ion of BPSM as
being concerned primarily with causes is widespread, even among the
most ardent champions of BPSM. Consider, for instance, Dr Ronald Pies,
author of Clinical Manual of Psychiatric Diagnosis and Treatment: A
Biopsychosocial Approach (Pies 1994), who wrote in Psychiatric Times in
2020: The biopsychosocial paradigm
asserts that most (but not necessarily all) serious mental
disorders are best understood as having a variety of causes and
risk factors including but not necessarily limited to
biological, psychological and social components. (Pies 2020)
While such a formulation is not strictly erroneous, it is a more restrictive
nders anding of Engel s ision (Af ab 2020). The ma ers ha preocc p
Engel are more to do with psychosocial influences in the form of illness
interpretation and presentation, sick role, seeking or rejection of care, the
doctor-patient therapeutic relationship, and role of personality factors and
family relationships in recovery from illness, etc. Engel was seeking a
framework that would bring the psychosocial and phenomenological
dimensions of illness within the realm of medical and scientific inquiry.
Causes and risk factors are included in it, surely, but they are not
particularly privileged by Engel.
Why then has our popular understanding of BPSM been so focused on
causal risk factors and causal interactions? This appears to be a
consequence of the manner in which BPSM has been operationalized and
taught to medical trainees. The operationalization has taken the form of a
biopsychosocial formulation. This formulation is illustrated as a table in
hich here are hree col mns of biological , ps chological and
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social , and four rows of predisposing factors, precipitating factors,
perpetuating factors, and protective factors (see Huda 2020 for an example
of such a formulation). This organization urges the trainees to take into
account all the various causal factors by filling in all the boxes.
Furthermore, such a formulation is intended to assist in the development
of a treatment plan, with the understanding that the treatment should be
aimed at all the modifiable causal factors identified.
The biopsychosocial formulation, while a useful educational and clinical
tool, creates a number of conceptual and philosophical problems
(Waterman 2006). First of all, it encourages the reification of biological ,
psychological and social as separate and distinct ontological domains.
Such a reification is illusory, since there are good reasons to think that the
biological, the psychological, and the social as levels of explanation are
best understood as heuristic idealizations that are helpful in making certain
sorts of distinctions of interest to us, but do not reflect deep ontological
features of the world (see Eronen 2021 for a defense of this view).
Secondly, causal factors identified have to be cleanly sorted into one or the
other column, often in an arbitrary or artificial manner (e.g., is pain a
biological or a psychological factor?). Thirdly, while all the risk factors are
categorized, no weight is assigned regarding their respective causal roles,
giving the (false) impression that they are all, more or less equally,
relevant . Fourthly, since a combination of bio-psycho-social factors will
almost always be present, a clinician may feel justified in offering any sort
of treatment that is perceived to address those factors, regardless of
whether that treatment is backed by scientific evidence or is recommended
by guidelines. Fifthly, creating a static array of causal risk factors further
enhances the mystery of how these causal factors interact dynamically in
the real world.
It is in the face of such an understanding of BPSM that Paul McHugh and
Philip Slavney (1998) argue that the model is amorphous and vague,
offering little meaningful guidance for clinical and research work. They
see BPSM as analogous to a list of ingredients rather than a recipe,
providing no instructions on how these ingredients are to be effectively
mixed together in the process of cooking.
It is also important to understand the ideological function that BPSM has
served in psychiatry. BPSM was utilized as a means of bridging the rift
between the various factions within psychiatry with biological,
psychological, and social orientations (Ghaemi 2010). It did so by a sort of
Dodo bird verdict that all approaches are legitimate, and none shall be
excluded, everyone has won, and all must have pri es . It is this rhetorical
function of BPSM that leads Ghaemi (2010) to contend that in
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contemporary practice BPSM has led the clinicians into a state of lazy
eclecticism.
While B&G allude to some of this, and recognize that the attitude of
uncritical eclecticism is not present in Engel s original writings, they fall
short in two ways: i) they don t recogni e, at least explicitly, that a central
preoccupation with causal interactions is also not present in Engel s
writings, and ii) they don t seem to demonstrate an adequate appreciation
that many criticisms of BPSM are directed at the manner in which BPSM
has been operationalized and implemented. Given this targeting, such
criticisms will stand as long as the practical implementation of BPSM
remains the same.
While B&G highlight the criticisms of BPSM by Ghaemi and Kendler,
they don t seem to make much effort at engaging with the conceptual
alternatives offered by these authors. Both Ghaemi and Kendler endorse
versions of pluralism as replacements for BPSM, Jasperian
methodological pluralism in the case of Ghaemi (2010), and explanatory
integrative pluralism in the case of Kendler (2005). The basic viewpoint of
such pluralisms is that multiple independent methods and explanations (at
multiple levels/scales) are necessary to understand and treat mental
illnesses. The strengths and limits of each method or explanation need to
be recognized, and that method/explanation should be utilized which is
best suited for the specific circumstances based on pragmatic constraints,
relevant epistemic values, and empirical evidence.
There is somewhat of a parallel here to B&G s assertion that the content
of the BPSM is in the specifics. It can be argued that saying that the content
of BPSM lies in the scientific and clinical specifics is not that much
different from saying that our understanding of specific conditions and
disorders should be guided by the best available scientific explanations for
those disorders, explanations which will almost always include
psychosocial variables in addition to biological variables, either as
contributing to etiology, presentation, course, or treatment considerations.
The value that BPSM offers in this regard is basically as a reminder: do
not restrict your notions of scientific inquiry to exclude the human and the
psychosocial realm. Aside from serving as a reminder, it does not seem to
offer anything above and beyond what we would expect a good scientific
explanation to offer. In other words, a good scientific explanation of a
complex, multifactorial medical condition such as diabetes or depression
will invariably be one that includes biological, psychological, and social
variables, but that is not because the good scientific explanation will be
derived from BPSM.
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In a similar vein, the value of BPSM in clinical practice and medical
education is that of a reminder not to ignore psychosocial variables. Such
a reminder is necessar beca se of medicine s long-trenched history of
focusing on the biological to the exclusion of the psychosocial. As noted
by Kendler:
[BPSM] is used widely in family medicine and is a great
teaching tool, reminding the residents to consider the
psychological and social influences on their cases and not just
focusing on the pathophysiology. (Kendler 2010)
A philosophical account of bio-psycho-social ca sal in erac ions doesn
quite serve the same purpose. This also indicates that when it comes to
BPSM as i c rren l e is s, calling i a model is be ond chari able
(McLaren 1998). It is more of an attitude, a mantra, a meditation, a nudge,
an aide-memoire, ra her han an hing as elabora e as a model , and
assuming that it is indeed a model creates all sorts of conceptual problems.
B&G s philosophical acco n of biops chosocial causal interactions is a
or h hile philosophical inq ir , b in ligh of Engel s original ri ings,
there is no good reason that BPSM should concern itself solely with causal
interactions, to the exclusion of issues that were of concern to Engel: the
human domain with all its quirks and colors. Even if a successful account
of biopsychosocial interactions were to be provided, it does little to address
the conceptual and scientific issues in contemporary practice of, in the
ords of Kendler, ho o integrate the diverse etiologic factors that
contribute to psychiatric illness and how to conceptualize rigorously
multidimensional approaches to treatment (Kendler 2010). Establishing
the psychological and the social as ontologically and causally real doesn
help us with the question of how to best integrate the etiological factors in
the form of a coherent explanation and how this should inform
multidimensional approaches to treatment.
In summary of section 1:
An interpretation of BPSM with a central emphasis to causal
in e ac i n i a dd i h Engel
i i n f BPSM hich
was focused more on bringing the human domain into the
scientific realm, establishing clinical interview as a
scientific instrument, taking illness experience seriously as
scientific data, and adopting a non-reductionistic view of
disease and health.
Many popular criticisms of BPSM are targeted at how BPSM
has been operationalized and implemented for the purposes
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of clinical education, and the way the rhetoric of BPSM has
been used for ideological purposes. Reinterpreting BPSM as
a philosophical account of biopsychosocial causal
interactions will not, by itself, address these concerns.
The assertion that the content of the BPSM is in the specifics
does not seem to offer anything above and beyond what we
would expect a good scientific explanation to offer. In other
words, a good scientific explanation of a complex,
multifactorial medical condition such as diabetes or
depression will invariably be one that includes biological,
psychological, and social variables, but that is not because
the good scientific explanation will be derived from BPSM.
Given the historical dominance of the reductionistic
scientific worldview, BPSM appears to serve as a reminder
to avoid the reductionistic trappings of the biomedical
mindset; its clinical and educational value appears to be as
a mantra, a nudge, an aide-memoire, rather than anything
a elabora e a a model , and a ming ha i i indeed a
model creates all sorts of conceptual problems.
Establishing the psychological and the social as
on ologicall and ca all real doe n help
i h he
question of how to best integrate the etiological factors in
the form of a coherent explanation and how this should
inform multidimensional approaches to treatment.
B&G do not seem to pay attention to the alternatives to
BPSM that have emerged in the last 2 decades in the
philosophical literature, such as various forms of
explanatory and methodological pluralisms.
2.

Comparison with an Embodied Enactive View

As conceptual pluralists, we see value in there being a variety of ways to
view something as complex as health and well-being. However, these
d ffe e
e
be a
ed
b
ce ff each he to be
compared in terms of strengths and weaknesses and refined in response. It
is through diversity and dialogue that better frameworks will emerge. In
h ec
ec
a e B&G BPSM
e ch de e
g a e a e,
the embodied, embedded, and enactive view of psychopathology (3EP)
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(Nielsen 2020, 2021; Nielsen and Ward 2018, 2020). As we have
mentioned earlier, B&G cite the 4E framework as inspiration for their own
view of embodied agency, but there are substantial differences between
their model and models of health and disease that have emerged from,
identify with, and operate within the 4E tradition.
Very briefly, 3EP is an approach to conceptualizing mental disorder
grounded in a view of human functioning as embodied (fully material, and
constituted by not just the brain, but the brain-body system), embedded
(richly and bi-directionally connected to the world around us), and enactive
(meaning is not out there in the world, nor is it constructed b us, but
rather concerns the very real relation between the state of the world and
our purpose to tr to keep living). While being a biological position that
acknowledges the importance of physiological processes for understanding
behavior, 3EP places equal value on personal meaning and interpersonal
scales of explanation. In this way it is a non-reductionistic position, yet
does not ignore the importance of the body and its biological constitution.
3EP thus sees all the various scales of explanation relevant to
understanding human behavior as different perspectival aspects of the
same dynamic whole an organism standing in relation to its environment
(both physical and socio-cultural). On this view mental disorders appear as
patterns existing across brain, body, and environment, keeping people
stuck in patterns of behavior that are working against their own adaption
and self-maintenance. To conserve space this summary has been extremely
brief. For fuller accounts see: Nielsen (2020, 2021), Nielsen and Ward
(2018, 2020). For a complimentary perspective on mental disorder referred
to as Enactive Psychiatry see: de Haan (2020a, 2020b, 2020c).
While the BPS is a general framework of health and 3EP is a developing
conceptual perspective specifically focused on mental disorder, both
positions overlap in important ways. Both positions seek to move beyond
purely biomedical understandings and recognize the legitimacy of sociocultural and environmental impacts on health. Further, both do so by
claiming to place biological, psychological, social, and environmental
factors into a single ontological space, thus accounting for increasingly
recogni ed interactions between these domains . Both positions engage
with notions of formal/organizational causality as seen through their
shared talk of s stems and d namics . Finall , both positions seem to
see such organizational causality as a way to account for the emergence of
apparent purposes/teleology, against which they can meaningfully speak
of function/dysfunction. There are however, important differences in how
these tasks are achieved. Here we will explore two of these differences,
and use the discussion to highlight areas where the current construal of
Bolton and Gillett s BPS leaves us wanting to know more.
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2.1.

The Role of Informa ion

Following Engel, Bolton and Gille
BPS f ame o k ie
he o ld in
terms of relatively distinct (but not ontologically separate) domains of the
biological, the psychological, and the socio-political. This then presents
hem i h ome ha of a e- i ching
oblem, and he
b equently
account for relationships between these domains using the key notions of
information transfer and regulatory control. At the risk of oversummarizing this view: Biological processes receive information/instructions
from DNA and, through following these instructions, regulate their own
physico-chemical constitution and immediate environments. Psychological
processes meanwhile (embodied in the nervous system) receive and
integrate information about the state of the self and the world via sensory
input, and attempt to regulate the world and self in a way that meets the
o gani m need h o gh embodied agenc . Finall , ocio-political
processes (embodied in the actions of the collective) involve the perception
and recognition of others (a complex form of information transfer), and the
regulatory control of resources needed by individuals.
An im o an
e ion a hi
oin ho e e i
ha e ac l i
info ma ion? . The no ion of info ma ion in biological
em ha
generated considerable philosophical debate, and these debates are of great
relevance to B&G given the central role information plays in their account.
Godfrey-Smi h and S e eln (2007) en on Biological Info ma ion in
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy is a great resource for this purpose,
and we ll summarize some pertinent remarks here. An uncontroversial and
minimal notion of information is that of Shannon information, according
o hich an a iable ma be aid o con ain/ca /be info ma ion abo
a source if it correlates with the state of that source. On this account
information is said to be present in the variable in that the variable can be
used to predict the state of the distal source. There is no greater
commitment in Shannon information that there is any biological system
designed/intended to produce that signal or to use it once produced.
Biologists, however, often appear to use a notion of information that is
richer than Shannon information and much more controversial, i.e.
information with semantic and intentional content. Godfrey-Smith and
Sterelny (2016) present readers with three options with regards to the
concept of semantic information in biology:
1. Semantic information is useful as an analogy, as a
metaphor, but not intended to be literally true.
2. Semantic information literally exists in biological systems,
in which case the task of the philosopher is to explain how
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semantic information can arise and exist in non-intelligent
systems.
3. Shannon information is sufficient for biological systems
and no richer concept is needed.
We d
i e d
e e hi deba e he e defe d a a ic a a
ach,
but we want to point out that the philosophical validity of any particular
view is far from obvious. It would appear that B&G would adopt the
second view, that semantic information literally exists, but it is unclear
how they would defend it. B&G do, however, demonstrate clear awareness
of the contextuality of information. For example, when discussing
genetics/DNA they stress that
genes code for particular proteins ( ) [ he e] c de f
means: in normal circumstances, in the normal cellular
environment, in a complex series of interlocking steps, suchand-such DNA sequence produces such-and-such protein.
(Bolton and Gillett 2019, 54)
In making such specifications they acknowledge awareness that
information is always contextual e.g., language is gibberish to those of a
completely different social-cultural context. Ultimately information is
merely a flow of change within a system, change that is then used by the
system in some way. This would suggest that their view is also compatible
with understanding semantic information as analogy, an epistemological
tool utilized by observers a way that we can make (our own) sense of the
system/s understudy. As such, information-processing is a model or
metaphor, representing one possible way to understand a system. Either
way, there is little philosophical clarity on this point.
No such information processing metaphor is employed under the 3EP
view. Under 3EP there is no tripartite structure to the ontology. Instead,
the brain, body, and environment are considered to all be constituted from
material substance, and to form a complex dynamical system existing
across different scales of time and space i.e., the so-ca ed b ai -bodyenviron e
e . Ra he ha adi i a e e f
g
ch a he
genetic, cellular, organistic, organismic, behavioral, or social, 3EP
recognizes such divisions as simply referring to increasing constitutional
complexity across increasing scales of time and space, with the emergence
of some organizationally closed systems along the way (Di Paolo et al.
2018; Maiese 2016; Thompson 2007; Varela et al. 2017; Potochnik 2010).
Because of this there is no mysterious interaction between domains or
levels to be explained by information exchange. Thus, instead of the
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language of information and regulatory control seen in the BPS, 3EP
utilizes the language of organizational or circular causality (Fuchs 2017),
speaking of concepts such as emergence, constraint, and constitution,
when navigating multi-scale interactions.
A question that may arise at this point is, what then is the psychological in
such a materialist (but dynamical) worldview? In short, under the enactive
approach the biological and psychological are seen as continuous. The
psychological is something that is enacted through the organization and
action of the biological organism (Thompson 2007). To put it another way,
the enactive approach avoids substance dualism by holding the mind to
be a verb, not a noun. This relates to a key concept of the enactive approach
known as the deep continuity thesis , which we will return to in the next
section. On this view the organizational structures of life are the structures
of mind and the psychological is therefore thoroughly embodied.
As one way of attempting to understand the dynamic constitution of a
human being standing in their environment, the model of information
processing may well be a helpful one. In essence it represents somewhat
of a cognitive/epistemological short-cut via metaphor to communications
equipment or computers. However, B&G reference the idea of an
embodied, embedded, and enactive mind as inspiration for their
framework, and these ideas apparently play a core role in their concept of
embodied agency (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 76). Given that these schools
of thought commonly avoid talk of information, and arguably successfully
navigate similar conceptual issues to the BPS without reliance on an
information-processing metaphor, the necessity of B&G s reliance on an
information processing approach is not entirely clear.
2.2.

The Emergence of Normativity/Functionality

One of the biggest challenges for naturalist approaches to conceptualizing
health is that health is a fundamentally normative idea, and the natural is
traditionally seen in opposition to the normative. In order to say that some
state of the world is naturally preferable to another (e.g., not having cancer
vs. having cancer) we need to be able to traverse the normative gap
between what is (i.e., the factual state of a person) and what we are
claiming ought to be (i.e., a state of health). B&G s biopsychosocial
framework claims to have crossed this divide. For example, they claim that
( ) the theory is fundamentally normative ( ) (Bolton and Gillett
2019, 35). However, as far as we can tell they do not directly and explicitly
address how they see themselves as having crossed it. Within the biological
domain they appear to attempt to do so using the notion of information and
error. As they move into the psychological and socio-political domains
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they appear to shift to a reliance on a systems-based notion of functionality
and preservation of the system. In this section we compare B&G s
approach to the 3EP approach which is more thoroughly systems-based
and currently more specified. We argue that this systems-based
understanding is preferable, and that the BPS could be improved by
explicitly and more thoroughly assuming such a systems-based approach.
In chapter 2 while discussing the biological domain, B&G state that
( ) regulation and control mechanisms keep things going
right rather than wrong. Such normativity is not apparent in
the energy equations of physics and chemistry, which always
apply and never fail. It arises in biology for the first time,
marking a fundamental departure of biology from physical and
chemical processes alone. (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 50)
They also seem to imply that this normativity has to do with information
and how it can contain errors or be misread
( ) the information-processing paradigm in biology secures
the fundamental point that the functional end of a system ( )
is ( ) already present in the system prior to production, as
instructions and a mechanism for the production. (Bolton and
Gillett 2019, 54)
It is therefore through the fact that we can see instructions
biology/DNA that B&G claim we can first see normativity arising.

in

However, B&G also reference a different source of normativity, that of the
wider functioning of the system. They state that ( ) normativity also
applies at the level of the whole organism in interaction with the
environment: interaction is adaptive insofar as it promotes continuity and
functioning and is otherwise maladaptive (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 51).
As B&G shift to discussing the psychological and social domains in
chapter 3, and the wider notions of health and disease in chapter 4, they
appear to speak less about information and error as a normative basis, and
more about perpetuation of the system as a basis for defining functionality.
For example, in chapter 4, when they come closest to directly addressing
the source of normativity within the BPS, they are clear that the logic of
attributing disease is top-do n . They state that [i]t is poor outcomes at
the level of the whole that ultimately drives attribution of dysfunctionality
downwards to the parts that serve the whole (Bolton and Gillett 2019,
111).
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The 3EP perspective has a strength in that it directly addresses this
normative gap. Nielsen and Ward (2020) explore how the enactive
concepts of self-maintenance and adaption, grounded in the organizational
structures of life, lay the groundwork for a view of mental disorder that is
both natural and normative. In doing so, they also draw on the work of
non-enactive authors that have developed consilient arguments for the
natural emergence of normativity such as Okrent (2017) and Christensen
(2012). They demonstrate how the deep continuity thesis at the heart of
enactivism is itself an account of natural normativity:
Under the deep continuity thesis, all life shares an embodied
conce n (i.e., a self-perpetuating structure) for the
continuation of the self ( ) in the face of changing and
precarious environmental conditions ( ). Insofar as an
organism should act to maintain its own life, there are states,
actions, and processes that the organism should be in or
perform. (Nielsen and Ward 2020, 8)
From these roots, Nielsen and Ward show how a view emerges where
mental disorder can be seen as a pattern of behavior (including cognition
and affect), enacted by an organism, that pushes significantly counter to its
own self-maintenance and adaption in context.
Such a perspective aligns well with a view where organisms are understood
as systems that maintain a non-equilibrium steady state, temporarily
pushing back against the 2nd law of thermodynamics. Coming at the same
idea from this explicitly systemic view, what is functional is what manages
to serve the survival of the organism at a non-equilibrium steady state
within a fluctuating environment. A similar systemic notion of
functionality appears to be inherent (and potentially extended) in recent
perspectives such as active/enactive inference (Ramstead et al. 2020), or
the social ecological model of mental functioning (Chapman 2021). As
mentioned, such a view is alluded to by B&G but is currently somewhat
underspecified. Given our concerns about the role of information
expressed in the previous section, we suspect this systemic approach holds
much greater potential than attempting to ground normativity in the idea
of information and error.
2.3. Summary
In summary of section 2:
B&G explicitly reference ideas of embodiment, embedment, and
enactivism, and their work shares some overlap in intention with
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a 3EP approach. Their work seems somewhat pro o-enac i e in
that these ideas are referenced but do not seem to permeate their
approach.
B&G s notion of informa ion is currently underspecified and
potentially in tension with their supposed grounding in ideas of
embodiment and enactivism.
B&G claim to have crossed the norma i e gap , a challenge for
any naturalist account of health and disease, but how they do so is
unclear.
At times, B&G seem to reference a systems-based/organizational
notion of natural normativity. Such an approach has potential, but
is significantly underspecified in their current account. Such an
approach is more fully explored by Nielsen and Ward (2020).
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ABSTRACT
The biopsychosocial model, which was deeply influential on
psychiatry following its introduction by George L. Engel in 1977,
has recently made a comeback. Derek Bolton and Grant Gillett have
argued that E ge
original formulation offered a promising
general framework for thinking about health and disease, but that
this promise requires new empirical and philosophical tools in order
to be realized. In particular, Bolton and Gillett offer an original
analysis of the ontological relations between E ge biological,
social, and psychological levels of analysis. I argue that Bolton and
G e
updated model, while providing an intriguing new
metaphysical framework for medicine, cannot resolve some of the
most vexing problems facing psychiatry, which have to do with how
to prioritize different sorts of research. These problems are
fundamentally ethical, rather than ontological. Without the right
prudential motivation, in other words, the unification of psychiatry
under a single conceptual framework seems doubtful, no matter how
compelling the model. An updated biopsychosocial model should
include explicit normative commitments about the aims of medicine
that can give guidance about the sorts of causal connections to be
prioritized as research and clinical targets.
Keywords: Biopsychosocial model; precision medicine, medical ethics;
philosophy of psychiatry
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Introduction

Writing on the tortured status of psychiatric classification, Scott Lilienfeld
(2014) characterized the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM) as buffeted about by conflicting centrifugal and
centripetal forces. Often psychiatric nosology is envisioned in awkward
suspension between the twin stars of Snow s two cultures. Lilienfeld s
metaphor has it instead shifting unstably amidst the ongoing negotiations
of a range of subtler powers. For my purposes I will borrow the metaphor
not or not just in order to reflect on the shaky orbit of the DSM around
the nebula of scientific validity, but rather in order to say something about
the shifting conceptual structure of the discipline of psychiatry as a whole.
The centripetal forces I am interested in are those compressing the field of
psychiatry into some sort of conceptual unity. The centrifugal ones are
those pulling it apart, as some bits spin off into the basic and applied
sciences, and others move farther into humanistic spaces like
psychotherapeutics, recovery movements, and social welfare projects.
Going back to Jaspers, a worry that psychiatry has two distinct projects
that are increasingly uneasy together one that values explanation, and
one that values understanding has driven scholars and clinicians to offer
up various pleas for centripetalism, the calling back to order of an
undisciplined discipline. I am thinking of titles like David Brendel s
Healing Psychiatry, or Tanya Luhrmann s Of Two Minds. Many of these
centripetal pleas attribute this historic split to the broader Cartesian
severing of the ontological into the physical and the mental, which, they
claim, has destabilized psychiatry, balanced as it is on the point where the
two meet.
Perhaps most notable among such attempts has been the biopsychosocial
model, introduced by George L. Engel in 1977. If it still functions as a
model for psychiatry rather than as something more like a zeitgeist it
does so in an optative mood; not so much supplying a rigorous descriptive
or prescriptive representation of contemporary medicine as offering a
cultivated and relatively benign rebuke to the way things are. In their
monograph The Biopsychosocial Model of Health and Disease: New
Philosophical and Scientific Developments, Derek Bolton and Grant
Gillett aim to reali e some of the model s original transformative potential,
not only for psychiatry but for medicine writ large. Through integrating
not only our best contemporary theories of each level of analysis the
biological, the psychological, and the social but also our best theories of
their concomitance, the authors aim to save the model from the aggregated
charges of imprecision, disappointing scientific validity, and philosophical
incoherence that have built up over decades (Bolton and Gillett 2019, v).
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I am sympathetic to the anxieties about centrifugalism that have
increasingly animated philosophers of psychiatry. I am also galvanized by
B l
a d Gille
ca e f
da i g
a e i
back
he
bi
ch cial m del
igi al
mise, on the grounds that we now
have the scientific and philosophical tools to make it work better. In
response, I want to offer some reasons for thinking that the centripetal force
that Bolton and Gillett posit a fundamentally metaphysical force may
not fficie l add e
me f e ale
ie ab
chia
current predicaments (I think it is the case that these worries are also
applicable to much of contemporary medicine, such that the shortcomings
I see in their model would apply in other contexts as well, but here I limit
my discussion to psychiatry). In particular, I will argue that ethical
arguments for centripetalism are necessary alongside metaphysical ones,
and that therefore, if the biopsychosocial model is to be resuscitated, it
should be resuscitated in a manner that gives ethical forces primacy. I will
, f
he m
a , e gage i h he de ail f B l
a d Gille
argument, which I think are rich and exciting, and which I expect will
prompt a great deal of interest from philosophers working at the interstices
of explanation, causation, and philosophy of mind. Little I say here
conflicts with the nuts and bolts of their new model, but I do want to shift
the center of gravity a bit.
In the following section I give a brief syn i f B l
a d Gille
project, a true challenge given the density and richness of their slim book.
In Section 3 I will review what I see as the main forces working against
conceptual unity in psychiatry, and review the strongest grounds, as I
understand them, for worries that the discipline increasingly lacks a clearly
delineated conceptual core. I will argue that this is less about dualism
indeed, less about philosophy! than about historic, economic, and
sociocultural factors which have motivated different practitioners to adopt
different competing conceptual schemata. In particular I will highlight the
dramatic rise of professional specialization within the field of psychiatry
during the twentieth century, and the related dominance of translational
science over clinical science within psychiatric biomedicine. In Section 4
I will discuss how a focus on bioethics could complement the new
biopsychosocial model by guiding choices about which causal
relationships should be prioritized as research targets in psychiatry.
Finally, I will conclude with some reflections on what it might look like to
integrate ethical principles into the new biopsychosocial model such that
they, too, would act as a centripetal force.
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Book symposium The Biopsychosocial Model

Ontological Centrifugalism, Ontological Centripetalism

Bol on and Gille
ca e m
ar i h per a i e e idence ha he
biopsychosocial model is worth restoring. Their project responds to critics
like Nassir Ghaemi, who frames his Rise and Fall of the Biopsychosocial
Model around the arresting claim that the model in its original psychiatric
con e
ro e from he a he of p choanal i and i d ing on he hoal
of ne robiolog (2010, i ). Engel in ended in er en ion indeed aro e
from the contingencies of its historical moment by the nineteen seventies
the conflagration, or sea change, from the old psychoanalytic paradigm that
had shaped the first edition of the DSM in 1952 to the operationalism that
guiding the production of the DSM-III (1980) was well underway. The
op imi m o er p chia r
a a a cience, hich led o he empha i
on objec i e ob er a ion in he man al hird edi ion, a d e in par o
recent discoveries of powerful new psychotropic drugs. While these
advances were not, actually, born of new insights into the causal
mechanisms underlying mental illness, they gave reason to hope that
cien ific break hro gh o ld be for hcoming. Engel biop cho ocial
model was intended to counter the rising enthusiasm for defining disease
exclusivel in erm of oma ic parame er , not only in psychiatry but in
medicine as a whole (Engel 1992, 317). At a time when many psychiatrists
were desperate to justify psychiatry as a legitimate medical science even
as the care of the mentally ill was increasingly handled by practitioners
i ho MD , Engel in er en ion had a read -made constituency in
those for whom the radicalism of the antipsychiatrists and the absolutism
of the biomedicalists were both unpalatable. Instead of seeking to force
psychiatry into the existing medical paradigm, Engel (1992, 320) aimed to
e p chia r incoherence a a edge o ran form medicine a a hole,
by showing that its central commitment to the biomedical model was no
more than dogma.
Engel attributed the ideological nature of biomedicine, which he
characterized as an allegiance to a reductionist, physicalist treatment of
disease states as biological dysfunctions, to broad trends in intellectual
hi or . Wi h mind-body dualism firmly established under the imprimatur
of he Ch rch, he ro e,
classical science readily fostered the notion of the body as a
machine, of disease as the consequence of breakdown of the
machine, and of he doc or a k a repair of he machine.
Thus, the scientific approach to disease began by focusing in a
fractional-analytic way on biological (somatic) processes and
ignoring the behavioral and psychosocial. (Engel 1992, 321)
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The biopsychosocial model aims to counter this influential philosophical
dogma b in egra ing an nder anding of he pa ien
p cho ocial
context, including their broader healthcare context. For Engel, this
approach was a crucial corrective not just for psychiatry but for medicine
a a hole. The e cl ion of men al b ance (or i modern analog )
caused, in his view, a general crisis for not only clinical but also for
scientific understanding (Engel 1980, 103). Engel profe ional pa ion ,
over the course of his career, came to focus on the integration of personlevel explanations into our understanding of such quintessentially somatic
conditions as heart disease (Ghaemi 2010, 44). As such, his presentation
of the biopsychosocial model is primarily addressed to the general
physician, and makes the case for treating social factors as relevant to every
case of medical decision-making.
Bol on and Gille agree i h Engel empha i on he di or ing infl ence
of Cartesian dualism, but also agree with critics like Ghaemi who think
that his proposed solution of a general biopsychosocial model is too
vague and unsatisfactory with respect to the scientific details and the
philosophical framework (indeed, Ghaemi has argued that the model
ultimately has centrifugal, rather than centripetal, effects because of its
milquetoast metaphysics, which he believes amounts only to a vapid sort
of pluralism). Bolton and Gillett believe, however, that critics err in
looking to the model itself to fill in the specifics, which should instead be
gathered empirically for each specific stage of each specific health
condi ion. In hi en e , he a hor ri e, here are m l iple pecific
biop cho ocial model (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 15); one might think
they are too modest here, insofar as their account actually gives rise to
countless new models! They are quick to correct the idea, however, that
they are therefore pushing for (in the language of this paper)
centrifugalism, emphasizing that a general model is still needed. Only a
nif ing frame ork can pro ide he fo nda ional heore ical con r c
ha medicine need . The e heore ical con r c , in Bol on and Gille
ie , are he on olog of he biological, he p chological, and he
social and especially the causal relations within and between these
domain (2019, 19). In o her ord , he are replacing he ma i e
historical baggage, carried in the long history of physicalism, dualism and
red c ioni m
i h a modern me aph ic ha can gro nd he collec ed
scientific findings of biomedical research. For medical findings, the
authors argue, simply are biopsychosocial. What will unify medicine,
countering the outward push of the vestiges of dualism, is a new theoretical
framework recognizing these more inclusive ontological facts, and
providing theoretical tools, like a new theory of causation that allows for
not only bottom-up but also top-down causation.
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Engel was also interested in the role of medical ontology in grounding the
biopsychosocial model, and drew on the systems theory in vogue at the
time he was writing. For Bolton and Gillett, the new tenets of
biopsychosocial causation are to be grounded in modern theories of
information-based regulatory control here they go back to the work of
Schrödinger to ground their account of biological systems via an
antireductionist biophysics. They also broaden their exploration of topdown causation to include personal agency as a core function of
psychology that in turn impacts the biological. The body, therefore, can be
cha ac e i ed no in mechanical e m , b in e m of f nc ional
p oce e in ol ing info ma ion con ol (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 79); in
the production and management of information, the mental and the
ph ical a e en angled .
I want here to empha i e he clo e connec ion in Bol on and Gille
project between the causes of centrifugalism they attribute to medical
theory physicalism, dualism, and reductionism and their favored
metaphysical counterforce. Like other critics of the biopsychosocial
model, the authors emphasize the powerlessness of the model if its content
is allowed to be shaped by the weight of a problematic philosophical
adi ion. When empha i ing ha he a k of hei ne model i defining
biopsychosocial ontology and causation, he no e
the special need for this because [of] the deeply entrenched
assumptions of physicalism, dualism and reductionism that
have been so influential in the development of the life and
human sciences. (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 138)
They believe that that tradition has caused medical researchers to neglect
the pursuit of certain scientific facts, namely those that require a nondualistic, non-physicalist, or non- ed c i e on olog : Wi h he e
assumptions, only physical properties and causation appear real, while the
mind is a non-causal epiphenomena [sic], and social organization and
p oce e can ha dl be comp ehended a all (2019, 138). Acco dingl ,
their project aims to not only provide the missing ontology, but to argue
that the biopsychosocial model must contain such an undergirding
conceptual structure if medical facts are to be legible to scientists.
In the following section I will argue that post-Cartesian philosophy, while
a distal cause, is not the most immediate centrifugal pressure on at least
one branch of medicine where it is often cited: psychiatry. Engel himself
ackno ledged he gene al poin , i ing, The po e of e ed in e e ,
social, political, and economic, are formidable deterrents to any effective
assault on biomedical dogma i m (1992, 328). Bol on and Gille pa
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nuanced and generative attention to the role of autonomy and recognition
he d d a e c
e
h he
ca
d , b he g
ch
factors under the social arm of their unified model, and therefore approach
them from a metaphysical perspective. I agree with the authors that the
social, political, and economic forces driving biomedicalism are powerful,
but I argue in the following section that there is little reason to think they
w be a e a ed b he
d c
f he gh
e a h c . Th
not because most advocates of biomedicine are committed to the view that
the mind or social organization and its processes are insubstantial,
epiphenomenal, or incomprehensible; it is that they do not find these levels
f e a a
ee a
ed c e
e ad g
ec . Af e
explaining how these non-philosophical forces operate in psychiatry in the
f
g ec
,I h
ha h e B
a dG e
de ca ffe
a valuable corrective to them, it is ethical counterforces that are more likely
to take hold.
3.

Centrifugalism in Psychiatry: Other Sources

I have no doubt that philosophical concepts have been crucial to
ch a
evolving self-image. Alongside the ones that Bolton and
Gillett invoke, we can cite the enthusiasm for operationalism in midtwentieth century philosophy of science that, some believe, entered the
psychiatric discourse by way of a talk to the American Psychopathological
Association by the logical empiricist Carl Hempel in 1959 (Hempel 1994).
This is a case, though, that shows the complexity of establishing
philosophical influence; the idea that Hempel caused the APA to
immediately pivot to a new approach for the DSM-III has been debunked
(Fulford and Sartorius 2009; Schaffner and Tabb 2014; Aragona 2015).
Taking this episode as a cautionary tale, Blashfield and Cooper (2018)
have argued that philosophers can be lulled into creating origin myths
about their own field philosophy of psychiatry which in fact exaggerate
the influence of philosophy on psychiatry, for the obvious reason that it is
validating. At the same time, it is clear that the language of operationalism
was taken to be germane both by philosophers and by psychiatrists
themselves, such that it was useful as a means of characterizing shifts that
were already underway (Tekin 2019). My sense is that something similar
has happened with Cartesian dualism, on a grander scale.
In any event, I believe the most significant conceptual vectors of
contemporary
ch a
development to be more recent and more
mundane. I will discuss two in this section: intradisciplinary specialization,
and market pressures favoring translational research (that is, research that
applies basic science findings to medical therapeutics) over clinical
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research (that is, original research on human subjects). Each of these
vectors has contributed to the contemporary moment, in which the unity of
chia
different constituencies clinicians, researchers, and
patients is at a nadir. The dramatic rift between the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) and the American Psychiatric Association (APA)
in the early 2000s, brought on by the NIMH introduction of an alternative
to the DSM for researchers, brought these tensions into explicit view. This
alternative, the Research Domain Criteria matrix (RDoC), did not aim to
replace the DSM in clinical contexts if it did, it would have been a
centripetal force, not a centrifugal one. Rather, the NIMH sought to break
what Steven Hyman has called the e i e ic b le eck that the clinical
conceptual framework imposes on the research setting. Hyman lamented
that research questions were neglected when they crosscut the DSM
diagnostic categories, because of the challenge of finding causal
mechanisms in heterogenous research samples (Hyman 2010; for
discussion see Tabb 2015). When he took over the NIMH directorship
from Hyman in 2002, Thomas Insel (2014) zealously ushered in not only
RDoC but also a new vision of psychiatry as cli ical e
cie ce .
The introduction of RDoC was significant because it aimed to sever one of
the main centripetal forces acting on psychiatry: the hold the DSM had
over both clinicians and researchers. The fractious relationship of those
working in and around psychiatry to the DSM was already well
established. Theorists have noted that clinicians themselves have for
decades used the manual less as a scientific guide for understanding
psychopathology than as a codebook for managing insurance
reimbursements (First and Westen 2007; Whooley 2010). And indeed
many clinicians do not need a scientific guide; their work is about setting
clients up with social services and managing care, including medications
which are prescribed on the basis of inductive expertise at best and trial
and error at worst. Although it has gotten less attention, it is notable that
during the same years RDoC was developed, psychoanalytically-oriented
clinicians went so far as to adopt their own manual, the Psychodynamic
Diagnostic Manual, out of frustration with the DSM. More recently a large
coordinated effort to offer a new psychologically-grounded alternative to
both the DSM and RDoC has taken off, called the Hierarchical Taxonomy
of Psychopathology Consortium (HiTOP) (Kotov et al. 2017).
While the NIMH introduction of RDoC has been taken as a declaration
of war against the DSM, this broader context suggests it may go the other
way: specialization within the field has made it harder for the DSM,
regularly referred to as
chia
bible, to work for everyone amidst
the mounting schisms (Lilienfeld 2014). As the complexity of mental
illness has emerged with advances not only in the basic sciences but also
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in fields like epidemiology, sociology, and human rights, the need for care
teams that bring together experts with very little overlap such as social
workers and geneticists comes ever more into view. The strain put on the
DSM to be of use to all these constituencies has been enormous,
unparalleled by most other diagnostic instruments (Kutschenko 2011a).
Nonetheless, it is hard to imagine something replacing the DSM crucial
role as what Lara Kutschenko Keuck has called an e i emic h b ,
facilitating la ge-scale interactions without necessarily providing a
complete i f a
c e . According to Keuck, broadly applied
classification systems like the DSM ca be regarded as important nodal
points for various actors in biomedical and epidemiological research,
clinical practice, and public heal h (Kutschenko 2011b, 594). When the
hub cracks, the spokes fly loose, and the wheels begin coming off the
wagon.
Given all this, the fact that the NIMH decided it advisable, even possible,
to do psychiatric research without appeal to the constructs clinicians use to
diagnose and treat patients shows how far specialization has come within
psychiatry. About the growing gulf between the different constituencies
working in and around psychiatry there is much to say, and happily we
have historians to say it (see, for example, Halliwell 2013; Menninger and
Nemiah 2000; Shorter 1997). From the swelling ranks of case workers to
the dwindling ranks of psychoanalysts, the evidence points to these
changes being explicable mainly in terms of twentieth-century
developments in economics, in labor, and in social policy, rather than as a
result of a resurgence of dualist or physicalist commitments. The swing of
the pendulum over the course of the twentieth century between the
psychoanalytic e a emphasis on early childhood experience, memory,
and psychodynamics to the biomedical emphasis on functions,
dysfunctions, and physiology does not correspond to any contemporaneous
movement in philosophy, whose own mecha i ic e l i
came
centuries earlier. Within psychiatry, reductionism that is, the favoring of
explanations that focus on causal relationships between wholes and their
constituent parts was on the rise in psychiatry in the 20th century, but
whether it precipitated or resulted from specialization is not obvious. What
is clear is that the increasing silos of biomedical research, clinical research,
and clinical practice, and the increasing breakdown in interaction between
the specialists working in each, has been accompanied by a growing
prioritization of basic science and translational research within the field.
Biomedicalism is winning.
Members of the American Psychological Association recently sounded the
alarm about the NIMH shift towards cli ical e
cie ce in an open
letter to the DSM-5 task force, writing I light of the growing empirical
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evidence that neurobiology does not fully account for the emergence of
mental distress, as well as new longitudinal studies revealing long-term
hazards of standard neurobiological (psychotropic) treatment, we believe
these changes [in favor of biological description] pose substantial risks to
patients/clients, practitioners, and the mental health professions in general
(Kamens et al. 2017). The sense among psychologists, social workers,
epidemiologists, and other researchers that the NIMH was deprioritizing
their research in favor of basic science and translational research has been
recently verified empirically (Teachman et al. 2018). These repercussions
are rippling far beyond the NIMH itself and other government agencies;
for example, Schwartz et al. (2016) note that psychology departments are
increasingly changing their names to sound more biological, often by
adding the word ne roscience . Karina Stone and colleagues have
demonstrated, using a literature review of articles published in 2008, that
about half of all articles in the two major psychiatric journals American
Journal of Psychiatry and The Archives of General Psychiatry in that
year treat biological themes, as opposed to epidemiological, clinical or
review treatment studies (Stone 2012). Strikingly, this percentage was far
higher than in leading internal medicine journals, where the number of
biologically-oriented papers was only 22%. Psychiatry has become a less
hospitable field for those doing clinical, as opposed to biomedical,
research.
Bolton and Gillett themselves take an optimistic view of the NIMH s new
orientation, suggesting that RDoC could act as a centripetal force insofar
as i could be elaborated in various ways to have broader scope
appropriate for the biopsychosocial model (2019, 128). This sort of
elaboration is where their model really shines. By defining the sphere of
psychiatry as an entangled systems of regulatory control mechanisms that
span a broad scale, from the molecular architecture of organic matter to the
individual making choices in response to their environment, Bolton and
Gillett show how the limitation of psychiatric inquiry to certain levels of
analysis will impoverish the field. Their ambitions for RDoC include the
integration of health conditions pertinent to mental functioning, as well as
attention to the stages of disease progression and maintenance, and the
inclusion of population as opposed to just individual-level information.
Their discussion shows how their framework has the potential to guide the
expansion of the RDoC matrix beyond its current constructs and domains,
which are drawn quite narrowly from cognitive neuroscience. It could give
principled grounds for expanding the NIMH s vision of psychiatric
research to address the concerns of those researching causal pathways that,
while nonbiological, are no less legitimate scientific targets.
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Despite the power of Bolton and G
model and the ease with which
it could be applied to expand the matrix for future iterations of RDoC, I
find it unlikely that the NIMH will be tempted. This is because the NIMH
commitment to reductive explanations does not come from an
underexposure to metaphysics, but rather from market pressures that favor
certain levels of medical explanation over others. While Bolton and Gillett
present RDoC as open to a biopsychosocial approach because of its range
of levels of analysis (2019, 126), the highest level of the current matrix is
patient self-report there is no place for social or environmental factors.
This is because RDoC was envisioned quite explicitly as
c a
debut within the new
c
c
paradigm, a hugely influential
global push by governments and private research and development
institutes to reorient biomedical research towards viable pharmaceutical
targets (consider, for example, the title of I
2014 paper in the
American Journal of Psychiatry, T NIMH Research Domain Criteria
Project: Precision Medicine for P c a
). In line with these broader
precision aims, RD C architects have stated explicitly, through a series
of
a , that the matrix is intended to prioritize neurobiological
explanations over other levels of analysis:
First, mental illnesses are presumed to be disorders of brain
circuits. Secondly, it is assumed that the tools of clinical
neuroscience,
including
functional
neuroimaging,
electrophysiology, and new methods for measuring neural
connections can be used to identify dysfunction in neural
circuits. Third, the RDoC approach presumes that data from
genetics research and clinical neuroscience will yield
biosignatures that will augment clinical signs and symptoms
for the purposes of clinical intervention and management.
(Morris and Cuthbert 2012, 33)
Rather than the specter of post-Cartesian thought, I believe that the
NIMH shift towards neuroscience is motivated by the same factors as the
shift towards genetic research in precision medicine writ large. The
development of psychopharmacology has stalled horribly, and as a result
the drug industry has lost interest in researching new treatments for the
DSM diagnoses they
pay. The dramatic success of precision
medicine drugs in other fields (for example Herceptin, an effective
treatment for cancers that are HER2 receptor positive) has revived hope
among biomedical researchers that a turn away from signs and symptoms
and towards molecular biomarkers will be transformative. About this, too,
I am skeptical (see Lemoine and Tabb, forthcoming), but it seems
undeniable that the NIMH attempt to pry biomedical psychiatry free from
the conceptual strictures of the clinic follows along from the economic
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realities facing its researchers. It seems doubtful a philosophical
intervention alone could counter the centrifugal forces of the market,
which are pushing clinical research that is deemed profitless to the
periphery.
4.

The Centripetal Power of Ethical Principles

Building on the previous section, I argue here that if my analysis of
ps chia r s current centrifugal pressures is correct, it follows that the best
way to address them is not merely through the introduction of a new
ontology, but through also making a normative case for the value of such
an ontology. I have suggested that the competition for limited resources
has driven the split between biomedical psychiatry and clinical
psychiatry the two have been pulled apart not, I have argued, because of
entrenched dualism, but because of market forces. There has long been
confusion about ps chia r s self-image, with some of its practitioners
seeing it as applied neuroscience, some as applied psychology, some as a
social welfare project, some as a humanistic quest, etc. But a shortage of
resources means that a thousand flowers cannot bloom. While a more
inclusive ontology such as that proposed by Bolton and Gillett would
refocus ps chia r s scattered attention through its top-down emphasis on
the person, its adoption would need to be justified for researchers whose
careers have been shaped by centrifugal pressures towards specialization.
For many psychiatrists, the disaggregation of biomedical research from
clinical practice makes their work possible.
Importantly, such disaggregation is also compatible with a commitment to
a fundamentally unified biopsychosocial ontology. Given ps chia r s
division of labor, a researcher can recognize the reality of the
psychological and social aspects of mental illness but ignore them during
a da s work in the lab. In other words, while the biopsychosocial
framework seeks to remind biomedicine of its need for psychological and
social components on the grounds of ontological entanglement, given the
successes of neurobiology in explaining cognition from within a
reductionist frame, and the current trends in federal and private funding,
this is a hard case to make. Furthermore, while the adoption of a new
biopsychosocial ontology would give a rationale for a more evenhanded
approach to psychiatric research at the structural level encouraging
funding of both biomedical and psychosocial investigations
handwringing about the exclusion of the psychosocial has not, so far, been
effective at countering the powerful centrifugal motion stirred up by
increasing investment in the lucrative promise of precision psychiatry.
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Using Bolton and Gille
(2019, 121) language of m difiable ca e ,
that is, promising targets for intervention, we can say that apologists for
the NIMH
neurocentrism are favoring causes operating at the
neuroscientific level because they seem the most rewardingly modifiable.
Here are Cuthbert and Kozak, for example:
[I]t is clear that a diagnostic system based upon empirical data
from genetics, neurobiology, and behavioral science is
desirable to move toward an era of precision medicine where
patients are diagnosed and treated according to accurate and
appropriately fine-tuned assessments. (Cuthbert and Kozak
2013, 929)
Their emphasis on the applied sciences is pragmatic, not philosophical. It
seems the NIMH could very well acknowledge the rich ontology of
chia
objects and still insist that some are more worth investigating;
the point of RDoC is precisely that biomedical psychiatry does not need
clinical psychiatry to point out the appropriate targets for scientific
investigation. While Bolton and Gillett are surely right that i is of
fundamental importance in healthcare [that w]e attend to the person, not
the body part and not to psychological signs and symptoms in isolation
ei he (2019, 116), the fundamental importance of the person to the
biomedical researcher is less obvious, given
chia
extensive
specialization.
As resources shift towards the most powerful interest groups in
psychiatry those with the capital to invest in innovation and away from
those at the less glamorous front lines of mental healthcare (such as social
workers, therapists, and general practitioners) there are not only
philosophical but practical repercussions. Ethical arguments attending to
these repercussions have the potential to bring critical attention from a
large range of stakeholders. On ethical grounds one can question whether
e le basic rights to healthcare are best served by a psychiatry
reconceived as clinical neuroscience (Kirmayer and Crafa, 2014); whether
medicine driven by powerful economic interests will align with best
bioethical practices (Jeungst et al. 2016); or whether discoveries in
neuroscience or genetics, funded by tax-payer dollars, are liable to translate
into transformative medical treatments any time soon (Tabb 2020). These
questions cannot be brushed aside on the grounds that psychiatric
biomedicine is doing just fine without the psychosocial, because they
question what j fi e really amounts to. Questions like these implicate
not just to those trying to do good science or provide effective care, but
also those who use the mental healthcare system, or even just pay taxes.
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Their answers require top-down thinking, not with respect to levels of
ontological complexity, but with respect to our higher-order ethical
commitments from which decisions about care are deduced. Joseph
Margolis has argued that
medicine is ideology restricted by our sense of the minimal
requirements of the functional integrity of the body and mind
(health) enabling (prudentially) the characteristic activities and
interests of the race to be pursued. (Margolis 1976, 253)
These prudential interests should not, Margolis emphasizes, be confused
with the natural functions of the human organism, nor even with the
generic values of rational agents. We must attend to the l e i goals of
given cie ie that eflec the state of the technology, the social
expectations, the division of labor, and the environmental condition of
those
la i
(Margolis 1976, 252). Elsewhere I have argued that
while our moral reasoning about such questions relies on empirical facts,
it cannot be reduced to them (Tabb 2020). The empirical facts facts like
how transformative funds spent on basic research will be to future
healthcare advances, or when these payoffs will come rely on our
understanding of causes, mechanisms, and systems. But only a broader
ethical lens can bring into focus what we should do in response to these
facts.
I am not the first to worry that without a unified ethical framework, an
expansion of medici e explanatory projects may only contribute to its
dissolution. Moving beyond the case study of psychiatry, in the fractious
scholarly debates over the value of precision medicine, critics from a
variety of disciplines have expressed worry that the race to disrupt the
medical industry with new discoveries can cause resultant healthcare
inequities to be obscured. As Ron Bayer and Sandro Galea have written,
Research undertaken in the name of precision medicine may
well open new vistas ( ). But the challenge we face to
improve population health does not involve the frontiers of
science and molecular biology. It entails development of the
vision and willingness to address certain persistent social
realities, and it requires an unstinting focus on the factors that
matter most to the production of population health. (Bayer and
Galea 2016)
The payoff for the grinding work of addressing longstanding healthcare
inequities and failures in the mental healthcare system is far from
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immediate, and therefore the research that would support it is
disincentivized within a free market.
Roberto Lewis-Fernández and his coauthors have made similar
observations in the context of mental health research, arguing that the shift
towards basic and translational research in psychiatry risks neglecting
thorny details, such as what proportion of the budget should be
allocated to what research areas; the near-term public health
consequences of particular priorities; and how to leverage
inter-agency collaborations to attain a robust and sustainable
public health impact. (Lewis-Fernández et al. 2016, 509)
Given that the NIMH is the most significant source of public funds for
psychiatric research in the United States, in the American context funding
is something of a zero-sum game. In the decade surrounding RDoC s
introduction, funding for clinical trials was cut by about a third; the
Division of Services and Intervention Research and the Office of Research
on Disparities and Global Mental Health was cut by almost 17%; and
spending on basic neuroscience went up by 28% (Insel 2015).
What would foundational principles be that could help us navigate these
bioethical challenges? They might draw on common understandings of
medicine s ultimate aims to give grounds for championing some sorts of
medical endeavors over others. A reason to advocate against the
centrifugalism of precision medicine, for example, could be that one
believes medicine to be more beholden to patients than scientific projects
of discovery. Margolis believes medicine to be primarily an art, and,
dependently, a science: it is primarily an institutionalized service
concerned with the care and cure of the ill and the control of disease
(1976, 242), for which biological understanding is useful but not essential.
Under such a view, funding bodies would have an obligation to make sure
that any basic science research they fund has clear clinical application.
Now of course immediately, longstanding ethical challenges jostle for
attention is it better to deliver imperfect care to patients in need now than
to focus on transforming care options for future generations? Does society
have an obligation toward the worried well that is, to manage the daily
stress of life? Insofar as it can be argued that poverty is a leading cause of
mental illness, should the purview of mental health policy extend to
questions of social welfare distribution? Etc. Developing worthwhile
ethical principles to populate an ethical biopsychosocial model would take
the same keen attention to our best bioethics, public policy, and political
theory that Bolton and Gillett have paid to our best contemporary theories
of causation and ontology.
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A more generous metaphysics that includes factors like personal agency is
certainly friendlier towards this kind of ethical project than one which
dismisses agency as epiphenomenal. But as a unifying framework, the
biopsychosocial model has traditionally lacked the specificity to structure
these medical-ethical debates. In other words, it has failed to provide an
account of Ma g i prudential functions, those capacities that we
prioritize not because they are natural to us but because they allow us to
live in the ways we deem right. Whether to prioritize resolving LewisFernandez et a .
h
de ai or instead to attend to the fascinating
puzzles of basic neuroscience or behavioral genetics cannot be answered
on the basis of a pluralist ontology alone. Insofar as the whole person
from genes to environmental interactions is implicated in these
questions, the biopsychosocial model offers no grounds for resolution.
However, Bolton and Gillett argue explicitly that their model also holds a
place for ethics within its ontology, in so far as it follows from agency
being h
gh bi gica (138) that it bec e involved with
a i , due to the entanglement of the biological, psychological, and
social (88). Before closing I want to consider whether the theoretical
ethical principles I am looking for fa
of their model in some way
that would render the addendum I am proposing unnecessary.
5.

The Normativity of the Biopsychosocial Model

Seeing RDoC as a wedge to move the basic and translational sciences
towards the core of the discipline can explain why its advocates have
ignored another repercussion of their attempted coup against the DSM: the
loss of a bellwether for distinguishing the normal from the pathological.
The architects of RDoC have shown little interest in taking up the mantel,
emphasizing that they are merely interested in the elucidation of
mechanisms, not in the demarcation of disease categories. But which
mechanisms count as psychiatric? This is not just about semantics; the
NIMH
i i i
f d e ea ch i
e a hea h,
h i g ,
and RDoC is to a large degree about shaping what research counts as what
(Tabb 2020). Without some grounds for ruling on what counts as
psychia ic a d ha d e
, he NIMH ca i c ea i g f d ba ic
research in, e.g., neuroscience or genetics, moving the institute ever further
away from its traditional focus on mental illness as a societal problem
(Bloom 2002, 165).
Insel, writing with Bruce Cuthbert, has suggested that maybe mental
disorders can be defined as extremes of functional variation, writing,
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The idea [of RDoC] is to start by specifying basic dimensions
of functioning, and their implementing brain circuits, that have
been identified by the last several decades of research in brain
and behavior. Then, in this light, mental disorders are
considered as extremes at one or both tails of those normal
distributions. (Cuthbert and Insel, 2010, 312)
This approach to delineating diseases as tails on a normal distribution
is profoundly unsatisfactory, as philosophers of medicine have long
pointed out (Boorse 2011, 21). Which tail (one or both)? Where is the cutff (a d h dec de )? Je
e Wa ef e d ha de c bed RD C
a e
approach to the demarcation problem as a failure of conceptual validity.
Wha e e
e
, Wa ef e d
e , he DSM
remains an attempt to delineate the domain of psychological
conditions that fall under the concept of disorder. RDoC offers
nothing to replace the [DSM ] efforts to delineate the domain
of disorders and provide a target at which construct validation
can aim. (Wakefield 2014, 38)
The e

ae

ea

ha

d ff c

e

cce

(ibid.).

Broadly speaking, attempts by philosophers and psychiatrists to provide an
a a
f e a d de ha c d he de a ca e
ch a
b ec
have been copious, heated, and ultimately inconclusive (for recent moves
in this debate see Faucher and Forest 2021; for a critical analysis of it see
Lemoine 2013). Bolton and Gillett themselves offer a hybrid view,
combining naturalist and normativist elements, in which they argue that
a
f da e a
b
g ca eg a
c
echa
(2019, 68) and that therefore disease can be understood, generally, in terms
of failures of function produced by these feedback mechanisms. They
suggest that the levels of dysfunction where mental pathology manifests in
practice the psychological and the social are emergent manifestations
of these biological dysfunctions (2019, 72). However, on the grounds of
their comfort with top-down causation, they also suggest that dysfunction
can be located in any part of a system that is both modifiable and the cause
fe
: F
h
f e ,d f c
a b
a
and
somewhat paradoxically shorthand for belief about promising
b e f cha ge (2019, 121). The need to change, they suggest
e e he e, c e
h a e
e f- e
f distress: with worry and
fear ab
he afe a d he f
e a d he de e de
(135).
Demarcations between the normal and the pathological that rely even in
part on naturalist theories of dysfunction have, to my mind, been
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convincingly problematized by philosophers like Ron Amundson, who
have argued that the ontological makeup of the individual organism can
shed light on mode of function, but not establish level of function. Writing
in the context of disability, Amundson argues that what matters for
defining di abili
i an indi id al
capaci ie
i hin a gi en
environment; their functional makeup is irrelevant to determinations of
heal h. If e ho gh merel abo level of functional performance, rather
than mode, fashion, or style of f nc ion, Am nd on ri e , he
di ad an age of di abili
o ld no eem o na ral and ine i able
(2000, 48). Am nd on ca e for rejec ing biological heorie of
dysfunction is also an ethical one to focus on mode is to facilitate the
continuation of historic abuses against those who function differently.
Bol on and Gille recogni e di abili ie a a pecial ca e d e o he lack
of modifiable ca e i hin organi m
em, allo ing ha here error
can be legi ima el a rib ed o ( ) external fac or (114). While he
in i ha di abili rela ed concep and prac ice in ol e a comple
range of and interaction between biological, psychological, social, moral
and polic fac or and herefore canno be o m ch a ar ic la ed i ho
a full biop cho ocial frame ork, i i nclear on ha gro nd heir ne
ontology reliant as it is on locating dysfunction within the system could
offer rob
ppor o a ocial model of di abili like Am nd on , hich
takes the black-boxing of function, and a turn to the disabling features of
the environment, to be an ethical imperative. At one point in their book,
Bolton and Gillett seem to accept that while generally they are committed
o loca ing he problem the dysfunction in he per on , they must
make an exception for conditions that are lifelong and/or not amenable to
change (2019, 120).
The fact that the new biopsychosocial framework has little to offer on these
conditions should give us pause, given the percentage of mental disorders
that display them. Furthermore, those diagnosed with psychiatric disorders
are increasingly conceptualizing their conditions in terms of difference
rather than dysfunction, in alignment with the social model of disability.
While there has always been robust activism in response to the perceived
overreach of biomedical psychiatry, contemporary activists have
introduced a new conceptual framework for thinking about this resistance.
Instead of denying that purported mental illnesses have any clinical
relevance, like the radical antipsychiatrists of 1960s and 70s, some
contemporary critics argue for destigmatization alongside new demands
for healthcare justice. To advocate for neurodiversity is to believe that
healthcare, social services, and culture broadly construed must change to
offer a broader range of supports, allowing not only the neurotypical but
the neurodiverse to flourish. To be neurotypical, in other words, is just to
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have the sort of psychological profile that is already served (more or less)
e b
e e ironment, and there is no reason to see such a profile as
innately healthier, rather than just more convenient under the current
c c
a ce . G e
he e d e
e e
c
f
essentializing ontologies, its reliance on social constructionist narratives of
illness, and its impatience with biomedical levels of description, its best
ontological allies may be quietist, not pluralist. What would really help is
a psychiatric ethics capable of justifying their claim to healthcare as a
human right, even in the absence of dysfunction.
6.

Final thoughts

I ha e a g ed ha he ce f ga f ce ca
g e d
ch a
conceptual fabric are due to a confluence of political, economic, and
c
a fac
. The d ace e
f he DSM a he f e d s arbiter of the
normal and the pathological was both a result and a driver of increased
specialization within the field, which led to new antagonisms and
struggles. The economic promise of the precision medicine model, which
matches patients with novel therapies on the basis of biomarker testing, has
caused an influx of financial support for biomedical approaches to
psychopathology. Advocates of precision psychiatry need not deny that
there are other levels on which psychopathological phenomena can be
found, and intervened upon such as the psychological or the social. But
they may doubt that there are modifiable causes to be found at these levels,
or that these causes are as rewardingly modifiable as those found at the
level of the neural circuit. While Engel wished psychiatrists to be
c ce ed
a
h he
d f a a d he h a c d
(1992, 327), this hardly seems realistic for the twenty-first century
biomedical researcher, whose lab work in psychiatric genetics or in
neuroscience may never require meeting a patient.
The result of this recent enthusiasm for precision psychiatry is that the field
is increasingly pulled in different directions. Its practitioners rely on
traditional disease categories as well as their own expert knowledge of
psychopathology to do their work, while its researchers borrow the
concepts and methods of the basic sciences for theirs. Similar changes are
underway in other fields where the precision paradigm has taken hold. To
counter this centrifugal motion, I have suggested, a new ontology is not
enough, because the motivations for the split do not result from monist or
reductionistic ontological commitments as much as they do from economic
and political factors. These systemic pressures on the profession force
different sorts of practitioners farther apart, and reward psychiatric
research that diffuses its center of gravity away from immediate mental
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health crises. Accordingly, to convince the diverse stakeholders in
psychiatry that it is important to all work toward the same thing, ethical
arguments hold greater promise. They can exert pressure on the powers
making decisions about what kind of psychiatric research is worth funding,
and what kind of mental healthcare is worth expanding. A new ontology
that takes seriously the complex feedback loops between the biological, the
psychological, and the social has the potential to encourage a revaluing of
neglected populations. But the need to adopt such an ontology may only
become clear when it is shown how the exclusion of psychosocial
dimensions causes us to fail in our ethical obligations.
It is worth noting that the biopsychosocial model itself might be conceived
of in purely prudential terms, instead of in metaphysical terms. Such a
theory would offer a model of psychiatry as unified by the biological,
ch l gical, a d cial a ec
f e le
e al heal h,
beca e
these are aspects of a unified ontology, but because they form a unified set
of obligations. I he Ne di e i a W k: A Biopsychosocial Model
a d he I ac
W ki g Ad l , Na c D le
e ha he
bi
ch cial
del ca be ai ai ed e e a id
l gical
c
e
e he a e f e al ill e e like a i . She gl e
i bi l gical c
e a
he a e ic i e e i
a he ha a
referring to any (dys)function within the individual, and the model as a
whole is taken as a pragmatic one, with the explicit aim of realizing the
best outcomes for neurodiverse people in the workplace (119). By
dismissing concerns about the place of the pathological, however, this
account is ultimately centrifugal, disaggregating the question of how
neurodiverse people should be treated in the workplace from larger ones
c ce i g
chia
bi edical
jec .
In contrast, Bolton a d Gille
e bi
ch cial del i e ci i g f
its stout centripedalism, which could ground an ethical framework for all
of medicine. Yet as it currently stands, the model does not contain
foundational principles capable of negotiating, on ethical grounds, between
those advocating for biological, psychological, or social approaches to
disease. It is this nonpartisan tendency of the biopsychosocial model that
has, I think, frustrated critics. This reflects a broader suspicion about
pluralism: that one can end up with a conglomerate of models that, taken
ge he , a e like he a i B ge
O Rig i Scie ce .
Cartographers render this map so exact that it papers over the whole land,
rendering itself useless. One feels for Bolton and Gillett when their
amendments of the RDoC matrix cause it to grow rather threateningly, in
hei
d,i
a
l idi e i al
e g id (130). The a h
encourage us to see this complexity and uncertainty as a result of the
science itself, rather than the model
i i bla i g he e e ge
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(132). B he m al f B ge
i ha he mai e
ibili f he
modeler lies precisely in picking the right scale for the job. A scientific
theory is, in this analogy, not the messenger but the message itself, which
aims to render legible the complexity of the modeled system. Which
ae i l g
f mall effec (132) e ake a defi i i al f heal h
c di i
m be made
l b d i g cie ce b al b maki g
choices between modifiable causes. As Bolton and Gillett note, medicine
i a a lied cie ce, eeki g cha ge hi g , f he be e (2019, 121).
If so, the explanatory choices that result from a model should be normative.
Determining what differences in function are appropriate targets for
medical intervention and which are better left for scientific or societal
i e e i
ca
be ead ff he i di id al
ae ff ci i g
or agential status. It relies on broader societal norms concerning wellbeing, and the ethical commitments of medicine itself.
I believe that general ethical principles could be addended to the new
biopsychosocial model without requiring it to give up its neutrality with
respect to the relative value of the biological, the psychological, and the
social. Instead, the framework could host a normative pluralism analogous
he
l gical l ali m
de gi di g he m l i le
ecific
bi
ch cial m del ha B l
a d Gille all
f ,i
hich he
relevance of each aspect will change depending on prudential functions
relevant to the case at hand. At the same time, the model could seek to
supply the abstract theoretical constructs necessary for a powerful new
medical ethics. Being integrated into the new biopsychosocial framework
would assure that these theoretical constructs would guide all research and
practice falling under the broad reach of the model.
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ABSTRACT
After nearly fifty years of mea culpas and explanatory additions, the
biopsychosocial model is no closer to a life of its own. Bolton and
Gillett give it a strong philosophical boost in The Biopsychosocial
Model of Health and Disease, but they overlook the m del deeply
inconsistent position on dualism. Moreover, because metaphysical
confusion has clinical ramifications in medicine, their solution
sidesteps the m del most pressing clinical faults. But the news is
not all bad. We can maintain the merits of holism as we let go of the
inchoate bag of platitudes that is the biopsychosocial model. We can
accept holism as the metaphysical open door that it is, just a
willingness to recognize the reality of human experience, and the
sense in which that reality forces medicine to address biological,
psychological, and social aspects of health. This allows us to finally
characterize E gel driving idea in accurate philosophical terms,
as acceptance of (phenomenal) consciousness in the context of
medical science. This will not entirely pin down medici e stance
on dualism, but it will position it clearly enough to readily improve
patient care.
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Introduction

The biopsychosocial model (BPSM) has two central problems: one
philosophical and one clinical. First, while the model turns away from
reductive physicalism, proposing an alternative that brings subjective
experience into the scope of medical science, its ontological position is, at
best, unclear and, at worst, incoherent. Second, while the model demands
a radical change in everyday practice again, a broadening that will range
over not only biological, but also psychological and social considerations
it fails to provide guidance as to what, exactly, a clinician should do to
practice in a biopsychosocial way.
In The Biopsychosocial Model of Health and Disease, Bolton and Gillett
offer a convincing presentation of the BPSM, highlighting these
fundamental problems in their own terms, then they set out to resolve them.
The result, they suggest, is a BPSM rethought and reinvigorated, one with
far more substantial ties to philosophy. The need for this kind of rethinking
is very real, as the BPSM has become a kind of dogma for medicine, even
if only in marketing, while its shortcomings remain severe. As Bolton and
Gi e a
i , he e
i ac i i f
edici e f dations, one long
in the making.
Engel could not have hoped for a more enthusiastic effort at redemption,
ea fif
ea i
edici e bi
ch cia j
e ,a di
a
ways the effort is invaluable, even ingenious. Where Engel was vague (to
put it kindly) about causal connections, Bolton and Gillett fill in the gaps,
and in a way that brings the BPSM into current philosophical focus. Most
valuable, I think, is their discussion of embodied cognition as a tool for
fleshing out the scientific meaning f
ga
i e
i d-body
i eg a i . M e ha ha , a h
ide a de ai ed a d ide-ranging
account of the kind of complex causal interdependence that can make the
BPSM work as a matter of science. Even if we find fault with their account
and its idiosyncrasies, its value will remain. The BPSM is so often framed
a edici e
f e ide, hi e he e ide ce-based model fills the slot for
hard science. That understanding is a mistake, and Bolton and Gillett will
have made that clear even if their particular account of the science can be
challenged.
The BPSM, however, is not redeemed by this ingenuity. Philosophically
speaking, while Bolton and Gillett devote most of the book to the
intricacies of their causal picture across the biopsychosocial spectrum, the
de
g a i g, a d
e i g,
gica fai e a e
ec g i ed. M e e , beca e edici e
e a h ica c f i
ha e
e f c i ica a ifica i , B
a d Gi e
i
he c i ica
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problem also sidesteps the BPSM
each of these issues in turn.

e i g fa l . I

ill add e

I he e d f he da , I ill
gge ha B l
a d Gille
eff
ha e bee
a ed. I ill gge ha he e bee
a ed
he BPSM.
Nassir Ghaemi (2010, 213) is right, I think, that the BPSM is more a slogan
ha a
del, a d e e e al
fif
ea acki g
mea culpas
and explanatory additions. None of these has begun to give the thing life
as a model, because none have addressed, or could address, the radical
i c i e cie ha ha e g
f E gel
igi al hil
hical
confusions. But the news is not all bad. There is no reason why we cannot
begin anew with a form of holism that takes what works from Engel and
lets go of what fails. There is no reason why we cannot, from a clean slate,
build a new model for holism that is philosophically sound, scientifically
substantial and, above all, optimal for patient care.
2.

The Philosophical Problem

Philosophically speaking, the simplest and most salient feature of the
BPSM i a
l gical e a i
f edici e c ce al f
da i .
Whatever else we might say about the model as Engel presented it, it is
clea ha , acc di g
he BPSM, adi i al edici e e cl i e f c
on the physical body is misguided. To improve things, medicine must
expand to recognize the inextricable place for mind, for experience, in the
health of the whole person.
From the perspective of current philosophy of mind, this idea is
uncomplicated. It is a rejection of reductive physicalism in favor of some
form of property dualism or nonreductive physicalism. Practically
speaking, however and in spite abundant research in philosophy since
E gel
i e
al e a i e
ed c i e h icali
edici e
conceptual foundations were not clarified by the BPSM. They were
confused to an extent that the model itself cannot remedy.
Fi , he e i dee , e a i e i c i e c ab
he BPSM
ba ic
ontological position ha i , i
ii
d ali (O Lea 2020). On
one hand, in the simplest and most obvious terms, many in philosophy of
medicine understand the model to be dualistic. For example, Marcum
gge , ci i g F
(2002), ha bi edici e i c
ed f a
metaphysical position best defined as mecha i ic
i
, hile he
biomedical worldview is modified in humane medicine with a
e a h ical
ii
ha i ge e all d ali ic (Ma c
2008, 394-95).
Borrell-Carrio and colleagues see a similar picture in their twenty-five-
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year retrospective on he BPSM, concl ding ha George Engel
formulated the biopsychosocial model as a dynamic, interactional, but
d ali ic ie of h man e perience (Borrell-Carrio 2004, 581).
On the other hand, in the borderlands between medicine and psychiatry,
the BPSM is generally assumed to be defined by rejection of dualism. In
The per i ence of mind-brain dualism in psychiatric reasoning about
clinical cenario , for e ample, Mire co and Kirma er e plain ha
De pi e a emp in p chia r o adop an in egra i e biopsychosocial
model ( ) psychiatrists continue to operate according to a mind-brain
dicho om (Mire co and Kirma er 2006, 913). More than that, they
define d ali m a he idea ha he mind i omeho di inc from he
brain and that its essence cannot be reduced to purely material and
de ermini ic ne rological mechani m (Mire eco and Kirma er 2006,
913). For those who see the model from this perspective, BPS ontology is
charac eri ed b oppo i ion o d ali m, b he idea ha mind can be
red ced o p rel ma erial and de ermini ic ne rological mechani m .
Though Bolton and Gillett very clearly understand dualism as a problem
o be o ercome, and a problem ha he do o ercome i h a ne po d ali frame ork , he book pro ide no defini ion of d ali m, no
acknowledgement of the common perception that the BPSM is dualistic,
and no effort to explain why that perception might be mistaken.
Second, because inconsistency about dualism poses such a decisive threat
to the coherence of the BPSM, we must investigate whether it can be
understood in a way that accommodates both perspectives. Is it possible
for one medical model to both accept and reject dualism? Perhaps, if it
accepts one form of dualism while it rejects another, but a picture of that
kind would require a clear and well-defined account of its position. Do we
find such an account in Engel? Definitely not. In fact, when we take a
clo er look a Engel original charac eri a ion of he biomedical model,
e can ac all ee ho
e e ended p i h ch deep on ological
confusion. Engel straightforwardly insisted not once, but consistently in
all of his writings that
the biomedical model embraces both reductionism, the
philosophic view that complex phenomena are ultimately
derived from a single primary principle, and mind-body
dualism, the doctrine that separates the mental from the
somatic. (Engel 1977, 130)
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This, unequivocally, is the malady that Engel sets out to remedy with the
BPSM: not reductionism on its own, but reductionism in combination with
dualism.
Broadly speaking, these are diametrically opposed views. In the broadest,
most unrefined sense, reductive physicalism and Cartesian dualism are
m all e cl i e, o i no po ible for Engel o be correc in framing
the BMM as reductive dualism, or dualistic reductionism. In the broadest
sense, then, the BPSM is aiming for an incoherent goal, setting out to
reverse a position that was impossible in the first place.1
Of course as proponents of the BPSM, we could take a more refined view
of our ontological options. We could position ourselves between the poles
of reductionism and Cartesian dualism with some form of property
dualism, for example. Such a position would be a fine antidote to both of
those polarities but again, this would require quite a lot of philosophical
refinemen . We d need o clarif , a S an Schneider doe , ha hile
contemporary philosophy of mind sees the question of the
nature of substance as being settled in favor of the physicalist
( ) dualism about properties, by contrast, is regarded as being
a live option. (Schneider 2012, 51)
We d need an e plana ion of he difference be een Car e ian reali m
abo mind and c rren reali m abo men al proper ie . Then e d need
a discussion of the difference between nonreductive physicalism (where
we accept that mental properties are distinct from physical properties, but
reject dualism), and naturalistic dualism (where we accept that mental
properties are distinct from physical properties and accept dualism).
Does Engel provide an account of this kind, where we can make sense of
he model con radic or ie on d ali m hro gh a more con emporar ,
more refined account of nonreductive alternatives? No, though these
options really had not been laid out in clear terms when Engel was
formulating the BPSM. Do we get an account of this kind in the
biop cho ocial on olog
ha Bol on and Gille promi e o pro ide?
Still, no. In fact, Bolton and Gillett fail to mention property dualism even
once. In the brief passage that mentions nonreductive physicalism, they
1

Bol on and Gille eloq en l e plain ha ph icali m and d ali m are in , one born raigh af er
the other, combative from the start, each refuting the other, the one supported by the great edifice of
modern mechanic , he o her kno n immedia el b e perience, ba ling e er ince (Bol on and
Gillett 2019, 27). Unfor na el , hile he of en de cribe he pairing in he BMM a physicalist
red c ioni m aided b d ali m , they do not explain how it might be possible to hold both positions
simultaneously.
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di mi he ie , ine licabl , a a
el me a h ical doc ine , one
ha
obabl ha gi en
on being m ch o an hing o do i h he
cience (Bol on and Gille 2019, 161).
Thi d, e ha e been nable o e ol e he BPSM on ological
incon i enc beca e he e m d ali m ha been defined in a a ha
makes philosophical clarification impossible. This problem can be traced
directly from Engel to Bolton and Gillett.
The only way to make sense of the idea that reductionism and Cartesian
dualism go hand and hand is to fudge the definition of dualism a bit. For
Engel, a fo hi colleag e , a fo mo of ho e ho e o ked i h he
BPSM for the last forty years, dualism is not an ontological position, not a
ie on ho man kind of b ance o o e ie e i . Engel b and
of dualism is an epistemological position, a choice each of us can make in
our thinking. When we separate mind and body in our thinking, we are
dualists, and when we integrate them, we defeat dualism. Unfortunately,
dualism is actually not an epistemological position. Dualism does not come
and go depending on the ideas we prefer or the words we choose. If the
world is dualistic, then two kinds of things exist in the world, no matter
what we say or think or do in medical practice.
Bol on and Gille
book i a od c i e e am le of hi conf ion and i
ca a o hic im ac on medicine fo nda ional cla i . Tho gh a ho
promise at the start to provide a new ontology for the BPSM, and later they
take themselves to have made good on that promise, like Engel, they pair
dualism with reductionism, almost as a habit. Like Engel, they feel sure
he e con e ed d ali m hen h ical and men al heal h conditions
are brought together ( ) a he han being a ioma icall e a a e (Bol on
and Gillett 2019, 109). Moreover, because, like Engel, they believe we
settle the question of dualism when we choose not to separate mind and
body in our language or practice, they entirely overlook the actual question
of dualism, that is, the question of whether minds, or mental properties,
exist.
I important to be clear about why i philosophically problematic to
define dualism as separation of mind and body in our thinking rather than
as the existence of minds or mental properties. After all, dualists always do
separate mind and body, so it will work out just fine to define it that way
as long as e e affirming dualism. The trouble arises when we reject
dualism because we can choose to reject separation of mind and body in
our thinking as dualists, or as monists. Marcum (2008) and Borrell-Carrio
et al. (2004), for example, both insist that while the BPSM is a dualistic
model, one that recognizes both mind and body, it also demands that we
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recognize them as unified, rather than separated, in the whole person.
Miresco and Kirmayer (2006), on the other hand, insist that the BPSM is a
monistic model. From their perspective, i s a mistake to separate mind and
body because all the world is physical.
This is the source of the BPSM s philosophical incoherence. We cannot
begin to determine whether medicine is or is not dualistic unless e re
clear what that question means: does medicine s understanding of health
and healthcare require the existence of minds or, alternatively, mental
properties? Once e re clear about that, nonreductive physicalism and
naturalistic dualism become instant candidates for holism s ontological
foundation. While i s certainly possible to argue that both fail to make
sense of the whole person in the way that Engel intended, or the way that
medicine actually requires, these are the most widely accepted ways to
make sense of a holistic vision in contemporary philosophy of mind. We
cannot sort out medicine s ontological foundations without considering
them.
Admirable as Bolton and Gille s picture of BPS causes may be, it will not
stand as an account of BPS ontology until authors make direct use of it to
resolve the BPSM s pervasive inconsistency about dualism. To do so
he d need to recognize that, in the twenty-first century, the question of
dualism is serious and meaningful, especially for medicine. It is the hard
problem of accounting for the reality of experience in the context of
science (Chalmers 1995). More than that, he d need to acknowledge that,
like Engel, they do help themselves to the reality of experience as central
to a sound understanding of health and healthcare.
Fourth and finally, any effort to provide a workable ontology for the BPSM
must address incoherence in its central claims about mind and body.
(a) The first step and most important step toward an
ontologically coherent picture of the BPSM is to clarify a
consistent definition of dualism within the terrain that
characterizes contemporary philosophy of mind. That, on its
own, would be a monumental accomplishment for philosophy
of medicine, one that would reverberate productively through
all the medical professions.
(b) Second, we need an explanation of why medicine should
reject dualism, if, in fact, it should because rejection of
dualism does not go without saying in philosophy of mind,
surprising as that may be to many in the medical professions.
Because the question on the table in philosophy is about
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property dualism rather than substance dualism (generally
speaking), and, generally speaking, philosophy of mind has
accepted the reality of mental properties, rejection of dualism
does now require clarification and support. In any area of
discourse that depends on recognition of experience qua
experience, as the BPSM certainly does, it is absurd to proceed
as if rejection of dualism goes without saying.
(c) Third, because separating mind and body certainly does not
make us dualists, not in philosophy of mind, we need a
discussion of the merits and drawbacks of separating them in
medicine. The fact is that, by and large, philosophers of mind
are comfortable distinguishing mental properties from physical
properties. To put that a different way, by and large, philosophy
of mind has accepted a real distinction between experiences
and the brain states with which he e correlated. Se a a i n
of mind and b d , is not a problem in philosophy, at least not
prima facie. If we want to propose that i a problem for
medicine, either metaphysically or clinically, that idea that will
require clarification and support.
While it is certainly possible to address these three issues, it is hard to
imagine any way that we might institute revisions on these points in
everyday thinking about the BPSM in medicine, psychiatry or bioethics.
After fifty years of incoherent wrangling about mind and body, that is to
say, the BPSM has come to be defined by its entrenched philosophical
inconsistency. Though we surely can repair medicine conceptual
foundations, we will need to see the result as an alternative form of holism,
a better form of holism than what we get with the BPSM. I will make some
broad points about that project in Part 4, but first i important to track the
BPSM ontological confusion as it actually plays out at the level of
clinical practice.
3.

The Clinical Problem

In addition to the formidable challenge of ontological incoherence, the
BPSM also faces a practical challenge, that it lack specific content, is too
general and ag e (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 29) at the level of clinical
application. Ghaemi suggests that while the addition of psychological and
social considerations do provide greater freedom and complexity in
diagnosis and treatment
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[t]his eclectic freedom borders on anarchy: one can emphasise
he bi if e i he ,
he
ch ( )
he cia . B
there is no rationale why one heads in one direction or the other:
by going to a restaurant and getting a list of ingredients, rather
than a recipe, one can put it all together however one likes.
(Ghaemi 2009, 3)
The new options are certainly reasonable (maybe reasonable enough to be
obviou f
chia ), b he e
ef
ih
ge e a g ida ce a
to how they should be used.
Bolton and Gillett propose that this problem can be resolved at the level of
research, where new evidence for the relevance of psychosocial factors in
specific conditions has now been developed. Clinicians can do without
general principles for choosing between bio, psycho, and social options,
they suggest. BPS practice can be accomplished purely by applying
information from research about specific psychosocial factors for specific
conditions. This approach goes a long way toward aligning the BPSM with
evidence-based medicine, and I am very much in favor of that kind of
eff . I he
ce , h e e , i
e
E ge
ii
f BPS
practice, the risk it creates in providing diagnostic options without
diagnostic guidance, and the sense in which that gap has been filled by
ontological confusion.
Fi , di c
e ab
he BPSM, i c di g B
a d Gi e e , f e
fai
a ecia e E ge
ich ic e f he c i ica i e ie . I H
ch
ge
edici e cie ce be b d b a e e ee h ce
d ie ? E ge di ec
e he idea ha he c i ica e e a ce f
the BPSM could play out purely through the application of research, and
his arguments on this point may be the most convincing we find in his
. He e ai i de ai e ac h
he c i ica i e ie i a ea
f da a c ec i a d
ce i g (E ge 1992, 338) ha ce a
BPS
practice. When our understanding of medical science excludes
i f
ai
ha i
acce ib e h gh he edi
f h a
e cha ge (E ge 1992, 338), he i i , e ha e i a ied he
seventeenth-century paradigm in a way that compromises the goals of
medical science.
This material is very helpful when it comes to the order of explanation
be ee
edica cie ce a d edica h a i . I
ha he BPSM
advances a humanistic vision of patient as person, and then insists that
medical science should adapt to humanism. On the contrary, Engel
gge
ha a ea
h a i
a e e he e a a d i b a ia ( )
he
ba ed
a i a i ci e (E ge 1977, 135). We begi i h
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conceptual foundations, in other words, at the point where we clarify the
scope and methods of medicine as a science, then this scientific vision
f ce
ad
a
(O Lea 2021). G d ed ca c e ce
recognizes the relevance of biological, psychological and social factors,
then it gathers data about those factors through a scientific approach to the
clinical interview. That approach best succeeds when it humanizes patient
and doctor, and in this sense, good science actually demands good ethics.
To my mind, this is Engel at his best, and all of this richness dissolves
when we imagine that BPS practice could be a matter of simply applying
c
c a e ea c
e c c. U f
a e , E e acc
f e
clinical interview still leaves us entirely unclear about how to distinguish
between biological, psychological and social explanations in the diagnostic
process. Bolton and Gillett actually frame the question perfectly in Chapter
4:
While disease is contextualised in the person as a whole, the
immediate question is where the dysfunctional process is
located: which system within the whole is dysfunctional,
causing problems for the whole? (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 256)
Sec d, d c
e ab
e BPSM, c d
B
a dG e e , fe
fails to recognize how the lack of clinical guidance poses a threat to patient
safety. When the model opens the door to psychosocial diagnosis for
bodily symptoms in everyday practice, clearly it opens the door to a new
and threating form of diagnostic error.
Diagnostic clarity is not the norm in medicine, surprising as that may be,
at leas
a e ca e. I fac , a e UK Na
a Hea Se ce
de a d
,
a e a e, 52% f a e
acce
a e
e ce a e ed ca
e a ed
(J
C
Panel for Mental Health 2017, 6-7). And while medical research and
education are intensely focused on diagnosis, and treatment implied by
diagnosis, they are essentially silent when it comes to developing
directives for managing this very sizeable portion of cases.
B
a dG e
a
ed ca a d c ca
c
ca e b
c a
c e f c de a
(B
a d G e 2019, 119) a e
clinicians how to safely manage cases where biomedical and psychosocial
explanations both remain possible, but that faith is wholly unfounded.
Since the advent of the BPSM, recommendations for managing these cases
have not been based on medical science at all, and they have not been
evaluated by medical researchers for safety or reliability. Instead, practice
in this area has been guided by research in psychiatry, specifically, research
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produced and reviewed within the small subdiscipine of psychiatry known
a
ch
a ic
edici e (
ei e
c
l a i -liaison
chia
).
Third, the need for clinical guidance has been met in psychosomatic
medicine not by safety-tested science, but by wrangling about dualism.
What makes the clinical problem so pressing, in other words, is that it
combines in disastrous ways with the problem of ontological incoherence.
In 1984, Schwab explained, for e a le, ha acc di g
he e abli hed
i ci le f
ch
a ic edici e , i he g ea a ca e
he e
diag i e ai el i e, cli icia
h ld a id ie i g he a ie
dich
l a bei g
ga ic
f c i al (Sch ab 1985, 584).
Instead of seeking clarity about the presence of disease, that is to say, a
g d BPS cli icia
ill c ce ali e he a ie a a al e
, a
ch bi l gical i (Sch ab 1985, 584).
More recently, Creed and colleagues clarify the importance of avoiding
d ali ic hi ki g
he e e ega d
a ei he
ga ic
ga ic/ ch l gical . I ead, he BPS cli icia h ld a age
unexplained symptoms with deliberate diagnostic vagueness, making sure
e e
f ce he e di de i
ei he a
e al
h ical
cla ifica i
(C eed e al. 2010, 5).
It is certainly possible for philosophical ideas to play a useful role in the
challenge of distinguishing conditions with primarily biological causes
from those with primarily psychosocial ca e . I deed, i ha d
ee h
we can understand that question without philosophical ideas about mind
and body. Philosophy can be productive for medicine, though, only to the
e e ha i
ed i h
d ea i g ha c i
i h, and
consistent with, science. In the borderlands between medicine and
chia , h e e , he BPSM
l gical c f i
eache i
i c he e
i ch. He e E gel defi i g de a d
e e d edici e
focus beyond body has somehow become a demand to equate mind with
body at all times. The recommendation to see both mind and body as vital
contributors to health has become a demand never to engage in practices
that distinguish one from the other.
Even if we could defend these ideas in their own right, we cannot possibly
defend them as consistent with the defining ideas of holism. More
importantly, we cannot defend them as consistent with even the lowest
standards for safety in medical science. By definition, cases of diagnostic
uncertainty are cases where the possibility of biological disease remains,
so these are cases where a recommendation to avoid biological clarity
requires an extraordinarily high bar of scientific evidence. What it needs is
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a consistent standard for determining when the possibility of biological
disease can reasonably be set aside, and biomedical research that
rigorously evaluates the safety of that standard for the wide range of
patients who suffer from undiagnosed symptoms. What it has is the
b ge a f d a
,a
ag ed
e a e, b e f E ge
c f
, a d d ag
c ac ce a e a a e
da db d a
all costs.
T
g
ed c e
e ea c
e e
e
d
ee
recommendations, research in psychosomatic medicine is not reviewed in
the medical system. While medical textbooks and practice standards defer
to psychosomatic medicine when it comes to principles for practice with
medically unexplained symptoms, the research that drives these principles
circumvents the filtering process for medical science. This too is the result
of ontological incoherence. Because the BPSM proposes that biological
and psychosocial factors are both relevant for medical practice, but it fails
to provide guidance on how to manage that distinction, we have imagined
that we can hand off vital matters of biomedical safety for a very
substantial portion of outpatients to research and review within a
subdiscipline of psychiatry. That, quite clearly, is a scientific mistake.
It should not be surprising that in the area where BPS ontology is poised
to play its most direct and substantial clinical role, right there in the mindbody borderlands, we find recommendations for practice that are
demonstrably problematic. Deep conceptual confusion rarely leads to
empirical success for any science, and medicine is no exception to that rule.
4.

Conclusions: New Holism

B
a dG e
b
bab
e be
e ca d
e
c e
propping up the BPSM as a model for medical science. In that sense it may
be most instructive by example. On the basis of the model itself, even with
considerable philosophical ingen
, e ca
e ca e e BPSM
entrenched philosophical confusions, and we cannot avoid the dangerous
ramifications of those confusions in everyday practice.
Fortunately, we can reject the BPSM without accepting the biomedical
model. In fact, we can reject it even as we accept that biological,
psychological and social factors each play an inextricable role in human
health. To do so is just to put our collective foot down, to insist that as
holists we can do better, that the inchoate bag of ideas put forth by George
Engel is both wise and inadequate, both essential and utterly absurd.
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When a holist rejects the BPSM she does not advance a version of medicine
where the patient becomes, once again, a body, where autonomy yields,
once again, to parentalism. On the contrary, as a holist she holds those
ideas in such high regard that she demands a sound foundation for them, a
c ce a de h a d c i e c ha
h f he a a ha d. Thi
de a d i e i e i ee i g i h E ge
i i , i h hi
ggestion that
a ea
h a i
a e e he e a a d i b a ia ( ) when not
ba ed
ai a
i ci e (E ge 1977, 135). Beca e h a i
matters, we cannot achieve it on the cheap. To understand its roots, and its
necessity, medicine needs to get its philosophical house in order.
The defining idea of holism is that medicine makes no sense, not in its
humanity and not in its science, without the reality of human experience.
We pursue the practice of medicine, and indeed we recognize it as morally
imperative, because disease causes terrible experiences, and ultimately the
cessation of experience. This point is so deeply obvious to those in the
edica
fe i
ha i a
gg e e e
i agi e ha i
d ea
for philosophers to question it, and to reject it, as they often do. It is helpful
to note, too, that the reality of experience was no less obvious in medicine
bef e E ge ha i ha bee i ce. Rega d e f he BMM c
i e
to objective scientific methods, and regardless of its consensus that the
realm of experience lies outside the scope of medicine, the medical
profession has never denied, or even imagined denying, the reality of
experience. It has always pursued medicine for the purpose of improving
and protecting experience. It has always accepted facts of first-person
e e ie ce a edici e
i a i g da a (O Lea 2021).
I hi e e, E ge
h i ic i i
a
e a c fe i
ha a
revelation. Without metaphysical specifics, it simply and broadly pointed
out that human beings are experiencing beings, and that somehow,
maintaining medici e cie ific c
i e , e
ec g i e ha i
order for medicine to succeed. In effect, holism set out to position
edici e f
da i
e he e i hi he f a e
f hi
h f
mind, but with the BPSM that effort could not have been a more colossal
fai e. N
ha he BPSM fai ed c a if
edici e
hi
hica
position on mind and body. It has created, and in fact entrenched, a
compendium of pseudo-philosophical jargon so incoherent as to make
medical holism anathema to philosophy.
Holism should have inspired a conjoining of medicine with philosophy, a
unified effort to understand experience in the context of medical science,
and to apply that understanding to improve clinical practice. Instead, the
language of the BPSM so di
ed edici e
i d-body position that we
now find ourselves demanding and rejecting dualism in the same breath
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e f medici e c ce

al d gma

If we let go of the jumble of platitudes that is the BPSM the equivocation
d ali m, he
ed
hibi i
e a a i , he im e a i e
i eg a e a if e ha e he
e
cha ge h
mi d a d b d a e
related we can begin to fix this problem. We can accept medical holism
as the metaphysical open door that it is, just a willingness to recognize the
reality of experience, and the sense in which that reality forces medicine to
address biological, psychological and social aspects of health. And we can
finally characterize that perspective in accurate philosophical terms: as
acceptance of consciousness in the context of medical science.2
Thi
ill
e i el e l e he
e i
f medici e
ii
dualism, and it will not explain how subjective experience can play a
central role in objective medical science, but it will position medicine in
the territory of nonreductive physicalism and property dualism, and that
ill make i
ible add e medici e ba ic
l gical e i
i
a serious way. More than that, regardless of our answers to those questions,
medical practice can readily be improved purely through recognition that
a holist does distinguish conscious states from the brain states (or body
a e ) i h hich he e c ela ed. Thi cla i make i
ible
develop practice recommendations for unexplained symptoms that are
based on medical science rather than unsupported dogma about avoiding
separation of mind and body.
In truth, we work with a placeholder in all fields where a sound
philosophico-scientific picture of consciousness should be, and in this
sense perhaps medicine can make an invaluable contribution. As an effort
to improve and protect embodied experience through science, medicine is
the mind-body problem writ large, with stakes that make the difference
between wellness and suffering, health and disease, life and death for real
persons. In a sense, medicine is the conscience of consciousness studies
or at least it would be if it took part. We are the applied science that keeps
it real, the science that absolutely cannot do without experience as
experience, the science where misunderstanding of mind and body will
play out as real human suffering in the real world.
B l
a d Gille a e e i el igh
biopsychosocial model a a daci
2

ha E gel
(B l
a d Gille

al f he
2019, 89).

B c ci
e I mea , ecificall , he me al c ci
e , f ll i g Bl ck: Phe me al
consciousness is experience; the phenomenally conscious aspect of a state is what it is like to be in that
state. The mark of access-consciousness, by contrast, is availability for use in reasoning and rationally
guidi g eech a d ac i
(Bl ck 1995, 228).
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W a a dac
ab
,
g , ea
. We a e e ea
f
experience for granted in the context of medicine, and we take the
possibility of medical science for granted, as well we should. What we
should learn from Engel, most audaciously and most profoundly, is that we
have work to do in sorting out how those truths fit together.
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ABSTRACT
In The Biopsychosocial Model of Health and Disease, Derek Bolton
and Grant Gillett argue that a defensible updated version of the
biopsychosocial model requires a metaphysically adequate account
of disease causation that can accommodate biological,
psychological, and social factors. This present paper offers a
philosophical critique of their account of biopsychosocial causation.
I argue that their account relies on claims about the normativity and
the semantic content of biological information that are
metaphysically contentious. Moreover, I suggest that these claims are
unnecessary for a defence of biopsychosocial causation, as the roles
of multiple and diverse factors in disease causation can be readily
accommodated by a more widely accepted and less metaphysically
contentious account of causation. I then raise the more general
concern that they are misdiagnosing the problem with the traditional
version of the biopsychosocial model. The challenge when developing
an explanatorily valuable version of the biopsychosocial model, I
argue, is not so much providing an adequate account of
biopsychosocial causation, but providing an adequate account of
causal selection. Finally, I consider how this problem may be solved
to arrive at a more explanatorily valuable and clinically useful
version of the biopsychosocial model.
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Introduction

The biopsychosocial model, initially developed by George Engel (1977),
is perhaps the most widely accepted model of health and disease in
contemporary medicine. As the name suggests, the model emphasises the
importance of considering biological, psychological, and social
dimensions of health and disease in clinical practice. In recent years,
however, the model has recently been criticised for being too vague to have
any explanatory value or predictive power. The psychiatrist Nassir
Ghaemi, for example, has suggested that the biopsychosocial model is not
a scientific model, but is little more than a slogan whose ultimate basis
was eclecticism ( ) meant to free practitioners to do what they pleased
(Ghaemi, 2010, p. 213).
Responding to this criticism, Derek Bolton and Grant Gillett aim to
develop a defensible version of the biopsychosocial model that can support
the theory and practice of contemporary medicine. In The Biopsychosocial
Model of Health and Disease (2019), they propose that an appropriately
updated version of the model can provide a philosophical framework
which facilitates the understanding of disease causation. Given the
increasing evidence that psychological and social factors have important
roles in disease causation, they argue that physicalistic reductionism is
false and that some version of the biopsychosocial model is required in
medicine. However, a problem with the traditional version of the
biopsychosocial model is that it does not tell us how these biological,
psychological, and social factors interact causally. Accordingly, they
suggest that a suitably updated version of the model must include a
metaphysically adequate account of biopsychosocial causation that can
accommodate the roles of these multiple and diverse factors.
In this paper, I offer a philosophical critique of the analysis of
biopsychosocial causation provided by Bolton and Gillett. While I agree
with them that physicalistic reductionism is untenable and that some
version of the biopsychosocial model is warranted, I argue that their causal
approach to defending the model is problematic. In §2, I briefly lay out the
account of biopsychosocial causation provided by Bolton and Gillett. In
§3, I show that their account relies on claims about the normativity and the
semantic content of biological information that are metaphysically
contentious. Moreover, I suggest that these claims are unnecessary for a
defence of biopsychosocial causation, as the roles of multiple and diverse
factors in disease causation can be readily accommodated by a more widely
accepted and less metaphysically contentious account, namely James
Woodward s (2004) interventionist theory of causation. In §4, I raise a
more general worry, which is that Bolton and Gillett are misdiagnosing the
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problem with the traditional version of the biopsychosocial model. The key
challenge when developing an explanatorily valuable version of the
biopsychosocial model, I suggest, is not so much providing a
metaphysically adequate account of causation, but providing an
epistemically useful account of causal selection. That is to say, the
vagueness of the biopsychosocial model is related to its inability to tell us
which causal factors, out of the vast network of biological, psychological,
and social factors, are explanatorily significant. Finally, I consider how this
problem may be solved to arrive at a more explanatorily valuable and
clinically useful version of the biopsychosocial model.
2.

An Account of Biopsychosocial Causation

The traditional version of the biopsychosocial model presented by Engel
(1977) arose in response to the prevailing model in medicine at the time,
which was the biomedical model of health and disease. This is
characterised as follows:
It assumes disease to be fully accounted for by deviations from
the norm of measurable biological (somatic) variables. It leaves
no room within its framework for the social, psychological, and
behavioral dimensions of illness. The biomedical model not
only requires that disease be dealt with as an entity independent
of social behavior, it also demands that behavioral aberrations
be explained on the basis of disordered somatic (biochemical
or neurophysiological) processes. (Engel 1977, 130)
A key feature of the biomedical model, then, is physicalistic reductionism,
or the assumption that disease can be reductively explained at the lowest
biological level, which may be biochemical or neurophysiological.
Psychological and social factors are either excluded from the explanation
or assumed to be reducible to processes at the biological level.
While the biomedical model is supported by advances in biomedical
science, Engel argues that it has serious limitations that make it insufficient
as a general model for medicine. These incl de i s neglec of he pa ien s
account of the illness, its inability to consider how social circumstances
influence the presentations and meanings of health and disease, and its
failure to acknowledge the roles of psychological and social factors in
disease causation. In their book, Bolton and Gillett spend considerable time
on the last of these, citing the accumulating evidence that psychological
and social factors have causal roles in health and disease. They list a wide
range of conditions that are influenced by psychological and social factors:
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For example: breast cancer (…) atopic disease, generally,
including for asthma; HIV and musculoskeletal disorders. In
addition, psychosocial factors have been implicated in
outcomes of surgical procedures, for example, chronic pain;
lumbar and spinal surgery; liver transplant (…) and coronary
artery bypass (…) In addition, there is evidence for
psychosocial factors in wound healing, and extent of fatigue
after traumatic brain injury. Psychosocial factors have also
been implicated in responses to other interventions for medical
conditions, such as inpatient rehabilitation for stroke patients
(…) and effects of hospitalisation on older patients. (Bolton
and Gillett 2019, 11–12)
The above is supported by the extensive epidemiological research of
Michael Marmot (2005), who demonstrated robust correlations between
social statuses and the incidences of a wide range of medical conditions.
Hence, just as the biomedical model is of interest because of the advances
in biomedical science, the biopsychosocial model is supported by advances
in psychology, epidemiology, and social science.
In the present day, the contributions of psychological and social factors are
especially apparent in the increasing rates of mental health problems in
young people. Bolton explores some of these factors in a recent paper
coauthored with the psychiatrist Dinesh Bhugra (Bolton and Bhugra,
2020). They argue that changes in society over the past few decades have
contributed to worsening mental health problems among children,
adolescents, and young adults. For example, due to the development of
social media and the public profile of populism, political conflicts between
conservatives and liberals have become more visible and pervasive in ways
that have eroded the shared norms of rationality in political discourse and
have resulted in the loss of social cohesion. Moreover, due to government
austerity, neoliberal financialisation, and economic downturn,
intergenerational wealth inequalities have increased, with young adults
from the millennial generation having less stable accommodation, less
career certainty, and less financial security than older adults from the baby
boomer generation. The negative mental health effects of these economic
and political factors are corroborated by epidemiological data showing that
invoking government austerity during an economic recession increases the
population suicide rate, while investing in social welfare during an
economic recession does not have this outcome (Stuckler and Basu, 2013).
Finally, younger generations are also affected by serious concerns
regarding anthropogenic climate change and the inadequate geopolitical
response to the environmental crisis.
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Given that neither the genetic nor the neurobiological characteristics of
people have changed significantly over the past few decades, the
biomedical model appears inadequate to account for these increasing rates
of mental health problems in young people. Rather, Bolton and Bhugra
(2020) argue that a broad biopsychosocial approach is required to account
for the contributions of the aforementioned changes in society to these
worsening mental health problems. Accordingly, in their book, Bolton and
Gillett (2019) develop a metaphysical account of causation that avoids the
physicalistic reductionism of the biomedical model and accommodates the
roles of biological, psychological, and social factors in disease causation.
Against physicalistic reduction, Bolton and Gillett argue that explanations
in biology are irreducible to explanations in chemistry and physics.
Following the work of Erwin Schrödinger (1944), they suggest that
biological systems are characterised by their abilities to extract energy
from the environment and resist local increases in entropy, thus allowing
them to maintain stable forms, develop in ordered ways, and reproduce.
According to Bolton and Gillett, biological systems can do this because
they use information transfer to control energy transfer. They write:
Physical and chemical processes involve energy transfers
covered by mathematical energy equations, but in biological
organisms the physical and chemical processes not only
happen, but can only happen in the right place at the right time
in the right degree, if there are mechanisms that control and
regulate them in a way appropriate to bringing about a
particular function. (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 48)
The informational nature of biological causation, Bolton and Gillett argue,
is irreducible to physical explanation, because it involves semantic content.
The dynamics of this semantic content follow regularities that are not
captured by the lawlike regularities of physics and chemistry. Bolton and
Gillett continue:
Another way of making this point is that the energy transfer
involved in information transfer is irrelevant to the information
transfer. The flow of information depends on regularities, but
these regularities are not determined by the energy equations of
physics and chemistry, rather they must rely on other properties
of materiality. The concept required at this point is expressed
by such terms as structure, form, shape or syntax (to borrow
from logic)—that codes information. (Bolton and Gillett 2019,
49)
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For example, sequences of nucleotides on genes encode information that
is used by intracellular components to construct proteins, patterns of action
potentials in neurons encode information that influence how
neurotransmitters are secreted, and ligands encode information in virtue of
their selective interactions with receptors.
Bolton and Gillett go on to argue that the semantic content of biological
information makes biological causation normative and teleological. That
i o a , he e a e igh and
ong a fo he eman ic con en o
be decoded, which pertain respectively to whether or not they are
conducive to the biological systems fulfilling their goals or functions. Such
normativity, Bolton and Gillett suggest, makes causation in biology
different from causation in physics. While causation in biology is
characterised by the capacity for error, causation in physics is purported to
follow laws and equations that cannot be violated. They write:
The general conceptual point at issue here is that regulation and
control mechanisms keep things going right rather than wrong.
Such normativity is not present in the energy equations of
physics and chemistry, which always apply and never fail. It
arises in biology for the first time, marking a fundamental
departure of biology from physical and chemical processes
alone. The normativity is implied in all of the key systems
theoretic concepts such as regulation, control and information.
It derives from the point that biological systems function
towards ends, and function well and badly accordingly as they
do or do not attain them. (Bolton and Gillett 2019, 51)
For example, at the genetic level, the sequences of nucleotides are usually
conserved during genetic replication, but mutations occasionally occur due
o eplica ion e o , ome of hich can ha e ha mf l effec fo he
organisms. At the molecular level, immunoreceptors usually bind
selectively with particular foreign ligands, but occasionally they react with
an igen f om ho d e o molec la mimic , hich can be a ocia ed
with autoimmune reactions. At the organismal level, a behaviour, such as
feeding, is usually adaptive insofar as it contributes to the survival and
reproduction of the organism, but occasionally may be maladaptive, such
as when it leads to the ingestion of a toxin.
Informational content and normativity are also characteristics of
psychological and social processes. For example, perception can be
deemed accurate or inaccurate according to perceptual norms, belief can
be deemed rational or irrational according to epistemic norms, speech may
be deemed correct or incorrect according to linguistic norms, and
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behaviour can be deemed permissible or impermissible according to moral,
legal, and social norms. Bolton and Gillett suggest that these interact with
the informational content and normativity of biological processes through
embodied agency. They draw on a recent development in the philosophy
of mind, which Albert Newen, Leon De Bruin, and Shaun Gallagher call
4E cognition (Newen et al. 2018). This proposes that cognition has the four
following features:
1.
2.
3.

Emb died (in the body)
Embedded (in the environment; in causal loops with it)
E ac i e (Acting in and manipulating the environment,
directly, not via a representation or model; the environment
offers affordances, or opportunities, for action and
manipulation)
4. E e ded (Extended to the body and environment,
including devices used for cognitive functioning). (Bolton
and Gillett 2019, 78)
Psychological agency, according to Bolton and Gillett, is embodied in the
biological body and, in virtue of the informational transfer that occurs in
the biological body, is an active causal power whose influence extends into
the social environment. Accordingly, normative processes at biological,
psychological, and social levels can interact with one another causally via
the regulatory flow of information.
To bring this all together, let us see how it might apply to the
aforementioned increasing rates of mental health problems among young
people (Bolton and Bhugra, 2020). Recent social and political changes,
including the shared norms of rationality in political discourse being
undermined, increasing intergenerational wealth inequalities, and
escalating concerns about anthropogenic climate change, lead to adverse
social conditions. These have downward regulatory effects that restrict
psychological agency, constrain how biological resources are distributed,
and disrupt the usual flow of information in the biological system. In turn,
the alteration in the informational transfer in the biological system further
affects psychological agency and disrupts how the person interacts with
the social environment, manifesting in mental ill health.
Here, the biological, psychological, and social processes are integrated,
with information transfer being the common currency in the causal
interactions across these three domains. This information transfer has a
normative dimension that is irreducible to the sort of causal explanation
that features in physics. And so, the account of biopsychosocial causation
developed by Bolton and Gillett (2019) accommodates the roles of
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multiple and diverse factors in disease causation while avoiding the
physicalistic reductionism of the biomedical model. However, their
account relies on claims about the normativity and semantic content of
biological information that are metaphysically contentious. In the
following section, I examine some of the problems with these claims and
show that they are unnecessary for an adequate account of biopsychosocial
causation.
3.

Critical Discussion

Bolton and Gillett are indeed correct that informational content and
normativity are properties of the psychological and social domains
respectively. Psychological agency is marked by intentionality and
meaning, which are embedded in the wider social context and appear to be
irreducible to the regularities studied in physics. The social environment is
marked by our values, norms, and conventions, which regulate our
behavioural affordances, interpersonal interactions, and communicative
practices. Hence, informational content and normativity in the
psychological and social domains have their sources in our intentions,
values, interests, and judgements at the interpersonal level. However,
claiming that normativity and informational content are properties of the
biological domain at the subpersonal level is more problematic. Of course,
Bolton and Gillett are correct that we often use normative and
informational notions, such as function, dysfunction, sense, and error, in
biological theorising. The problem, though, is that these normative and
informational notions may be features that we project onto biological
processes, rather than intrinsic properties of the biological processes
themselves. That is to say, we derive notions from our understandings of
the genuine normativity and informational content of the social and
psychological domains, and then we use these notions as instrumental
metaphors to organise our theoretical thinking about biological processes.
The above presents challenge to the account of biopsychosocial causation
presented by Bolton and Gillett for the following reason. As noted above,
information transfer is supposed to be the common currency in the causal
interactions across biological, psychological, and social domains.
However, if normativity and informational content are not genuine
properties of biological causation but are merely instrumental metaphors
that we use to organise our theoretical thinking about biological processes,
then such information transfer cannot comprise the common currency that
is conserved across the three domains in biopsychosocial causation.
Causation in the psychological and social domains may involve genuine
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normative and informational properties, but it is doubtful whether these
properties can actually be said to be conserved at the biological level.
My contention that normative and informational notions in biology are
instrumental metaphors can be illustrated in two ways. First, I consider
how mechanical laws and explanations in physics might be rephrased in
teleological and normative terms. This challenges the claim by Bolton and
Gillett that normativity is what makes causation in biology different from
causation in physics. Second, I consider how explanations in biology that
invoke normative and informational notions might be rephrased in terms
that are more descriptive. This challenges the claim that normativity and
informational content are intrinsic properties of the biological processes
themselves.
With respect to causation in physics, recall that Bolton and Gillett claim
that this follows laws and equations that cannot be violated, in contrast
with causation in biology which they claim is capable of error. However,
the regularities in physics may not be as faultless as Bolton and Gillett
suggest. Suppose, for example, that a trolley with a known mass is attached
to a hanging stone of a known weight via a pulley and the acceleration of
the trolley is measured. The theoretical law in this case is F = m × a, where
F is the total pulling force of the hanging weight, m is the mass of the
trolley, and a is the acceleration of the trolley. Now, if the experiment is
repeated under a variety of background conditions, a may turn out not to
be the same in each instance despite F and m being kept constant. That is
to say, the observations may deviate from what is predicted by F = m × a
in different ways.
As noted by Imre Lakatos (1974), when this happens, we tend to invoke
auxiliary hypotheses which introduce other variables, in order to conserve
F = m × a. For example, we may try to explain the variability in a across
the different experimental conditions by considering possible confounding
factors, including variations in the energy lost through friction, air
resistance, and elasticity of the cord attaching the trolley to the weight.
However, our hypotheses based on these confounding factors may not be
able to yield quantities that are sufficiently exact to conserve F = m × a.
Indeed, as Nancy Cartwright (1983) points out, solving the derived
equations to see whether or not they fit with our observations may be
mathematically intractable. For example, if we try to derive the energy lost
through friction from the mechanical and thermodynamic properties of the
trolley and the surface, and then try to predict how this would affect the
movement of the trolley at different moments in its trajectory, we may only
yield rough approximations. Hence, far from being faultless, the
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regularities in physics are associated with various deviations for which we
may not be able to account mathematically.
This capacity for error in physics raises the possibility of rephrasing
mechanical laws and explanations in teleological and normative terms,
akin to explanations in biology. To take another example, consider the law
that a system comprising two objects in contact with each other will
proceed toward thermal equilibrium. This can be rephrased as a
ele l gical a d
ma i e claim, he eb
ceedi g
a d he g al
f he mal e ilib i m i
ha he
em h ld d . H e e , i
actuality, systems tend not to be closed, and so may involve thermal
disequilibria that deviate from this law. These could be interpreted as cases
he e c i ge ci c m a ce e l i he
em faili g
ceed
a he
h ld , a al g
d functions in biological systems. An
objection might be to say that while there can be localised thermal
disequilibria, the universe as a whole is proceeding toward thermal
equilibrium, which will eventually result in these localised thermal
disequilibria being dissipated. In response, though, an analogous claim
could be made regarding dysfunctions in biological systems. That is to say,
while there can be localised dysfunctions that compromise the survival and
reproductive prospects of organisms, but it could be claimed that the
frequencies of these dysfunctions will eventually diminish through the
process of natural selection.
Of course, these teleological and normative notions are not intended to be
literal. That is to say, they involve no ontological commitment to the claim
that systems in physics actually have g al . Ra he , he a e i
me al
metaphors that are derived from the teleological and normative notions we
use in the psychological and social domains, which concern our intentions,
values, interests, and judgements. Nonetheless, the possibility of
rephrasing regularities in physics in teleological and normative terms
suggests that they may not necessarily be so different from regularities in
biology. It gives us grounds to consider whether the teleological and
normative notions in biological explanations are also instrumental
metaphors, rather than being representations of actual properties of
biological processes. To be clear, this is not to say that biological
explanation can be reduced to physical explanation. I agree with Bolton
and Gillett that the complex causal processes in biology are not
straightforwardly reducible to the mechanical laws and explanations in
physics. Rather, it is to say that the difference between the domains of
biology and physics cannot be captured by the presence or absence of
normativity. This can be further demonstrated by examining how
teleological and normative explanations in biology can be rephrased in
terms that are more descriptive.
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With respect to causation in biology, recall that Bolton and Gillett claim
that this is characterised by informational content that can be decoded in
igh o
ong a , hich pe ain e pec i el o he he o no he
are conducive to the biological systems fulfilling their goals or functions.
At the genetic level, they suggest that information is encoded in the
sequences of nucleotides on chromosomes and, if decoded properly,
contributes to the proper forms of the biological systems being maintained.
Here, Bolton and Gillett seem to adhere to the modern evolutionary
n he i , hich con ide
he genome o be a bl ep in fo he
realisation of the phenotype (Plomin, 2018). A notable proponent of this
ie i Richa d Da kin , ho gge
ha he info ma ion pa e
through bodies and affects them, but it is not affected by them on its way
h o gh (Da kin 1995, 4).
However, recent developments in the philosophy of biology have
undermined the modern evolutionary synthesis. An important contribution
is a theoretical framework, put forward by Susan Oyama, Paul Griffiths,
and Russell Gray, called developmental systems theory (Griffiths and
Gray, 1994; Oyama, 2000). Developmental systems theory emphasises
that the genome is just one among many dynamic resources that interact to
produce a phenotypic outcome, including epigenetic modifications,
transcription factors, intracellular reactions, physiological processes,
nutritional resources, environmental conditions, social interactions, and
cultural contexts. That is to say, the phenotype is not the inevitable
eali a ion of a gene ic bl ep in , b i he con ingen o come of
complex and dynamic interactions between multiple resources, some of
which may also be inherited across generations. Variations in these
resources can result in variations in the phenotypic outcomes. Accordingly,
Griffiths and Gray (1994) argue that the genome cannot be considered to
be a unique bearer of developmental information. Given that the particular
causal role of the genome is contingent on the state of the rest of the
developmental system, it makes just as much sense to say that the rest of
the de elopmen al
em encode info ma ion ha i
ead b he
genome a i doe o a ha he genome encode info ma ion ha i ead
by the rest of the developmental system. Informational content, then, is not
an intrinsic property of biological causation, but is an instrumental
metaphor whose application depends on what part of the developmental
em e decide o hold fi ed. A O ama no e , info ma ion i j
a
way of talking about certain interactions rather than their cause or a
prescription fo hem (O ama 2000, 197).
The contingency and multifactoriality of development challenge the view
that teleology and normativity are inherent in biological causation. Instead
of he e being igh and
ong
a
o decode a e ence of
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nucleotides, there are just different causal outcomes that can result from
different combinations of interacting factors. For example, at the level of
gene ic e lica ion, e can hink of e lica ion e o
no a li e al
mistakes, but as different causal outcomes of the interactions between
nucleotides and polymerases due to the influences of external factors and
variations in intracellular conditions, much like how the deviations from F
= m × a in the trolley experiment are different outcomes that result from
differences in the experimental conditions. At the level of phenotypic
development, we can think of different outcomes not as expressions of the
geno e gone igh and gone
ong , b a diffe en con ingen fo m
that result from different developmental conditions. For example,
genetically indistinguishable specimens from the fish species Salmo trutta
can develop into the small freshwater brown trout or into the large
saltwater sea trout, depending on the ecological conditions in their early
developmental stages (Charles et al. 2005). These forms are
morphologically and behaviourally different, but are both capable of
h i ing and e od cing. Nei he fo m e e en he igh
a o
realise the Salmo trutta genome, but rather both are different causal
outcomes that result from different combinations of developmental
resources.
A hi oin , i migh be con ended ha i i o ible o di ce n igh and
ong a fo biological
em o de elo b con ide ing he he o
not parts of these biological systems are performing their functions. For
e am le, a e lica ion e o ha occ
d ing gene ic e lica ion ma
be con ide ed o be an in ance of he
em going
ong if i
compromises the ability of the resulting cell to function properly.
However, this would be to concede that teleology and normativity are
instrumental metaphors we project onto biological processes rather than
properties of the processes themselves. As Matthew Ratcliffe notes,
functions are not found out there in the world, but are contributions to goals
hich a e hem el e in men all a igned (Ra cliffe 2000, 124).
That is to say, we instrumentally assign goals to systems and then assign
functions relative to those goals. Parts of the systems are deemed to be
functional if their effects are conducive to achieving these assigned goals
in appropriate ways and are deemed to be dysfunctional if they are failing
to produce these effects.
Usually, in biological enquiry, the assigned goal is survival of the
biological system. Assigning this goal provides a focus which facilitates
e ion
ch a
ha i i ha doe o con ib e o
i al? and
ho did i come o do hi ? (Ra cliffe 2000, 129). The fo me
e ion
i
icall a ocia ed i h Robe C mmin (1975) f nctional analysis
of the causal roles of parts of systems, while the latter question is typically
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a c a ed
hR hM
a
(1984) ae
g ca acc
ff c
based on the adaptive benefits of the effects of the parts in the evolutionary
histories of organisms. While these questions are arrived at through the
prior instrumental assignment of a goal, the answers can be expressed in
causal and historical terms that do not invoke teleology. For example, we
a a g a
ga
e a he f c n of light transduction, because
light transduction is the effect of the retina that contributes to the assigned
goal of survival. From here, we might go on to explain how light
transduction increases the likelihood of survival by influencing the
ga
s interaction with the environment. We might also go on to
explain how the retina came to transduce light by giving a causal account
of how past organisms with cells that transduced light had higher chances
of producing offspring than past organisms without these cells, which
resulted in the evolutionary transmission of the capacity for light
transduction to the present organism. The assignment of function provides
a focus, but the subsequent explanations are causal and historical
explanations that do not themselves invoke a future goal or desired
outcome. The normative notions of function and dysfunction, then, are not
properties of the causal processes themselves, but are judgements we make
relative to the goals we assign.
To further illustrate the instrumentality of function ascription in biology,
consider the example of an alteration in an oncogene caused by exposure
to an environmental carcinogen. The altered oncogene causally contributes
to the accelerated proliferation of malignant tissue containing the altered
genotype, which results in tumour progression. Usually, we would
consider the alteration in the oncogene to be a dysfunction relative to the
assigned goal of survival of the organism. However, it is at least
theoretically possible to consider it to be properly functional if a different
goal is assigned at a different level of analysis. For example, if we focus
on the level of the tumour instead of the level of the organism, then we
could claim that the function of the altered oncogene is the proliferation of
malignant tissue, insofar as this is the effect of the altered oncogene that
contributes to maintenance and progression of the tumour. Furthermore,
this could be supported by the aetiological account of function, as the
accelerated proliferation of malignant tissue is the effect of the altered
oncogene that resulted in the abundance of the altered genotype in the
developing tumour. Nonetheless, we tend not to consider the proliferation
of malignant tissue to be the function of an altered oncogene, because we
tend not to assign a goal at the level of the tumour. Rather, we tend to
ascribe the goal of survival at the level of the organism and, accordingly,
to consider the proliferation of malignant tissue to be a dysfunction relative
to this goal. Hence, as Valerie Hardcastle notes, the assignment of function
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is influenced b a alue judgement about hich le el of anal sis is
of teleological language (Hardcastle 2002, 149).

orth

And so, teleology and normativity are not intrinsic properties of biological
processes themselves, but are instrumental metaphors we project onto the
biological processes. Biological s stems are judged to go right or
rong relati e to goals e assign to them. These normati e notions and
instrumental goals are derived from our understandings of genuine
normativity and teleology in the psychological and social domains. For
example, we consider survival of the organism, but not the progression of
a tumour, to be a goal, partly because we judge surviving to be valuable
and instrumental to our attaining our personal and collective aims and
interests. As noted earlier, the informational and semantic notions that are
employed in biological theorising are also derived from our understandings
of information transfer and semantic content in the social and
psychological domains.
The above poses a problem for the account of biopsychosocial causation
presented by Bolton and Gillett (2019), because it suggests that
normativity and information transfer cannot serve as the common currency
in the causal interactions across these three domains. Information transfer
and normativity are features of the psychological and social domains
respectively, as these involve meanings, intentions, values, and interests.
While we may invoke these notions in biological theorising, their uses are
metaphorical and do not involve any ontological commitment to the claim
that normativity and informational content are properties of the biological
systems themselves. Hence, there is no good reason to suppose that the
normative and informational notions we invoke in biological explanations
refer to the same sorts of normativity and information transfer that feature
in social and psychological explanations. There remains a disunity between
the interpersonal level and the subpersonal level.
This brings us to the question of whether or not the above undermines the
prospect of a philosophically defensible version of the biopsychosocial
model. I argue that it does not. Recall that Bolton and Gillett present their
account of biopsychosocial causation in order to accommodate the roles of
multiple and diverse factors in disease causation while avoiding the
physicalistic reductionism of the biomedical model. Accordingly, they
suggest that biological, psychological, and social processes are normative
processes that regulate one another through information transfer. However,
there is no need for Bolton and Gillett to rely on such a metaphysically
contested thesis in order to make sense of biopsychosocial causation. The
fact that social factors causally influence biological outcomes is
uncontroversial in contemporary healthcare and epidemiological research
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has been able to demonstrate these causal relations without having to
assume stronger metaphysical claims about biological processes.
Indeed, there is a more established philosophical account of causation that
is more metaphysically neutral and can accommodate the roles of diverse
fac ors. This is Wood ard s (2004) in er en ionis heor of causation,
which proposes the following:
A necessary and sufficient condition for X to be a (type-level)
direct cause of Y with respect to a variable set V is that there be
a possible intervention on X that will change Y or the
probability distribution of Y when one holds fixed at some
value all other variables Zi in V. (Woodward 2004, 59)
That is to say, causation is analysed as a probabilistic counterfactual
dependence relation, wherein X is a cause of Y if and only if an intervention
that changes X makes a difference to the probability of Y given appropriate
background conditions. Importantly, no ontological restrictions are placed
on what sorts of factors can be difference makers. Causal relations between
factors can be established by using interventions to demonstrate
probabilistic dependencies between the factors, regardless of the
organisational levels to which these factors belong. Accordingly, the
interventionist theory of causation can accommodate causal relations
between factors across biological, psychological, and social domains.
Bol on and Gille do ci e Wood ard s in er en ionis heor of ca sa ion
in their book. Specifically, they suggest that the interventionist theory of
causation is consistent with their claims about agency and causation,
insofar as i emphasises ha o r in eres s in ca sal connec ions and
explanations are linked to our practical concerns of being able reliably to
bring abo changes (Bol on and Gille 2019, 83). The problem, ho e er,
is that accepting the interventionist theory of causation makes their
metaphysical claims about the normativity and informational content of
biological processes somewhat superfluous. As John Campbell (2016)
notes, if we understand causal relations in terms of probabilistic
dependencies between factors that can be analysed counterfactually, then
we do not need to commit to such stronger metaphysical claims in order to
make sense of how biological, psychological, and social factors can
interact in disease causation. Of course, further scientific research may
later yield hypotheses about the mechanisms involved in some, though
maybe not all, of these causal relations, but such mechanistic details are
not necessary to establish that the factors are causally related.
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The interventionist theory of causation also rejects the physicalistic
reductionism of the biomedical model. By understanding causal relations
in terms of probabilistic dependencies between factors, psychological and
social factors can be acknowledged as genuine causal factors that make
differences to biological outcomes, while also accepting that these
psychological and social factors may be irreducible to biological processes.
For example, recall the various social, political, and economic factors that
Bolton and Bhugra (2020) suggest to be contributors to the increasing rates
of mental health problems among young people. We can understand these
factors as being causal in virtue of how changes in them make differences
to the health outcomes when other variables are held fixed. David Stuckler
and Sanjay Basu (2013) demonstrate such a causal relation between
government austerity and an increase in the population suicide rate by
comparing this situation to contrastive scenarios where different policies
are associated with different outcomes. Here, establishing such a causal
relation requires neither any attempt to reduce government austerity to a
different explanatory level, nor any ontological commitment to some
deeper property that is conserved or transmitted throughout the causal
process.
4.

The Problem of Causal Selection

The discussion so far suggests that biopsychosocial causation does not
have to be so metaphysically taxing. It is widely accepted that social factors
can influence biological outcomes and the interventionist theory of
causation allows us to make sense of this without having to commit to
further ontological claims about the normativity or informational content
of biological causation. This raises the question of whether Bolton and
Gillett (2019) have misdiagnosed the problem with the traditional version
of the biopsychosocial model.
As noted earlier, Ghaemi (2010) criticises the biopsychosocial model for
being too vague and too eclectic to have any explanatory value. Such
eclecticism, he suggests, was meant to free practitioners to do what they
pleased (Ghaemi 2010, 213). However, the problem raised by this
criticism is not that the biopsychosocial cannot make sense of how the
three domains interact causally, but rather that it includes so many causal
factors that it does not offer a precise explanation. Alex Broadbent raises a
similar worry about the multifactorial model of disease, noting that [b]are
multifactorialism does nothing to encourage the move from a catalogue of
causes to a general explanatory h pothesis (Broadbent 2009, 307). That
is to say, listing more causal factors and causal relations does not
necessarily make a model more explanatory.
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The challenge when developing a defensible version of the
biopsychosocial model, then, is not so much providing an adequate account
of biopsychosocial causation, but providing an adequate account of causal
selection. As Broadbent (2009) notes, under the conventional
philosophical view of causation, almost every event that is caused is the
outcome of multiple causal factors. Nonetheless, we only consider some of
these causal factors to be relevant in an explanation. For example, when
we want an explanation of house fire, we consider the electrical fault and
the b ilding cladding to be explanatorily relevant, but not the presence
of oxygen in the atmosphere, even though the accident was also causally
dependent on this. Likewise, given that the biopsychosocial model does
not exclude any sorts of causal factors a priori, it is trivially true that every
disease is caused by multiple biological, psychological, and social factors.
However, this does not tell us which of these factors are relevant in an
explanation of the disease.
To some extent, the question of which causal factors are explanatorily
relevant is an empirical issue, as we might be able to demonstrate
empirically that different cases instantiate different combinations of causal
factors. However, it is also to a significant extent a superempirical issue,
as we still need to judge which of the many causal factors instantiated by
a given case are explanatorily relevant and which comprise the background
conditions. For example, we can catalogue all of the causal factors that
contribute to a e on type II diabetes mellitus, including insulin
resistance, altered -cell activity, learned eating behaviour, sedentary
labour, economic inequality, and the structure of the food environment, but
cataloguing these factors will not inform us which of these factors are
deemed explanatory and which are deemed to be in the background, nor
will it inform how we should approach the problem. By contrast, the
biomedical model fails for dismissing psychological and social factors, but
offers a more specific guide to explanation and intervention, insofar as it
privileges the biological level as the proper level of analysis.
There are two possible ways in which we might enhance the explanatory
power of the biopsychosocial model. The first potential approach is to
supplement the biopsychosocial model with a conceptual criterion for
selecting explanatory factors from background factors. For example,
factors may be deemed more explanatory based on causal proximity, speed
of response, or specificity of response (Ross 2018). However, the problem
with this approach is that setting a priori constraints on what factors are
privileged as explanatorily relevant would revert back to a form of
reductionism that the biopsychosocial model is seeking to avoid. Indeed,
the physicalistic reductionism of the biomedical model could be
interpreted as its assumption of biological proximity as a conceptual
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criterion for which factors are deemed explanatory. Also, a further problem
with this approach is that it ignores the different contexts in which different
factors might be deemed explanatorily relevant. In different settings, the
most explanatorily relevant factors may not be the most proximal, the
fastest, or the most specific factors. For example, in a public health context,
poor sanitation may be considered a very explanatorily relevant cause of
cholera, even though it is not the most proximal cause, the cause with the
fastest action, or a cause that is specific to cholera.
This brings us to the second potential approach. This is to acknowledge
that which causal factors are deemed explanatory and which are deemed to
be in the background are dependent on contexts, values, and interests. As
Peter Lipton (2004) notes, explanations are not tout court, but are relative
to contrastive foils. For example, when we ask why did the leaves turn
yellow? , the relevant answer will differ depending on whether we are
asking why did the leaves turn yellow in November rather than in
January? or why did the leaves turn yellow rather than blue? (Lipton
2004, 33). This suggests that in order for the biopsychosocial model to be
explanatorily useful, we have to be more explicit about our explanatory
interests and more specific about the questions we ask. Instead of asking
what causes a disease tout court, we can yield more precise causal
explanations by considering which contrastive foils are appropriate in the
contexts and by asking more specific questions relative to these contrastive
foils.
As well as being informed by epistemic and pragmatic considerations, our
explanatory interests are often informed by ethical and political
considerations, especially in healthcare, where promoting people s welfare
and alleviating their suffering are central values. For example, in their
recent research on transgender mental health, Sav Zwickl and colleagues
apply a psychosocial approach to examine the causal factors associated
with suicidality among transgender and nonbinary adults (Zwickl et al.
2021). The context of this research pertains to the higher rates of suicidality
and mental health problems among transgender and nonbinary people than
among cisgender people, and so the explanatory interests guiding the
research are appropriately informed by ethical and political considerations
concerning health inequity, social injustice, and systemic discrimination.
Guided by these explanatory interests, the researchers were able to discern
causal factors for suicidality that disproportionately or specifically affect
transgender and nonbinary people, including lack of access to gender
affirming healthcare, institutional discrimination, and transphobic
violence. These causal factors could have been missed had different
explanatory interests guided the research, such as a more general emphasis
on the aetiology of mental illness rather than a more specific emphasis on
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the mental health disparities between transgender people and cisgender
people.
The above suggests that the biopsychosocial model complements a form
of explanatory pluralism in healthcare. Given that it places no a priori
constraints on what domains can be causal, it allows for a range of contexts
that may require different explanatory approaches. This is noted by Leen
De Vreese and colleagues, who suggest that the question “why did person
P develop lung cancer?” can allow for many relevance relations, including
the following:
(a) Why did person P, who smokes, develop lung cancer,
while person P , who also smokes, did not?
(b) Why did person P with behavior B develop lung cancer,
while person P with behavior B did not?
(c) Why did person P living in country C develop lung cancer,
while person P in country C did not? (De Vreese et al.
2010, 375–376)
The different relevance relations warrant explanations that appeal to causal
factors from different domains. Question (a) is about how a physiological
difference between the two people results in smoking having different
effects, and so calls for a physiological explanation that draws on
biological factors. Question (b) is about the difference between the
behaviours of the two people, and so calls for a behavioural explanation
that draws on psychological factors. Question (c) is about the effects of the
different environments of the two people, and so calls for an
epidemiological explanation that draws on social factors.
In turn, the answers to these questions can inform preventative and
therapeutic interventions across different healthcare disciplines. For
example, the answer to (a) could inform targeted screening and oncological
treatment, the answer to (b) could inform behavioural and cognitive
interventions such as smoking cessation therapy and motivational
counselling, and the answer to (c) could inform public health interventions
such as smoking policies and clean air strategies. And so, if we are explicit
about our explanatory interests and ask appropriately specific questions,
the biopsychosocial model can support clinical interventions that target
causal factors across multiple domains.
Of course, explanatory pluralism is not a new idea in the philosophy of
medicine. For example, Kenneth Kendler (2005) and Sandra Mitchell
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(2009) have endorsed pluralistic approaches to explaining mental disorders
that consider causal factors at genetic, neurobiological, psychological,
interpersonal, and cultural levels. However, while the form of explanatory
pluralism endorsed by Kendler and Mitchell is an integrative pluralism that
seeks to integrate the diverse causal factors at multiple levels into a single
comprehensive model, the form of explanatory pluralism I am proposing
does not require such integration. Rather, given the biopsychosocial
model
ide in e di ci lina
co e, i ma
ome ime be be e
complemented by a looser form of ineliminative pluralism akin to that
suggested by Helen Longino (2013) for studying behaviour. That is to say,
we may understand disease causation better by utilising multiple partial
accounts than by attempting to assemble a more general model that
incorporates all the causal factors. Different partial accounts may be
relevant to different explanatory interests and may draw on different sets
of causal factors. For example, in response to the aforementioned question
h did e on P de elo l ng cance ? , he he
e con ider a
predominantly physiological account, a predominantly behavioural
account, or a predominantly epidemiological account to be appropriate will
depend on the relevance relations in which we are interested (De Vreese et
al. 2010). It may not be possible to integrate these accounts into a single
comprehensive model that represents all of the causal relations between
the different domains, but this does not compromise the clinical value of
the biopsychosocial model.
5.

Conclusion

Bolton and Gillett (2019) are correct that there is good reason to endorse
the biopsychosocial model in contemporary healthcare. Given the
substantial evidence of social causation and the problem with physicalistic
reductionism, the biomedical model is untenable as a regulative ideal for
medicine. And so, a broad biopsychosocial approach is required to
accommodate the diverse range of factors involved in disease causation
and to inform interventions on these factors across multiple domains.
The criticism that the biopsychosocial model is too vague to be
explanatorily valuable is taken by Bolton and Gillett to suggest that the
traditional version of the model lacks an appropriate account of
biopsychosocial causation. Accordingly, they present a metaphysical
account of biopsychosocial causation that suggests that normative
processes in the biological, psychological, and social domains regulate one
another through information transfer. Herein, I have raised some problems
with their account and have argued that the issue of biopsychosocial
causation does not have to be so metaphysically taxing, as the causal
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relations between factors in the different domains can be accommodated
by the more metaphysically neutral interventionist theory of causation.
Furthermore, I have argued that the purported vagueness of the
biopsychosocial model is not due to the issue of biopsychosocial causation,
but is due to the issue of causal selection. Nonetheless, this can easily be
overcome being more explicit about our explanatory interests in different
contexts and more specific about the questions we ask. When this
pluralistic approach to explanation is applied, the eclecticism of the
biomedical model is shown not to be its weakness, but its principal
strength.
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ABSTRACT
I respond to the 4 commentaries by Awais Aftab & Kristopher Nielsen
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Preamble
First and foremost, I would like to thank the commentators Awais Aftab
& Kristopher Nielsen (A&N this issue), Hane Htut Maung (HHM this
issue), Dia e O Lea (DO L this issue) and Kathryn Tabb (KT this
issue) for the generous giving of their time to critical commentary of
De ek B l
& G a Gille
ed da e f he E gel (1997)
Biopsychosocial Model (B&G). I should say that while the book was cowritten, this Reply is written by DB only, so the text varies between plural
e f
he B&G b k, a d i g la I f
he Re l . O
ed
update of the BPSM is in the spirit of trying to get things as straight as we
can about the conceptual foundations of health, disease, and healthcare. I
thank the commentators for their generous comments about the book and
for their critiques on how things could be improved. There are some
common and some distinctive themes in the critiques, and I will respond
hem de 3 mai headi g : What Is the BPSM Really? & Why
Update It?; Is Our Approach Foundationally Compromised? , a d
fi all , Antagonists or Fellow Travellers? . I ha e aimed
i cl de
supplementary material (additional to what is in B&G) where relevant.
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1.

What Was or is the BPSM Really? And Why Update It?

1.1.

Was Engel Interested in Causes?

A&N highlight that biopsychosocial causation, while the main problem in
B&G, a no Engel main p oblem, indeed he
gge ha i ma no
have been one of his problems at all (p. 7). At one level, this is about
e minolog ; ca a ion i eman icall linked o man o he e p e ion
in he heal h cience and he ape ic
ch a fac o and infl ence .
So fo e ample, Engel (1977) list of what the biomedical model fails to
take into account includes, quoted by A&N (p. 8-9): fo ome condi ion
such as schizophrenia and diabetes, the effect of conditions of living on
on e , p e en a ion and co e and we take this to refer to causal risks
for onset and risk/protective factors (causally) affecting course, putting the
issues squarely in the areas of epidemiology and clinical therapeutics.
Another connected example, A&N propose that:
The matters that preoccupy Engel are more to do with
psychosocial influences in the form of illness interpretation and
presentation, sick role, seeking or rejection of care, the doctorpatient therapeutic relationship, and role of personality factors
and family relationships in recovery from illness, etc. (Aftab
and Nielsen this issue, 9)
But p e mabl influences = ome hing like make a difference to =
has a causal role in .
A&N p e en a con incing ca e ha one of Engel main and gene al
concerns was to bring many aspects of the psychological, social
dimensions of illness including the doctor-patient relationship within the
realm of medical and scientific inquiry. I agree with this, but suggest that
this aspiration relies on the working assumption that these dimensions are
causally relevant to health outcomes of interest. This is because science,
so far as I understand it, is basically concerned with causes, and this is
especially so for the applied sciences that aim to make a difference. To put
it briefly, healthcare will take an interest in e.g. subjective accounts of
illness if it makes a difference to something relevant, e.g. to agreement on
whether there is a need to treat, and how; or will take interest in social
context of living if it makes (or might make) a difference to e.g. falls at
home and emergency admissions; or an interest in the quality of doctorpatient communication if it affects continuing trust, attendance and
acceptability of treatment; and so on. As I read Engel, much of what he
says on this issue was with the intention of rejecting the dichotomy
be een medicine a cience and medicine a a
(Bol on 2020).
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However, this project relies on psychosocial/interpersonal factors making
a difference to relevant health outcomes. In other words, this strand of
Engel BPSM i he o o al ha he ca al oce e (fac o o
influences) involved in disease and healthcare are not limited to the
biological, but involve the whole person in their social/interpersonal
context, and, as such, they are amenable to scientific enquiry.
1.2.

Was the BPSM Ever a Model?

A&N reiterate the criticisms of Nassir Ghaemi and others to the effect that
the BPSM is not a model and is of no clinical or scientific value (p. 10-11).
I don
an o in i ha i i a model. I i obabl no mo e of a model
than the model with which Engel contrasted it, the biomedical model
(BMM). Both expressions, and probably any others that summarise
com le fo nda ional i e in a o d o
o ( ch a al o biological
chia , o henomenolog ) lend hem el e o a io kind of e
ranging between slogan-like and substantially theorised, with being a
shorthand for a theory somewhere in between. A theorised version of the
BMM would include core concepts and principles of the biomedical
sciences, along with basic research and therapeutic paradigms. A theorised
version of the BPSM would be the same for the biopsychosocial sciences,
and this is what we attempted in B&G. We defined some core ontological
and causal features of the three relevant domains and their interactions
(contrast the BMM that has only one relevant domain), illustrated by some
new paradigmatic biopsychosocial health-related pathways, such as those
involving chronic stress and pain perception. We emphasised the theory of
causal interactions between the three domains, because they are
traditionally so problematic, as well as because causal explanation is
central to science and its ontology.
A&N e ea Na i Ghaemi charge that the BPSM helped everybody to
win, linked to the fact that it had no substantial scientific content (p. 10). I
suspect there may be a difference here in the way that the BPSM has played
out in the US and the UK. While in the US there may have been a tendency
to use the BPSM as a way of being inclusive and open-minded about causes
and cures, the more usual perspective in the UK seems to have been that
the BPSM is more a matter of empirical data from particular studies, for
example in social epidemiology and studies of stress (see e.g. White 2005).
Ce ainl UK colleag e of mine ho ed ome
i e a Na i Ghaemi
interpretation of the BPSM and one UK reviewer, Julian Leff, did
implicate UK/US differences (Leff 2010). This issue is probably linked to
he hi o of l ali m on hich mo e belo in section 3.3.
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S me hi g Wrong Somewhere However

Insofar as the BPSM was or has been used as a half-baked attempt at a
model that served mainly to reduce uncertainty and make everybody
happy, then by all means it d e n warrant updating, just exposing and
moving on. This view, however, does not sit well with the popular proposal
that, nevertheless, it serves a valuable educational function, endorsed
(though with apparent ambivalence) by A&N (pp. 11-13).
It seemed to us when we embarked on B&G that it was no good at all
having these three propositions all being endorsed together:
(1) BPSM is the most popular model (often observed,
including by HHM is his opening sentence The [BPSM]
( ) is perhaps the most widely accepted model of health
and disease in contemporary medicine. )
(2) However, it is philosophically, scientifically and clinically
useless not a model at all
(3) However, i

useful in education

The combination of these three positions in the literature seemed to
demand some work; doing nothing with the conjunct (1) & (2) & (3), as
we saw it, was not an option.
If (2) is correct we need to abandon (1) & (3) ASAP; or we accept and
retain (1) & (3), and refute or remedy (2) and it was in this spirit of this
second option that we undertook to update the BPSM.
1.4.

E gel Vision and the Value of the BPSM

At the beginning of her paper, KT uses a metaphor of psychiatry being
buffeted about by centrifugal and centripetal forces, adapted from Scott
Lilienfeld paper (2014) on the DSM-5, and recognizes the potential value
of the BPSM as providing a unifying, cen i e al force (pp. 7). KT goes
on to discuss centrifugal forces in psychiatry including specialisms, by
condition, by profession, by tradition and orientation. Importantly, there is
sometimes conflict between specialisms, potentially leading to confusion
for end users. The problem gets bigger when splitting occurs, when one
side d e n envisage the other, when there is no perceived whole, whether
this be a person, healthcare, or health science. Centripetal forces, by
contrast, see a conceptual unity, replacing splitting by something more
holistic, and KT sees Engel (1977) BPSM as, perhaps, the most notable
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centripetal project (loc. cit.). I agree with that, and would add that its
biggest message in this regard is not so much centripetalism within
psychiatry (though this is probably an implication), but centripetalism
across healthcare as a whole, positing a unity and common involvement of
somatic and psychological processes.
Linked to its centripetal force, KT correctly observes that Engel BPSM
project drew on the systems theory in vogue at the time (p. 10). I suggest,
however, that this was not just a sign of a temporary fashion, but was more
a foretaste, a vision of what was coming: the increasing use of systems
theoretic concepts and principles within and across many fields. The
systems theory approach is closely linked to the acceleration of interdisciplinary research and problem-solving programmes over recent
decades, providing some general and integrating concepts and principles.
In Margaret Boden typology of interdisciplinarity, the highest levels are
generali ing and in egra ed , involving a unified single theoretical
perspective and integration around shared themes and questions (Boden
1999; see also Strijbos 2010, and Committee on Facilitating
Interdisciplinary Research, Committee on Science, Engineering, and
Public Policy 2004).
This is just what we were aiming at in B&G: a unified theoretical
perspective and common themes (constructs and principles), relevant to
health and disease, throughout the biological, psychological, and social
sciences. We supposed that the BPSM could only be a truly
interdisciplinary framework, able to accommodate the many kinds of
factors now known to be implicated in health and disease, by having a
common set of constructs and principles that operate within and between
previously disparate domains. Further, we believed that, as Engel foresaw,
the required set of constructs were those in systems theory, such as
function, design, ends, feedback, communication/information, regulation,
and control. Since the 1970s the systems theory approach has developed
in many existing and new sciences, applied to functional structures, natural
or artificial, from biology to engineering to models of social organisations,
criss-crossing previous disparate domains, underpinning interdisciplinarity
(see e.g. Strijbos 2010).
In fact, in the relevant recent history of ideas, there is a direct line to be
traced from Schr dinger new and original definition of life, used in B&G
to characterize biology, to Engel (1977) paper, via von Ber alanff
General System Theory (1968). Schr dinger work was cited by von
Bertalanffy, in turn cited by Engel as a key example of the then new
systems approach. Originally proposed for biology, the new systems
perspectives were fast extended to cover psychological and social systems,
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organised in hierarchies of complexity, from cells to societies. Engel was
among those quick to recognise the relevance of these new systems
perspectives to health, disease, and healthcare, along with contemporaries
such as Alan Sheldon (1970), Ervin Laszlo (1972) and Howard Brody
(1973). Engel used the name bi
ch cial
del in his paper,
explicitly announcing it as a new model for medicine, readily interpretable
as an extension of biomedicine and this is the name that caught on, to
become now the most widely accepted model. This was a background
reason for us wanting to retain the name BPSM : the belief that its
intellectual history was substantial, valid, and visionary.
By all means, along with the name came its accumulated baggage, and
several colleagues and pre-publication reviewers advised that we jettison
both the name and its baggage and propose an explicitly novel theory.
However, as is well-known and noted above, the name BPSM is still a
leading currency. We supposed that this points to the intellectual need to
update it and validate the BPSM, rather than abandon it as intellectually
vacuous, which is not only hard to square with its being educationally
useful, but also, as suggested above, does not recognize its solid
foundations.
1.5.

What Moves Healthcare
Continuous with Science

Mountains?

Metaphysics

As

As noted above, KT discusses centripetal versus centrifugal forces in
psychiatry, and sees the BPSM as a centripetal project, but her main
concerns in her paper are the centrifugal forces that support the BMM,
which she identifies as socio-economic-political (Tabb this issue, sec. 3).
Given this reasonable assumption that such forces are important
maintaining factors for the BMM, KT then reasonably infers that as such
they are unlikely to be affected by a metaphysical argument, which she
supposes to B&G to be.
In response to this I would say that the argument in B&G is not
metaphysical but is meant to be scientific; actually, more accurately put,
the intention is to operate in the dynamic space where metaphysics and
scientific theory, and hence also data, merge. In other words, B&G buys
into the idea, common in much 20th century philosophy, that philosophy
(as metaphysics) is continuous with science, construed broadly as
empirical knowledge. I will not spend time on this complicated issue here,
but references include Q i e (1951) famous rejection of two dogmas of
empiricism, and, in a different way, Laka
(1970) highly sophisticated
philosophy of science. Importantly, metaphysics so construed is not a
permanent set of truths but changes from time to time and place to place.
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It undergoes major transformations, shifts in core theory (in Laka os 1970
terminology) or paradigm shifts (in K hn s 1962 terminology). This is
what B&G is about, new (or relatively new) ideas in the life and human
sciences that underpin the BPSM, such as Schr dinger s new
characterisation of biological organisms in terms of decreasing entropy,
the appearance of code in biology, AI, cognitive psychology, embodied
cognition, agency, recognition of social recognition and social status vs.
social disqualification and exclusion as processes that affect health and
disease.
As this last example illustrates, interwoven with these deep theory shifts
are new technologies and empirical findings, and it is these, I believe, that
can move healthcare mountains over time.
For example, I once heard the opinion that Aaron Beck and colleag es
decision to trial their new CBT for depression against meds, as being truly
inspired, because, when the psychotherapy was found to outperform the
pharmacotherapy (Rush et. al. 1977), it made the medical community sit
up and pay attention. The data scored a reasonably direct hit on the
biomedical model that envisaged biological causation only. The rest the
massively increased use of psychological therapies in healthcare systems
is recent history.
Empirical work in epidemiology has also been critical in showing the need
for a broader biopsychosocial model. The new social epidemiology has
shown that various forms of social exclusion, not only from biological
necessities but also exclusion from psychological and psychosocial
necessities, such as recognition, security, and civil rights is bad for your
health.
Here are some other, emerging candidates of research programmes closer
to core biomedicine than the examples above, in cardiology and surgery.
In cardiology, studies suggest that about three quarters of patients referred
to rapid access cardiology clinics have non-cardiac chest pain or other
symptoms, while, or but, commonly there is no management protocol for
these patients and they are discharged, often to seek assessment or
treatment again later (Tenkorang et al. 2006; Sekhri et al. 2007; Debney
and Fox 2011; Chambers et al. 2014; Lenderink and Balkestein 2019). In
surgery, there is increasing evidence that for some presentations dominated
by pain, surgical procedures do not outperform placebo (Wartolowska et
al. 2014; Jonas et al. 2015; Louw et al. 2017). These emerging findings
appear in the context of new models of pain and subsequent new
treatments. In brief, the perception and severity of pain, while typically
localized in a specific part of the body, is now understood to be only partly,
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and sometimes not at all, associated with local damage, but also involves
higher cortical pathways processing information about the meaning and
consequences of the pain for the e on life, potentially modifiable by
psychosocial interventions such as psychological therapy and neuroscience
education programmes (Quartana et al. 2009; Edwards et al. 2016; Andias
et al. 2018). Bearing in mind that pain and associated distress and
impairment of functioning are major drivers of service use, these emerging
findings are of potential massive interest to healthcare provision and health
economics.
To sum up, if the question is posed: what brings about major shifts in
practices and great institutions such as healthcare? then the answer is
going to be complicated. Same goes for a closely related question: what
kinds of factors are barriers to change? KT notes that major factors
maintaining the BMM include social, cultural, economic and professional
interests, noting that Engel said as much, and then infers that metaphysical
considerations are unlikely to move such things. This inference looks
completely right, if me a h ic is understood as an exercise in the
academy, in departments of philosophy, divorced from scientific theory
and data. But B&G never intended this. We see the move towards a
biopsychosocial framework in the health sciences, therapeutics, and
epidemiology as being fundamentally a scientific paradigm shift (or series
of interconnected paradigm shifts), driven by deep theory changes in
combination with new empirical data. It may be that, as indicated
previously (sec. 1.2.), interpreting the BPSM as a scientific project in the
broad sense including deep theory, new technologies and empirical
findings as opposed to metaphysics, or ideology, could be an
interpretation more common in the UK than in the US.
KT argues for the importance of bioethics in advocating for improvements
in healthcare (Tabb this issue, sec. 4) and many of her points I would agree
with. I would add, however, that commonly the choice between two
courses of action is based not only on the values assigned to the possible
outcomes, but also on data-sensitive beliefs about how these outcomes are
best likely to be achieved. Especially, whether a biomedical approach is
the best way forwards or a biopsychosocial approach, or just psychosocial,
will depend partly on what outcomes are desired, but also on empirical
evidence about probabilities of how best to achieve them. This applies at
every level, from choice of individual treatment, to choice of population
level prevention programmes (options include doing nothing), to decisions
on research funding priorities.
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2.

Is Our Approach Foundationally Compromised?

Having outlined above the intended rationale, purpose and method of
B&G, the question arises whether and how far it worked out. The
commentators present several major challenges to the B&G project.
2.1.

Muddle about Dualism?

DO L proposes that the BPSM always has been contradictory because on
the one hand it separates the biological and the psychological, while on the
other hand it rejects dualism, fudging this by inadequate definition of
dualism, in the original and in B&G (pp. 8-10). She proposes that this
contradiction is already in the BMM, and it transfers to the BPSM. She
notes the complexity and multiple interpretations of key terms involved in
defining dualism, physicalism, and reductionism (pp. 9-10).
We supposed in B&G, staying close to Engel text, that he charged the
BMM with being dualistic and committed to physicalistic reductionism.
We interpreted this as meaning, briefly, that BMM is committed to
ontological dualism and causal-explanatory reductionism, i.e., to the view
that body and mind are ontologically distinct, but that all causing takes
place at the physical level, especially that there is no causing of bodily
events by mental events. This interpretation involves no contradiction
between dualism and physicalist reductionism. There would be a
contradiction in affirming both dualism and physicalist ontological
reduction, but we don interpret BMM as being ontologically reductionist,
only causal-explanatory reductionist. The contrast is then with the BPSM,
which is not explanatory reductionist, but envisages causal interactions
within and between all of its three levels or domains. By all means it would
be possible then to maintain that the three levels or domains were all
ontologically separate, but then good luck with trying to make sense of
causal interactions between them. Rather, the coherent shift is to suppose
that causal interactions between the three levels of domain is possible
because they are in the same ontological space, and hence our proposal that
BPSM embraces the current science of embodied and embedded mind, as
well as health and disease relevant aspects of the social sciences and the
environmental sciences.
2.2.

Clinical Utility and the Ps chosoma ic Conditions

DO L goes on in her commentary to discuss the clinical utility of the
BPSM, especially but not only for conditions that expose the unhelpful
effects of dualism on healthcare, namely the so-called p cho oma ic
conditions (pp. 15-16). She expresses approval for aligning the BPSM with
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evidence-based medicine. In B&G we supposed this to be now the obvious
place to look for clinical guidance; substantial evidence from clinical trials
and systematic reviews is available to us, unlike to Engel when he
formulated the BPSM. On the other hand, DO L criticizes B&G for placing
too much faith in clinical guidance (p. 14). However, we had no intention
of suggesting that clinical decision-making can be read off from clinical
guidelines alone, the evidence for which is always partial, provisional, and
selective (depending on the designs of the trials that have been done),
without detailed history-taking and accounting for individual features of
the presentation. So far as I know this crucial caveat is integral to EBM,
even if there is a risk of it getting lost in practice.
However, clinical practice and the clinical studies and trials that guide it
are only as good as the nosology, and as noted above, DO L focuses
particularly on the important clinical categories linked to unhelpful
dualism. While there been many nosological problems and debates within
physical and psychological medicine, probably none have been as
conceptually problematic as those about conditions that do not fit into
either of those two kinds but fall somewhere in-between. These are the
called-by-many-names
psychosomatic
conditions,
themselves
comprising many kinds, and, as DO L points out, accounting for a high
proportion of health conditions (p. 14). People with these conditions,
associated with varying levels of distress and impairment of functioning,
can be transferred between general hospitals and neurological, psychiatric
or psychological clinics, too often falling between them. One aspect of this
unfortunate state of affairs is the dualism that has permeated healthcare,
separating the biomedical study and treatment of conditions below the
neck, roughly, with neurology, psychiatry and psychology between them
sharing, more or less harmoniously, the brain and mind. At the same time,
the mental well-being aspects of physical health conditions have less
visibility, and the same for the somatic aspects of psychiatric conditions.
The continuing and probably increasing popularity of the BPSM belongs
with a move towards more holistic healthcare. An important aspect of this
are the new models of pain, distress and associated impairment,
implicating central, not only peripheral, involvement noted previously in
section 1.5 as potentially contributing to changing healthcare practice.
2.3.

Is Biological Information Still Problematic?

HHM and A&N both emphasise that the presumed normative, semantic
characterization of biological information is a problematic foundation for
B&G s proposed update of the BPSM. There is a substantial philosophical
literature which finds such a construct problematic in biology as opposed
to psychology. As A&N (p. 18) remark, we are unlikely to settle this
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problem here and now, but I will summarise some aspects of the rationale
why B&G proceeded in this way, and address some of the criticisms they
make.
Firstly, in B&G we purposely made regulation and regulatory mechanism
the primary characterization of what we suggest is a new kind of science
in biology; rather than fronting the more familiar informa ion-processing .
This was partly to work around the familiar philosophical objections to
biological information-talk, but it was also in the belief that biology has
actually moved on since the original information-processing revolution
that started in the 1950s/1960s following discovery of the genetic code,
and is now more involved with regulation and regulatory mechanisms
throughout biological systems. These processes and mechanisms are
visible: physical-chemical processes stop/start, increase/decrease; caused
by observable events that lend themselves to descriptions such as
s i ches and ga es that e.g. increase or decrease concentration of
catalysts. Information flow by contrast is a more abstract construct you
can see it and the next step of supposing that what is flo ing has
semantic, normative content, seems to turn this abstraction into a
philosophical error (horror) at least it does when certain philosophical
assumptions about content are being made, on which more below.
However, as this new biological science has developed, the concept of
information is not, or does not have to be seen as, doing the conceptual
heavy lifting; rather it appears rolled up in a whole family of
interconnected constructs, along with coding, signalling, feedback,
function, and so on. This is evident in, for example, the relatively new and
rapidly expanding subfields of molecular biology, cell signalling and
genetic regulatory networks. As part of these developments, the construct
of information is itself changing, shifting towards programming and
instructions, for e.g. building complex molecules, or for the operation of
regulatory mechanisms. In these theory-shifts, it is less easy to identify
information-talk as having semantic content. I mean, while it is easy to
assume that information is supposed to have content ha p , where p is
a proposition with a truth-value expressible in language, there is no
corresponding easy assumption of true/false propositional content when
informa ion has the sense of instruction. Instructions are not true/false,
though they can be e.g. normal/abnormal, or they can lead to the wrong
result, in the circumstances, and they can be issued by the wrong agent.
Here the reference is to the pervasive normativity in current biological
models, evident in constructs such as dysregulation, error, mutation,
correction, deception/mimicry, etc., but which is not best interpreted in
terms of true/false semantic content. As to the grounds of this biological
normativity, they are fundamentally to do with staying alive or dying, at
the individual and/or species level.
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Let me return to the point that biological semantic information or
normativity is problematic only if certain philosophical assumptions about
content/normativity are being made. HHM makes the criticism (p. 12), that
while concepts of informational content and normativity are valid in the
psychosocial domains, they are problematic in the biological domain at the
sub-personal level. But apart from being familiar in folk usage, what is the
metaphysics or science behind this claim? This is probably the same
question as: what is the metaphysically acceptable literal meaning of
informational content and normativity , such that application of these
terms to biological, sub-personal processes is not literal, but only
metaphorical? (A&N pp. 17-18; HHM pp. 13, 15). I suggest two,
completely different justifications.
One is the Cartesian or quasi-Cartesian, that would have semantic content,
or intentionality and other related concepts, essentially tied to mind and
consciousness. But this, I suggest, as suggested by the name of the original
author, is just yesterday s science/metaphysics; the current science/metaphysics is
different.
The other justification for the rejection of biological-semantic/normative
talk is very different, but actually points distantly to the relevant deep shifts
in science and metaphysics. It is the neo-Wittgensteinian argument, made
for example by Hacker (1987), that such semantic/normativity concepts
really belong to our activities using language, to language-games, i.e.
briefly, to our sending/receiving signs enabling activities such as, to use an
example near the start of the Philosophical Investigations, fetching and
carrying stones for building (Wittgenstein 1953, paras. 2, 7). However, the
argument in B&G is that signalling, communication, instructions,
obtaining and transporting materials for building structures, is already
happening in our biology this, we contend, is the new biological science.
I realise the magnitude of the alleged theory-shift here, which is basically
from some idea of meaning (and cognates) as true/false representation of
reality (hopefully, in Descartes), something so mysterious that only the
conscious mind could do it, to the idea of meaning as communication,
command and action. But this is the shift involved in the use of
semantic/normative concepts in the biological as well as the psychosocial
domains.
It was proposed above that the grounds of this biological normativity are
fundamentally to do with staying alive or dying, at the individual and/or
species level. Putting the matter thus, however, could be interpreted as
grounding biological normativity in our interests and concerns, as opposed
to being in independent nature. But as against that, and of course, the
emergence of life on Earth and its evolution over deep time much pre-dated
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us and our concerns and scientific heuristics. The difference between life
and death is in nature itself, independent of us, albeit in only part of nature
the biological part.
However, Sch di ge theory of the biological goes deeper, seeing life
as dependent on building and maintaining counter-entropic dynamic
structures and functions until such time as they break down and die. It is
an essential of the part of the argument in B&G, aiming to track this deep
theory in current biology/biophysics, that the regularities involved in such
as genetic replication, genetic regulatory mechanisms, and cell signalling,
can break down. This possibility of breakdown in regularities is an
essential and distinctive feature of the new biology. The biological
regularities are not immutable laws of nature, like the energy exchange and
conservation laws of physics and chemistry, but could be otherwise, and
can fail. This refers for example to C ic consideration of the possibility
that the genetic code is a f ozen accide , that the original allocation of
codons to amino acids was e i e a matter of cha ce (Crick 1968,
369-370). The accidental, non-fixed-law-like nature of the code is what
allows break-down and error, as in genetic mutation, the condition of
evolution, and of death.
HHM proposes (pp. 13-14) inter-linked counter-arguments to those set out
in B&G, summarised above, that would distinguish biology from physics
(and chemistry) in a way that permits normativity. HHM proposes that
Ne
F=ma can lead to distinct predictions for experimental setups
that are mathematically difficult to resolve. This may be true, but what is
needed for to counter the argument in B&G is that F=ma can actually break
down and it ca . Or, it is treated in such a way that it is not allowed to
break down, as in La a
definitive account of scientific methodology
(Lakatos 1970). Biological system-specific, information-based a
always contain ceteris paribus clauses, as typically for the causal laws of
the ecial cie ce , unlike physics which has no such clauses, as argued
by Fodor (1987). A statement of the sort that such-and-such genetic
sequence codes for a particular protein unpacked in terms of it producing
such a protein under normal cellular operating conditions fails to apply,
breaks down, under abnormal conditions. No ceteris paribus clause
appealing to normative conditions qualify F=ma.
A connected line of thought responds to HHM connected argument (pp.
14) that teleological language can be used to describe e.g. bodies tending
to thermodynamic equilibrium. But the response here is the same as
applied in the massive theory-shift from Aristotelian physics to the modern
mechanics of Galileo and Newton, namely, that the new non-teleological
mechanics did all the work needed to explain objects falling to the ground,
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and teleological language added nothing of explanatory value. In biology
by contrast, the teleological language, the language of regulatory
mechanisms and associated constructs, does a variety of explanatory work
that is not done by physical descriptors: especially it picks out invariances
among physical realisations involved with functions, tending towards
ends; it identifies error and can be used to diagnose breakdown, possible
repair, etc.
A specific theme in the literature endorsed by A&N (pp. 15-16) is that
Shannon information is enough for biology and is not semantic. In reply to
this line of thought, I would reframe but basically repeat the arguments as
above: Shannon communication involves a transmitter, a signal and a
receiver; information transfer reduces uncertainty in the receiver and is
prone to more or less error . These inter-systemic, normative concepts are
quite unlike those in the energy-related laws of physics, and are applicable
to artificial designed functional systems and evolved biological systems
alike.
3.

Antagonists or Fellow Travellers?

As befits what we argued is a large-scale theory-shift, the BPSM has
many fellow-travellers, in Engel s original, and in any update now
including B&G. Some among the former are mentioned in B&G, while
some of the latter are cited in the commentaries as alternatives,
considered below.
3.1.

The Interventionist Theory of Causation a Quick Fix?

HHM argues (pp. 19-20) that the complicated and contentious
causal/regulatory explanatory model proposed in B&G is not necessary to
accommodate biopsychosocial causation because this can be done simply
by using the interventionist theory of causation. He notes that we endorse
this theory in B&G. However, I suggest, the interventionist theory is not
enough by itself.
When conducting an experiment, of some degree of stringency, or by
observing a natural experiment, we measure certain variables and estimate
the proportion of the variance in the outcome variable that can be explained
by (or at least, is associated with) different factors, using regression. It is
true that we can put any measured variables that we like into the regression
as independent factors, and call them biological , ps chological or
social . Finding that the latter two account for significant variance in
health outcomes is of course a major way in which epidemiological and
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clinical trials have established the evidence base for biopsychosocial
models of particular health outcomes of interest.
The experimental method, however, is well known to be theory-free. So
far, we have no idea of causal mechanisms, and also so far no theory of the
constructs the variables stand for. In the present case, using the
experimental method only, we so far have no idea how to theorise the
biological, psychological or social so far we just have variable names
that we are saying are of these sorts. This is particularly important in this
area, because of the centuries old presumptions of materialism and the
consequent problematic status of psychological and social causes. In the
context of this historical prejudice, apparent observations of psychosocial
as well as biological causes are wide open to the reductionist pressure that
would regard them as noncausal epiphenomena, which obscure the real
material causes, e.g. in the brain or genes. Either way, whether we are
happy with the untheorized observations, or whether we assume everything
is really biological, we have no need to theorise or investigate the causal
mechanisms by which e.g. psychological therapy or social exclusion affect
health.
In short, the experimental method on its own, philosophically expressed as
the interventionist theory of causation, delivers only sparse theory-free
empirical findings. No science is satisfied with this; it requires theory, and
B&G aims to articulate it for the BPSM. As discussed in B&G, the most
worked out theory of how social and psychological factors impact health
invokes chronic social-psychological-biological stress, and the
explanatory concepts are of the sort that we try to explicate, in terms of
environmental and social resources, agency, dysregulation of metabolic
processes, etc. See also below section 3.3 on pluralistic approaches that
include interactions between kinds of factor.
3.2.

Causal Selection

HHM argues that
the challenge when developing a defensible version of the
[BPSM] ( ) is not so much providing an adequate account of
biopsychosocial causation, but providing an adequate account
of causal selection. (Maung this issue, 21)
He notes (loc. cit.) that almo every event that is caused is the outcome
of multiple causal factors (...). Nonetheless, we only consider some of these
causal factors to be relevant in an e plana ion . The issue is how we select
which factors are causally relevant. HHM goes on to critically discuss
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several accounts of causal selection in the literature, and in so doing covers
a wide variety of considerations that may come into play in selection,
ranging from empirical determination, to distinguishing between
explanatorily relevant factors and background conditions, with the addition
that this distinction is dependent on contexts, values, and interests,
including ethical and political considerations, especially in healthcare (see
Maung this issue, 21-23).
In response to this critique, I would say that while B&G does not address
the question of causal selection by that name in this way, with reference to
the same literature, we do come at more or less the same issues from a
different angle, and arrive at quite similar conclusions. In B&G we
emphasise that empirical determination is necessary to define what causes
affect an outcome, and for empirical study to occur at all, a problem of
interest has to have been identified, this being, in health research, a health
outcome of interest i.e. typically, a condition of range of conditions, and
within that, onset, course +/- treatment, and quality of life. Once a range of
causes implicated in a particular health-relevant outcome of interest has
been identified, then, given that healthcare is an applied science aiming to
make a difference, at the individual or population level, the challenge is to
identify a causal factor that is both of large enough effect and is modifiable.
Many considerations apply in all these stages: in the first step, selection of
a health outcome of interest , then also in decisions about what is a largeenough, modifiable target for intervention (prevention or treatment).
Considerations include e.g. individual/population burden of illness;
healthcare costs; acceptability of interventions, available technology, level
of resources, cost-benefit analyses, political priorities all these of
different sorts. While HHM and B&G take different approaches to this
question of identifying relevant causes, I d n see that they are wide apart
in direction or conclusions.
3.3.

Pluralism

HHM and A&N both consider the relation of the BPSM to various types
of explanatory pluralism. HHM accepts that the BPSM accommodates or
is compatible with explanatory pluralism (pp. 23-24), and I think ha
right. A&N by contrast view explanatory pluralism as alternative to the
BPSM (p. 11). On the other hand, A&N acknowledge (pp. 11, 13) that
B&G proposal that the content of the BPSM is in the specifics, is not that
different to an explanatory pluralism that is guided by data on the specifics.
They make the point (p. 11-12) that databased models of specific
conditions, such as diabetes or depression, cannot be derived from a
general statement of the BPSM, and that is of course correct and exactly
part of the argument in B&G.
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A&N go on to say (p. 12) that e abli hi g the psychological and the
social as ontologically and causally eal , as proposed in B&G, d e
help us with the question of how to best integrate the etiological factors in
the form of a coherent explanation and how this should inform
multidimensional approaches to ea me . My response here is that the
intention in B&G is to map out, at least some of, the key constructs and
principles that can be used to construct integrated models of risks for onset,
maintenance, and treatment of specific conditions.
B&G considers two main models of integration: chronic stress and pain,
which between them are major drivers of ill health and service use. As
noted in the previous section, we highlight that current models of chronic
stress are essentially biopsychosocial, involving the psychological aspect
of down-regulation of agency (raising risk of dysregulation of agency,
helplessness or inability to cope), interacting with the social aspect of
excessive salient task demands in relation to low access to resources,
linked to l
social a
, poverty, racism and other kinds of social
exclusion, and the biological responses to chronic psychosocial stress that
involve dysregulation of metabolic processes, compromising the immune
system, creating risk for many kinds of ill health. The intention in B&G
was to sketch out the constructs and principles employed in such models
of complex biopsychosocial/environmental interactions. Another example
considered in B&G in some detail was that of pain, discussed above in
section 2.2., highlighting that current models implicate central
neuropsychological processing including appraisals of agency/impairment
as well as peripheral damage, or even in the absence of detectable sufficient
peripheral damage. Again, the aim was to explicate the constructs and
principles of these new models that integrate biopsychosocial/environmental
factors.
Overall, the intention was to go beyond any general statements to the effect
that i all very complicated involving lots of things and requiring lots of
different a
ache , whether such a general statement is labelled as he
BPSM or as l ali m . The science has gone way beyond this and there
is no need for such general statements in the clinic, or in education, at least
not in courses where the learning outcomes include understanding the
science or the ability to read scientific papers. We can use the general
statements, but hopefully followed by advice that there are ongoing
research programmes on the details.
3.4.

Enactivism

A&N compare and contrast the proposal in B&G with the 3/4E models of
embodied cognition, sometimes called e ac i i theories. They note that
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we endorse the 4E approach, as does HHM (p. 11), and they note many
similarities between B&G and enactivism (A&N, pp. 14-15). For me, the
list of similarities is long and substantial enough to regard B&G s version
of the BPSM and enactivism as fellow travellers. A&N go onto contrast
them, however, in favour of enactivism, citing its advantages over B&G in
two respects (p. 19):
(1) Enactivism does without the problematic concept of
biological normative/semantic information
(2) Enactivism explicitly bridges the natural-normative gap,
by affirming that all life shares an embodied concern (i.e.
a self-perpetuating structure) for the continuation of self
(p. 19)
On the second point (2), the intention in B&G is to affirm something like
what A&N propose. Specifically, and as reiterated above in section 2.3., it
proposes that the biological in nature has a normativity, grounded in the
difference between life and death, adding the connected point that the
regularities on which life depends are contingent and mutable, unlike laws
of non-biological nature, and are liable to breakdown, eventually in dying
and death, the end of the struggle to withstand increasing entropy.
This raises the question of the relation between (1) and (2). Granting that
enactivism envisages normativity in all life (2), why should it want to resist
accepting normativity in biological information (1)? If all life exhibits
normativity––grounded in the difference between life and death––what
would be the problem in accepting that this normativity, so grounded,
applies to biological information? It is not clear, in other words, that the
first supposed advantage of enactivism sits well together with the first.
The broader point here is that models of embodied cognition such as 4E do
not necessarily reject the concept of information-processing, though they
of course interpret it in the terms of the model, i.e. as tied closely to
requirements for action, linked to needs and concerns. What is rejected is
the old idea of information-processing as being processing of mental
representations (Newen et al. 2018) , i.e. as I understand it, representations
of a ready-made, independent world, that has so far nothing to do with the
embodied, active cognitive agent. There are many strands involved in
models of embodied cognition (Newen et al. 2018), and only some take the
radical and problematic step of eschewing the concept of information
altogether (Carney 2020).
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So far as concerns the BPSM, we supposed in B&G that accounting for the
biopsychological (two of the three domains in the model) requires the
model of embodied cognition, which also makes explicit its essential
environmental involvement. Since the BPSM also requires linkages
between the psychological and social, it is also necessary to emphasise that
cognition, with action and agency, is constituted by interactions not only
with the non-social environment, but also by interpersonal and other social
relations.
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ABSTRACT
This article is an introduction to the special issue on philosophy of
medicine. Philosophy of medicine is a field that has flourished in the
last couple of decades and has become increasingly institutionalized.
The introduction begins with a brief overview of some of the most
central recent developments in the field. It then describes the six
articles that comprise this issue.
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1.

Introduction

In the last couple of decades, philosophy of medicine has become
established as a distinct branch of philosophy. While in 2008 it was
possible to pose the question D e Philosophy of Medicine E i ?
(Marcum 2008, 3), today research in the field flourishes and has become
increasingly institutionalized. There are professional associations for
philosophers of medicine (e.g., the Philosophy of Medicine Roundtable)
and events addressing philosophical questions that arise in the context of
biomedical research and clinical practice are organized regularly. In 2020
a new journal, Philosophy of Medicine, was established, adding to the
already existing journals such as Theoretical Medicine and Bioethics and
Medicine, Health Care and Philosophy. New generations of philosophers
of medicine can now acquire credentials in specialized study programmes
(e.g., at King College London) and by reading introductory textbooks of
philosophy of medicine (e.g., Thompson and Upshur 2017; Stegenga 2018;
© 2021 Saana Jukola and Anke Bueter
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Broadbent 2019). Philosophical topics are also included in the curricula in
many medical schools (e.g., Tonelli and Bluhm 2020).
Research in philosophy of medicine uses tools and theoretical approaches
from different areas of philosophy. Traditionally, philosophical
contributions addressing medicine focused on issues either ethical or
conceptual in nature (Stegenga et al. 2016). Medical ethics has millennia
of history behind it and since the second half of the last century the field
has become institutionalized (Jonsen 2000). Issues such as informed
consent (e.g., O Ne 2003; Beauchamp and Childress 2006), euthanasia
(e.g., Rachels 2019) and questions related to justice regarding the access
to healthcare (e.g., Daniels 2001; Powers and Faden 2006) have been
discussed in journals and conferences dedicated to the field. Conceptual
explorations related to medical practice have, in turn, typically focused on
the definitions of d ea e and hea h (e.g., Boorse 1977; Cooper 2002).
During the last years, contributions to medical epistemology have grown
in number. Questions concerning, for instance, evidential standards used
for evaluating causal claims or problems related to clinical decisionmaking have become more central. In particular, the development and preeminence of evidence-based medicine has sparked a lively debate about
which methods should be used for making claims about the effectiveness
of different interventions. Scholars have been especially interested in
presenting arguments for and against the use of randomized controlled
trials in comparison to other ways of collecting evidence (e.g., Howick
2011; Parkkinen et al. 2018). With respect to clinical practice, a prominent
question has been how evidence, expertise and patient values should be
integrated into decision-making (e.g., Tonelli 2006; Loughlin et al. 2017).
The use of artificial intelligence in the clinical context is another emerging
focus of research (e.g., Genin and Grote 2021). Moreover, the experiences
of patients and the epistemic status of their testimonials have been analysed
by drawing on Miranda F c e (2007) work on epistemic injustice. For
instance, Carel and Kidd (2014) have argued that ill persons in general face
testimonial and hermeneutical injustices, a problem even more prominent
for patients with mental illnesses (e.g., Bueter 2019, 2021; Crichton et al.
2017; Scrutton 2017). A related addition to the conceptual debate on health
and disease is the phenomenology of illness that focuses on the lived
experience of patients (e.g., Carel 2011, 2016; Ratcliffe 2014). This focus
on patient perspectives can, in turn, impact our thinking about the study,
classification, and treatment of diseases.
Social epistemology has turned out to be a particularly fruitful tool for
analysing how institutional and social factors influence research and
practice in different areas of healthcare. For example, the impact of
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commercial interests in pharmaceutical research has attracted ample
attention (e.g. Biddle 2007; Holman 2019; Bueter and Jukola 2020). In
addition, the problem of neglected diseases has inspired scholars to apply
theories from political philosophy to the evaluation of the distribution of
research efforts in biomedical sciences (e.g. Reiss and Kitcher 2009).
Besides such economic and institutional matters, scholars have noted that
the social context can also affect medical research by introducing valueladen background assumptions and concepts. For example, this relates to
categories of race and gender and the question whether and how these
should be treated as significant variables in health science research (e.g.,
Bueter 2017; Valles 2021).
Metaphysical questions studied by philosophers of medicine include, for
example, the nature of the relationship between pregnant organisms and
fetuses (Kingma 2019) and the question of diseases as natural kinds
(Beebee and Sabbarton-Leary 2010). Ontological commitments in
mainstream biomedicine have been discussed by Marcum (2008), among
others.
Another notable development in philosophy of medicine is the growing
interest in epidemiology. Epidemiological research has attracted
hil
he attention since Alex B adbe
seminal book (Broadbent
2013). During the COVID-19 pandemic many philosophers have
increasingly focused on, for example, the epistemic nature of theories,
causal inference and data practices in epidemiology often publishing
together with scholars from other fields (e.g., Broadbent et al. 2020; Fuller
2021; Harvard et al. 2021). The interconnectedness of ethical and
epistemic aspects of research (for instance to health disparities) is another
area where philosophers of medicine have contributed to the study of
epidemiology (e.g., Katikireddi and Valles 2015; Amoretti and Lalumera
2020).
As noted by Thaddeus Metz and Chadwin Harris (2018, 282), philosophers
of medicine have typically drawn on Western medical sources while
overlooking healthcare practices in other parts of the globe. However,
some scholars have addressed other medical practices. In their article, Metz
and Harris discuss some fruitful philosophical questions that arise from
African sources. Lee (2017), in turn, addresses philosophical foundations
of Chinese medicine.
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Papers in the Special Issue

An important motivation for this special issue was the observation that
many of the particularly critical philosophical questions that arise in the
context of healthcare cannot be answered by drawing on one philosophical
tradition alone. Traditionally there has been a gap between, for example,
bioethics and medical epistemology, and contributions to these fields have
been published and discussed in different fora. However, as the COVID19 pandemic made clear, and as all of the articles in this special issue show,
ethical, socio-political, epistemic and ontological issues in philosophy of
medicine are often deeply interconnected. For instance, the question of
what mitigation measures should be undertaken to control the pandemic
cannot be answered without considering both the effectiveness of the
measures in slowing the spread of the virus and their political implications.
Similarly, the classification of diseases gives rise to problems that are at
the same time epistemic, ethical, and political.
Ashley Graham Kennedy and Bryan Cwik delve into issues related to
diagnostic testing in the COVID-19 pandemic. Diagnosis, as they
emphasize, is an essential cornerstone of clinical medicine. As such, it
deserves more attention from philosophers of medicine, as it gives rise to
a host of ethical and epistemic questions. Kennedy and Cwik develop a
concept of diagnostic justice as requiring an equitable distribution of the
burdens and benefits of testing. Looking at COVID-19 through this lens of
diagnostic justice, they differentiate three areas in which testing is
undertaken: in the clinical care for individuals, as an entry criterion for
trials in clinical research, and in surveillance on the population level. These
areas come with different goals for testing, which need to be clearly
communicated and give rise to ethical questions about the moral
obligations towards test subjects in these specific contexts.
Philosophical questions raised by the COVID-19 pandemic are also
addressed by the second paper in this special issue. In her article, Daria
Jad e
looks at adaptive clinical trials. In contrast to fixed randomized
controlled trials, these allow for changes of design features during a trial,
based on interim results. While this comes with an increased risk of certain
biases, adaptive design trials also have advantages such as a faster
proliferation of results. Unsurprisingly, they have therefore played a big
role in pandemic research from Ebola to COVID-19. Jad e
argues
that adaptive design trials do not in principle lack validity. Rather, validity
has to be assessed on a case by case basis (as with fixed randomized
controlled trials) and with a focus on operational conditions and implementation. In addition, she shows that adaptive trial design is not a novelty
introduced by COVID-19 research, but can be placed within the larger
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context of the productivity crisis in pharmaceutical research and new
developments in translational medicine.
Anne-Marie Gagné-Julien's paper contributes to the burgeoning
literature on pathocentric epistemic injustices. She argues that the
framework of epistemic injustice can be fruitfully applied to the question
of how to identify wrongful medicalization. Rather than focusing on a
substantive account of medicalization, which aims to tie the legitimacy of
medicalization to, e.g., the presence of harmful dysfunction, she takes her
departure from Kaczmarek's pragmatic account of medicalization. She
proposes to expand this account with a focus on epistemic injustices
created or diminished by specific procedures instrumental in
medicalization. She then applies this to the case of Premenstrual
Dysphoric Disorder , a diagnosis added to the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) in 2013. Here, the focus on epistemic
injustice shows why this is a problematic case of medicalization, as the
process of the diagnosis establishment lacked in inclusivity.
Medicalization is also at the heart of Jacob S ege ga contribution, which
deals with yet another gender-specific disease category, namely low
female sexual desire. The respective DSM diagnosis of Female Sexual
Interest/Arousal Di de has stirred a lot of controversy, not least
because of the recent approval of pharmaceutical treatments. Stegenga
identifies two major and conflicting perspectives on low female sexual
desire. The mainstream view considers it a genuine disease and often
focuses on biological underpinnings of low levels of desire, as well as on
pharmaceutical solutions. By contrast, the critical view focuses on the
social context and cultural factors that impact sexuality and respective
ideas of normality. Stegenga analyzes the main arguments for each camp
which include disagreements on empirical as well as normative issues
and proposes to focus on pragmatic considerations of the harms and
benefits of medicalization.
Kathleen Murphy-Hollies applies Jerome Wakefield concept of mental
disorder as harmful dysfunction (HD) to the case of gender dysphoria. She
argues that HD fails to reach its own goal of avoiding a pathologization of
normal states, because it leaves the relation between its components
( ha m and d f nc i n ) undertheorized. She argues that we have to
take a closer look at why exactly purported dysfunctions in gender
dysphoria are perceived as harmful and disvalued. Firstly, this leads her to
a distinction between sex dysphoria and gender dysphoria, that correlate
with different sources of dysfunction and harm. Secondly, she shows that
the legitimacy of the diagnosis of gender dysphoria depends on how we
conceptualize gender in a sociological sense, thereby calling for a greater
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involvement of sociological theory in discussions of (gendered)
medicalization issues.
Thomas Schramme approaches the underlying issues in the problem of
medicalization from a more general and conceptual angle. His paper
addresses the problem of how to draw a line between
a and
a in functions that allow for grades. This quantitative
problem of where to draw a threshold has recently played a big role in the
debate on normativist versus naturalist conceptions of disease. Schramme
argues that the quantitative problem does not require us to make valueladen or arbitrary decisions, but can be based on biological facts about
goal-effectivity. Thus conceived, biological dysfunction is a necessary
condition for a state or process to be a disease. Yet it is not sufficient, as
Schramme shows by introducing a distinction between biological and
clinical dysfunction. While the identification of clinical dysfunction calls
for evaluative and pragmatic considerations, the fact that it is based on
empirical questions about biological functions helps to avoid overmedicalization, as Schramme argues.
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ABSTRACT
Diagnostic testing can be used for many purposes, including testing
to facilitate the clinical care of individual patients, testing as an
inclusion criterion for clinical trial participation, and both passive
and active surveillance testing of the general population in order to
facilitate public health outcomes, such as the containment or
mitigation of an infectious disease. As such, diagnostic testing
presents us with ethical questions that are, in part, already addressed
in the literature on clinical care as well as clinical research (such as
the rights of patients to refuse testing or treatment in the clinical
setting or the rights of participants in randomized controlled trials to
withdraw from the trial at any time). However, diagnostic testing, for
the purpose of disease surveillance also raises ethical issues that we
do not encounter in these settings, and thus have not been much
discussed. In this paper we will be concerned with the similarities and
differences between the ethical considerations in these three
domains: clinical care, clinical research, and public health, as they
relate to diagnostic testing specifically. Via an examination of the
COVID-19 case we will show how an appeal to the concept of
diagnostic justice helps us to make sense of the (at times competing)
ethical considerations in these three domains.
Keywords: diagnostic justice; philosophy of medicine; political philosophy;
applied ethics
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Introduction

The ongoing SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 pandemic, now (August 2021)
over 18 months old, has proved to be the greatest public health challenge
and most significant global health event since the 1919 H1N1 influenza
pandemic. This is so not just because of the scale, devastation, and human
toll of the pandemic, but also because of some of the unique features of the
disease itself. As has been well-documented, COVID-19 disproportionately
causes severe illness among older adults, especially older males with
certain underlying health conditions. The disease has entered the world at
a unique time in human history, when large portions of the population are
older and have age-related chronic conditions such as renal disease,
diabetes, and hypertension, meaning that many more living individuals are
s scep ible o se ere o comes from his ir s in a a ha o ldn ha e
been the case a generation ago (Onder et al. 2020; Begley 2020). It has also
exposed an existing and pernicious set of underlying, unjust inequalities,
resulting in a distribution of mortality and morbidity that
disproportionately impacts communities of color and low-income workers
in developed countries (Hooper et al. 2020), as well as long-standing,
pernicious inequalities in health care provision and access to medicines
that exist between developed and developing countries.
One of the major challenges of the pandemic has been diagnostic testing
for SARS-CoV-2 infection. Because of the danger of asymptomatic and
pre-symptomatic transmission, testing is required in order to bring
transmission of the disease under control, as it is the primary way in which
to identify asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic cases and thus to control
transmission via isolation of these individuals (Furukawa et al. 2020).
Countries that have done well with testing (such as South Korea and
Singapore) have fared better than other countries where testing has been
more limited, such as the United States (Cheng et al. 2020). But testing in
the context of this pandemic is, as in medicine and health care practice
more generally, done for different purposes, and sorting through the
rationale for COVID-19 testing, its different uses, and its relevance in
different settings is a major conceptual and normative issue raised by the
pandemic and the public health response to it.
Even aside from the COVID-19 considerations we will examine in detail
here, it is not an overstatement to say that that the process of diagnosis
of which testing for infectious disease is an element is the cornerstone of
modern clinical medicine. This is because before the treatment or
prognostic evaluation of any patient can begin, there must be at least a
working diagnosis some idea of what is causing the problem that brought
the patient into the clinic in the first place. If a clinician does not begin the
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clinical encounter by working to obtain an accurate, or at least close to
accurate, diagnosis, then subsequent treatments prescribed for the patient
are likely to be ineffective, and prognoses to be inaccurate. This means that
clinicians must be concerned with the questions of when, how, and why to
test their patients in order to best facilitate their individual health outcomes.
But diagnostic testing also has purposes beyond that of facilitating the
clinical care of individual patients: it can also be used as an inclusion
criterion for clinical trials, or in certain cases to surveil for, contain, and/or
mitigate disease. In these cases, the goals of the testing are different from
those of clinical care, and so are the ethical issues that arise when testing
is conducted in these other domains. All of these different purposes for
testing are present in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, but they are
not always carefully separated, and the running together of testing for
clinical care and surveillance, in particular, has raised some important
ethical and philosophical difficulties.
In this paper we will consider some of these difficulties via an exploration
of the concept of diagnostic justice (Kennedy 2021) in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic, by examining the overlapping categories and the
philosophical issues that arise out of diagnostic testing for clinical trial
inclusion, public health surveillance, and testing to facilitate the clinical
care of individual patients. In particular, we will focus on two areas of
difficulty that require closer scrutiny: the possibility that individuals could
confuse the goals of testing for public health surveillance with testing for
clinical care, and the way that testing data is used to inform public health
decision-making. We will argue that both of these areas raise issues of
diagnostic justice regarding how testing is conducted and how testing data
is utilized in managing the pandemic.1 Our aim here is to point out two
areas of difficulty that require further investigation and fine tuning of
testing policy in the future. The COVID-19 pandemic is still, as of the
writing of this paper, very much underway, and there remains much to be
learned about the global response to it. This paper is thus written in the
spirit of raising some questions that deserve reflection and analysis as the
entire world endeavors to understand what has happened (and is
happening) during this period, and to prepare for future global health
emergencies.

1

We refrain here from offering any judgment on whether testing policy for COVID-19 has failed to
meet demands of diagnostic justice. The situation is still emergent, and we believe a sober judgment
will need to be made retrospectively, once the pandemic is under control and there is more evidence
available. We thank an audience at Georgetown University, for pushing us to clarify our aims here.
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In the following section we will survey the different forms of testing for
COVID-19 and then in section 3 we will outline some of the ethical issues
that arise when these testing methods are employed. In section 4 we will
discuss the idea of diagnostic justice and argue that issues of justice are
generated by the uses of diagnostic testing in different settings. In section
5 we will raise two ethical difficulties regarding diagnostic justice for
COVID-19 testing. We will then draw out some implications of this
discussion for diagnostic justice, testing, and global public health policy in
section 6, before a brief conclusion in section 7.
2.

COVID-19 Testing Methods

Types of tests
There are three main types of tests currently in use for the
diagnosis/detection of COVID-19 infection. Two of them (PCR testing and
antigen testing) are used to detect active infection, while the third (antibody
testing) is used to detect past infection with the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The
PCR test for COVID-19 infection is considered to be highly accurate, but
at this time no data on the exact sensitivity or specificity of the test is
available, because there is no gold standard to compare it to. However,
estimates based on similar PCR tests for other diseases put the specificity
of the COVID-19 test very high (close to 100 percent, barring lab or
technician error), but sensitivity only at around 70 percent, due to the
relative frequency of inadequate sampling as well as the disease s ariable
incubation period (estimated as 2-14 days). Antigen testing, on the other
hand, has the benefit of delivering results quickly (usually in about 15-20
minutes), which can be useful in point-of-care treatment for patients, but it
is less sensitive than PCR testing and thus delivers more false negative
results.
Antibody testing, in contrast to PCR and antigen testing, is used to confirm
a past infection with the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Because measuring antibody
levels in a large segment of the population can help to determine how much
of the population is or was infected with the virus, which in turn allows for
an estimation of the level of herd immunity present in that population,
antibody testing can be very useful for public health surveillance. Of
course, measuring antibody levels in a population in order to estimate herd
immunity is useful only if naturally derived antibodies do indeed provide
immunity to the disease. Given preliminary data, this does seem to be a
reasonable assumption (Spellberg et. al. 2021) in the case of COVID-19.
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Test Uses
In the clinical setting, COVID-19 testing is conducted on individuals for
the purpose of diagnosing those patients who are either symptomatic, or
who have had recent exposure to the virus, in order to facilitate their
individual case management. In the context of a research trial, on the other
hand, potential participants are tested as an inclusion criterion for the trial,
in order to make sure that symptoms are due to COVID-19, rather than
other respiratory infections or disorders. In the public health domain, there
are at least three reasons why a COVID-19 test might be conducted: for
screening, for passive surveillance, or for active surveillance. According
to the CDC,
The primary purpose of screening is to identify early signs and
symptoms of a disease or health problem to implement early
treatment or program intervention to reduce the likelihood of
the emergence of disease or health problem and/or mortality
from the disease in an individual. (Oleske 2009, 131)
So far, COVID-19 tests have not been used for this purpose, although it is
possible that in the future, especially if early treatment or prevention
measures become available, that they might be. COVID-19 tests can also
be used for the purpose f a i e
eillance, hich i in ended
monitor community- or population-level outbreak of disease, or to
cha ac e i e he incidence and e alence f di ea e (Center for Disease
Control and Prevention 2020). Surveillance testing is performed on deidentified specimens, usually via antibody titer on samples obtained from
clinics or hospitals, and thus the results are not linked to individual patients
or participants. Because of this, surveillance testing cannot be used for
individual patient care, however it is often used as decision-input for
population level health interventions (Oleske 2009). The sort of testing for
COVID-19 that is most often conducted in the public health domain is for
the purpose of active surveillance. Confusingly, sometimes the literature
(and he CDC) efe
hi al a c eening . However, the purpose of
this kind of testing is different than screening, because the goal is not to
treat or prevent disease in individuals, but rather to
identify infected persons who are asymptomatic and without
known or suspected exposure to SARS-CoV-2. [It] is
performed to identify persons who may be contagious so that
measures can be taken to prevent further transmission. (Oleske
2009, 139)
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In practice, however, this theoretically strict separation of goals often
becomes blurred, and both participants in trials and the researchers that
conduct them are forced to navigate potentially complicated situations. As
an example, consider the role of testing in AIDS vaccine trials. Testing
during AIDS vaccine field trials is essential in order to collect data on the
efficacy of vaccine candidates. There is, quite simply, no way to know
whether a vaccine is working or not without the testing of the subjects in
the trial. Further, because of the manner of presentation and progressive
nature of the disease, testing for HIV infection is necessary for the
diagnosis of AIDS. What this means in practice is that while subjects can
of course refuse to participate in the trial altogether, or to withdraw from
the trial at any time, they cannot refuse testing and at the same time remain
in the trial; if they are not able to consent to testing, then they cannot
participate. However, during AIDS vaccine trials, testing also often ends
up serving a de facto clinical function. Because these trials are mostly
staged in developing countries with high baseline transmission rates, or in
populations with a high risk of HIV infection, there is a significant chance
that, even despite counseling, provision of different services, and of course
some individuals getting the vaccine candidate itself, individuals in (but
not only in) control groups will become HIV positive. There has been a
longstanding debate about the obligations researchers have to subjects in
these trials who become HIV positive during the course of the research
(Berkley 2003). It is now generally accepted that researchers have some
obligations to provide some form of care and support for HIV positive
research subjects enrolled in clinical trials for HIV/AIDS therapeutics,
such as the provision of antiretroviral medication and financial support for
health infrastructure in communities from which participants are drawn
(Richardson 2007). This means that in the course of conducting diagnostic
testing for HIV infection for research purposes, data from this testing also
has a clinical function, in that it identifies individuals that are (potentially)
owed some form of care as part of the duty researchers owe to participants.
So, while superficially similar to the ethical issues involved with
diagnostic testing in clinical care, testing as part of clinical research raises
different concerns.
Public Health
Diagnostic testing for public health reasons is subject to a seemingly
similar issue as is testing that is used in the context of clinical research, in
that its primary goal is not (necessarily) to benefit the individuals
submitting to the testing, but rather to protect the public health as a whole.
But, as in the case of clinical research, there is, in practice, often a blurring
of these goals. For example, submitting to testing to provide pieces of
aggregate data for public health purposes can also have an important
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clinical benefit for individuals, as it allows them to also provide
information to their providers that can help to facilitate their own care.
However, this blurring of clinical medicine vs. public health raises some
difficulties for the ethics of COVID-19 testing, which we will discuss in
section 5 below.
When it comes to the question of whether individuals can refuse testing for
public health purposes, the situation is far murkier than it is with clinical
research. With passive surveillance, individuals can refuse testing without
compromising the public health goals of collection of data, as long as there
is a sufficient sample who will submit to testing (or some form of proxy
data that can be gathered instead). But with active surveillance, the
situation is different. This sort of testing, for example, is often required for
things like crossing borders where mandatory quarantine orders or travel
restrictions are in effect. Refusing to submit to testing in this kind of
context can be grounds for the barring of entry or even for forcing
individuals into mandatory quarantine. Active surveillance requires a high
volume of testing; during the COVID-19 pandemic, different countries
have taken different tacks when it comes to mandating testing during active
surveillance. Though compelling testing (as in China) raises some serious
ethical questions, leaving testing voluntary (as has been the case in the
United States) raises its own difficulties (which we will also discuss in
section 5 below).
There is an enduring question here about whether testing for public health
surveillance can be compelled. On the one hand, there is a clear public
health rationale based on prevention of harms to others for making testing
mandatory, at least in certain circumstances.
On the other hand, as we will argue in the next two sections, the way testing
data is used is not morally inert. Compelling individuals to submit to
testing, and then using data in ways that either results in an inequitable
distribution of the burdens of mitigation or neglects obligations of care to
individuals would raise serious concerns. Whether compelling testing is
justifiable, then, depends on a number of factors. Some of these factors are
unique to the situation of testing for disease surveillance in public health,
and some are shared with other domains in which diagnostic testing is
emplo ed (a
e e no ed, i h e ing fo clinical e ea ch, he e
compelling testing as a condition of participation also raises questions
about ancillary duties of care).2 So, the ethics of diagnostic testing for an
2

We offer here no opinion on whether testing for COVID-19 in situations where it was left voluntary
(such as in community testing in the United States) should have been mandatory. No general opinion
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infectious disease such as COVID-19, while it raises some common
questions in all scenarios (such as questions about a right to refuse a test
as well as about balancing different goals of testing), is sensitive to
differences in context between clinical care, clinical research, and public
health settings. Understanding these differences is crucial to understanding
the concerns of diagnostic justice raised by testing for public health
purposes.
3.

Diagnostic Justice

In biomedical ethics much has been written about the idea of justice as
fairness, particularly as it relates to the allocation of treatments to patients,
especially when these treatments are scarce resources in the community
(Beauchamp and Childress 2020; Emanuel, et. al. 2020; Truog et. al 2020).
However, at least to our knowledge, this concept has not been discussed in
regard to diagnostic testing. It is our view, however, that in the case of
diagnostic testing, as with health care generally, there are multiple, and
sometimes competing, moral considerations that come into play when
making decisions about allocating testing resources, using data, and
compelling (or not compelling) individuals to submit to testing. In some
instances, there are not enough diagnostic tests to go around (as was the
case in the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States),
while in other cases, even when there is an adequate supply of tests, the act
of testing itself can have differential impacts on the individuals being
tested (this is further discussed in section 5, below) and thus there arise
distributive considerations in how testing should be used and what
resources should made available to those who submit to testing. In our
view, what this means is that diagnostic testing is subject to demands of
diagnostic justice (Kennedy 2021). That is, diagnostic justice requires both
that the burdens and benefits of testing be distributed equitably and that
diagnostic resources be allocated fairly. Thus, diagnostic justice, like other
forms of justice,

is possible, as the rationale for compelling testing is sensitive to highly local factors any justification
for compelling testing will depend at least to some degree on how much harm results from a voluntary
testing regime, and this will always be something that must be settled on a case-by-case basis. All we
want to argue here is that, unlike in testing for clinical care, testing as part of public health surveillance
could in principle be compelled, and that the differences between these circumstances make a moral
difference on this issue of compelling diagnostic testing. Further, there is more going on here than just
a trade-off between patient autonomy and prevention of harms to others. Adjudicating whether testing
can be made mandatory requires considering issues about how data is used and whether there are
ancillary obligations owed to test subjects or in short, requires considering diagnostic justice. Thanks
to an anonymous referee for pushing for clarification on this point.
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requires equality by default if: (a) there are not any relevant
distinguishing feature between people that legitimate unequal
distribution of advantages and disadvantages or (b) we do not
have reliable ways of identifying and measuring the unequal
claims people may have. (Lysdahl and Hoffman 2021, 21)
For our purposes, what is considered just or unjust when it comes to the
ethical considerations of diagnostic testing will depend on the primary
context in which the test is being used or conducted. That is, the purpose
of testing in clinical settings, as we have seen, differs from the purpose of
testing in the research trial setting, which in turn also differs from the
purpose of testing in the public health setting, and these differences give
rise to different ethical considerations. The ethical considerations and
implications differ between these domains because the considerations of
why to test as well as whom to test differ.
The answer to the why and whom questions in the clinical setting is that
tests should be performed on symptomatic patients in whom the test result
would be likely to change the course of their clinical care (in terms of either
treatment or supportive measures). If tests are scarce, however, and there
are not enough such that all symptomatic patients can receive one, then
distribution decisions should be made as fairly as possible. In the context
of a research trial, on the other hand, the demands of diagnostic justice
differ: testing should be conducted only on symptomatic patients in this
context when it is not known whether or not the test results would change
the course of their clinical care in any significant way.3
Finally, in the context of public health, the answer to the why and whom to
test questions is that the goal of testing is to contain the disease and testing
should therefore be performed as widely, and on as many individuals, as
possible (or at least, as is necessary for mitigation or successful
surveillance). Further, the idea behind requiring testing in this context is
that it would further the goal of mitigation or containment measures: the
more people who are tested, the more likely it is that the disease will be
successfully contained, especially if those in the population who test
positive for active infection can be effectively isolated from others. This
3

This epistemic requirement that it not be known ahead of time whether or not the treatment is effective
is known as the principle of equipoise (Freedman 1987). According to Freedman, equipoise is the state
of genuine uncertainty within the expert medical community on the best treatment for a condition. Thus
it is a state that exists when some physicians or researchers favor one treatment (or expect it to work)
while others favor another (or do not expect the one being tested to work). The idea is that this epistemic
principle should be adhered to because if it is already known prior to the trial that the treatment works,
then running the trial is a waste of time and financial resources, while, on the other hand, if it is already
known prior to the trial that the treatment does not work, then the trial participants will be put at
potential risk for no reason.
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raises different distribution and allocation questions than in the case of
clinical uses of testing for treatment. By way of partial analogy, in the
context of justice in treatment allocation, in general, there are few
e ic i n n a c m e en ad l a ien
igh
ef e a ea men
measure or intervention (Flanigan 2017), although there might be
e ic i n n a a ien
igh
e e he e hing . H e e , his is not
as clearly the case when it comes to diagnostic testing for active
surveillance purposes. In this situation, diagnostic testing is conducted not
(solely) for the benefit of the individual being tested, but also to protect
others in the society of which the infected person is a part.4
Thus the answer to the question of whether it is sometimes, always, or
never acceptable to force individuals to be tested in the public health
context will depend on how one settles distributive questions about the
burdens of testing when it comes to containment/mitigation measures
specifically. In considering how testing resources are allocated and how
the burdens and benefits of testing are distributed, the concept of diagnostic
justice provides a lens through which to evaluate how these tensions can
be resolved and how the different moral demands on testing can be
balanced. For example, imagine that you (unfortunately) find yourself in
the emergency department of your local hospital with a diagnosis of sepsis.
The treatment for this condition is intravenous antibiotic therapy, generally
with two or three agents (Schmidt and Mandel 2020). But suppose that the
attending physician in this case decides not to treat you because she is
aware that the more often any given antibiotic is prescribed, the more likely
it is that bacteria in the community will develop resistance to it. So, she
decide n
ea
in de
e e e he an ibi ic effec i ene
(Kennedy 2021). We might or might not agree with this physician
decision, however, what we can agree on is that she is, in the process of
making this decision, weighing the benefit of the intervention to the
individual vs. the risk of the intervention to society at large. That is, what
she is doing is weighing in on what is the most just all-things-considered
action to take in the situation. This is the sort of normative reasoning that
is also required when making testing/diagnostic decisions in the clinical,
research and public health settings. And, in our view, this reasoning can be
facilitated by taking into consideration the principle of diagnostic justice.

4

This is similar to the situation with vaccination which is done not just for the benefit of the
individual, but also for the benefit of the society in which that person resides.
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4.

Two Outstanding Difficulties in COVID Testing

Testing for COVID-19 that is part of active surveillance and mitigation
efforts, as well as screening for the disease to inform quarantine decisions
or travel restrictions, raises two difficulties when it comes to diagnostic
justice. These difficulties are outstanding, in the sense that they have not
been adequately addressed in testing policy and thus different kinds of
COVID-19 testing policies may fail to meet the demands of diagnostic
justice. Though testing for COVID-19 as part of the response to the
pandemic was put together on the fly in the face of the global health
emergency posed by the disease, it is important to understand these
difficulties so as to fine tune testing policy for future public health
emergencies.
A Diagnostic Misconception?5
A central tenet of the ethics of clinical research since the Belmont Report
has been the separation of therapy from research (Emanuel et al. 2000).
Revelations about the deeply unethical Tuskegee Syphilis studies in the
United States showed that blurring boundaries between research and
therapy can cause enormous difficulties, making exploitation of subjects
much easier and complicating the exercise of an indi id al right to
withdraw from an experiment, among other issues.6 It is generally accepted
that, in order for clinical research to be ethical, therapy must be detached
from research, in practice and in the understanding of research subjects.
Public health surveillance is similarly detached from therapy, in that the
goals of public health surveillance are different from the goals of individual
patient therapy. However, as happens in clinical research, individuals may
not understand this difference. Pa ien participation in research because
they mistake it for therapy is known as the therapeutic misconception
(Applebaum et al. 1987; Miller and Rosenstein 2003). The therapeutic
misconception raises significant problems for clinical research; it may
compromise informed consent, particularly in cases where participants
may believe that participation in the trial is actually tantamount to a novel
form of treatment, when in fact they may be assigned to a control group

5

We owe Peter Jaworski for suggesting this term to us.
It is necessary to note that a complicating factor in this case is the deep and abiding systemic racism
present in the United States, which shaped the Tuskegee case and was responsible for so many of its
features. The issue in Tuskegee was not just that there was a blurring of the researcher/clinician roles,
it was that Black individuals were preyed upon and treated as research materials in the guise of
pro iding hem i h care .
6
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and may receive little to no (medical) benefit from the trial at all.7 How to
deal with the therapeutic misconception in clinical trials has been a
significant subject of debate (Applebaum et al. 1987).
Something very much like the therapeutic misconception may be operating
in instances of disease surveillance as well. Individuals who consent to
testing may not fully understand how their testing data will be used by
public health decision-makers, may not understand procedures such as the
deidentification of data or its use in contact tracing, and may believe that
by submitting to testing, they will be facilitating their own clinical care. As
an analogy, consider a study of adults in the UK about their attitudes
towards contact tracing via smartphone (Williams et al. 2021). In this study
researchers found that misconceptions about contact tracing data were
widespread; individuals believed that contact tracing data would allow
others to identify themselves, believed that contact tracing data had a kind
of diagnostic function (to identify close contacts with COVID-19 so that
they could understand their own risk of exposure), and did not understand
how the data was being used by the government. What attitudes individuals
have towards testing is an empirical question, and no doubt there will be
significant research on this in the future; but it is not hard to imagine that
similar misconceptions are involved with COVID-19 testing, at least at the
present time.
This poses a difficulty relating to diagnostic justice for three reasons. First,
individuals may be submitting to testing based on mistaken understandings
of the use of the data and the purpose of the testing. As in the case of the
therapeutic misconception in research ethics, this may compromise
indi id al
ability to give informed consent. Second, these
misconceptions may be playing a part in motivating participation in testing
in ways that raises worries about exploitation. In countries such as the
United States where testing has been voluntary, it is possible that beliefs
about the clinical relevance of testing data have played a part in individuals
submitting to testing. And third, the opposite may be occurring
misconceptions about testing may play a part in keeping some individuals
from submitting to testing at all, thus complicating the active surveillance
measures necessary to mitigate the pandemic.
Added together, this raises a question about whether testing policy is
exploiting these misconceptions to gather data. If that is the case, then
testing policy, in order to be effective for active surveillance, would be
7

They may be benefited in that they identify with the goals of the trial, and so even if participation
doe n impac heir heal h, he ma con ider i a benefi o have helped further the goals of the trial.
Hans Jonas famously argued that identification with the goals of a clinical trial in this strong sense was
a necessary condition for a clinical trial to be morally acceptable (Jonas 1969).
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depending on a widespread diagnostic misconception to perform active
surveillance, testing policy is intentionally leaving a fuzzy line between
clinical and public health uses of testing, and depending on the fuzziness
of the situation to leave a gap in which individuals are motivated to seek
testing under mistaken pretenses. This is an issue of diagnostic justice
because it raises a major concern about fairness if individuals are seeking
testing because they believe it is part of getting care, and yet it neither
furthers their own care goals nor is necessary for individual care,
individuals are taking on the burden (however minimal that burden is) of
testing without any benefit.8
As with some forms of clinical research, testing for COVID-19
surveillance also involves blurred lines between the collecting of data for
research and the collecting of data for therapeutic purposes. Ideally, these
two domains, along with their differing aims and ethical considerations
should be kept separate. However, during public health emergencies, these
lines are almost necessarily blurred. Clinicians become researchers and
vice versa and are suddenly tasked with the considerations of both
knowledge acquisition and patient care. We have seen this in the current
pandemic, as data gathered in the course of the clinical care of COVID-19
patients has both been made public and has been used to inform public
health decision-making. For example, testing data from clusters identified
at the beginning of the pandemic were instrumental in establishing that the
disease is spread via aerosol transmission (Hamner et al. 2020). Unlike in
(well-designed) clinical trials, there are no clear protocols on how to keep
these roles separate. Further, this blurring of clinical and public health
surveillance roles for testing and data gathering, both in the understanding
of individuals submitting to testing and in the practices of both clinicians
and researchers, could pose significant problems in the future. This is an
area that requires further investigation and would greatly benefit from the
development of clear protocols.
Use of Data and Impacts on Communities
It is well recognized that participation in research does not always benefit
the individual participants involved, and because of this, what benefits are
owed to research subjects has itself been a subject of intense debate within
the ethics of clinical research (Richardson 2012).
Similarly, participation in active surveillance by submitting to testing does
not always benefit individuals or even their communities, and in fact can
be used to inform decision-making that could potentially harm these
8

Thanks to an anonymous referee, for pushing us to clarify this point.
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communities. One of the major features of the COVID-19 pandemic has
been the significant disparities in morbidity/mortality rates among
different communities, with Hispanic, Latinx, Black, Indigenous, and
Pacific Islander populations disproportionately affected by the disease
(Hooper et al. 2020). These dynamics were noticed very early on in the
pandemic, and yet data gathered from surveillance has done little to make
a dent in this disparity. This is a significant concern for diagnostic justice;
if testing as part of active surveillance reveals such significant and morally
arbitrary disparities, it should, ideally, also inform policies that address
these problems. Yet in the case of COVID-19, the opposite has been the
case; upticks in infections revealed by active surveillance testing informed
policies that seemed to have little to no impact on these disparities. A vivid
example of this has been the US state of California, where an early
lockdown likely mitigated the impact of the pandemic in the early months
of the pandemic (Friedson et al. 2021), but where there have been massive
disparities between lower-income and higher-income communities and
white and Latinx communities in their respective burdens of COVID-19
morbidity and mortality (Hsu and Hayes-Bautista 2021). Why data
revealed from active surveillance indicated these disparities but policy did
not adjust accordingly is a major issue that must be addressed in the wake
of the pandemic. If active surveillance reveals such a disparity, but policy
does nothing to ameliorate it, this looks like a significant failure of
diagnostic justice, as the public health purposes of testing and compliance
with testing requirements by community members did not result in any
action that ameliorated the effects of the pandemic.
The primary function of data gathered from active surveillance has, so far,
been to inform when to impose different restrictions on businesses,
schools, and other public activities. Different communities have
experimented with various metrics in an effort to determine when it is safe
to permit school openings, religious services, dine-in service at restaurants,
and the like. As an example, New York City, in the United States,
established fairly early on in the pandemic a metric of a 3% test positivity
rate for opening public schools (Shapiro 2020). These restrictions,
however, do not benefit or harm everyone equally; in New York City, the
effects of closing public schools have primarily been felt by lower-income
communities (Agostinelli et al. 2020). There are also worries about the
disproportionate long-term effects of lockdowns from lost income, mental
health impacts, and the like (Winsberg et al. 2020).9 During the COVID19 pandemic, testing data has informed these policies. Testing data, then,
9

We bracke here an commen on Win berg e al. claim ha he e long-term effects show that tradeoffs from lockdowns raise a high epistemic barrier to imposing such lockdowns, and that this barrier
was not met in the early months of the pandemic (Winsberg et al. 2020).
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can be used in such a way that informs policy-decisions that impose
burdens, but in which burdens are not distributed equitably, in which
burdens fall disproportionately on some communities and not others. If
testing data gathered during active surveillance informs policies that not
only do not ameliorate the impacts of the pandemic on disproportionately
affected communities, but actually generate some significant harms of their
own, then this also looks like a significant failure of diagnostic justice.
5.

Implications

Our discussion of diagnostic testing and diagnostic justice has implications
not just for COVID-19 testing but for testing policy for future public health
emergencies. As we have seen, testing for COVID-19 as part of active
surveillance efforts can involve a blurring of the boundaries between
public health and clinical medicine. Since test results are obviously
relevant for an indi id al s health, testing as part of active surveillance and
mitigation efforts at least has some relevance for individuals, even if that
is not the primary goal of the testing. Given this, it may be that testers have
obligations to individuals who report for testing as part of active
surveillance efforts, even if the primary aim is not clinical but is to provide
data for mitigation efforts. These obligations, for testing as part of active
surveillance, may be minimal: timely return of results, clinical advice and
direction to care resources, communication of results to individuals in a
clear fashion, and the like may be sufficient to discharge the duties
resulting from the partial entrustment of indi id als health to testers.
However minimal, meeting these requirements may be necessary to ensure
that benefits from testing are distributed equitably. Some individuals may
be better placed to take advantage of information gained from testing
without additional resources or aid from public health officials. Building
in resources to meet obligations of care to those who submit to testing may
be necessary to help remove these inequities, and ensure that those who
submit to testing receive some (clinical) benefit from doing so, as well as
those who benefit from mitigation efforts.
Though minimal, this hasn t always been the case with active surveillance
measures during epidemics. During the 2013-2016 Upper West Africa
Ebola epidemic, the focus throughout, from the very earliest days, was on
containment, instead of care (Farmer 2020). Pressure from the world
community on Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia led to a channeling of
resources into identification and isolation of cases, in the hopes of breaking
transmission chains, and this extended as well to testing and contact
tracing. Much of the containment and mitigation effort was put in the hands
of the military, which employed coercive measures aimed at containment
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(such as the infamous cordon sanitaire) (McNeill 2014). As the medical
historian Frank Snowden argues, the response to Ebola involved a
resurrection of the tactics used to fight infectious disease in the dark ages
of medicine, rather than a 21st century, biomedically sophisticated effort
aimed at both care and mitigation:
Many of the coercive means adopted echoed early modern
E
e effort to defend itself against bubonic plague ( ).
Compulsory treatment facilities surrounded by troops even
closely resembled lazarettos. Daniel Defoe would have found
the response familiar. (Snowden 2019, 495).
Besides the obvious wrong of failing to provide even minimal supportive
care to those suffering from Ebola Virus Disease, this also hampered
mitigation efforts, as the (correct) perception that public health authorities
(including some, but not all, foreign support) were more interested in
containment than in caring for the sick sowed distrust and resentment, and
led to (sometimes violent) backlash among the population of the three most
affected countries. Though testing during the Upper West African Ebola
epidemic was not nearly on the scale of the current worldwide efforts to
test for SARS-CoV-2, and there are many relevant differences in the
dynamics of the two epidemics, the contrast between the two events shows
how employing active surveillance without providing any clinical support
leads not just to serious harms but is counterproductive to mitigation.10
This has important implications for global health ethics and public health
policy looking forward: the separation of care from mitigation is neither
normatively nor practically possible, and active surveillance measures,
including testing for this purpose, must recognize the requirements of care
to the individuals being tested in order to equitably distribute the burdens
and benefits of testing, even if the primary goals of surveillance are not
clinical.
6.

Conclusion

We have argued in this paper that considerations of diagnostic justice
generate moral demands on testing policy as part of public health
10

There are many reasons, of course, for the differences between the two events: the Upper West Africa
Ebola epidemic occurred in a region with minimal clinical resources (Farmer 2020), the epidemic was
concentrated in Upper West Africa despite some sporadic imported infections (and limited secondary
transmission) elsewhere in Africa, Europe, and the United States, and the different stigmas, biases, and
prejudices about Ebola and those suffering most from it during the epidemic made it far easier to
e
e
eed f ca e a d
d ec e
ce e e e e a a bee e ca e
COVID19, although there is also plenty of stereotyping of individuals susceptible to the disease in the latter
case as well (Aronson 2020).
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surveillance during infectious disease epidemics. The current and ongoing
SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 pandemic has revealed many of the dynamics
involved with testing as part of active surveillance during these events and
provided important lessons for the general question of what would
constitute an ethical testing regime for active surveillance during
epidemics. This, unfortunately, looks likely to be a significant question for
global health in the foreseeable future. The first two decades of the 21st
century have already seen a number of significant public health events
involving novel and emerging pathogens SARS, H1N1, Ebola, and now
COVID-19. Collectively, these have already cost the lives of millions of
people, in the form of premature death from infection and illness. There
are plenty of reasons to believe this is not just bad luck; some of the
dynamics of our world further encroachment into the wildland-urban
interface (which provides increased opportunities for zoonosis),
intensifying urbanization of the o ld population, the high volume of
international air travel, and continuing, morally pernicious disparities in
access to basic health care resources in many parts of the world all
provide ample opportunities for emerging pathogens to spark epidemics
(Bollyky 2018). 11 A just and sustainable world will require just and
sustainable global health policy, which includes testing protocols for
public health surveillance that meet the demands of diagnostic justice.
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ABSTRACT
The article presents the advantages and limitations of adaptive
clinical trials for assessing the effectiveness of medical interventions
and specifies the conditions that contributed to their development
and implementation in clinical practice. I advance two arguments
by discussing different cases of adaptive trials. The normative
argument is that responsible adaptation should be taken seriously
as a new way of doing clinical research insofar as a valid
justification, sufficient understanding, and adequate operational
conditions are provided. The second argument is historical. The
development of adaptive trials can be related to lessons learned
from research in cases of urgency and to the decades-long efforts to
end the productivity crisis of pharmaceutical research, which led to
the emergence of translational, personalized, and, recently,
precision medicine movements.
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Introduction

Adaptive clinical trials have been at the forefront of the efforts to mitigate
the ongoing coronavirus pandemic due to their shorter duration and
flexible design, which allows for accelerated assessment and the timely
implementation of new vaccines and therapies (WHO 2020; Stallard et al.
2020; Branch-Elliman, Elwy, and Monach 2020; London and Kimmelman
2020). Adaptive trials are a subset of randomized controlled trials (RCTs),
in which one or more features of the design can be changed during the
ia c
e ba ed i e i e
f
he da a acc
a ed ea
.1
Although they use control groups and randomization of patients to either
the experimental or the control treatment, they differ from the standard
RCTs by the absence of a fixed design. A fixed trial is first designed,
conducted, and then analyzed upon completion, with no intermediate steps.
In cases in which quick action is needed and standard RCT evidence is not
available and takes too long to acquire, observational and other types of
evidence need to provide temporary guidance. Adaptive design trials
enable this by generating results based on observing patient responses and
conducting interim analyses, in this way integrating evidence from
experimentation with observational evidence and preclinical data.
Recently, London and Kimmelman have argued for the usage of multi-arm
a d ea e ada i e de ig ia , a i g ha
e e
f he c e
b eak i ha e edi i
e ea ch i a c i i i a i i fea ib e (2020,
477). If responsible expeditious research via adaptive design is feasible,
should its methodology be used more widely, also in non-crisis contexts?
To what extent are adaptive trials a valid, or even superior alternative to
fixed RCTs in clinical research? If yes, on which grounds and under what
circumstances? A conjoined ethical and epistemological discussion is in
place. The aim of this paper is twofold: to outline some of the advantages
and limitations of adaptive trials, and to specify the conditions that
contributed to their development and implementation in clinical practice.
This will make a case for their usage, but not in all contexts.
The first argument advanced in this paper is normative: responsible
adaptation should be taken seriously as a new way of doing clinical
research, but only insofar as a valid justification, sufficient understanding,
and adequate operational conditions for the introduction of adaptive
measures are provided. The most common obstacles to their
implementation are local and practical, rather than general and principled.
The greatest danger to the integrity of clinical research is shared across
1

There can be non-randomized and uncontrolled trials, including adaptive trials, but they do not satisfy
regulatory standards and their limitations are well documented.
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different designs: it is, on the one hand, the ineliminable uncertainty of
experimenting, and on the other, it is the intrusion of unwanted bias, such
as sponsorship bias, or more broadly, preference bias (Wilholt 2009).
However, both dangers hold for fixed and adaptive trials alike, and should
not downplay positive aspects of adaptation.
The second argument is historical: the presence of adaptive trials as one of
the potential drivers of biomedical innovation can be related not only to
lessons learned from research in cases of urgency, but also to the decadeslong efforts to end the productivity crisis of pharmaceutical research,
which led to the emergence of translational, personalized, and more
recently, precision medicine movements. These efforts have motivated
new methods, organization, and relations between research stakeholders.
Biomedical innovation has been spurred by investments in education and
training in translational research, promotion of interdisciplinarity,
collection of a variety of data- and bio-banks, developments in
bioinformatics, calls for inclusion of patients in healthcare decisionmaking, and a general focus on the (re)organization of basic-clinical
research interface via private-public partnerships. This has contributed to
a broadening of clinical research teams to include experts in
bioinformatics, statistics, and other big data skills which have enabled,
among else, innovations in clinical trial design.
The ratio of randomization to different treatment arms in adaptive trials
a
be e a
c
e
g
e a c
e,
e e
ada
e
e e
a
c a ac e e randomization, such as in
c e-ada
e a d
a
(Be
2011). O e ada a
include changes in sample size, treatment dose, or patient allocation ratio
(Pallmann et al. 2018, 2). Adaptation can also mean abandoning treatment
arms, stopping the trial early because of evident success or a lack of
efficacy, or identifying and recruiting patients who are most likely to
benefit from the treatment. Adaptive trials can assess several treatments in
a single trial, or seamlessly merge different trial phases into only one trial.
Adaptations need to be preplanned and modeled before the onset of the
trial to preserve its integrity and generate valid results (Pallmann et al.
2018, 10-11). Without planning, rigorous execution and analysis, there is
an increased risk of introducing bias into the trial. Results can be difficult
to interpret due to a higher tolerance for false positives, in other words, for
cases of observed beneficial effects whose cause is wrongly attributed to
the experimental treatment.
A departure from the fixed RCT standard predates the coronavirus
pandemic. Adaptive trials have been used both in urgent circumstances
such as the 2013-2016 Ebola virus (Henao-Restrepo et al. 2017; Calain
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2018) and earlier the AIDS epidemic (Epstein 1996), but also for
evaluating therapies in the domain of precision medicine. If the mechanism
of the experimental intervention is well understood, for example, because
of the possibility to match therapies with subgroups of patients based on
genomic data, the trial can be designed to recruit only patients who will
benefit from the treatment. Adaptive trials are thus being increasingly used
for evaluating the efficacy of cancer therapies and other targeted
interventions (Riley 2016; Garralda et al. 2019), and both EMA and FDA
have included them in their regulatory schemes (EMA 2017; FDA 2019).
I section 2, I discuss two cases of adaptive trials: the azidothymidine (AZT)
trial in the 1980s and Ebola ca Suffit! trial in 2015. These two trials present
milestones for the usage of adaptation in the context of crisis. Motivations
for conducting adaptive trials are identified, as well as the trade-offs
permeating the decision to rely on them. Section 3 puts forward the bulk
e
a ea
e .Id a
L d a dK
e a
(2020)
lessons from the ongoing coronavirus pandemic to show that reliable
adaptation is alive and well and that the tension between reliability and
speed in clinical research can be dissolved, but only under adequate
operational conditions for running large-scale, multi-arm adaptive trials. I
use the notion of operational exceptionalism to depict the current situation
in which adaptive trials can be successfully implemented only via
ca e
c e a ed
c
(L d a d K
e a 2020, 477)
in big research centers with close ties to industry and policy makers. In
section 4, I present a cluster of adaptive measures developed as part of
clinical research in precision medicine. New conditions under which
adaptations can be preferred to fixed RCTs are identified. In section 5, the
historical path to precision medicine is outlined. The focus is on the
emergence of different biomedical initiatives in the big data era that have
brought new ways of generating and assessing evidence, together with
innovations in clinical research which are following up on the advances.
The concluding section sums up the two arguments. Since the material,
infrastructural, computational, and organizational conditions for
conducting adaptive trials are at hand more than ever before, the case for
their wider usage is made stronger. Still, there are practical and logistical
drawbacks to the possibility of successfully implementing complex
interventions such as adaptive trials across the board. Their recent
successful uptake in assessing Covid-19 vaccines and treatments gives us
much reason for optimism, but almost as much for caution. Adaptation
should not mean that anything goes, but rather that everything is in place
to make a balanced judgment based on available evidence and cooperative
engagement of various interested parties. Inevitably, these hard choices are
made in face of great uncertainty and nested interests.
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2.

Adaptive Trials in Epidemics

In this section, I present two cases of adaptive trials conducted in the urgent
context of an ongoing epidemic. In these cases adaptation was chosen as a
consequence of exceptional circumstances, prompted by ethical reasons to
balance potential harms in a particular way.
The first case is the controversial AZT trial during the AIDS epidemic in
the late 1980s, known for the groundbreaking role played by patient
advocacy and citizen science (Epstein 1996). The first drug for AIDS,
azidothymidine (AZT), was approved more quickly than subsequent
therapies, in part because of the pressure for quick approvals coming from
a ien ad ocac g o
and he fac that there was no efficient therapy
available. Although planned as a fixed, double-blinded, randomized,
placebo-controlled trial, control groups were eventually excised from the
trial so that more patients could get the medication immediately. This
practice is considered adaptive by clinical research standards, as volunteers
would normally be randomly assigned to either the treatment or the control
arm equally, and the randomization ratio would be fixed until the end of
the trial. Because there was no thera fo AIDS and he a ien
o ec
were poor, many of them felt that they had nothing to lose. Potential harms
associated with accelerated access to the experimental therapy were
considered acceptable for many patients seeking help. In a record time,
AZT was approved in 1987 after it had shown beneficial effects. However,
the drug was not as successful as it was first thought. A three year follow
up study of its effectiveness conducted on two thousand patients showed
that patients in the placebo group were more likely to survive the three
years of study than patients on AZT and that the drug had serious side
effects and almost no benefits after a certain period of usage (Crewe 2018).
It was later shown that AZT has beneficial effects, but only in combination
with other medications, which is how it is still being prescribed and used.
The AZT trial is controversial to date. Should the drug have been
approved? At the time, patients were pressuring the FDA for quicker
approval and the FDA responded by adjusting the standards to meet their
requests. This was done without much understanding of either the virus,
the intervention, or the alternative trial design. There was no concept of an
ada i e ial a hi age the trial was planned with a fixed design,
only eventually accelerated, and adapted on the go. Concerns about patient
recruitment and management strategies have been raised, such as the lack
of coordination across twelve research centers that participated in the trial
(Sonnabend 2011). There was a striking difference in mortality between
the treatment and the control group (1 to 19 in the first 120 days) which
decided in favor of expanding the treatment arm, but according to
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Sonnabend, this discrepancy might have been an effect of biased patient
selection and management. He also reports that the dose of initially
administered AZT has been criticized for being too high. This might have
led to beneficial short-term effects, but damaging long-term effects.
Additionally, suspicions were raised about the practical limitations to
blinding in such a study: The drug causes changes in routine blood counts
that investigators need to see. Therefore we must conclude that
investigators could know who was receiving AZT or placebo (Sonnabend
2011).
Doubts about the first AZT trial are primarily related to preference bias.
Preference bias
occurs when a research result unduly reflects the e ea che
preference for it over other possible results. ( ) It works ( )
by increasing the likelihood of the preferred outcome rather
than by bluntly fabricating it. (Wilholt 2009, 92)
It is not clear that this is what happened in the 1987 AZT trial, but if
anything worrisome had happened, it seems to fall under the scope of
preference bias. However, such subtle biasing is not attached to a particular
design and it, unfortunately, permeates the landscape of biomedical and
especially, pharmaceutical research (see Biddle 2007). Researchers,
producers, policy makers, and patients had high hopes about AZT efficacy
in absence of AIDS treatments. Everyone wanted the drug to work, and the
trial was exceptional in both its urgent undertaking and its striking first
outcomes.
Despite possible problems with the trial, the regulators had good reasons
to approve the drug in face of reported evidence. Besides,
pharmacovigilance, or monitoring for side effects of the drugs on the
market, is in place to identify problems that might have been missed on the
scale of pre-approval research. Time-spans of drug activity, effects after
prolonged usage, and usage for different subgroups of patients can differ
drastically. Benefits, side-effects, and long-term effects show at different
times, and risk is inevitable: between waiting for the approval too long
(denying people access to potentially effective therapy) and granting the
approval too quickly (allowing for the provision of ineffective or harmful
therapy). The balance was struck in the AZT case on the side of quick yet
possibly unreliable assessment, although promising at the time, as opposed
to waiting for more evidence in face of great public outcry. The therapy
was made available, followed up, and finally, restricted in use. In addition
to ethical considerations about research in exceptional circumstances, the
AZT ial b gh
a en i n a ien
le a ad ca e and a ne in
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healthcare decision-making. Today we find appeals to caution when it
comes to such adaptations, but also tools and skills developed to plan and
im la e a ial c
e h ld ada i e i e e i
be made (Pallma
et al. 2018, 10-11). Special care needs to be taken to ascertain the best
dosage, optimal sample size and representativeness, and comparators to the
experimental treatment. Additional staff and resources need to be in place
to reconcile the need to make interim analysis with the need to keep the
results blinded. Local discrepancies between research centers should be
minimized by transparent protocols and centralized oversight.
The second case has attracted philosophical attention both because of
ethical challenges related to responses to emergencies and disasters (Calain
2016), but also because of a conjoined ethical-epistemic interest in
innovative trial design (Upshur and Fuller 2016; Varghese 2021a, 2021b).
I 2015 a ha e III ial called Eb la a S ffi ! ( Eb la, ha e
gh! )
was conducted for testing recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus-Zaire
Ebola vaccine (rVSV ZEBOV) against Ebola virus disease. The design of
the trial was not standard, due to time constraints, a limited amount of
vaccine supplies, ethical concerns regarding the adoption of research
methodology, and logistics and field operational challenges (Varghese
2021a, 2021b; Calai 2018). Eb la a S ffi ! a a e l f c llec i e
efforts to respond to the 2013-2016 West African Ebola epidemic that had
caused the death of more than 11,000 people (Calain 2018). In August
2014, the Ebola epidemic was declared a public health emergency of
international concern, and the World Health Organization (WHO) set up a
panel of experts to consider ethical permissibility of testing potentially
effective interventions for the disease in an accelerated manner. Within a
few months, novel or repurposed therapeutic agents were tested for
efficacy at various locations experiencing an outbreak.
The Eb la a S ffi ! i g ial ed cl e a d mi a i i ead f
individually controlled randomization, and a delayed vaccination arm as
the control group instead of a placebo control group, to mitigate the
transmission of the disease in case of evidence of efficacy. Upon
c fi mi g a ca e f he Eb la i , a i g (cl e ) f all i fec ed e
contacts was established, as well as the contacts of their contacts (HenaoRestrepo et al. 2017). The clusters were assigned to either immediate
vaccination or a delayed vaccination arm, allowing both groups to receive
the vaccine, as opposed to treating the control group with a placebo. The
randomization stopped after four months to allow the immediate provision
of the vaccine to more adults, and to include younger age groups sooner
(WHO 2015). The acci e a a
ed f
c m a i ae e i
outbreaks, meaning that it had been proven sufficiently safe and effective
to be recommended, although it had not yet been formally approved by a
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full regulatory process. According to later correspondence in The Lancet,
the efficacy estimate of the vaccine remained at 100% despite concerns
about bias in the research design (Longini et al. 2018; Metzger and VivasMartínez 2018). The vaccine eventually contributed to the suppression of
the 2013-2016 Ebola virus disease epidemic (Geisbert 2017; Calain 2018).
Upshur and Fuller (2016) draw on the lessons from Ebola trials to call for
a hi
h
f c i ica ia , a e i g ha he i he e
ade-off
be ee e hica e i e e
a d cie ific ig
i
e
ed
ece a i h gh i i i g
a idi
e e hic , b a he i eachi g
consensus on what i a ake (2016, 11). They characterize the successful
i
e e ai
f he i g acci a i
a eg a
e ide ce ha
a e a i e ia de ig ca
k , a h gh he a e
ba ed c a ica
randomization which conventionally grants validity and reliability to
clinical research. In a similar vein, Varghese (2021a, 2021b) uses the
distinction between epistemic and non-epistemic values to argue that nonepistemic values were rightfully prioritized over epistemic values in the
ca e f Eb a ca S ffi ! The ge c f he i e e i
a
i i i ed
over scientific understanding that a standard procedure would advance. In
a situation in which it was necessary to stop the virus from spreading,
cluster randomization was considered good enough and prioritized over
individual randomization. It is important to note that randomization was
not altogether avoided. Like in the AZT case, it was only adapted. In the
AZT trial, control arms were dropped only when beneficial results after
initial randomization were b e ed, hi e i
Eb a ca S ffi !
randomization was applied to clusters as opposed to individuals.
Additionally, control groups were excised only with a delay, when
beneficial effects of the vaccine were observed. Adaptation thus did not
replace randomization and controlling, it rather complemented them and
made the trial feasible and apt given the circumstances.
3.

Towards Operational Exceptionalism

In a recent article, London and Kimmelman (2020) argue against what they
call pandemic research exceptionalism, according to which situations of
crisis justify lowering research standards. They identify three problematic
assumptions which underpin research exceptionalism. The first is that any
evidence, even if flawed, is preferable to more demanding studies whose
benefits show later. In other words, that evidence generated by a faster
method is preferred to evidence generated by a slower method. The second
is that scientific rigor conflicts with care. The third problematic assumption
is that researchers and sponsors are allowed to exercise discretion over the
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organization and design of research in times of crisis. These assumptions,
they contend, underlie alarming practices in pandemic research.
The proliferation of small studies that are not part of an
orchestrated trajectory of development is a recipe for
generating false leads that threaten to divert already scarce
resources toward ineffective practices, slow the uptake of
effective interventions because of an inability to reliably detect
smaller but clinically meaningful benefits, and engender
treatment preferences that make patients and clinicians
reluctant to participate in randomized trials. (London and
Kimmelman 2020, 476)
The small studies referred to in this passage are numerous clinical trials
that have been flourishing after the outbreak of the coronavirus epidemic,
often investigating similar hypotheses in absence of coordinated oversight,
rushing to publish results based on spurious correlations, and lacking
adequate power to detect clinical benefit. Importantly, they are not a part
f a
che a ed ajec
f de el me , i
he
d, f a
coordinated translational enterprise. When London and Kimmelman
c m lai ab
a ie
a d cli icia bei g el c a
a ici a e i
a d mi ed ial , i i he ada i e a d mi ed ial he efe , hich,
according to them, hold a key to upholding both the standards of research
excellence and time sensitivity.
Sponsors, research consortia, and health agencies should
prioritize research approaches that test multiple interventions,
foster modularity, and permit timely adaptation. ( ) Adaptive
designs allow flagging interventions to be dropped quickly and
promising alternatives to be added with fewer delays than
would be incurred from the design and approval of new studies.
(London and Kimmelman 2020, 477)
The argument is that adaptive trials should be undertaken under careful
coordination in big research centers with the ability to conduct and analyze
them, and not that any adaptation will satisfy. Quite the contrary
adaptation is here understood as a powerful, but demanding and complex
method that can only work when five conditions of informativeness and
social value are met, and under strict guidance and oversight.
The conditions identified by London and Kimmelman are importance,
rigorous design, analytical integrity, complete, prompt, and consistent
reporting, and feasibility. The condition of importance requires that trials
add e e ide ce ga , aimi g
de ec effec ha a e eali ic b
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clinicall meaningf l (London and Kimmelman 2020, 476). An example
of bad practice would be to concentrate resources on identical clinical
hypotheses, creating competition for recruitment, and a neglect of other
hypotheses, as was the case at the time of hydroxychloroquine hype when
many trials were conducted in the US to test its efficacy for alleviating
Covid-19 symptoms. Rigorous design is ascertained by randomization,
blinding, controlling, and using meaningful endpoints. An example of bad
practice would be to forego a dummy comparator and use a nonvalidated
surrogate endpoint (London and Kimmelman 2020, 477). Analytical
in eg i mean ha de ign ho ld be
e ecified in
o ocol ,
prospectively registered, and analyzed in accordance with
prespecification (2020, 477). An example of bad practice would be
preregistering a trial with a particular design while reporting the results
that are generated by using a different design. Challenges connected to
reporting primarily concern the preference for reporting only positive
results, thereby withdrawing important information about negative results
from clinicians and health systems. Another challenge is ascertaining
quality control because expert reviewers are a scarce resource. The last
condition, feasibility, is especially challenging in a crisis. London and
Kimmelman argue that this nonetheless should not mean that it is
justifiable to trade it off against the other four conditions. An increase in
feasibility does not mean a decrease in addressing important evidence
gaps, allowing less rigorous design, neglecting analytical integrity, or
failing to transparently report. They give particular guidelines to clinicians:
Individual clinicians should avoid off-label use of unvalidated
interventions that might interfere with trial recruitment and
resist the urge to carry out uncontrolled, open-label studies.
They should instead seek out opportunities to join larger,
carefully orchestrated protocols to increase the prospect that
high-quality studies will be completed quickly and generate the
information needed to advance individual and public health.
Academic medical centers can facilitate such coordination by
surveying the landscape of ongoing studies and establishing
mechanisms for
io i i a ion e ie
to triage studies.
(London and Kimmelman 2020, 477)
Channeling resources to orchestrated endeavors is a result of decades-long
efforts to transform biomedical research towards better coordination and
private-public partnerships, against the backdrop of the big data era that
brought along the need to store, manage, and adequately use vast amounts
of information and material. This portrays a picture in which the key to
upholding standards for implementing adaptive design trials is in the hands
of big research organizations with enough infrastructure and resources to
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embark on such a complex task. I call this operational exceptionalism, in
which centralization and coordination are the prerequisites for
simultaneously increasing both the speed of generating evidence and the
quality of this evidence. The only way to counter pandemic research
exceptionalism seems to be by endorsing operational exceptionalism,
according to which adaptive trials are not useful when run autonomously
in local settings, but only when they are a part of larger projects based in
selected research institutions.
4.

Adaptive Trials and Precision Medicine

In this section, I focus on adaptive design as a clinical trial innovation that
followed up on novel research methods and increased understanding of the
intervention that is being assessed. In this cluster of cases, adaptive design
trials are related to the rise of precision medicine.
Personalized or precision medicine2 is an approach that tailors therapy to
individual needs. It is often represented as P4 medicine: predictive,
preventive, personalized, and participatory. The observations of highly
variable drug responses have led to the development of a new scientific
discipline from genetics, biochemistry, and pharmacology, namely
pharmacogenetics, while advances in molecular medicine have led to a
pharmacogenomics which seeks to understand the molecular mechanisms
of drug response (Vogenberg, Barash, and Pursel 2010). In this new
approach, patie
gene variations guide the selection and dosage of drugs.
Several adaptive measures have been introduced to evaluate precision
medicine treatments and to match the well-responding subgroups of
patients with promising therapies, improve access, and evaluate efficacy
earlier and more efficiently.
An example of an adaptive trial for a precision medicine intervention is the
BATTLE-2 study The Biomarker-integrated Approaches of Targeted
Therapy for Lung Cancer Elimination 2 (Garralda et al. 2019). Results
generated in the a a
a
inform the randomization to different
drugs or combinations based on mutation profiles.

2

T
a
a
a
angeably, although personalized
medicine is the older term, while precision medicine is currently the preferred one, at least according
to the US National Research Council (NRC). NRC adopts the following
:
tailoring of medical treatment to the individual characteristics
a
a
( )
a
to a
a
(NRC 2011, 12). P
to avoid the interpretation that
a
a
a a
a
a
.
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Instead of using a fixed model built on the training data only
adaptive strategies use the information on patients enrolled
earlier in the testing set to continuously update the model and
refine accrual throughout the entire study. (Garralda et al.
2019, 551)
Accrual design is a type of adaptive design after the initial ea i g
ha e , in the ada i e ha e the ratio of patients randomly assigned to
the experimental arm as opposed to the control arm changes to increase the
proportion of patients in the arm that is performing better, which also
increases the statistical power to detect clinical benefit (Garralda et al.
2019, 551). Adaptive enrichment is a term that refers to the modification
of the patient eligibility criteria: if analysis shows that one subgroup has a
more favorable response, the trial can be e iched by modifying it to
either exclusively or predominantly enroll patients from this subgroup
(Thorlund et al. 2018). The seamless adaptive trial design allows for
proceeding from phase II to phase III trial in a non-standard way. The
results from the phase II trial are used to determine the initial patient
allocation ratio, the planned total sample size (which can be rather smaller
than the usual phase III samples that normally include from 300 to several
thousand patients), and a potentially enriched set of patients, those that are
thought to benefit the most from the intervention (Thorlund et al. 2018).
A significant part of the literature on adaptive trials, including guidelines
for their implementation and reporting, comes from precision medicine
research groups. They are raising problems related to their usage, but also
providing means of addressing and overcoming them (for example,
Garralda et al. 2019; Pallmann et al. 2018). Each trial is adapted in a
particular way, so informed consent and the effective communication of
risks and benefits to the patients can be a problem (Garralda et al. 2019,
552). Funders are suspicious about the validity of adaptive trials or lack
experience in evaluating them, so may decide against approving them
(Garralda et al. 2019; Pallmann et al. 2018). Regulators alike may be
unfamiliar with adaptive design (Pallmann et al. 2018, 4). Operational
challenges such as managing preplanned adaptations together with
blinding may require additional staff and experience, as data may leak
more easily and reach the sponsors, compromising the integrity of the trial
(Pallmann et al. 2018, 5).
Overall, the efficacy of adaptive trials can be uncertain due to many
factors, which are often local, contingent, and practical. Advocates of the
usage of adaptive trials argue that these problems can be countered by
transparent planning, careful execution, and the rigorous interpretation of
the results. Additional skills in planning, conducting, and analyzing
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adaptive design trials would need to be at hand, including statistical,
mathematical, and modeling expertise. Since many clinicians are not
trained in their usage, while the regulators are uncertain about their
potential to avoid problems that the standard randomization and biasreducing measures are in place for, their wider usage is both called for and
cautioned against, sometimes by the very same authors (like Pallmann et
al. 2018 from the clinical medicine side) and regulatory documents (FDA
2019). On the cautious side, it is emphasized that randomization and
blinding remain the most reliable indicators of objectivity in clinical
research and should not be bypassed in favor of shorter trials. A
particularly problematic practice is reliance on non-randomized and nonblinded studies, and avoidance of control groups. On the affirmative side,
novel designs such as multi-arm and seamless design trials are
characterized as being a well-understood, ethical and efficient way of
doing clinical research.
5.

Adaptive Trials and the Productivity Crisis

From another vantage point, the pharmaceutical industry is voicing hopes
about the usage of adaptive trials as a means to end the productivity crisis
(Mahlich, Bartol, and Dheban 2021). In this section, I place the emergence
of adaptive trials in a wider context of biomedical movements initiated to
improve the productivity and cost-benefit of biomedical research.
Existing resources for the implementation of adaptive trials are a product
of diverse measures in place to reform the pace and path by which
biomedical innovations reach the market and patients. There is a consensus
that pharmaceutical productivity has been going through a crisis for at least
three decades (Munos 2009; Pammolli, Magazzini, and Riccaboni 2011;
Taylor 2016). Advances in basic science resulting from stem cell research
and the Human Genome Project (completed in 2003) have not resulted in
clinical applications as quickly as was initially expected (Solomon 2015,
161-163). The so-called pipeline problem refers to the slowdown, instead
of the expected acceleration, in innovative medical therapies reaching
patients (FDA 2004), and what has thus been sought is the ncorking of
the bo leneck of pharmaceutical innovation. Furthermore, it has been
estimated that it takes 17 years on average for research results to find
implementation in clinical practice, which has been considered too slow
(Morris et al. 2011). These problems have motivated different initiatives
to transform the way biomedical research is conducted. Consequently, in
the 2000s the idea of ransla ional research became a b
ord
(Fishburn 2013, 487), a man ra (Maienschein et al. 2008, 43), in og e
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(Fang and Casadevall 2010, 563), and even an impe a i e (Harrington
and Hauskeller 2014).
The translational approach is based on the prospect of directly matching
ideas for new therapies with the needs of patients observed in the clinic. It
can be described as a cluster of accelerated transitions in the development
of a medical product at the intersection of basic and clinical research, and
more broadly, the intersection of prevention, guidelines, and health policy.
These transitions are mostly accelerated by external, non-scientific
measures: better communication between researchers from different
disciplines, better communication between different stakeholders such as
patients, researchers, regulators, and producers of therapies,
interdisciplinary training, collection of databanks, and building of new
research centers that would facilitate the interaction between basic and
clinical research. Most of the philosophical work on translational medicine
shares the view that it is hard to find substance amidst the he o ic and
that the movement appea to offer no more than a me apho (Fuller
2016).
Robinson (2019) pointedly argues that attempts to find epistemic novelty
in the new medical movements fail because their objectives are better
assessed by a social epistemology approach attentive to market forces and
financialized models of science and innovation.
TrM (translational medicine) cannot be analyzed merely in
terms of its epistemic novelty. After all, it has relocated
research practices from the R&D departments of
biopharmaceutical partners to university laboratories. ( ) It
is in its current functionality a structural configuration for
the externalization of the costs and risks of early-stage
biopharmaceutical research and development onto universities.
(Robinson 2019, 4404)
Translational initiatives are thus comprised of q e ion , methods, areas
of concern, and p ojec which are a product of a specific set of financial,
commercial and industry-driven hif (Robinson 2019, 4404).
Justification in terms of patient empowerment and acceleration of
discovery and research is shared in both translational and precision
initiatives. Both movements value speed in discovery, research, and
development, which is not only a success of science but of a larger
cooperative work and exchange of many stakeholders, institutions, and
disciplinary cultures. Finally, it was the biobanks collected as part of
translational initiatives in the early 2000s that have made it possible to
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personalize medicine in the 2010s.3 Contemporary translations are very
likely to occur on the terrain of precision medicine and they occur there
faster due to changes in drug discovery methods and clinical assessment
routes.4 In drug discovery, methods such as high-throughput screening can
identify molecular targets among a vast number of potential matches
(Adam 2011), and in clinical assessment, the adaptive design facilitates
matching subgroups of patients with promising therapies based on genetic
profiling.
Against this backdrop, the emergence and development of adaptive designs
can be traced to translational and precision medicine centers. Increased
awareness of the need for trained statisticians, mathematicians, and bigdata experts in clinical research teams, and opening up to
interdisciplinarity in a variety of contexts where singular expertise is not
sufficient, have contributed to the fact that adaptive trials are nowadays
planned, conducted, analyzed, and regulated with more understanding and
expertise. However, this fact alone does not grant justification for their
usage in every instance of clinical research. Clear rationale, transparent
protocols, and importantly, operational conditions, need to be in place. It
seems that especially operational conditions cannot be satisfied on smaller
scales of individual clinics and local research centers, but rather
orches ra ed by big consortia with sufficient resources and in close
cooperation with policy makers and industrial partners. The complexities
that this operational exceptionalism brings in a value-laden and interestdriven environment of biomedical research are beyond the scope of this
paper but call for attention and discussion by philosophers and social
scientists alike.
6.

Conclusion

The success of Covid-19 adaptive trials is not a consequence of research
exceptionalism or lucky guesses, but of prior experience in healthcare
crisis-management and structured efforts to reform biomedical research
and innovation. That said, it is important to qualify the context in which
adaptive trials are conducted and implemented. It is a private-public
partnership of many stakeholders, highly burdened with both social
commitments and commercial interests. Importantly, the apparent
flexibility of adaptive trials is not as flexible as it may seem at first sight.
3

Initiatives such as the NIH Roadmap in the US (NIH 2014) and the reforms outlined in the Cooksey
Report (2006) in the UK.
4
In 2017 the number of FDA approvals hit a two-decade high with 46 novel medicines, followed by
59 approvals in 2018 (Mullard 2019). More precision medicines and tests were approved in 2017 than
any year before (Bilkey et al. 2019), many of them based on biomarkers reliant on genetic testing.
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They require both planning and rigor to be successful, just as much as fixed
trials. The usual standards of rigor remain unchallenged in the new context,
coming down to blinding, randomization, and controls. A new and most
valuable element of their success is their speed. However, it is a qualified
speed that, rather than trading off against reliability, requires reliability to
achieve epistemic benefit. Daniel Steel (2010, 26-28) would call it an
extrinsically epistemic value, i.e. a value that is not truth conducive per se
but in combination with an intrinsically epistemic value like accuracy.
Adaptive designs ground their reliability in
c e a
and integration
of different evidence and expertise. In the case of clinical trials, the benefits
are both ethical earlier access to therapies, and epistemological earlier
results that inform policies and further research. Still, adaptive design trials
require additional resources and coordination, which is the most pressing
practical obstacle to their wider, local implementation. They have been
increasingly developed as a part of the precision medicine approach, and
have recently been used to assess Covid-19 therapies. It is important to
keep in mind though, that this does not grant them the status of the new
standard. It means at best that the standard welcomes necessary upgrades
and contextual adjustments.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, my goal is to use an epistemic injustice framework to
extend an existing normative analysis of over-medicalization to
psychiatry and thus draw attention to overlooked injustices.
Kaczmarek (2019) has developed a promising bioethical and
pragmatic approach to over-medicalization, which consists of four
guiding questions covering issues related to the harms and benefits
of medicalization. In a nutshell, if we answer es to all proposed
questions, then it is a case of over-medicalization. Building on an
epistemic injustice framework, I will argue that Kac marek s
proposal lacks guidance concerning the procedures through which
we are to answer the four questions, and I will import the conceptual
resources of epistemic injustice to guide our thinking on these
issues. This will lead me to defend more inclusive decision-making
procedures regarding medicalization in the DSM. Kac marek s
account complemented with an epistemic injustice framework can
help us achieve better forms of medicalization. I will then use a
contested case of medicalization, the creation of Premenstrual
Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD) in the DSM-5 to illustrate how the
epistemic injustice framework can help to shed light on these issues
and to show its relevance to distinguish good and bad forms of
medicalization.
Keywords: over-medicalization; epistemic injustice; premenstrual
dysphoric disorder; hermeneutical injustice; pre-emptive testimonial
injustice; Miranda Fricker
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Introduction
Medicalization is a controversial topic both within and outside psychiatry,
especially since the publication of the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5, APA 2013). Several
critics have argued that the DSM-5 medicalizes conditions that should only
be considered normal life problems (e.g., Lane 2007; Frances 2010, 2013;
Horwitz and Wakefield 2012; see also Stegenga 2021 and Murphy-Hollies
2021 in this issue of EuJAP). However, although medicalization in
psychiatry is generally discussed from a critical perspective, the term itself
is value-neutral: from a sociological point of view, medicalization can
bring both good and bad consequences (e.g., Conrad et al. 2010). What
appears problematic are the bad forms of medicalization, or what has been
ca ed
e - ed ca a
(e.g., Conrad 2013; Conrad and Slodden
2013). Regarding the many consequences and implications of medicalization,
identifying cases of medicalization from an ethical point of view is a
difficult undertaking. Some philosophers and ethicists have recently taken
up this ambitious task (e.g., Parens 2013; Kaczmarek 2019), but have not
reached a consensus.
In parallel, the framework of epistemic injustices (hereafter EI) as
developed by Miranda Fricker (2007, 2017) has proven fruitful in
psychiatry and mental health care. EI are the harms suffered by individuals
belonging to oppressed groups in their capacities as epistemic agents, due
to prejudicial identity stereotypes or to the marginalization associated with
these groups. These injustices can arise at various points in the process of
knowledge acquisition and transmission, such as interpreting an
experience or offering a testimony.
Where medicine is concerned, Kidd and Carel (2017; see also Carel and
Kidd 2014, 2016, 2018, forthcoming) have depicted a particular form of
EI that concern prejudices associated with the experience of illness, called
pathocentric epistemic injustices. Pathocentric epistemic injustices occur
when
ill persons [are] being ignored, silenced, or dismissed; [are] not
being listened to or taken seriously, and [are] being treated as
mere sources of information, only able to answer within the
defined terms of clinical-epistemic practice. (Kidd and Carel
forthcoming)
As some have argued, the risk of encountering this type of EI is even
greater in psychiatry because of widespread negative stereotypes
associated with mental illness (Crichton et al. 2017; see also e.g., Kurs and
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Grinshpoon 2018; Kyratsous and Sanati 2015; LeBlanc and Kinsella
2016). The application of the conceptual framework of EI has thus made it
possible to target various ethical problems related to knowledge production
and transmission in psychiatry (e.g., Kyratsous and Sanati 2017; Crichton
et al. 2017; Kurs and Grinshpoon 2017; Tate 2018; Gosselin 2018; Bueter
2019; Sullivan 2019).
In this paper, my goal is to use the EI framework to extend an existing
normative analysis of over-medicalization to psychiatry and thus draw
attention to overlooked injustices. Kaczmarek (2019) has developed a
promising bioethical and pragmatic approach to over-medicalization,
which consists of four guiding questions covering issues related to the
ha
a d be efi f edica i a i . I a
he , if e a
e
e
all proposed questions, then it is a case of over-medicalization. Building
on the EI f a e
k, I i a g e ha Kac a ek
a ack
guidance concerning the procedures through which we are to answer the
four questions, and I will import the conceptual resources of EI to guide
our thinking on these issues. This will lead me to defend more inclusive
decision-making procedures regarding medicalization in the DSM.
Kac a ek acc
c
e e ed i h he EI f a e
k ca he
achieve better forms of medicalization.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 1, I will first define
edica i a i a d i
d ce he cha e ge f
gf
edica i a i ,
i.e. the task of distinguishing good and bad forms of medicalization.
Secondly, I will critically review previous accounts which have tried to
overcome this challenge. I will argue that Kaczk a ek
a i a
promising one, but needs to be further developed. In section 2, I will
suggest that the EI framework draws attention to some overlooked ethical
wrongs related to medicalization, if we understand the medicalization
process as a transformation of hermeneutical resources implying power
relations between different actors. I will then argue that the EI framework
h dc
e e Kac a ek acc
i
de
ed ce he i k f
epistemic injustices induced by medicalization, and therefore the risk of
wrongful medicalization. In section 3, to illustrate the relevance of my
proposal, I will apply this conclusion to a case study: the medicalization of
Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD) in DSM-5. I will then suggest
possible improvements based on the findings of Section 2.
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1.

Medicalization in Psychiatry and the Bioethical Challenge of
W gf l Medicalization

1.1

The Social Process of Medicalization in Psychiatry: Some
Methodological Notes

Medicali a i n 1 does not always have the same meaning in the literature
(for review, see e.g., Davies 2010; Hofmann 2016; Busfield 2017). In this
paper, I will use the following broad definition:
Medicalization occurs when previously nonmedical problems
become defined (and treated) as medical problems, usually as
an illness or disorder. (Conrad and Slodden 2013, 62)
While this broad definition can encompass a large array of phenomena, I
will restrict my analysis to a specific context, i.e. that of North American
contemporary psychiatry. In this context, medicalization generally occurs
through the revision of the official nosological manual, the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM) published by the American Psychiatric
Association (APA). Moreover, in what follows, I will focus on two main
actors of the medicalization process: people living with mental illness and
the main North American psychiatric institutions by which medicalization
occurs, the APA (and the revision structures of the DSM). It is important
to recognize that there are other actors involved in this process (e.g.,
pharmaceutical industries, other healthcare professionals, laypeople, the
media, etc.) and other contexts in which medicalization happens (the
globalization of medical concepts, the rest of medicine, etc.), but the scope
of this paper does not allow me to cover them all in detail.
One way for medicalization to happen in North American psychiatry is
through the categorization of a condition as a new mental disorder in the
DSM. A paradigmatic example is the creation of Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) in the DSM-III (APA 1980). Despite controversies about
its existence as a distinct diagnosis, PTSD was introduced in the DSM
following pressure from anti-war psychiatrists and Vietnam veterans who
were experiencing symptoms of trauma, such as flashbacks and intense
anxiety (see e.g., Scott 1990; Riska 2013). Another, more recent example,
on which I will return in section 3 of the paper, is the medicalization of
Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD), a new diagnostic category
1

Although the trend in psychiatry is toward increased medicalization, a condition can, conversely, be
em ed f m he medical field. Thi hen men n i called demedicali a i n . F e am le,
homosexuality was excluded from the DSM and thus from the medical field following demands by
groups campaigning for homosexual rights (APA, 1973, for a detailed discussion, see e.g., Kirk and
Kutchins 1992).
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introduced in the DSM-5 (2013). PMDD refers to the distress associated
with the menstrual cycle in menstruating women and is considered to be a
more extreme form of Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS). Some feminist
critics welcomed the new diagnosis with contention, worrying, among
he hi g , ab
he illegi ima e a h l gi a i
f me a ge .
Although medicalization generally refers to such a process, i.e. in which a
non-medical condition is transformed into a medical category, it can also
occur through the revision of already-existing diagnoses. Taken in this
latter sense, medicalization happens when individuals who were not
diagnosed with a mental disorder become so when the clinical description
of the diagnostic criteria changes. That is, when specific diagnostic criteria
are modified, when criteria thresholds are revised, or when new age ranges
are included in them. Such cases do not involve the creation of new
psychiatric categories, but only the expansion of already-existing ones
(Conrad and Slodden 2013, 65). A good example of a controversial case
of this type of medicalization is Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), and
more specifically the debate surrounding the removal of the bereavement
exclusion criterion in the DSM-5.2 In the DSM-IV, people suffering from
depressed mood caused by the loss of a loved one were not diagnosed with
MDD if the sadness experienced was proportionate to the loss. In the DSM5, the bereavement clause was removed (APA 2013, 161). A person can
now be diagnosed with MDD if she meets MDD diagnostic criteria, despite
grief being the cause of her symptoms. According to some critics, this
could lead to an increase in the prevalence of the disorder. Worse: it could
mean diagnosing people with a mental disorder while they suffer from
normal sadness associated with the grieving process (for a more detailed
discussion, see e.g., Horwitz and Wakefield 2007; Pies 2014; Bandini
2015).
1.2

The Problem of Wrongful Medicalization in Psychiatry

Historically, the term medicali a i
i c ec ed i h he
k f
famous critics of psychiatry and medicine such as Thomas Szasz, Ivan
Illich, and Irving Zola, who pointed out the illegitimate hold or social
c
l e e ed b medical i i i
e de ia ce (
ha
as
perceived as such). However, contemporary critics have recently started to
restrict the scope of their criticism to specific diagnoses, arguing that only
2

Other instances of this type of medicalization include the diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder in children
(BD, see e.g., Healy 2008) or the diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in
adults (e.g., Conrad 2007; Conrad and Slodden 2013). In both cases new individuals are medicalized
because of a change in age ranges and age-related diagnostic criteria. Another way in which
medicalization can happen is via the general definition of mental disorder in the DSM (see e.g., Cooper
2015).
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these would be illegitimate forms of medicalization (e.g., Charland 2013;
Sedler 2015). Moreover, despite the numerous criticisms aimed at
medicalization, most sociologists take the process to be value-neutral.
Medicalization is understood as a social process that can bring both
positive and negative consequences for individuals and society (Conrad
2007). The benefits of medicalization include granting better access to
care, motivating people to look for help and resources, decreasing blame
associated with medicalized conditions, etc. Disadvantages include
depreciating the importance of social context in explications of mental
distress, medicalizing all domains of human life to create a unilateral,
purely medical understanding of normality, spawning unnecessary clinical
interventions, generating high costs in public health care systems, etc. 3
Medicalization is thus neither an inherently negative nor an inherently
positive process, making the ethical assessment of it difficult.
Therefore, the literature generally does not discuss medicalization itself,
b
a
a a b
ca
-medicalization (C a a
Slodden 2013; Conrad 2013). Over-medicalization usually refers to the
c
a
a
a
c ,
a
human problems are reinterpreted as medical problems requiring medical
treatment, without net benefit to patients or citizens (Ca
a . 2015,
ab 1,
a a
). I
,
ca a
used when conditions are believed to have been unnecessarily, wrongfully,
or even harmfully medicalized. 4 However, since medicalization brings
both positive and negative consequences, drawing the line between the
good and bad forms of this social process is extremely complex. Psychiatry
is often faced with practical problems, like whether particular diagnoses
should be included in the DSM (e.g., should PTSD or PMDD be included
in the DSM?), or whether specific diagnostic criteria for existing diagnoses
should be modified (e.g., should the bereavement exclusion criteria be kept
or removed from the clinical description of MDD?). The issue here is rather
to distinguish cases in which psychiatry expands its domain within its
legitimate scope, and other cases in which such expansion proves
excessive (see e.g., Purdy 2001; Sadler et al. 2009; Reiheld 2010; Parens

3

For a more detailed discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of medicalization, see e.g., Stein
et al. (2006), Davis (2010), Reiheld (2010), Bastra and Frances (2012), Parens (2013), Conrad and
Slodden (2013), Kaczmarek (2019), and Thomas (2021).
4
O
a
a
ab ca
c a
a
a
ac
few or no symptoms (e.g., Moynihan et al. 2012; but see Rogers and Mintzker 2016 for distinctions).
D a
a
c b
a
c
a ac ca
industry influences the expansion of the medical field (e.g., Moynihan et al. 2002; Moynihan and
Cassels 2005). Overdiagnosis and disease mongering are thus specific manifestations of over
medicalization, the latter referring to the more general phenomenon by which the medical field expands
(for the opposite view, see Hoffman 2016).
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2013; Murano 2018; Kaczmarek 2019; see also Carter et al. 2015, 2016 on
overdiagnosis specifically).
One strategy to assess whether a case results from over-medicalization
involves arguing that a condition has been wrongfully introduced in
medical classification. That is, he c di i i
edica , a d ha
been mistakenly understood as such. I will call this approach the
b a i e acc
. In philosophy of psychiatry, the work of Horwitz
and Wakefield (2007; see also e.g., Boorse 1976 for a similar point),
a
g he , be g
hi a
ach. H
i a d Wakefie d
a eg
is to appeal to a scientific or objective component to draw the line between
good and bad forms of medicalization. According to their account, mental
disorders are harmful dysfunctions. 5 They argue that psychiatry should
restrict the scope of the concept of mental disorder to harm-inducing
deviations from the evolving norms of mental functioning. Within this
framework, over-medicalization happens when psychiatry does not refer
to the natural and objective definition of mental disorder and extends
beyond the scope of this definition. Horwitz and Wakefield focus primarily
on the diagnosis of MDD, arguing that the DSM is overly inclusive about
some forms of normal sadness. This excess results in the false diagnosis of
healthy individuals.
Whi e
i i g, H
i a d Wakefie d
a eg i
ih
problems. Very briefly, their approach is limited by the speculative nature
of an evolutionary definition of mental dysfunction and by its vague notion
of harm. Although the evolution of the human mind is not what is at stake
here, the state of our knowledge about the traits and mechanisms selected
for in past human history is too poor to allow us to distinguish mental
disorders from normal mental functioning in practical situations (e.g.,
Lilienfeld and Marino 1995; Murphy and Woolfolk 2000; McNally 2001;
Schramme 2010; Bingham and Banner 2014; Faucher 2021). Moreover,
a h gh ha
ee
ike a g d fi he e, he
i i
de ecified in
Wakefie d defi i i , i ce i i
c ea h
eae
ed a
this criterion in real-life situations (e.g., Powell and Scarffe 2019 a,b; De
Block and Sholl 2021; see, however, Wakefield and Conrad 2019 for a
response). In its current state, H
i a d Wakefie d acc
i e
difficult to use if we want to identify cases of over-medicalization.
I c
a
b a i e acc
f e -medicalization and because
of their limitations many authors have argued that the definition of what
constitutes a mental disorder and the establishment of proper boundaries
5

Note that this account has been initially developed by Wakefield, see e.g., Wakefield (1992, 1999).
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for psychiatry are fundamentally normative issues (e.g., Cooper 2005,
Conrad and Barker 2010). 6 The medicalization of health conditions
appears as a value-laden process, which is grounded in social institutions
and involve multiple interests, values, and goals. Because of the valueladenness of this social process, we may be more successful in drawing the
line between good and bad forms of medicalization if we were to use the
tools of bioethics (e.g., Parens 2013; Kaczmarek 2019). In this line,
Kaczmarek (2019) has developed a promising proposal that departs from
H
a d Wa ef e d
b a
e acc
. S e
e
ad
a
more pragmatic and ethical approach when assessing medicalization. Her
account consists of four guiding questions that are meant to help us identify
cases of over-medicalization:
1. Has X been rightly recognised as a problem?
Does X cause or significantly increase the risk of
considerable physical or mental discomfort, suffering,
impairments or death?
2. Does recognising X as a problem not result from unfounded,
exaggerated social expectations?
Is recognising X as a problem not an example of undue
limitation of diversity of individuals for the sake of
a a
?[ ]
3. Does medicine provide the most adequate methods of
understanding X and its causes?
At which level (e.g., molecular, mental, social, several levels
combined) do main causes of X occur?
Are there any alternative, non-medical and more appropriate
ways of understanding X and its causes?
4. Does medicalizing X ensure the most effective and safest
methods of solving it?
Are there any alternative, non-medical and more effective
ways to solve X or its causes?
Does medicalizing X do less harm than good? (Kaczmarek
2019, 122-123)

6

Note that Horwitz and Wakefield do not deny the importance of social and cultural values in the
determination of what a mental disorder is. Rather, they argue that another component plays a role (or
should play a role) in the identification of mental disorder: biological dysfunction. This is the claim
that I reject here (at least the claim that biological dysfunction is value-f ee, ee Ga -Julien
(forthcoming)). Without this value-neutral component entering into the definition of mental disorder,
it is fair to turn to bioethical approaches to assess medicalization.
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Identifying a case of over-medicalization would require positive answers to
these four questions. While the answers given can be a matter of degree,
a
e g e
a f e
ea
a X a bee g
medicalized.
B c
a ,a
e g
a f e
d ea
a X a bee
over-medicalized.
I think the four questions and sub-questions identified by Kaczmarek do a
good job of covering the issues that are generally associated with the
consequences of medicalization mentioned earlier, and reflect the
complexity of the medicalization process as well. That is, the four questions
appropriately touch on all aspects at stake in the debate on overmedicalization. For instance, the issue of a unilateral understanding of
normality and the risk of medicalizing social deviance is well addressed by
questions 1 and 2. Question 3 targets the risk involved in depreciating the
external causes (social, environmental) of distress. Question 4 refers to the
benefits and potential harms of a medical approach for patients. Moreover,
I be e e a Kac a e
acc
ca e e a a g d a e a e
e
substantive approach, in that it does not presuppose any conditions to be
ea
ed ca
b e , d c e ed
g a
e def
f e a
disorder. Acknowledging that the characterization of these conditions is a
pragmatic task rather than a discovery opens up a space for discussion. It
opens a space to discuss each of these issues in acknowledging that giving
an answer to these is a pragmatic task, not a discovery. On another note, I
be e e a ,
e Kac a e
a ca a f g de f ca e f
over-medicalization, it could also be used to assess conditions that have not
been medicalized yet. That is, despite the fact that the account focuses on
over-medicalization, I see no reasons to restrict its use to such cases. For
a ce, e c d e
a e ca e f
de - ed ca a
,
which people living with a particular condition which is not currently
understood to be medical would benefit from medicalization (i.e. cases
ab
c
e
d a
e
e
f e f
e
).
Kac a e
a c d e a
e ca e
a
e
which are instances of over-medicalization, and more generally instances
f
gf
ed ca a
.
De e e fac
a Kac a e
c
b
g,
face
potential problems. First, each of the guiding questions she proposes seems
very hard to answer, a problem she acknowledges herself. While
Kaczmarek discusses some possible avenues for answers, she does not
specify how these questions are supposed to be answered and, more
importantly, by whom. Who is to say, for instance, that seeing X as a
problem does not result from an exaggerated social expectation (in response
to question 2), or that a non-medical approach would be more effective than
a medical one to solve X (in answer to question 4)? Are these answers to
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be provided by psychiatrists, bioethicists, patients or citizens?7 Therefore,
even though her account appears to me to be a step in the right direction
beca e i i
ba ed
a
b a i e c ce i
f e a di de
he
e b
da ie f
chia
more needs to be said regarding
the procedures through which these questions should be answered, and the
relevant actors who should express themselves about good and bad forms
of medicalization. In the rest of this paper, I will use the EI framework to
ecif Kac a ek
ag a ic acc
. Thi i lead me to defend an
inclusive account of the manner in which the four questions she proposes
should be answered.
2.

Epistemic Injustices and Problematic Forms of Medicalization

2.1

Epistemic Injustices

I believe that the EI framework as it has been developed by Fricker (2007,
2017; see also e.g., McKinnon 2016; Kidd, Medina, and Pohlhaus 2017)
ca he
e a d a d ecif Kac a ek acc
, hich i a
f
a better distinction of good and bad forms of medicalization in psychiatry.
This is so because it gives us a better grasp on some forms of injustices
that can be created by the process of medicalization, injustices which are
often overlooked in the bioethical literature on medicalization. In what
follows, I briefly describe the EI framework and state the reasons why it
can prove fruitful concerning medicalization in psychiatry. I then present
recent work in which these conceptual resources have been applied to
medicalization or medicalization-related processes, and show how it could
be applied Kac a ek acc
a e .
EI are wrongs related to the production and transmission of knowledge.
The literature generally identifies two types of EI: testimonial injustice and
hermeneutical injustice. 8 Testimonial injustice occurs when a hearer
deflates the credibility of the speaker because of a negative identity
prejudice. In other words, the speaker is not taken seriously by the hearer,
not because of her lack of expertise, but because of negative stereotypes
related to her belonging to a socially subordinated group (such as in the
cases of racism, sexism, classism, etc. note that these social identities can
intersect) (Fricker 2007, 16-17). In the case of testimonial injustice, an
epistemic agent is undermined in her capacity to share knowledge. Preemptive testimonial injustice is a particular form of testimonial injustice
7

This point is raised in the debate surrounding the definition of overdiagnosis by Carter et al. (2018).
I hi k i ca be a ied Kac a ek acc
a e .
8
See also e.g., Dotson (2011, 2014) and Berenstain (2016) for more recent work going beyond these
two notions.
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that occurs when epistemic agents are not solicited in the process of
knowledge production, and therefore do not even have the chance to
produce their testimony, when such testimony could be relevant. Their
testimony is therefore discredited in advance because of a devaluation of
the credibility of members of a group which is socially stigmatized or
subordinated by the group in power. It is an injustice if their perspective
would be relevant to the knowledge-production process, but because of
social identity prejudice, it is not even heard (Fricker 2007, 130).
In con ras , hermene ical inj s ice happens
hen a gap in collec i e
interpretive resources puts someone at an unfair disadvantage when it
comes o making sense of heir social e periences (Fricker 2007, 1). In
the case of hermeneutical injustice, epistemic agents are wronged in their
capacity to understand and/or participate in the collective understanding of
the social world. This type of injustice happens to individuals belonging to
marginalized social groups, those groups being disadvantaged regarding
the availability of or their access to means of creating interpretive resources
(e.g., concepts, social schema, etc.) which can make particular aspects of
their lived experience intelligible to themselves and others. Testimonial
and hermeneutical injustices are injustices because of their discriminatory
nature and because of the harmful consequences that they cause to wronged
individuals (e.g., loss of confidence as an epistemic agent, feeling of
isolation or confusion, etc.).
2.2

Assessing Wrongful Medicalization within an EI Framework

Recall ha he main limi a ion of Kac marek s acco n so far is he
vagueness of the procedures through which we are to answer the four
suggested questions. Applying EI to her account can prove fruitful for at
least two reasons. First, because medicalization is a process of meaning
transformation, EI gives us the resources to identify injustices that can
happen in relation to this kind of knowledge production. As mentioned
earlier, medicalization is the social process through which non-medical
phenomena are rein erpre ed as medical problems, of en as pa hologies
or disorders . Unders ood as s ch, medicali a ion has an epis emic one
(Wardrope 2014). Since it implies the transformation of collective
hermeneutic resources to make sense of specific phenomena, here mental
distress as a medical problem, and the development of epistemic tools to
approach the medicalized conditions, 9 it can be seen as an epistemic
process. Therefore, EI could well apply to medicalization and help identify
ethical harms that can be created during medicalization, understood as an
9

Epistemic tools such as concepts, models, and theoretical frameworks (here e.g., the biomedical
model of psychiatry, etc.).
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epistemic process. This is importa
Kac a e
acc
,
ce
answering the four questions and therefore determining whether a
condition should be medicalized or not is an epistemic process that could
create epistemic injustices.
The second reason why EI can prove useful is that it is a good framework
to identify injustices that involve social subordination in an epistemic
context. For EI to happen, there must be power relations at play: a group
is socially subordinated, and such subordination impacts access to
knowledge, knowledge creation and/or knowledge transmission. As
medicalization scholars have already pointed out, medicalization implies
different actors which do not have the same status and level of recognition
(here I focus on people living with mental illness versus psychiatrists and
psychiatric institutions, see e.g., Reiheld 2010; Wardrope 2014). As
Wardrope argues (2014), patients are a marginalized social group during
the medicalization process, and medicine (and psychiatry) has excessive
power over the construction of conceptual resources related to medicalized
phenomena. In other words, medicine has an epistemic privilege regarding
e c ce a a
e
be
( ee a Ca e a d K dd 2014
a similar point), while people living with mental illness are underprivileged
in that regard. EI can thus help identifying the wrongs associated with
social subordination during the medicalization process. So far, because
Kac a e acc
de ec c ab
e
ced e
c
the four questions are to be answered, it cannot keep such power relations
from harmfully impacting the medicalization process. But do these EI
actually happen during medicalization?
2.3

Hermeneutical and Pre-Emptive
Induced by Medicalization

Testimonial

Injustices

Recent work done in an EI-informed perspective has shown that
medicalization can create hermeneutical injustices. Fricker has already
acknowledged that the medical lexicon and categorization process
constrain our collective understanding of what is medically normal and
abnormal (Fricker 2007, 163-167). Usually, the hermeneutic resources we
draw on to understand phenomena associated with (mental) disorders are
forged by medical language. Our collective understanding of mental
disorders because it is developed primarily through psychiatric
discourse masks or dims other dimensions that may be associated with
e e e e ce
e a
e .F
a ce, a e
e e e ce a
be understood only in biomedical terms because of the dominance of
hermeneutic resources created by neuro-oriented psychiatry over other,
marginalized conceptual models, such as phenomenological approaches
(see also Charland 2004, 2013; Conrad and Barker 2010). Wardrope
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(2014) explores this further by arguing that medicalization can bring about
ca
c b ca
a
c a c
d solely
through the discourse of medicine. Because of the power of these medical
concepts, patients might not be able to adequately understand what they
are experiencing, making it a case of hermeneutical injustice. Despite the
occurrence of these epistemic harms in some cases of medicalization,
Wardrope adopts a nuanced stance toward the medicalization process. He
argues that medicalization can also provide hermeneutic resources for
patients to report their experiences (for a similar point, see Reiheld 2010).
When we look at personal experiences of medicalization, we find that
testimonies include a great variety of responses to the process, ranging
from positive to negative attitudes (more on this in section 3). Therefore,
medicalization in itself does not necessarily create hermeneutical
injustices. Only when it deprives patients of access to conceptual
resources, or of the means to create hermeneutical tools allowing them to
make better sense of their experience, can it be said to create hermeneutical
injustices.
Moreover, some recent work by Bueter (2019) on the DSM revision
process has revealed a particular form
a
c .B
analysis does not target the medicalization process itself, but I believe that
many aspects of her analysis can fruitfully apply to it. She argues that
a
c
a
c
d a
d c
s are
made about naming conventions, inclusion or exclusion of a condition as
a mental disorder, determination of diagnostic thresholds for particular
categories, and choices of diagnostic criteria. However, there are good
reasons to believe that patient input would be relevant, as in the case of
first-person experiences provided by patients about the effects and
appropriateness of a particular diagnostic classification (Bueter 2019; see
also Carel and Kidd 2014; Scrutton 2017; D d
c 2021
a
particular knowledge and epistemic injustices, but also see Tekin 2020 for
d a
a
). 10 Patients can provide relevant input
regarding how particular conditions are described, and draw attention to
overlooked symptoms (Bueter 2019).11 Patients can also be aware of what
is best for them when it comes to the harms and benefits the creation of a
10

Bueter argues that patients are excluded from the DSM revision process not because they belong to
ca
a
, b
ca
(B
2019, 1071). The social
identity prejudice at play here would be the negative attitude of experts toward non-experts. While this
point is interesting, here I am more interested in epistemic injustices done to patients qua belonging to
ca
a
.
11
N
a B
a
a
ab
c
-based participatory
research and, more generally, with situated epistemologies in medical and scientific contexts, even if
it has been developed in parallel with them (see e.g., Hill Collins, Harding, Code 2006; Wylie 2014;
McHugh 2015; Scheman 2015). That is, marginalized communities can contribute relevant input to
knowledge production because their perspective is external to the dominant framework.
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new diagnosis might bring about, and report their actual needs concerning
the conceptualization of particular conditions. And they can draw attention
a
a a
a
a
profession might see only in a negative light (Scrutton 2017). Not
considering these forms of knowledge would entail epistemic losses
(D
2021) a
a
-emptive testimonial injustice. Since
the two main ways through which medicalization occurs in psychiatry are
the creation of a diagnostic category and the modification of diagnostic
a
DSM (
1.1),
a
a
a B
a a
can we b a
a a
. B a
a
perspectives about the DSM revisions are not heard enough, and because
their perspectives would be relevant to assess medicalization, patients are
wronged as epistemic agents. The fact that the DSM revision process does
a
a
ab
creation and modification of psychiatric diagnoses means that
medicalization can also create pre-emptive testimonial injustice.
These previous results show that medicalization taking place via the DSM
revision structures can create hermeneutical injustices and pre-emptive
testimonial injustices. These types of injustices have generally been
overlooked in the bioethical literature aiming to distinguish good and bad
forms of medicalization. They are nonetheless real injustices that should
be avoided, especially since medicalization can be interpreted as an
epistemic process. Moreover, the previous analyses imply that the way
medicalization occurs in current medical practice and in institutions such
as the APA and the DSM revision structures leads to epistemic injustices
usually because people living with mental illness are not heard enough in
the process. The DSM revision process causes EI mainly because patients
are excluded from decision-making structures (or plainly not heard
). E
DSM
a
Ka
a
pragmatic model, it would still need to acknowledge the occurrence of EI
during medicalization and the necessity to overcome these harms. While I
a
Ka
a
a a
a a
a
a
guiding questions, I think that using an EI framework forces one to
advocate that medicalization should be done following an epistemic justice
ideal, with the goal of avoiding the creation or perpetuation of epistemic
injustices which would impair the epistemic legitimacy of people living
a
. Ka
a
a
a
to avoid the epistemic harms actually involved in the medicalization of
particular conditions in the DSM.
One way to overcome this deficiency is to argue that
Ka
a
model was implemented in the DSM revision process answers to the four
proposed questions should take patients
a
and take
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them seriously. This would make epistemic resources related to
medicalization more accessible, and therefore reduce hermeneutical and
pre-emptive testimonial injustices. Moreover, even if I believe that
Kac ma ek
ed uestions satisfyingly cover the problematic issues
related to medicalization which have already been pointed out by
medicali a i n ch la , incl ding a ien
e ec i e c ld lead
he
realization that other questions need to be asked, specifically where the
needs and interests of people experiencing medicalization are concerned.
Therefore, I believe that if one is to adopt a pragmatic approach like the
one put forward by Kaczmarek, the occurrence of EIs should be taken into
account, and mechanisms should be developed to fight them. This would
call for the consultation of people living with mental illness on the answers
Kac ma ek f
ed e i n (and e en f hei a e men f
the proposed questions, including the possibility to add more questions or
to reformulate existing questions if needed).
In order to reduce the risk of EI, I have argued for the consultation of
people living with mental illness in the medicalization process associated
with the DSM. This does not amount to the exclusion of psychiatric
expertise or of the expertise of other relevant experts in such a decisionmaking process. The perspectives of patients and of various experts are
both relevant on this issue, and the implementation of decision-making
structures compatible with diversified views would be ideal. Multiple
models exist in the literature on participatory sciences such as
community juries, deliberative opinion polls or consensus conferences
following the Danish model, where each member comes from a different
perspective and tries to find a viable solution to a controversial issue (see
e.g., Fung 2003; Smith 2009; Solomon 2015). The assessment of each of
these structures in relation to the ideal of epistemic justice advocated here
would require more analysis. But, for now, let us say that inclusive
decision-making structures would be a first step toward such an ideal, since
they allow for negotiation between divergent views, such as between
mental health professionals, other relevant experts and patients. Therefore,
a g ing in fa
f he incl i n f a ien
ice in he medicali a i n
process does not entail the exclusion of other types of expertise, but rather
makes room for the expertise of patients as well.
3.

Problematic Medicalization and PMDD

3.1

A Brief History of the Controversy

To see how rewarding it can be to use EI to expand on Kac ma ek
approach in order to distinguish between good and bad forms of
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medicalization, I will use the much-debated case of Premenstrual
Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD). My goals in this section are to explain how
and why PMDD was included as an official mental disorder in the DSM5, and to briefly assess this decision in accordance with the conclusion of
the previous section. This will draw attention to overlooked epistemic
injustices and allow me to suggest possible future improvements.
PMDD has been added in the DSM-5 (APA 2013, 171-175) as an official
diagnosis and is now classified as a Depressive Disorder. The main criteria
for diagnosing PMDD are m d lability, irritability, dysphoria, and
anxiety symptoms that occur repeatedly during the premenstrual phase of
the cycle and remit around the onset of menses or shortly thereaf e (APA
2013, 172). It is also associated with physical symptoms such as breast
tenderness, joint or muscle pain and weight gain. The prevalence rate is
estimated at between 1,8% and 5,8% among the menstruating women12
population. Before the introduction of PMDD in the DSM-5, premenstrual
psychological distress had already been named in the manual. It was first
classified in the DSM-III-R (APA 1987) under the name La e Luteal
Phase Dysphoric Di de (LLPDD) and added to Appendix A:
P
ed Diagnostic Categories Needing Further S d . In the DSMIV-TR (APA 1994), LLPDD was renamed P eme
al Dysphoric
Di de (PMDD) and was included in Appendix B: C i e ia Sets and
Axes Provided for Further S d . It could also be diagnosed as
De e i e Disorder Not Otherwise S ecified . With the publication of
the DSM-5, PMDD was given its full diagnostic status, and was considered
to be an official mental disorder (see e.g., Zachar and Kendler 2014 for a
more complete history).
The creation of PMDD (and its previous existence as a non-official
diagnosis in the DSM) has been criticized from a feminist point of view.
The main criticisms concerning PMDD target the illegitimate
pathologization and stigmatization of the physical and behavioural changes
experienced by women during the premenstrual phase. Moreover, it has
been argued that PMDD wrongfully medicalizes the normal distress or
anger related to social circumstances such as toxic relationships, history of
abuse or social inequalities affecting women (see e.g., Offman 2004;
12

Note that the DSM and many studies on PMDD refer to me
ai g
me as the only
individuals affected by the condition (e.g., APA 2013, 173). However, it should be noted that AFAB
(assigned female at birth) individuals can suffer from PMDD. This does not only include cisgender
women, but also transgender men, and transmasculine and non-binary individuals. Therefore, when I
refer to the way the DSM conceptualizes PMDD, I will use
me only, and when I talk about
PMDD in general, I will use AFAB i di id al to include cisgender women, transgender men, and
transmasculine and non-binary individuals. I take this failure to mention AFAB individuals who are
not cisgender women to be a problematic assumption in the DSM account of the disorder.
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Hartlage et al. 2014; Chrisler and Gorman 2015; see also Browne 2015 for
a good review). 13 Given the outcry among feminist critics, it might be
relevant to investigate the rationale behind the decision to move PMDD to
the official list of diagnoses in the DSM-5 in order to assess it.
During the DSM-5 revision process, the Mood Disorders Work Group, in
charge of PMDD, mandated a panel of experts specializing in omen
mental health to formulate recommendations about PMDD. Epperson and
colleagues, members of the panel, published a report in which they explain
the reasons motivating the official inclusion of PMDD in the DSM-5. They
write that the panel was in charge of
1) evaluat[ing] the previous criteria for premenstrual dysphoric
disorder, 2) assess[ing] whether there is sufficient empirical
evidence to support its inclusion as a diagnostic category, and
3) comment[ing] on whether the previous diagnostic criteria
are consistent with the additional data that have become
available. (Epperson et al. 2012, 465)
All of the eight members of the panel represented a different country, and
six of them were experts of PMDD or reproductive mood disorder. The
panel conducted a review of the literature on PMDD. Based on this review
and on their discussions, they ultimately recommended that PMDD be
moved from the appendix to the Mood Disorders section of the DSM. This
decision to include PMDD in the official list of disorders was based on the
Guidelines for Making Changes to DSM-V produced by Kendler et al.
(2009) and used by the different Work Groups assigned to specific
revisions. These guidelines are in line with the long-standing wish of the
APA to enhance the role of empirical validation in the DSM-5 revision
deliberative process (see e.g., Kendler 2013). The document produced by
Kendler and colleagues is therefore an overview of qualitative guidelines
to advise specific Work Groups in their evaluation of empirical support for
proposed modifications to diagnostic categories. It prescribes
distinctiveness of diagnosis, and three types of validators: antecedent (e.g.,
familial aggregation such as family or twin studies), concurrent (e.g.,
biological markers, patterns of comorbidity) and predictive (e.g.,
diagnostic stability, course of illness and response to treatment). If a
condition meets the validation standards and shows sufficient
distinctiveness from other diagnoses, then it can be included in the official
nosology.
13

Note that I cannot do justice to the full and complex history of the controversy surrounding the
medicalization of the menstrual cycle. For a more detailed presentation of some of these issues, see
e.g. Offman and Kleinplatz (2004), and Chrisler and Caplan (2002).
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According to the panel in charge of PMDD, the diagnosis meets all
validation requirements. In short, it first appears that PMDD is at least
partly heritable. Second, while not associated with a clear biomarker, it
appears that the symptoms of PMDD are correlated with menstrual cyclerelated hormone fluctuations. Third, PMDD symptoms are generally stable
in that they are recurrent at every menstrual cycle (Epperson et al. 2012;
Epperson 2013). Moreover, the panel reports that PMDD can be seen as a
distinct diagnosis, mainly because of the key correlation between phases
of the condition and the menstrual cycle. PMDD seems to be distinct from
other diagnoses such as Major Depression (MD) or Bipolar Disorder (BD)
since its symptoms are related to the late luteal phase (Epperson et al. 2012,
466-467). Therefore, the main rationale for the inclusion of PMDD as a
new diagnosis in the DSM-5 follows the more general empirical turn taken
by the DSM during its last revision process, which requires a careful
review of empirical evidence to justify the inclusion of new diagnoses.
Nonetheless, in addition to these empirical concerns, it is worth mentioning
that the panel reports discussing the feminist worries mentioned earlier
concerning the pathologization of
men reproductive cycle and the
correlated risk of stigmatization. However, the panel ended up dismissing
these worries given the benefits allegedly incurred by the creation of the
diagnosis (Epperson et al. 2012, 470; Gotlib and LeMoult 2014). These
benefits take into account the decreased functioning of women with PMDD
symptoms and include the expected development of therapeutic resources
associated with its inclusion in the DSM (Epperson et al. 2012, 470).
Studies suggest that the quality of life of women living with severe forms
of PMDD were comparable to the one of patients living with MDD
(Pearlstein et al. 2000; Halbreich et al. 2003; Rapkin and Winer 2009;
Pilver et al. 2013; Osborn et al. 2020a, b). The benefits of including PMDD
in the DSM for mental health was held to outweigh the risk of
stigmatization and pathologization of feminine anger, especially because
the description of the diagnosis made it clear that PMDD concerned only
a small minority of women with severe symptoms and could not apply to
all women. Thus, despite the fact that there has been no unanimous
agreement on the creation of PMDD, it was justified by the panel with
arguments about the empirical validity of the disorder and the benefits of
this inclusion in terms of future research opportunities and access to
clinical care for women with severe symptoms of PMDD.
3.2

Assessing the Medicalization of PMDD in the DSM

I will now turn to the use of Kac ma ek account and the EI framework
to assess the medicalization of PMDD in the DSM-5. I will briefly discuss
how the rationale behind the anel recommendations can be interpreted
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as a good fit with Kac a ek four questions, but then I will quickly move
to the assessment of the creation of PMDD using the tools of EI. I proceed
in this manner because I want to focus on how importing an EI framework
into Kac a ek model can help it shed light on overlooked ethical issues
related to the medicalization process in the DSM.
A first thing to note is that the panel in charge of revising the status of
PMDD discussed many of the issues covered by Kac a ek model. For
instance, in discussing the empirical validity of the diagnosis, they
addressed question 3 (at least partly), pondering the most adequate
methods for understanding a condition and its etiology. For the panel,
findings about the empirical validity of the diagnostic category are in
favour of its medicalization. Moreover, the panel was concerned with the
impact the official inclusion of PMDD in the DSM would have for people
living with associated symptoms, especially in terms of access to clinical
care. The perceived benefits of the introduction of PMDD as an official
diagnosis were seen as an additional argument for its validity which can
be related to questions 1 and 4 (the recognition of a condition as a problem,
in terms of suffering or impairment, and the positive effect of
medicalization). The risk of harmful pathologization and stigmatization
associated with the medicalization of PMDD has also been discussed, in
relation with question 4 (Does medicalizing X do less harm than good?).
But some sub-questions have also been left unaddressed, such as some subquestions to question 3, concerning mostly the possible existence of nonmedical frameworks to conceptualize and address the condition.
Nonetheless, if we interpret the a el decision within Kac a ek
framework, it could be argued that the panel asked many of the relevant
questions, and that they judged that the medicalization of PMDD would
lead to more positive answers than negative ones. Even if the discussions
among members of the panel could have gone deeper to address
overlooked aspects of medicalization, it could be suggested that including
PMDD as an official diagnosis in the DSM is legitimate since Kac a ek
framework had been applied (recall that this is a matter of degree, and that
while medicalizing PMDD can bring about negative consequences, it can
still be seen as a legitimate decision given that more questions can be
answered by e than by
).
While it seems that the panel did address many of the core issues of
medicalization identified by Kaczmarek, I believe that the PMDD revision
process is guilty of creating two types of EI: pre-emptive testimonial
injustice and hermeneutical injustice. Looking at the a el report, AFAB
individuals living with PMDD have been left out of the decision-making
process. Pre-emptive and hermeneutical injustices occurred because the
decision-making process associated with PMDD was not inclusive enough.
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As seen in section 2.3, using the EI framework to assess problematic cases
of medicalization requires us to make room for consultation and critical
discussion involving individuals who will be affected by the process.
Within the framework of EI, if individuals with PMDD had been included
in the process, and their voices and reports about their lived experience
truly heard, epistemic injustices would have been reduced.
Because the consultation with people affected by PMDD did not take
place, it is difficult to know precisely what would have been the result of
an inclusive process of decision-making grounded in EI. However, recent
investigations on PMDD have looked into the narratives of women with
specific PMDD symptoms (in contrast with reviews including both PMDD
and its milder form, PMS), and studied the impact of this diagnosis on their
experience (see e.g., Usher 2014; Hardy and Hardie 2017; Osborn et al.
2020a, b). What these studies reveal is a positive attitude toward the
creation of the diagnosis in women living with PMDD. Being diagnosed
with PMDD (instead of receiving another diagnosis or no diagnosis at all)
was perceived as a relief by most women, who felt that their experience
was finally rightfully described:
I also feel like now I know why, like I know why I feel so
a
e e a d h I fee
ad. I
fa , h ch
bab he a h g, I
fa
,I
a bad e
. (Pa c a 3) (Reported in
Osborn et al. 2020a)
Women diagnosed with PMDD reported feelings of recognition, and of
being really heard. They also detailed how the diagnosis transformed their
identities and self-understanding, a transformation some described as lifesaving. A negative attitude on their part was rather directed toward their
ea , d
g h ch he
ee
ec g ed a
ffe g f
PMDD.
As Osborn and colleagues suggest, the positive attitude seen in diagnosed
women could be explained in large part by the severe psychological
distress associated with PMDD. Participants report:
All of a sudden it went pitch black, my emotional mood
changed drastically and I could never see any outside things,
like things had happened that made me upset or made me dark,
so as a very young woman I was wondering why I felt that
darkness. I felt like there was no point in living.
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Ic

d c
a
a I a
,I dc a
d
a a a dI
a c a ac ,ac
d
.
It takes quite a lot to get me upset, erm, I just literally could not
f c
. I c d , I dd
a
b d
, c d
a
,
d
d
a a
b ca
Ic d c
the anxiety, the feeling of the anxiety. (Reported in Osborn et
al. 2020a)
Of course, more research needs to be conducted before we are able to
conclude (or overrule) that the medicalization of PMDD is unanimously or
mostly welcomed by individuals living with associated symptoms.14 But
these findings suggest that if individuals with PMDD were included in the
discussions related to the introduction of PMDD in the DSM-5, they could
have asked for its introduction. This would mean that patient requests are
in part compatible with the decision of the panel in charge of PMDD.
However, what needs to be emphasized here is that within the EI
framework, this does not make PMDD a perfectly good form of
medicalization in terms of epistemic justice. This is so because people
living with PMDD have not been properly consulted. Despite the fact that
patients seem to favour the introduction of PMDD in the DSM-5, their
narratives have been collected after the inclusion of the diagnosis. During
the DSM revision process, these findings were not known. Official
structures of consultation and inclusion during the revision process would
have made sure that the diagnosis as it is described in the DSM meets the
needs of people living with PMDD symptoms and matches their interests.
It would also have contributed to a more egalitarian access to the creation
of hermeneutical resources. One potentially overlooked aspect in these
studies is the possibility that, while people living with PMDD symptoms
are in need of recognition and care, they might not want their condition to
be viewed as a disorder. That is, they might want medicalization of PMDD
without its pathologization (see e.g., Browne 2015 for a similar point). In
another research about PMS more generally, women report
hypersensibility to environmental chan
a d a d
vulnerability, a desire to protect themselves from the assaults of everyday
,a d
d a d
;
a
a d (U
2014, 318). These types of narratives could help shape the clinical
description of PMDD to make sure that people living with associated
symptoms recognize themselves in the diagnosis as they would express it,
14

For instance, only English speaking women over 18 years old who had already received a diagnosis
PMDD
c d d Ob
a dc a
d .B
a
ad d a d
the attitude of women living with PMDD symptoms toward their diagnosis.
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and that the diagnosis is a hermeneutical tool that can really make sense of
their experiences. In addition, while it appears clear that most women wish
that their symptoms be alleviated, the available treatments tend to focus on
medication and, when medication proves ineffective, total hysterectomy
combined with bilateral oophorectomy. Women might also want
recognition and care, but not necessarily medication or invasive procedures
(especially if medication is ineffective for some and if infertility brought
on by total hysterectomy is unwanted for many, see Osborn et al. 2020).
The treatments developed could be more diversified, and include
psychologically based interventions (Usher 2002; see also Usher et al.,
2002; Hunter et al., 2002). These are all unexplored possibilities so far.
Nonetheless, they point to the epistemic injustices at play in medicalizing
PMDD, and to the need for a more inclusive approach to decision-making
in the DSM revision process. If such a process were implemented, it would
be possible to obtain a medicalized description of PMDD that would
reduce epistemic injustices, because it would have been developed in
collaboration with people living with PMDD.
Adopting the EI framework shows that it might not be enough to adopt
Kac ma ek p agma ic p opo al fo iden if ing good and bad fo m of
medicalization. The inclusive manner in which the process of
medicalization is conducted is relevant to reduce epistemic injustices and
to achieve better forms of medicalization. Despite the fact that there is a
clear need for recognition and care on the part of people living with PMDD
symptoms, further consultation and discussion is needed before we can see
PMDD as a fully legitimate form of medicalization. Using the EI
framework allows us to pave the way for these possible future
improvements.
4. Conclusion
The goal of this paper was to explore the ways in which the EI framework
can serve to expand on Kac ma ek bioethical account, which attempted
to distinguish between good and bad instances of medicalization.
Kac ma ek proposal is promising, but it lacks guidance on how the four
questions she proposed should be answered, and by whom. Building on the
EI framework, I have argued that medicalization in psychiatry can create
at least two types of EI: hermeneutical injustice and pre-emptive
testimonial injustice. I have then argued that, if Kac ma ek account was
to be implemented, inclusive procedures should be established when
debating the medicalization of particular conditions through the DSM in
order to address these injustices. This means that individuals living with
mental illness should be involved in the discussions and decisions about
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the medicalization of their conditions. This is so because medicalization is
essentially a process of hermeneutical transformation and comes with
power relations between psychiatrists and patients. I have used the
controversial case of PMDD to briefly illustrate how using this framework
could help make the medicalization of this particular diagnosis more
ethical.
What I have proposed here is a first step toward a broader analysis of EI
and medicalization in psychiatry. I do not claim to have offered a
comprehensive analysis. For instance, a separate analysis drawing on the
EI framework would be required to address the role of the pharmaceutical
industry as a major driving force of medicalization (e.g., Moynihan and
Henry 2002; Moynihan et al. 2013; Musschenga et al. 2010). Moreover,
recent work suggests that EI can also occur among patient advocacy groups
(Jongsma et al. 2017; Jordan et al. 2020; Matthew et al. 2020), raising the
question of how to prevent EI coming from a ie
organizations
themselves.
In addition, I will signal several questions which I have left unanswered in
this paper: How to ensure that a ie
voices are truly heard in an ethical
medicalization process? How should critical discussions with patients be
conducted? And how to deal with serious disagreement between
participants (e.g., between patients and psychiatrists, or between patients)?
What this list of questions suggests is that research needs to be urged
further in order to better map the many power relations at play in the
process of medicalization and the exact ways EI can occur in the DSM
revision process. Nonetheless, I do believe that more interaction is required
between EI literature and the research on wrongful medicalization. I hope
I have been able to contribute to this nascent dialogue.
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ABSTRACT
Medicalisation is a social phenomenon in which conditions that
were once under legal, religious, personal or other jurisdictions are
brought into the domain of medical authority. Low sexual desire in
females has been medicalised, pathologised as a disease, and
intervened upon with a range of pharmaceuticals. There are two
polarised positions on the medicalisation of low female sexual
desire: I call these the mainstream view and the critical view. I
assess the central arguments for both positions. Dividing the two
positions are opposing models of the aetiology of low female sexual
desire. I conclude by suggesting that the balance of arguments
supports a modest defence of the critical view regarding the
medicalisation of low female sexual desire.
Keywords: medicalization; female sexual interest/arousal disorder;
philosophy of medicine; disease; controversial diseases; philosophy
of psychiatry

1. Introduction
Medicalisation is a social phenomenon in which conditions that were once
under legal, religious, personal or other jurisdictions are brought into the
domain of medical authority. Low sexual desire in females has been
medicalised, pathologised as a disease, and intervened upon with a range
of pharmaceuticals. There are two polarised positions on the
medicalisation of low female sexual desire. The mainstream view
implicitly held or explicitly articulated by many physicians, patient
advocacy groups, pharmaceutical companies, activists, and policy
makers is that the medicalisation of low female sex desire is appropriate.
Many females with low sexual desire suffer distress, on the mainstream
© 2021 Jacob Stegenga
Correspondence: jms303@cam.ac.uk
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view, and medicine is the correct jurisdiction for the alleviation of such
suffering. Sexual desire, on this view, is like an appetite a function of
biological features such as hormone balances or neurotransmitter
concentrations and low sexual desire can be modulated by exogenous
interventions on these biological features.
The critical view implicitly held or explicitly articulated by some
psychiatrists, psychologists, journalists, activists, and academic
commentators is that the medicalisation of low female sexual desire is
pernicious. These critics argue that low sexual desire ought to be
understood not as a disease but rather as a phenomenon arising out of a
particular social context, and thus medicine is not the correct jurisdiction
for females who experience low sexual desire. Sexual desire, on the critical
view, is not solely or typically a function of biological causes but rather is
typically a function of social causes perhaps as a result of stress or fatigue
or uneducated partners or toxic relationships or other diseases or even as a
harmful effect of medications for those other diseases. Such critics
me ime claim ha he e
i
ha
e
e al de i e a e
dysfunctionally low involves appealing to culturally-determined norms of
sexuality, or relational imbalances between the sexual desires of a female
and her partner, and are not necessarily intrinsic harms to a female with
low desire herself.
In short, there exist two antagonist positions regarding the medicalisation
of low female sexual desire. In practice the positions are not always so
clearly demarcated the psychiatrist Rosemary Basson, for example,
contributed to the development of the contemporary diagnostic category of
low female sexual desire while also criticising the use of pharmaceutical
interventions for the alleged disease. Nevertheless, there are clear trenches
on the ground, and both sides are armed with statistics, science, patient
testimonies, campaigns, and principled arguments of varying quality.
When asked about the potentially nefarious consequences of medicalising
low female sexual, Irwin Goldstein, a urologist and prominent defender of
the medicalisation of female sexual desire, deflected the concern by
e
di g ha a e i f
me hil
he (Quoted in Moynihan
2003). Here I describe and assess several of the most important arguments
from both positions regarding the medicalisation of low female sexual
desire.1 I begin by tracing conceptualisations of low female sexual desire
beginning in the early twentieth century (§2). This is stage-setting. I
1

I hi a e I e he e m female ; al h gh he cie ific li e a e ha hi a e add e e f e
u e he e m
ma a d female i e cha geabl , he
a i e di ea e i
e i
a ge he
bi l gical ca eg
female (a d hi e m a ea in the name of the disease), and an inclusion
criterion for the clinical studies is status as a biological female.
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proceed to articulate and assess several of the most important arguments
for the mainstream view (§3) and the critical view (§4). Dividing the two
positions are opposing models of the aetiology of low female sexual desire
(§5). I conclude by suggesting that the balance of arguments supports a
modest defence of the critical view regarding the medicalisation of low
female sexual desire (§6).
2.

Conceptualizations of Low Female Sexual Desire

Though Foucault flagged the middle of the nineteenth century as the
moment in which a sub-discipline of medicine devoted to sex appeared,
ef c d
g
a ce
e d f e
ed c e a e a a
a
e a e e
( e a de e f a a
ca b ec
ac
which such desire causes distress to the desirer or harm to others).2 Low
sexual desire in females has been pathologized by psychiatry and related
disciplines since the final years of the nineteenth century (Angel 2010).
Marital advice manuals, psychoanalytic texts, psychiatric diagnostic
manuals, sexologists, and feminist critics of much of this discourse have
articulated numerous theories about low female sexual desire, including
what constitutes female sexual dysfunction, and its causes and optimal
modes of treatment. There are two broad classes of models of low female
sexual desire: an appetitive or biological model, which holds that low
female sexual desire is a result of a dysfunction in a physiological capacity,
and a social or contextual model, which holds that low female sexual desire
a e
f fea e f a fe a e
ca
c
a c e ( 5).
The way in which low female sexual desire has been conceived has
changed often, as illustrated by the various editions of the DSM. The first
edition, b ed 1952, c ded f g d ,
c
a ec e f
the female sexual dysfunctions in this edition to what we would now call
low sexual desire frigidity was characterised as disinterest in
heterosexual intercourse or lack of pleasure from intercourse (other female
e a d f c
e f
ed
c ded
a
ea c
a , d a e a, a d
a a ). Af e
e e a
revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, the diagnosis of too much desire
(nymphomania) was eliminated from the third edition, published in 1980.
T e
d ed
added e ca eg
b ed e a de e a
e
diagnosis for low sexual desire in both males and females. The revision to
2

T eR
a
c a He c Kaa
b ed
P c a a Se a
1846,
c e einterpreted Christian sins into medical diseases; he characterised masturbation and fantasies to be the
basis sexual disorders. I F ca
1974-75 ec e a C ege de F a ce e
ed a Kaa b
a ef
ea e f
c a
ea
f e a a
g b
e a
peak of sexuality
e
La
. Kraft-Ebb g
e f e a b
f e a e e a ea ed f
ea a e .
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the third edition, published in 1987, perhaps cleansing itself of its
psychoanal tic hango er, renamed inhibited se ual desire as h poacti e
se ual desire disorder (again for both males and females). The present
edition of the DSM is the fifth, published in 2013. Hypoactive sexual desire
disorder has been divided into a male version (male hypoactive sexual
desire disorder), and a female version: female sexual interest/arousal
disorder.
Parallel to the evolution of the DSM, developments in the scientific and
feminist study of sex provided new ways of conceiving of disorders of
se ual desire. From Freud s ps choanal sis and Kinse s statistics, from
the laboratory work of Masters and Johnson, from feminist-inspired
sociological, psychological and psychiatric work of those such as Hite and
Tiefer and Basson, we now have multiple conceptualisations of the causes
and constituents of low female sexual desire.
Freud developed psychoanalysis in part based on the idea that many of our
psychopathologies are based on forms of psychological repression, and he
most prominently applied this to sex. The frigidity of some women,
according to Freud, was a result of psychogenic causes. Famously, Freud
(1905) claimed that clitoral orgasms are a sign of immature sexual
development, which held some sway into the middle of the twentieth
century. Kinsey was critical of the psychoanalytic approach to sexual
desire, and instead adopted a capacit model, hich held that different
people had differing intrinsic sexual capacities. These capacities were
physiological in nature, and they manifest in behaviour, specifically the
frequenc of a person s se ual acti ities. Females, on a erage, had lo er
sexual capacities than males, claimed Kinsey. Kinsey thought that such
variability in a physiological sex capacity better explained variability in
sexual desires compared with a repression model. 3 Thus Kinsey
foreshadowed a disease model of low sexual desire.
This approach was continued by the laboratory studies of Masters and
Johnson. They observed people having sexual intercourse and
masturbating, and ultimately recorded over ten thousand orgasms while
measuring various physiological features, which formed the empirical
basis of their four-phase se ual response c cle : e citement, plateau,
orgasm, and resolution. This theory was influential; for example, it was
3

Kinsey wrote: There is an inclination among ps chiatrists to consider all unresponding indi iduals
as inhibited, and there is a certain skepticism in the profession of the existence of people who are
basically low in capacity to respond. This amounts to asserting that all people are more or less equal
in their sexual endowments, and ignores the existence of individual variation. No one who knows how
remarkably different individuals may be in morphology, in physiologic reactions, and in other
psychologic capacities, could conceive of erotic capacities (of all things) that were basically uniform
throughout a population (Cited in Ir ine 1990, 36). See also Weinrich (2014).
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adopted and modified by psychologists and psychiatrists revising the
DSM. A central concern of the work of Masters and Johnson was to
develop therapies for sexual dysfunctions, including physical problems
such as vaginismus (spasms of the pelvic muscles which makes intercourse
painful or impossible). Although the sexual response cycle was
characterised in strictly physiological terms, Masters thought that sexual
dysfunctions were usually due to psychogenic causes.4
Critics argued that the human sexual response cycle theorised by Masters
and Johnson is less apt for females than it is for males (see Basson 2000;
Wood, Koch, and Mansfield 2006; Meana 2010). Their model did not
include desire, assuming that desire occurred spontaneously. Though it
a d bbed a c cle , c i ic called i li ea , beca e i bega i h a
al
and ended with orgasm and resolution. Critics noted that it ignored quality
f ela i hi
he fea e f a female
cial c e ha ca
influence sexual experience. More recent theories of female sexual
response have attempted to accommodate these considerations. Basson, for
example, has argued that female sexual desire is typically responsive (to
cues, partner initiation, arousal) rather than spontaneous; that female
e al e e ie ce i
icall ci c la , i hich a
al ca lead de i e
and satisfaction can generate new desire; and that female sexual desire is
modulated by social contexts such as relationship intimacy (see Basson
2000; Meana 2010).
By the late 1970s, the most common form of female sexual dysfunction,
the general term for the cluster of diseases of which low female sexual
desire is one, was no longer physical problems like vaginismus, but rather
involved low sexual desire (Irvine 1990; Kleinplatz 2018). This was the
problem that sex therapists were most often seeing in their practice (See
Irvine 1990; Everard et al. 2000; and the references in Meana 2010). The
di ea e ca eg
f l
female e al de i e da i female e al
i e e /a
al di de . T be diag ed i h hi di ea e, f
conditions must be met: a female must have at least three of the defining
symptoms, the symptoms must persist for at least six months, those
symptoms must cause her distress, and the symptoms should not be better
explained by other medical conditions or relationship problems or
medications. The defining symptoms are an absence of, or reduction in:
interest in sexual activity,
sexual thoughts or fantasies,
i i ia i
f e al ac i i a d ece i
initiatives,
4

fa a

e

Their first book was Masters and Johnson (1966). See also Fishman (2007).
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excitement or pleasure during sexual activity in most
sexual encounters,
interest and arousal in response to sexual cues,
genital or non-genital sensations during sexual activity
in most encounters. (DSM-5; see also Brotto 2010).
This alleged disease, along with its predecessor (hypoactive sexual desire
disorder), is the focal point for the debate regarding the medicalisation of
low female sexual desire.
3.

The Mainstream View

The mainstream view regarding the medicalisation of low female sexual
desire is that this condition is a genuine disease, and thus it ought to be in
the domain of medicine and is an apt target for diagnosis and medical
intervention. Sexual functioning is a bodily phenomenon, on the
mainstream view, and thus sexual dysfunctions are diseases like other
bodily dysfunctions. Low sexual desire can cause various forms of
suffering. Since medicine can sometimes help alleviate some forms of
suffering, at least when such suffering is caused by a disease, there is a
principled reason to think that low female sexual desire should be in the
jurisdiction of medicine.
The mainstream view has a wide range of adherents. As we saw in §2, the
American Psychiatric Association has codified the condition as a disease
in various editions of the DSM. Prominent medical scientists such as Irwin
Goldstein and the sisters Laura Berman and Jennifer Berman have for
decades promoted low female sexual desire as a disease to be treated with
pharmaceuticals. Millions of prescriptions have been written in the United
States for off-label testosterone use for low female sexual desire, and two
drugs have been approved by the FDA for the condition (flibanserin and
bremelanotide), though both have extremely modest beneficial effects and
a range of harms (discussed below).5 In a survey of nearly two thousand
professionals attending four medical conferences, 85% believed that
hypoactive sexual desire disorder is a genuine medical problem (Bachman
2006).6 We saw above that a spectrum of scholars have held low female
sexual desire to be a disease, from Freud and Kinsey and Masters to Brotto
and Basson.
5

Regarding off-label testosterone prescriptions, see Simes and Snabes (2011)
These were conferences of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the Endocrine
Society, the North American Menopause Society, and the American Society for Reproductive
Medicine.
6
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The primary arguments for the mainstream view are:
The Argument from Suffering
The Appetitive Argument
The Argument from Female Equality
The Argument from Treatment Success
I will assess these arguments in that order.
3.1

The Argument from Suffering

The Argument from Suffering notes the prevalence of females with low
sexual desire who experience distress from their condition. This argument
is often buttressed by appealing to survey data which suggests that a very
large percentage of females experience one or more of the symptoms that
constitute the definition of the disease category. One particularly
controversial report claimed that 43% of women suffer from some sort of
sexual dysfunction (Laumann, Paik, and Rosen 1999; Berman, Berman,
and Goldstein 1999; see Moynihan 2003 for criticism of this statistic).
Critics claim that this figure is grossly exaggerated. Nevertheless, the most
common problem that motivates visits to sex therapists for females is low
sexual desire (see Irvine 1990; Kleinplatz 2018). Sometimes the
widespread suffering caused by low sexual desire is deployed as a
counterargument against the critical view: how insensitive and
disrespectful it is to deny treatment to females who suffer.7 Sometimes this
argument is mixed with suggestions of sexism: the scientific study and
therapeutic treatment of sex has for long been androcentric, and now we
can help males who suffer from erectile dysfunction, while proponents of
the critical view are willing to let females suffer in silence.
Though any form of suffering warrants sympathy, as an argument for the
mainstream view the Argument from Suffering is question-begging. It
assumes as a premise that low female sexual desire should be in the
domain of medicine the issue which is under dispute. Not all forms of
suffering are in the domain of medicine. One need only consider the
suffering caused by hunger or climbing high mountains or listening to
country music. Even if we grant that low female sexual desire causes
suffering, this does not support the mainstream view on medicalisation of
low female sexual desire.

7

Segal (2018) offers a rhetorical analysis of an FDA meeting at which flibanserin was discussed, and
she notes that this argument the s ffering ca sed b an nmet medical need was one of several
offered by promoters of the drug.
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Moreover, we will see below that the notion of suffering in this context is
contested (§4). Critics hold that the suffering associated with low female
sexual desire is typically not an intrinsic harm to the females with the
condition, but rather arises as a result of social norms of sexuality or
relationship difficulties. To consider an analogy, a homosexual male in
present-day Russia might suffer distress from his sexual orientation, not
because his sexual orientation is intrinsically harmful (obviously), but
because he lives in a society which subordinates and physically harms
homosexuals. This rejoinder to the Argument from Suffering is itself
inconclusive when deployed against the entire category of low female
sexual desire, for reasons we will see in §4, though it is persuasive for some
proportion of cases.
3.2

The Appetitive Argument

We saw above that some hold that sexual desire is like an appetite or
physiological capacity, and low sexual desire is a result of dysfunction in
this capacity. Kinsey, for example, believed that sexual desire is the result
of a physiological capacity, akin to the capacity of our pancreas to produce
insulin (Kinsey, Pomeroy, and Martin 1948). A low capacity in the latter
is a disease (type 1 diabetes), hence a low capacity in the former is also a
disease.
A physiological capacity view has been widely adopted by those
promoting low female sexual desire as a disease. Some theorise that low
female sexual desire is a result of low levels of particular hormones such
as testosterone the Berman sisters are two prominent defenders of the
mainstream view who frequently have claimed that low sexual desire in
women can be treated with testosterone, and a testosterone patch was being
developed for low female sexual desire but was ultimately rejected for
consumer use by the FDA (because of concerns about harmful side effects
such as heart attacks, breast cancer, and weight gain), though it was
approved in Europe. Others theorise that low female sexual desire is a
result of an imbalance in neurotransmitters (see for example Croft 2017);
this is the basis of the first drug approved for low female sexual desire
(flibanserin). After the success of Viagra for erectile dysfunction, its
manufacturer began testing it for treating low sexual desire in women. All
these attempts to develop pharmaceutical interventions for low female
sexual desire assume a physiological capacity view of sexual desire.
One problem with the Appetitive Argument is that it ignores the
intentional, psychological, social, and cultural context of sexuality. In §4 I
describe some of the substantive ways that this challenge has been
articulated, though in §5 I argue that appealing to the causal aetiology of
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low female sexual desire offers more modest support to the critical view
than its defenders suggest. A further problem with the Appetitive
Argument is that thus far no physiological basis for low female sexual
desire in general has been discerned.
Nevertheless, it is plausible that for some females with low sexual desire,
the cause of their low desire is indeed a result of a dysfunction in a
physiological capacity. There are reasons to think that some hormone
concentrations can influence sexual desire (in both males and females). We
have empirical evidence suggesting that modulating physiological states
with pharmaceuticals such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors can
dampen sexual desire, which itself suggests that sexual desire has a
biological basis of one form or another (Bala et al. 2018). Though this
consideration might have some initial appeal for a defender of the
mainstream view, it is in fact far from conclusive. That is because yet
another problem with the Appetitive Argument is that many features of life
which are non-medical have a grounding in a physiological capacity.
A hle ic
e i a g d e a le. O e
i g eed i a f c i not
l f ai i g b al
f a i i ic h i l gical ca aci . Ale ei
slow running speed might be a function of his unusually low intrinsic
physiological capacity for running, but that does not entail that Alexei has
a disease.
However, the Appetitive Argument together with the Argument from
Suffering are jointly persuasive, for at least some cases of low female
sexual desire. It is plausible that some cases of low female sexual desire
have a physiological aetiology, and that this causes those people to suffer
(though in §4 we see that this latter premise must be understood with care).
There is, thus, some reason to think that at least for some cases of low
female sexual desire, those cases are genuine diseases.
3.3

The Argument from Female Equality

We saw above that proponents of the mainstream view sometimes frame
the medicalisation of female sexual desire as an issue about equality
between the sexes. There are grounds for thinking that sex research has
been unduly focused on male sexuality. For example, during her research
about evolutionary theories of the female orgasm, the philosopher
Eli abe h Ll d aced ci bi l gi
f
e ega di g he cie ific
study of orgasms, and she found that, in the context of theorising about
female orgasms, many of the cited sources were in fact based on the study
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of males (see Lloyd 2005; Okruhlik 1994). 8 With the success of
pharmaceutical treatments for erectile dysfunction beginning in the late
1990s, there was an immediate motivation to develop an equivalent
intervention for females. The Argument from Female Equality claims that
it is only fair that disorders of female desire receive the same attention as
their male equivalents. If male sexual dysfunctions can be medicalised,
then so can female sexual dysfunctions. This argument was the basis of the
name for the recent industry-funded patient advocacy campaign for the
drug flibanserin: Even The Score.9
This argument has several damning problems. It assumes that low male
sexual desire itself ought to be in the domain of medicine. The argument
seems to be: if low male sexual desire has been successfully medicalised,
then so too should low female sexual desire. But the critical view on the
medicalisation of low female sexual desire applies equally to low male
sexual desire critics have argued that male sexuality has been
inappropriately medicalised (Tiefer 1986, 1994; Fishman 2007).
Moreover, Bueter and Jukola (2020) convincingly argue that feminism has
usually been deployed in criticisms of medicalisation and biological
reductionism; therefore to cite concerns about female equality as grounds
for upholding the disease status of low female sexual desire, with the
ultimate aim of warranting pharmaceutical intervention for the condition,
is far-fetched.
Sometimes the Argument from Female Equality is made in the context of
discussions about interventions. The argument goes: males have access to
effective interventions for their sexual dysfunctioning, and therefore so
should females. But what, critics have asked, is the female analogy of
intervening on erectile dysfunction? One hypothesis that received some
study was: just as pharmaceuticals like Viagra work by increasing blood
flow to the penis, perhaps some interventions can increase blood flow to
the clitoris. A barrier to this approach, however, is that many empirical
studies suggest little correlation between physical signs of arousal in
females, such as vaginal blood flow, and subjective feelings of arousal and
desire. 10 Similarly, treatment of erectile dysfunction is not in fact an
intervention for low male sexual desire, and thus, at least in the context of
interventions, the Argument from Female Equality does not bear on
whether low female sexual desire should be medicalised.

8

Taylor (2015) and Angel (2012) note the uneasy and complicated relationship between feminism and
the medicalisation of low female sexual desire.
9
See Segal (2018) for a critical account of various articulations of this argument.
10
Though such findings have been observed for decades, they have been demonstrated in an elegant
series of experiments by Meredith Chivers. See Chivers et al. (2010) for a review.
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3.4

The Argument from Treatment Success

Prominent advocates of the mainstream view have claimed that low female
sexual desire can be successfully modulated by pharmaceuticals. This,
proponents claim, is a reason to think that low female sexual desire should
be in the domain of medicine.
Such proclamations of treatment success are laughable in their hyperbolic
contradictions of empirical data. Irwin Goldstein, for instance, claimed that
when preparing the FDA submission for flibanserin, the worry was not that
the drug would be perceived as enhancing female sexual desire too little,
but that it would be perceived as enhancing female sexual desire too
much the company did not want to elicit the concern that the drug would
be
i g
me i
m h ma iac . 11 The drug in question was
rejected by the FDA twice, before it was finally approved during the Even
The Score campaign. The basis of the rejections were the tiny observed
beneficial effects of the drug, and concerns about its harm profile (one trial
testing the safety of this drug to treat low sexual desire in females included
only males). Earlier attempts to develop testosterone interventions also
floundered upon careful evaluation. The second and thus far last drug
approved for low female sexual desire (bremelanotide) has an effect size
similar to that of flibanserin. On average, compared with placebo,
fliba e i i a cia ed i h a i c ea e f ab
e e all a i f i g
e e e e
m h (Ja e e al. 2016).
4. The Critical View
Critics have argued that low female sexual desire has been inappropriately
medicalised. This charge involves a number of related claims: that low
female sexual desire is a normal part of life, that low female sexual desire
is not caused by medical problems but rather is caused by social, relational,
or cultural factors, that the very idea that low female sexual desire is a
problem reflects particular social values, that the best way to help low
female sexual desire (assuming help is called for) involves non-medical
interventions, and that the condition has been constructed as a disease in
part because of the financial gains to be had by selling treatments for it.
The critical view has a range of adherents. The New View Campaign, led
by psychologist Leonore Tiefer, is among the more visible organisations
11

I G ld ei
d : Whe
eg i g
he FDA i h hi ki d f d g, he e he e e ha
you want your effects to be good but not too good ( ) there was a lot of discussion about it by the
e e i he
m, he eed
h
ha
e
i g me i
m h ma iac . The e a
bias, a bias against a fear of creating the sexually aggressive woman. Ci ed i Be g e (2014).
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defending the critical view, and John Bancroft, the former director of the
Kinsey Institute, has also defended the critical view. The journalist Ray
Moynihan has published a number of articles and books in which he
decries medicalisation practices such as disease-mongering or selling
sickness , and he has applied such arguments to lo female se ual desire.
Several academic commentators have aligned themselves with the critical
view of medicalising low female sexual desire in scholarly publications
(see. e.g. Kaschak and Tiefer 2001; Moynihan 2003; Moynihan and
Mintzes 2010; Bancroft 2002; Taylor 2015; Angel 2012; Cacchioni 2015).
The primary arguments for the critical view are:
The Spurious Disease Argument
The Construction of Distress Argument
The Argument from Treatment Failure
The Conflict of Interest Argument
The Harms Argument
I address each in turn, going from subtle to simple.
4.1

The Spurious Disease Argument

Sometimes the debate about the medicalisation of a condition involves the
claim that the condition is, or is not, a genuine disease. If a condition is a
genuine disease, then, goes this thought, it should be in the domain of
medicine; if a condition is not a genuine disease, then there is at least some
reason to suppose that the condition should not be in the domain of
medicine (though medicine does have in its domain conditions that are not
diseases, such as pregnancy). In §3 we saw the Appetitive Argument for
the mainstream view. The Spurious Disease Argument for the critical view
denies the appetitive model of low sexual desire. Indeed, the charge of
medicalisation of low female sexual desire often involves a denial of the
capacity view of sexual desire, or at least a denial that the capacity view is
a complete explanation for varying strengths of sexual desire. Critics argue
that the view of low sexual desire as a deficiency in a physiological
capacit is e cessi el reductionist, and to understand a female s lo
sexual desire we must take into account that female s broader social
context.12 To properly understand why a female has low sexual desire, one
must consider many features of her life, including her general health, levels

12

See, among many others, Tiefer (1991). Leiblum, for e ample, claimed that Inferring that
hormones, in general, are the primary motivators of sexual activity in humans is a gross
o ersimplification (2002, 65).
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of stress, competing interests, and features of her past and present
relationships.
Taking this contextual approach further, some feminists such as Catherine
MacKinnon (1989) argue that a theory of female sexuality must be located
within a broader theory of gender inequality. A proper characterisation of
female sexual dysfunction should not begin with the assumption that
normal healthy human sexual desire is that of males. Male sexual desire is,
obviously, itself influenced by social shaping. Moreover, male and female
sexual desire is radically different, claims MacKinnon (which is itself a
controversial premise). Females who seem to have dysfunctionally low
female sexual desire should instead be seen as resisting a male-centric
system and standards of sexuality.13 Cases of apparent low sexual desire
at least many cases should be understood, argues MacKinnon and others,
as appropriate responses to gender inequality and sexual violence.
A more mundane version of the Spurious Disease Argument was voiced
by none other than Lori Brotto, a psychologist who chaired the DSM-5
sexuality committee the group which developed the disease category
female se al in eres /aro sal disorder . When in er ie ed abo lo
female se al desire, Bro o claimed: Some imes I onder he her i isn
so m ch abo libido as i is abo boredom . Brotto was referring to the
typical decline in sexual desire that occurs in long-term monogamous
relationships.14
If the Spurious Disease Argument is meant as a thesis about some token
instances of low female sexual desire, then it is convincing, since it is
surely plausible that for some females diagnosed with the disease, their
condition is better understood as arising from their social context rather
than from their intrinsic physiological capacities. However, if the Spurious
Disease Argument is meant as a thesis about the disease itself, as a kind,
then it is less convincing, since the thesis would deny that any particular
instance of low female sexual desire could be a case of disease. That,
though, would be committed to claiming that there does not exist a female
with low sexual desire for whom their condition is a disease. And that is
implausible. To see why, consider what any of the leading philosophical
theories of disease must say about a female who, for the sake of argument,

13

I is a mis ake, arg es MacKinnon, o see omen i h lo se al desire as in need of e plana ion
and adjustment, stigmatized as inhibited and repressed and ase al (1989, 141)
14
The Brotto interview is reported in (Bergner 2014). During therapy for women diagnosed with low
se al desire, Bro o no ed ha he impac of rela ionship d ra ion is some hing ha comes p
cons an l . For this reason, Bergner, who conducted this interview, calls drugs like flibanserin less of
an intervention for libido and more of an intervention for monogamy.
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suffers genuine distress as a result of her low sexual desire (we will see
below that this premise requires nuance).
Normativism about disease holds, roughly, that if a condition is disvalued
and if medicine can help, then that condition is a disease. For the Spurious
Disease Argument to work as a thesis about the disease itself, assuming
normativism, one would have to deny either that the condition is disvalued
(but we have granted for the sake of argument that the female in question
suffers), or that for all females who experience low sexual desire, medicine
cannot help. This latter premise is of course empirical, but it is extremely
implausible. Naturalism about disease, on the other hand, holds roughly
that if a condition involves a statistical departure from normal functioning,
and that dysfunctioning impedes with the ultimate aims of survival and
reproduction, then that condition is a disease. For the Spurious Disease
Argument to work as a thesis about the disease itself, assuming naturalism,
one would have to deny that there exists a female whose sexual desire is
much lower than the statistical norm and which impedes her survival or
reproduction. This, again, is highly implausible. My favoured account of
disease is a hybrid account, which also entails that the Spurious Disease
Argument cannot be about the disease itself as a general kind.15 (It is worth
noting that the arguments in this paragraph dodge the question about
aetiology altogether we will return to this in §5.)
To sum: the Spurious Disease Argument may be compelling when
understood as thesis about some instances of low female sexual desire, but
not when understood about the entire disease category.16 Of course, among
all the females who are diagnosed with a disease of low sexual desire, the
proportion for whom the Spurious Disease Argument applies remains an
open question. We have seen several reasons to think that for many females
who are diagnosed with a disease of low sexual desire, their condition is
better understood in social or cultural terms, and so their diagnosis may be
inappropriate. Thus, the Spurious Disease Argument provides less warrant
to a general thesis of medicalisation of low female sexual desire, and more
warrant to what Gabriel and Goldberg (2014) ca d ea e f a
: e
expansion of diagnostic categories and the loosening of diagnostic
practices and prescription norms such that more and more people are said
to be diseased and are prescribed interventions.

15

On normativism, see Cooper (2002). On naturalism, see Boorse (1977). On hybridism, see Stegenga
(2015).
16
Some proponents of the critical view are occasionally slippery on this point. Moynihan, for example,
claims that while it is surely true that some females have a genuine disease of low sexual desire, the
d ea e ca e
ef
e f e e , c ea e e a
e f
ec
ae
ed c ea
fa
d ea e (2003).
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One further nuance is worth mentioning. The above discussion relied on a
distinction between condition types and condition tokens: the Spurious
Disease Argument fails as a thesis about the condition type (the general
category of low female sexual desire), but it might succeed as a thesis about
condition tokens (S e a s low sexual desire is not a case of genuine disease,
it is a result of an abusive marriage). The underlying premise is that claims
of medicalisation should apply to condition tokens rather than condition
types, because two people could have the same type of condition in which
one of the tokens is constituted by a disease and the other is not. But this
d
a e e e fb c d
e ea c e f
:
one cluster of symptoms could be caused by a disease, while another
cluster of those same symptoms could be caused by some non-disease state
(f e a
e, Ma a ad e a d c
g a d ee e e a e ca ed b
e de e
,
e S fa
ad e a d c
g a d ee e e a e
caused by the ece b ea
e
e). B f b c d
e
ea
e d ea e e
, c d g
a d
g ca ca e
f
e
, e
e
f a c d
d ae a
physical features, and thus, arguably, two tokens of the same condition
would either both be genuine diseases or both be non-disease conditions.
All tokens of type 1 diabetes are cases of genuine disease, while all tokens
of appreciating country music are non-disease conditions (though distressinducing nevertheless). Since the Spurious Disease Argument fails as a
thesis about condition types, it can only succeed as a thesis about some
condition tokens. But how could it be, following the above line, that some
tokens of a condition are genuine diseases while other tokens of the
condition are not genuine diseases, if they are tokens of the same
condition? One answer which has tempted many defenders of the critical
view, and which we have already touched upon, is to distinguish genuine
disease tokens from spurious disease tokens according to the aetiology of
those tokens. This, finally, brings us to a remaining nuance for Spurious
Disease Argument, which I address in §5.
4.2

The Construction of Distress Argument

To be diagnosed with female sexual interest/arousal disorder, the DSM
stipulates that a female must suffer distress from her symptoms of low
sexual desire. At first glance this seems like a reasonable requirement,
since the symptoms alone are not necessarily pathological and it is hard to
see what other reason medicine could have to hold that a female with such
symptoms is diseased. Indeed, many asexuals have no sexual desire at all
and yet do not experience distress as a result, and many would deny that
they have a disease. However, the requirement that a female experience
distress from her symptoms of low desire in order to be diagnosed raises
difficult questions. The Construction of Distress argument holds that the
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distress that a female with low sexual desire experiences can be a result of
social or cultural fea e of he female con e , a he han a e l of he
symptoms themselves (we saw the Construction of Distress Argument
fo e hado ed a a e on e o he main eam o i ion A g men f om
Suffering in §3). A female could experience such distress if she felt that
she was not satisfying social norms regarding sexual activity or pleasure.
Such norms might be generated by manifold social forces, such as peers,
advertising, and pornography. Moreover, such norms might be
unwarranted or thoroughly pernicious.
The Construction of Distress argument has an additional complexity.
Female sexual desire is often deemed low only relative to the strength of
their typically male partners. Such distress, in many cases of low female
sexual desire, might not be intrinsic, but rather might be relational. That is,
ch di e can a i e no f om he female
m om di ec l , b a he
from relationship difficulties which arise due to an imbalance of desire
with her partner (see, e.g., Irvine 1990).17
A curious proviso to the description of female sexual interest/arousal
disorder in the DSM-5 notes that there is variability in the prevalence of
low sexual desire in different cultures, and cautions:
A judgement about whether low sexual desire reported by a
woman from a certain ethnocultural group meets criteria for
female sexual interest/arousal disorder must take into account
the fact that different cultures may pathologise some behaviors
and not others. (APA 2013, 436)
This appears to be a form of cultural relativism regarding whether a case
of low female sexual desire should be deemed a disease or not. One might
think that this is muddled, since whether a person has a disease should not
depend on culture-specific idiosyncrasies regarding whether that culture
pathologizes the condition in question. However, such cultural relativism
of disease attribution could be reasonable if it is the case that in some
cultures a female with low sexual desire experiences distress while in other
cultures a female with low sexual desire experiences no distress, due to
differences in the extent to which the cultures pathologises low female
sexual desire. But this faces the Construction of Distress argument: the
distress that females experience because of the pathologizing tendencies of
their culture are, trivially, a result of their culture, and not a result of
17

Taylor (2015) notes that many of the alleged cases of successful treatment of low female sexual
desire described by the Berman sisters involved females who were distressed as a result of partner
frustration (Berman, Berman, and Bumiller 2001).
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intrinsic harms caused by the condition itself. The DSM is explicitly
asserting that the distress caused by low female sexual desire is a cultural
construction a puzzling gesture of support for the critical view from what
could be taken as the bible of the mainstream view.
Responding to the Construction of Distress argument, defenders of the
mainstream view claim that the argument ignores or trivialises suffering of
some females with low sexual desire (see Jackson 2004). Yet, if the source
of the distress is indeed a result of the pathologizing tendency of a society,
on its face this suggests that diagnosing the condition as a disease and
subsequently treating it with biological interventions is misguided. Further,
in §5 I argue that the causal aetiology of complex traits such as strength of
sexual desire probably involve causes at multiple scales, including both
biological and social causes.
4.3

The Argument from Treatment Failure

We have seen that an argument for the mainstream view appeals to claims
about the successful treatment of low female sexual desire, and that these
claims are empirically implausible. The critical view turns this argument
around in the Argument from Treatment Failure, in which the low
effectiveness of interventions for low female sexual desire is cited in the
conte t of discussing the condition s medicalisation (see Moynihan 2014).
The drugs introduced in the last couple of decades to treat erectile
dysfunction are among the most successful pharmacological developments
of the last several decades (by various metrics: capacity to modulate the
condition, number of prescriptions, number of men taking the drugs,
profitability for the manufacturers; but not, obviously, to save lives or
mitigate symptoms of mortal diseases). Conversely, only two of many
experimental drugs for low female sexual desire have made it through the
research and regulatory pipeline, and these drugs have extremely modest
beneficial effects for females but significant harms (see below). Drugs to
improve low female sexual desire have been failures. One possible
explanation for such failures is that the condition is not a genuine disease.
The underlying argument is: so far there has been no effective intervention
developed for low female sexual desire; if low female sexual desire were
a genuine disease, an effective intervention would have, by now, been
developed; thus, low female sexual desire is not a genuine disease.
One response to the failure of female desire drugs has been to conclude
that female sexuality is complex. Indeed, this appeal to the complexity of
female sexual desire formed the basis of criticisms of the development of
pharmaceutical interventions for female sexual desire, voiced by academic
commentators and feminist advocacy groups, even prior to the empirical
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failures of these drugs.18 No wonder such drugs have been failures, goes
this argument: male sexual arousal may be physiologically simple, but
female sexual desire is not.
Treatment failure can, of course, be merely transient. Our failure to
ade a el ea
e 1 diabe e
il Ba i g a d Be
b eak h gh did
not entail that type 1 diabetes is not a genuine disease. Thus, the Argument
from Treatment Failure is far from conclusive for the critical view. Yet, at
the very least the Argument from Treatment Failure is a compelling
ej i de
he ai ea
ie
Ag e f
T ea e S cce .
Moreover, the failure to modulate female desire with pharmaceuticals is
not due to a lack of effort on the part of scientists and companies to find
such a drug. The fantastic profits to be gained from a female desire drug
have spurred an enormous search. This is a case in which absence of
evidence is some evidence of absence. 19 The absence of evidence of
effective medical treatments for low female sexual desire is some evidence
that there is not going to be an effective medical treatment for low female
sexual desire.20 We have some reason to think, now, that a drug for female
sexual desire is not forthcoming. The inability to medically intervene on a
condition provides at least some reason for thinking that the condition
should not be in the jurisdiction of medicine.
4.4

The Conflict of Interest Argument

Sometimes the charge of medicalisation involves describing tactics used
by interested parties in convincing others, especially physicians and
potential future patients, that a condition is a disease. These tactics include
organising meetings of experts with the aim of defining a disease,
sponsoring medical education events to inform physicians about the
condition, and performing research which suggests that the condition is
under-diagnosed and under-treated (Moynihan 2003; Fishman 2004;
Cacchioni 2015). The point of these tactics, of course, is to make money
by selling interventions for the condition.21 Let us call this the Conflict of
Interest Argument.

18

See Bueter and Jukola (2020), who argue that the flibanserin case involved a failure in the uptake of
c i ici , a d h he e i e e
f L gi
he
f cie ific bjec i i
ee
a i fied.
19
See Sober (2009) for an articulation of the formal conditions under which absence of evidence is
indeed evidence of absence, contrary to standard statistical lore.
20
Hacki g i fa
i if
ca
a he , he he a e eal (1983) originally perhaps an
unintended innuendo but here an unapologetic pun might be apt here.
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of people think that they are ill or abnormal so that corporations ca
fi (2015).
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With respect to the question of medicalisation, an implicit premise of this
argument seems to be that such tactics would be unnecessary if the
condition were in fact a real disease. However, the same tactics cited in the
argument corporate-funded consensus conferences, medical education,
awareness-raising campaigns, patient-advocacy groups are deployed
against genuine diseases, such as breast cancer, HIV, and depression. The
Conflict of Interest Argument has some rhetorical sway, but is ultimately
inconclusive as a consideration pertinent to medicalisation. That is not to
say that conflicts of interest are not an important problem in medicine, in
medical research, or in debates about the medical status of some
conditions. Holman and Geisler (2018) use the case of flibanserin to show
that in FDA consultation meetings, financial conflicts of interest appeared
to influence the content of testimony offered by patient advocacy panelists,
which in turn probably influenced the FDA decision to approve the drug
(see also Segal 2018). Conflicts of interest almost surely had some causal
influence on the determination of the putative disease status of low female
sexual desire. Yet the same kinds of conflicts of interest are present in
many areas of medicine and themselves do not necessarily impugn the
medical status of a condition.
4.5

The Harms Argument

The potential harms of the medicalisation of low female sexual desire are
numerous. The Harms Argument just says: the potential harms of
medicalising low sexual desire are reasons not to medicalise the condition.
One class of harms is the various adverse effects of the medical
interventions used to treat low female sexual desire. At present this is
primarily the drug flibanserin, which has several harmful effects, including
fatigue, insomnia, and hypotension. 22 Another kind of harm is the
reification of spurious and pernicious norms of sexuality.23 Reiheld argues
that in general medicalisation can have the harm of reification, defined as
a
ce
he eb he
l g f a idea hif f
e e c ce
real a ife a i
(2010, 77). One way this might occur is via looping
effects of human classification, in which those people who are diagnosed
with a condition come to see themselves and be seen and treated by others
22

Taylor a g e ha he edical ea e
f FSD, a i h he edical a age e
f e a e,
subjects women to health risks and disciplinary treatments in order to accommodate men and to
ai ai he e e al a iage (2015, 43).
23
A J h Ba c f , f
e di ec
f he Ki e I i e, clai ed The da ge f
a i g e al
difficulties as a dysfunction is that it is likely to encourage doctors to prescribe drugs to change sexual
function when the attention should be paid to other aspects of the woman's life. It s also likely to
make women think they have a malfunction when they do not. (Q ed i M iha 2003). Wa d e
(2015) argues that critiques of medicalisation can involve claiming that medicalisation involves
he e e ical i j ice . See al de V ie (2007), Verweij (1999), and Gagné-Julien (2021 this issue
of EuJAP).
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as fundamentally a kind of person (the kind with that condition), and
thereby in various ways they become that kind of person.24 Medicalising
any condition entails a range of financial costs. Finally, attention can be
drawn away from the important causes of low female sexual desire.
While these are important consideration, the Harms Argument is far from
conclusive, since the medicalisation of all conditions comes with harm.
Moreover, as Reiheld (2010) argues, medicalisation can also have benefits
that offset or outweigh such harms, such as the demarginalisation of
previously marginalised patient groups and destigmatisation of previously
stigmatised conditions. Yet, at least in the case of low female sexual desire,
and considering the Argument from Treatment Failure, the two arguments
suggest that the benefit-harm ratio for medicalising low female sexual
desire is poor. I argue in the following section that this pragmatic concern
is among the most persuasive, albeit simplest, of the arguments for the
critical view.
5. Etiological Models of Low Desire
Thus far we have seen several theories about the aetiology of low female
sexual desire. One main family of etiological models is based on
physiological capacity for sexual desire, and the other main family of
etiological modes is based on social context relevant to sexual desire.
Proponents of the mainstream view have tended toward the physiological
capacity models, whereas proponents of the critical view have tended
toward the social context models.
The physiological family of models states that peop e ca aci f e a
desire varies, and low sexual desire is simply the result of underlying
physiological causes, such as low testosterone levels or an imbalance in
neurotransmitters. We saw above that this kind of model was favoured by
Kinsey, and it is widely held today by pharmaceutical companies. A
version of a social context etiological model for sexuality is the repression
de , fa
a ic a ed b F e d, hich a e ha e e e a
desires are psychogenic, and can be modulated (mildly or extremely,
leading in some cases to paraphilias) by psychological mechanisms.
Another version of a social context etiological model is the oppression
de , hich a e ha fe a e e a de i e a e
d a ed b ge de
inequality, stress, fatigue, and fear of violence. This has been defended by
feminists such as MacKinnon. Still another version of a social context
etiological model is the boredom model, which states that the strength of
24
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sexual desire wanes in particular contexts, especially as a result of
relationship duration.
These models are not mutually exclusive, of course low sexual desire can
have multiple aetiologies. However, some of the more prominent
defenders of the various models have tended to emphasise one model at
the expense of the others. Kinsey, for example, downplayed the importance
of social context as an explanation for low sexual desire and emphasised
physiological capacity. 25 MacKinnon, conversely, downplayed the
importance of physiological capacity and emphasised social context. Yet,
all these aetiological models have some initial plausibility.
We saw above that appealing to the aetiology of token instances of low
female sexual desire could be a way to distinguish cases of low sexual
desire which should be understood as genuine diseases from cases of low
sexual desire which should not be understood as genuine diseases. The
underlying premise of some appeals to the social context etiological
m del i ha if a female l
e al de i e i d e
cial c l al
causes, then this female does not have a disease, and thus to diagnose her
with a disease amounts to inappropriately medicalising her condition.
As persuasive as this claim may be, this line of argumentation requires care
to avoid an ambiguity regarding causation of disease.
Many conditions that people consider to be uncontroversially in the
domain of medicine arise from causes that are, ultimately, social or
cultural. Car accidents, sporting injuries, drug overdoses, and nuclear
reactor meltdowns can all lead to conditions that are medical. In a trivial
sense these causes of conditions are all social or cultural artefacts, yet we
would not say that the resulting conditions are not genuine diseases. Wellstocked grocery stores and liquor stores and pharmacies are the causes of
a wide range of diseases, almost surely more than diseases caused by
i i ic h i l gical d f c i . A e
cial c e ca ca e a
wide range of genuine diseases.
The distinction between social or cultural causes on the one hand and
physiological causes on the other is less sharp than one might suppose. We
have some understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms in which
infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis causes symptoms of
tuberculosis. But we also have some understanding of the mechanisms in
25
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which the social context of a prisoner in a crowded jail in Kyrgyzstan
causes infection with, and subsequent symptoms of, tuberculosis.26 It is
plausible that for ma
a c d
c a
sexual desire, the etiological causal nexus is extremely complex, and the
relevant causes exist at various physical scales, from the chemical to the
social, and various temporal scales, from the temporally distal to the
temporally proximal.
Perhaps what defenders of the critical view have in mind when they appeal
to social or cultural models of aetiology of low female sexual desire is a
distinction between proximal causes of a disease and distal causes of a
disease. The presence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a proximal cause
of symptoms. But how did the prisoner get infected with this bacterium?
To explain this adequately one must cite the distal, social cause: jail
overcrowding. This is a small victory for the critical view on
medicalisation of low female sexual desire, however, because if our
interest is in whether a condition is a genuine disease, then all that matters
in our hypothetical case is the proximal cause, namely, the presence of the
infectious bacterium. Since infectious diseases are far less controversially
held to be genuine diseases, we have an argument that diagnosis by appeal
to proximal causes of symptoms, and not distal causes, is not merely
sanctioned by medical practice but is in fact normal medical practice. Why
should diseases of sexual desire be any different?
To give a concrete example of this in the debate about the medicalisation
of low female sexual desire, in an insightful article about the
medicalisation of female sexual dysfunction (FSD), Taylor argued that
M c
b
FSD
a
ac
d ca
,
a
a
ab a ab
(2015, 263). While
this is almost certainly true, it is also true for many conditions that are
uncontroversial diseases. When Alexei tells Mischa that it is safe to ski on
this black diamond ski slope, or that he should take the blue pill rather than
the red pill, or that one drives on the left side of the road in Canada,
M c a
d
c
arise from a lack of education (both his
a dA
), a
a a
ab a ab
M c a. A d
dysfunctions could be genuine diseases.
There is an important analogy with recent debates about depression, and
because the pertinent arguments are similar, it is worth considering them.
In the DSM-IV,
da
c ca
d
ad a b a
c
c
, c
a a
a
d
a c
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Furman (2017) applies such reasoning to argue that a full understanding of AIDS requires both
physiological and social models.
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criteria for depression was excluded from a diagnosis of depression if they
e e be ea g. T e
g
a a a be ea g e
f
depression are better explained by the fact that they have lost a loved one
rather than by the hypothesis that they have a disease (Horwitz and
Wakefield 2007). Thus the bereavement exclusion criterion amounted to a
c
de a
fa e
ca c e
e de e
g f a e
has a disease (though the social context that was considered was narrow:
ee a
ece
e
ed e c
c e
ened to
e ce
e N c Ca e a b
e c
c e
b e
g f e d e c
c e
). S e c
e a
ed
a
bereavement does not immunise one against depression, and indeed, the
loss of a loved one can cause depression not just apparent symptoms of
depression, but depression itself. So when revising the description of the
disease category for the next edition of the DSM (DSM-5), the
bereavement exclusion criterion was eliminated. Critics who had argued
that the bereavement exclusion criterion did not go far enough in
c
de g e e
ca c e
eed a
ed. H e e , e a e
seen that this appeal to social context in determining the status of a
condition as a disease is inconclusive.
In the DSM-5, the diagnostic criteria for female sexual interest/arousal
disorder also stipulates a diagnostic exclusion criterion, based on social
context. It reads as follows:
If interpersonal or significant contextual factors, such as severe
relationship distress, intimate partner violence, or other
significant stressors, explain the sexual interest/arousal
symptoms, then a diagnosis of female sexual interest/arousal
disorder would not be made. (APA 2013, 436)
Here the DSM makes a significant nod to social context aetiological
models of low female sexual desire. But just as with depression, the
deployment of such exclusion criteria assumes that there is a sharp
distinction between social causes and physiological causes of a disease,
which, I argued above, is not generally true. Presu ab
e g f ca
e
efe ed
ee c
c e
c d e f ca e d ea e,
including low female sexual desire. Perhaps what the APA has in mind is
that among cases of low female sexual desire, those cases with clear socialcontext aetiologies should not be deemed cases of disease, while other
cases should be; perhaps the assumption is that the remaining cases have a
physiological aetiology. But why assume that the latter have a
physiological aetiology? More pressing, why assume that the former do
not have a physiological aetiology? We have seen that many conditions
can have a social-context aetiology and be characterised by underlying
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physiological states. Perhaps the APA (and proponents of the critical view)
believes that low sexual desire is not one of those kinds of conditions. In
any case, this exclusion criterion amounts to holding that one set of
possible causes of low sexual desire (biological) should be de-emphasised
when another set of possible causes (social) is present.
The most plausible way of making sense of this social-context exclusion
criterion for diagnosing low female sexual desire is pragmatic. The
exclusion criterion makes sense in the context in which medical
interventions can do little good for low female sexual desire in general,
while the various factors stipulated as excluding a diagnosis severe
relationship distress, partner violence, or other stressors can, at least in
some cases (one optimistically hopes), be modified, and thus targeting
social causes of low sexual desire can do much more good than targeting
a eged h i gica ca e . F iba e i a
he
a fe a e
sexual desire, but ending an abusive relationship might. Moreover, in
addition to the known adverse effects that medications for low female
sexual desire have on the body, one might worry about another sort of
i di ec ha :
de i e hich i a e
f a fe a e
cia c e
( e a i hi
be
k e
) igh be a c e
dif hi
context (modify or end the bad relationship, for example), and medicating
away that low desire (assuming that such interventions were in fact
effective at increasing sexual desire) could silence this cue, and thus
decrease the motive for positive change.
Contrast this with erectile disorder. The DSM description for erectile
disorder stipulates a similar exclusion criterion (the symptoms must not be
better explained by relationship distress or other stressors). Now imagine
Sergei, who is in a distressing relationship and has begun to experience
symptoms of erectile dysfunction. His rule-following physician is
forbidden from making a diagnosis of erectile disorder, despite the fact that
she knows that an effective intervention is available. While it might be
prudent for Sergei to reconsider aspects of his relationship, it would be
excessively prudish to deny him the effective treatment that is now
available, on the grounds that his condition has a social-context etiology.27
This is not to say that the social-context etiological model is not important
for Sergei; the same concern about an unintended mitigation of the motive
for positive change applies. My suggestion here is pragmatic: since we
have effective and relatively safe interventions for erectile disorder,
worrying about whether Sergei has a genuine disease is fussy.
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Which might explain why in some jurisdictions, such as the United Kingdom, one can purchase
Viagra without a prescription or diagnosis.
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This pragmatic consideration which foregrounds the consequences of
deeming a condition a disease and asks whether medicine can effectively
intervene on the condition can inform a general approach to debates
about the medicalisation of particular conditions. This approach sidesteps
the need to determine whether a condition is a genuine disease according
to a general philosophical theory of disease. This pragmatic approach is
perhaps what lies at the heart of the critical view of the medicalisation of
low female sexual desire, since interventions for low female sexual desire
have been essentially failures, and, as the critical view notes, such
medicalisation runs the risk of mitigating motivation for changing one
ocial con e . The conce n abo mi iga ing one mo i e fo po i i e
change suggests that there is an ethical dimension to this pragmatic
consideration. Both the pragmatic and ethical considerations are about the
consequences of intervening on low female sexual desire, rather than
whether low female sexual desire as a condition is or is not a genuine
disease.
6.

Conclusion

In my survey of some of the primary arguments for the mainstream view,
which holds that low female sexual desire should be under medical
jurisdiction, I found most of the arguments on both sides inconclusive. All
the arguments for the mainstream view are problematic, which itself lends
some support to the critical view, since the status quo has little warrant
(§3). However, the Argument from Suffering together with the Appetitive
Argument lends some support to the conclusion that at least some cases of
low female sexual desire belong in the domain of medicine.
The arguments for the critical view, however, are on somewhat firmer
ground (§4). The Construction of Distress Argument, while perhaps not
applying to all females with low sexual desire, presumably applies to
many. However, both the Spurious Disease Argument and the
Construction of Distress Argument involve appeals to social context
etiological models of low sexual desire, which, I argued in §5, is less
convincing than proponents of the critical view claim.
The most persuasive arguments for the critical view, I argued, involve
pragmatic considerations of the harms and benefits of interventions for low
female sexual desire. We have good reasons to think that medicine can do
little for females with low sexual desire, and we also have good reasons to
think that medicalising female sexual desire causes harms, and these
considerations, while simpler than the various inconclusive arguments
regarding the genuine disease status of low female sexual desire, are
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enough to doubt whether low female sexual desire ought to be in the
domain of medicine.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper I discuss Wakefie d account of mental disorder as
applied to the case of gender dysphoria (GD). I argue that despite
being a hybrid account which brings together a naturalistic and
normative element in order to avoid pathologising normal or
expectable states, the theory alone is still not extensive enough to
answer the question of whether GD should be classed as a disorder.
I suggest that the hybrid account falls short in adequately
investigating how the harm and dysfunction in cases of GD relate to
each other, and secondly that the question of why some dysfunction
is disvalued and experienced as harmful requires further
consideration. This masks further analysis of a ie
distress and
results in an unhelpful overlap of two types of clinical patients
within a diagnosis of GD; those with gender-role dysphoria and
those with sex dysphoria. These two conditions can be associated
with different harms and dysfunctions but Wakefie d hybrid
account does not have the tools to recognise this. This
misunderstanding of the sources of dysfunction and harm in those
diagnosed with GD risks ineffective treatment for patients and
reinforcing the very same prejudiced norms which were conducive
to the state being experienced as harmful in the first place. The
theory needs to engage, to a surprising and so far unacknowledged
extent, with sociological concepts such as the categorisation and
stratification of groups in society and the mechanism of systemic
oppression, in order to answer the question of whether GD should
be classed as a mental disorder. Only then can it successfully avoid
pathologising normal or expectable states, as has been seen in past
i e e such as homosexuality and d a e a ia .
Keywords: mental disorder; Wakefield; hybrid; gender dysphoria;
DSM
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Introduction

Gender dysphoria (GD) is commonly seen to underlie trans-identities in
transgender people. Despite intense debate regarding whether the
condition should be seen as a disorder and included in the DSM, GD was
included in the DSM-5. I will assume for present purposes that the DSM
aims to catalogue and include only disorders, while allowing that medicine
as a wider discipline may reasonably treat conditions which are not strictly
disorders and may not be in the DSM. Viewing GD as a mental disorder
and including it in the DSM-5 on this basis was opposed by some who
argued that the condition is not a disorder and is instead just socially
disvalued (Giordano 2013, 55), and that its inclusion therefore reinforced
the stigmatization of gender- arian indi id al , forcing hem o mee a
clinical threshold instead of recognizing that perfectly happy and wellfunctioning gender variant and transgender individuals exist (Lev 2006,
48, 56). Furthermore, others argued that the classification was inherently
sexist and misogynistic, pathologising those who exhibit atypical gender
beha io r and p hing pa ien
in o conforming rather than selfacceptance (Langer and Martin 2004, 14-15). This would be a
contemporary echo of the pathologisation of homosexual people when
homosexuality was included in the DSM-II and DSM-III.
I will explore whether GD should be classed as a disorder and therefore
included in the DSM-5, and pecificall he her ing Wakefield h brid
account of disorder helps clarify this issue. Or in other words, whether
Wakefield h brid acco n help
o delineate between a socially
disvalued state, and a disorder which ought to be included in the DSM.
Wakefield h brid acco n i a h gel infl en ial acco n of men al
disorder (see Faucher & Forest 2021), which is still discussed in relation
to and applied to, for example, cases of delusions (Miyazono 2015;
Lancelotta and Bortolotti 2020), misbelief (McKay & Dennett 2009),
psychopathy (Jurjako 2019), and autism spectrum disorder (Wakefield,
Wasserman, and Conrad 2020).
Impor an l , Wakefield claim ha hi h brid acco n a oid p chia r
historical problem of pathologising disvalued natural states (such as
homosexuality) by tying the harm that an individual experiences to a
dysfunction, the identification of which requires no value judgements. He
a
ha The harmf l d f nc ion ie allo
o rejec he e
diagnoses on scientific grounds, namely, that the beliefs about natural
functioning that underlie them ( ) are fal e (Wakefield 1992, 386). I i
this claim, that the incorporation of these two elements successfully picks
6
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out socially disvalued states from those which are truly disordered, that I
challenge.
The danger of pathologising natural states just because they are socially
disvalued is more widely recognised in the context of normative accounts
f di de , ch a N de fel (2007). I he ca e f GD, a e f GD
may fluctuate depending on how accepting the surrounding environment
of the individual is and treatment could force the patient into conforming
to non-ideal cultural standards. Naturalist approaches to defining mental
di de
ch a B
e (1975, 57) e cie ific a ke
f di de
such as the loss of natural functions which are detrimental to survival and
reproduction. However, I show that the case of GD and its relation to the
sociology of gender demonstrates how, fundamentally, sociology frames
what can be coherently identified as a dysfunction at all. Therefore, another
ea
I e Wakefield h b id acc
i ha if GD e esents a problem
for the hybrid account, similar problems will apply to these other accounts
of disorder.
I argue that the complex case of GD demonstrates the extent to which a
successful account of what constitutes a mental disorder will have to
engage with sociological discourses, such as those regarding the
stratification of groups in society and how systematic oppression occurs,
i
de
e d
chia
bled hi
f a h l gi i g
al a d
healthy states (for discussions of other cases of medicalization, see Gag Julien 2021 and Stegenga 2021 in this issue of EuJAP). E e Wakefield
hybrid account does not do this, and so despite tying a normative harm to
a naturalistic dysfunction in order to avoid pathologising socially disvalued
states the theory is still not comprehensive enough to do so successfully.
When it comes to gender, what kind of understanding of gender we adopt
determines whether the classification for GD accurately identifies a
disorder, or whether it merely reflects and reinforces harmful social norms
and expectations. 1 Wakefield clai
ha he h b id acc
a id
pathologising natural states is shown to be false, as further sociological
engagement is required. Whether this element could be incorporated into
some neo-hybrid account of disorder or an entirely new approach is
needed, I do not specify.

1

The e i di c i
ha he e f he e
di abili
i he DSM-5 may implicitly draw this
distinction between disorder and social disability (Cooper 2018). In the case of GD, it may be that the
condition should be understood as primarily a disability, but this is not made clear in the DSM-5 and
the potentially harmful consequences I discuss, particularly regarding treatment, could still follow.
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Wakefield Harm and Dysfunction Analysis

Wakefield h b id acc
b i g ge he a fac al al e-free component
and culturally determined value-laden component, in an attempt to capture
the best parts of each in analysing the concept of mental disorder. The first
component is the requirement of a dysfunction in a (mental) mechanism,
whereby it is no longer carrying out its natural function (Wakefield 1992,
382). According to Wakefield, these natural functions can be identified by
reference to earlier evolutionary pressures which would have caused these
mechanisms to exist and function in the way that they do. This would have
been because they somehow aided the survival and/or reproduction of
humans in the past. This process of identifying a dysfunction can therefore
be difficult because it will require theorizing about the evolutionarily
ada i e a e f a i
echa i
,b
h ld be a
el fac al
cie ific a e (Wakefield 1992, 383). This may involve measuring the
output of a mechanism and comparing it with the optimal level of
functioning of that mechanism in order to determine whether it is fulfilling
its natural function.
Whether it is in fact possible to identify dysfunction in such a value-free
way is a matter of controversy, given that many mechanisms present in
humans today perform useful functions which they were not originally
de ig ed b e l i
ef
(Lilie feld and Marino 1995, 412) or
ae
a d el
by-products from the development of other useful
mechanisms (Murphy and Woolfolk 2000, 243). But for present purposes,
I aim to show that the move of positing a value-free dysfunction as the
source of harm in some condition will be insufficient in delineating
disorder from disvalued state, for reasons that do not solely relate to the
presence of value judgements.
Due to the fact that many of us will have some degree of dysfunction in
various psychological processes which are in fact harmless and which we
a
e e be a a e f, Wakefield ha
e ie e
al be e
for a condition to be classed as a mental disorder. To ascertain whether a
dysfunction is harmful, we must apply cultural values of harm and societal
expectations of what is a good quality of life (Wakefield 1992, 383-384).
Essentially, only mental dysfunctions that stop someone from living
healthily and comfortably, constitute mental disorders.
Wakefield (1992, 386) argues that these two components together avoid
pathologising natural states. In the past, pathologising natural states has
caused great harm to individuals, as is seen in the case of homosexuality.
These individuals may feel pressured to suppress manifestations of the
8
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c d
a d
e dee
acce
e e e,
ca
reducing their well-being. By specifying that the harm and distress
experienced with a condition must be caused by the dysfunction, the
presence of which is identified without any value judgements, Wakefield
claims to avoid the pathologisation of natural states such as homosexuality
just because those conditions are disvalued in society. The distress often
experienced by homosexual individuals is caused exclusively by prejudice
and hostility from the surrounding society, not from any dysfunction. This
de
ae a ed
c
be e
e d d a , c
that if the truly disordered individual were removed from the society to live
alone, harm and distress would still be experienced by them because it is
tied to the dysfunction within themselves. The distress, therefore, cannot
be due to social deviance, disapproval by others, or conflict with society or
others (Wakefield and First, 2003, 34).
3.

Applying Harm and Dysfunction to Gender Dysphoria

Before moving on to Gender dysphoria in the DSM-5, I will briefly discuss
Gender Identity disorder (GID) in the DSM-IV-TR. It is defined as a
condition in which an individual experiences a gender identity which
conflicts with their external sexual characteristics and associated gender
e, a d e e e
e
e de d
a. I
e a
a d
persistent cross-gender identification (not merely a desire for any
e ce ed c
a ad a a e
be
e
e e ). (DSM-IV-TR,
American Psychiatric Association, APA, 2000, 581). For children to be
diagnosed with the disorder, they must meet 4 of the following criteria:
1. Repeatedly stated desire to be, or insistence that he or she is,
the other sex.
2. In boys, preference for cross-dressing or simulating female
attire; in girls, insistence on wearing only stereotypical
masculine clothing.
3. Strong and persistent preferences for cross-sex roles in makebelieve play or persistent fantasies of being the other sex.
4. Intense desire to participate in the stereotypical games and
pastimes of the other sex.
5. Strong preference for playmates of the other sex.
T e DSM a
de c be a Pe
e d c
e e
e e
a
ae e
e e de
e
a e ,
c
a
manifest in boys and girls asserting that their genitalia are disgusting and
that they would prefer not to have them. Similarly, girls may reject the
9
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reality of upcoming pubertal changes such as breast growth and
menstruation. Finally, the condition must not be concurrent with a physical
in er e condi ion and m
ca e clinicall ignifican di re or
impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of
f nc ioning (DSM-IV-TR, APA, 2000, 581).
Wakefield has claimed that by specifying that the condition must not
merely be a desire for the perceived cultural advantages of being the other
sex, GID is included in the DSM-IV-TR in such a way that it successfully
ake c l ral con e in o acco n and herefore a oid a fal e po i i e ,
a diagnosis of disorder where there is none (Wakefield and First 2012,
133). He a ha e don nece aril need to know the intricate details
of a mechanism at work in order to figure out its natural function
(Wakefield 1992, 382), and ha GID i one ch di order hich clearl
corresponds to a type of inferred designed mechanism that has gone
rong (Wakefield and First 2003, 36), even if we do not know the
intricacies the mechanism of gender development. So, it appears that
Wakefield accepts that there is dysfunction in the case of GID.
In terms of harm and impairment, the 2015 US transgender survey found
that 39% of transgender individuals reported serious psychological
distress, 40% had attempted suicide in their lifetime, 30% had experienced
homelessness, 29% were living in poverty and a higher proportion of
respondents were unemployed than in the general population (James et al
2016, 10, 13). It is also well-doc men ed ha d phoric feeling of being
rongl embodied are e remel di re ing, of en o he e en ha he
motivate expensive and risky cosmetic procedures and even self-surgery
(Lawrence 2011, 652). These findings suggest that those who are
dysphoric with regards to their gender suffer impaired functioning. Given
the prevalence of discrimination towards gender variant and transgender
individuals, it could be questioned whether these effects are caused by a
dysfunction alone. But on a more personal and direct level, those with GID
report constant grief and distress associated with having to pretend to be
and be percei ed a omeone he re no , and de cribe relief hen he
finally feel able to express themselves with their preferred clothes/pastimes
etc. (Giordano 2013, 144). So, overall, it would seem that GID causes harm
according to the standards of our culture, and so would count as mental
di order on Wakefield acco n .
I maintain that the classification of GD in the DSM-5 is similar enough
ha he e claim o harm and d f nc ion, and Wakefield commen
about GID, would also apply to GD. In the DSM-5, GD i de cribed a a
marked incongruence between the gender they have been assigned to
10
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(usually at birth, referred to as natal gender) and their
e e e ced/e e ed ge de a d e e
be e de ce f d e
ab
c g e ce (DSM-5, APA 2013, 453). The specific
requirements for a diagnosis are different for children and for
adolescents/adults, but for both they must last at least 6 months. For
c d e , a d ag
f GD e
e
f ef
g
a c a ed
g f ca d e
a e
f c
:
1. A strong desire to be of the other gender or an insistence that one
is the other gender.
2. A strong preference for wearing clothes typical of the opposite
gender.
3. A strong preference for cross-gender roles in make-believe play or
fantasy play.
4. A strong preference for the toys, games or activities stereotypically
used or engaged in by the other gender.
5. A strong preference for playmates of the other gender.
6. A strong rejection of toys, games and activities typical of e
assigned gender.
7. A strong dislike of e sexual anatomy.
8. A strong desire for the physical sex characteristics that match
e experienced gender.
For adolescents, they require two of the following:
1. A marked incongruence between
e experienced/expressed
gender and primary and/or secondary sex characteristics.
2. A strong desire to be rid of e primary and/or secondary sex
characteristics.
3. A strong desire for the primary and/or secondary sex
characteristics of the other gender.
4. A strong desire to be of the other gender.
5. A strong desire to be treated as the other gender.
6. A strong conviction that one has the typical feelings and reactions
of the other gender. (DSM-5, APA 2013, 452).
I take this account of GD in DSM-5 to be similar enough to the account of
GID in DSM-IV-TR a
e a Wa ef e d c c
a GD a
disorder would still apply. Both entries contain diagnostic criteria
describing patients insisting that they are the other gender, preferring toys
and pastimes associated with the opposite gender, experiencing discomfort
with their physical bodies, as well as general distress and impairment.
Although the description for GD does not include so explicitly the
11
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requirement that the condition is not just a desire for any perceived cultural
advantages of being the other sex, as the criteria for GID does, the updated
definition of mental disorder in the DSM-5 states that
Socially deviant behavior (e.g., political, religious, or sexual)
and conflicts that are primarily between the individual and
society are not mental disorders unless the deviance or conflict
results from a dysfunction in the individual. (DSM-5, APA
2013, 20)
The inclusion of this statement could be seen to express an intention for
states which are solely reactions to a prejudiced society to not be
mistakenly classed as disorders, as would have been the case described by
DSM-IV-TR if someone were identifying as another gender for the
perceived cultural benefits. Finally, both criteria comprise a mix of two
types of symptoms, those which relate to patients having strong
preferences for things which are commonly associated with the opposite
gender, and those which relate to patients experiencing intense discomfort
with their physical, sexed body.
4.

Inadequacies

4.1

Dysfunction

I propose that the link between a dysfunction and all the symptoms we see
in the diagnostic criteria for GD is hard to see and is not accurately
identified by applying a hybrid account of disorder. Wakefield refers to a
d f ci
he he a
ha GID c ea
c e
d
a
e f
inferred designed mecha i
ha ha g e
g (Wakefie d and First
2003, 36), but does this dysfunction explain both having a preference for
certain clothes and pastimes and an intense discomfort with parts of your
body?
Some symptoms relate to being profoundly uncomfortable with parts of
e a a
, a d i
a ic a
e
i a a d ec da
e
characteristics. I refer to this discomfort as sex dysphoria. Other symptoms
relate to preferences for and rejections of certain clothes, toys, pastimes,
even certain feelings and reactions which have close associations with the
opposite gender. I refer to this discomfort as gender-role dysphoria. It is
important to note that according to the GD criteria, a child can be
diagnosed with GD without any symptoms of discomfort with their
biological sex, and adolescents can receive a diagnosis of GD whether their
12
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symptoms are solely related to gender roles or solely related to their
physical bodies.
So, I suggest that there are two distinct clinical groups with different
symptoms and experiences which are muddled together in the disparate
diagnostic criteria for GD. It is difficult to draw conclusions from clinical
data on the co-occurrence of these distinct phenomena as studies vary in
exactly how they define and measure each, but Bentler, Rekers and Rosen
fo nd a correlation of 0.7 bet een beha io r dist rbance (similar to
hat I o ld consider gender-role d sphoria ) and identit dist rbance
(similar to hat I o ld call se d sphoria ), th s erif ing that
behaviour and identity disturbance were highly related but not
s non mo s phenomena (1979, 277). Bartlett et al. (2000, 758) consider
the possibility that children who have symptoms akin to sex dysphoria may
then be expected by others to develop gender-role dysphoria. Another
related observation is that many gender-variant and transgender
individuals now increasingly present with a vast array of different desires
and identities, seeking different surgeries, treatment, or no intervention at
all (Lev 2006, 46).
When considering what kind of mental mechanism might have a
dysfunction which gives rise to GD, it could be said to be easier to imagine
what kind of dysfunction might underlie sex dysphoria. This is partly due
to the existence of similar mental disorders which also appear to manifest
malfunction in the mental conceptualization of bodily constitution. In these
conditions, e enco nter an inferred designed mechanism (Wakefield
and First 2003, 36) for the concept ali ation of the bo ndaries of one s
own body. The natural function of this mechanism, we can quite
confidently theorize, is significantly evolutionarily adaptive. Lawrence
(2006) s ggests that a discomfort ith one s se characteristics is a
dysfunction within the individual which may be akin to other mental
disorders such as Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD) or Body Integrity
Disorder (BID), and that it is in the presence of a sexist society that those
with sex dysphoria end up, as a response to that sex dysphoria, forming
ne corresponding gender identities . Gi en this, and the fact that se
dysphoria usually precedes gender-role discomfort in these patients by as
much as many years, she argues that symptoms which relate to discomfort
with gender roles (i.e., what I call gender-role dysphoria) should be viewed
as an epiphenomenon to sex dysphoria, and not an underlying dysfunction
or mental disorder itself (see Lawrence 2011, 653).
I also suggest that we are not so inclined to say that those with only sex
dysphoria would no longer suffer if they were taken away from a
13
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prejudiced society, and that therefore this appears to be a harmful
d f nc i n hich i ba ed in he indi id al a he han being a c nflic
between an individual and society. We have seen how intensely
uncomfortable individuals with sex dysphoria can feel towards their sex
characteristics and the lengths some go to in an attempt to relieve that
discomfort. But it may be a different story when it comes to imagining
those with only gender-role dysphoria being removed from a society with
any recognizable gender roles. Should we think that a kind of bodilyconception dysfunction also explains gender role-dysphoria, and therefore
all of GD? I believe that an answer to this question necessarily involves
l king a h
he n i n f gende h ld be nde
d.
4.2

Two Understandings of Gender

A full and comprehensive exploration of all the available attempts in the
li e a e gi e an acc n f ha gende i
ld be be nd he c e
of this paper, but I suggest that a few differing key aspects would have
significant repercussions on our understanding of GD. Here I present two
ba ic c nce i n f gende
i h me ke diffe ence hich ela e
the ontological status of gender, the sex and gender distinction, and
whether gender is wholly harmful gender roles.
A first account of gender hich I ll c n ide , he adi i nal acc n f
gender, understands it to be an external set of cultural roles, traits and
e ec a i n (f m he e n, gende
le ) hich a e
jec ed and
imposed onto people in society through socialisation, with an indi id al
sex determining which roles and expectations will be imposed. This notion
of gender is associated with second-wave feminism and reflected in the
femini l gan ha gende i he cial ignificance f e , he e e i
a basic biological ca eg . De Bea i
ell-known statement that
One i n b n, b a he bec me a
man (1949, f nd in 1997) i
widely regarded as the birth of the distinction between sex and gender
( a 2018, 42), de i e he fac he de Bea i i n
gene all
interpreted not to have endorsed an account which juxtapositions sex and
gende a ch e a a e and diffe en ca eg ie ( ee
a 2018; Moi 1999;
though also Gatens 2003 for a closer examination of the status of
bi l gical e in de Bea i
k). Ne e hele , hi adi i nal
account is committed to a distinction between gender roles and the sexed
b d , ch ha gende le a e h ng n he c a - ack (Nich lson 1994,
81) f ne bi l gical e ; he gende
le im ed c n i e your
gender and it therefore is not self-generated.
Importantly, these gender roles are more liberating and preferential for
14
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men, while oppressive and harmful for women. The gender roles reinforce
me
b di a i (Mille 1971, 26) a d
me a e
e ed
h gh ha i g
be
me , b ha i g abide b he e ge de le .
Therefore, we should work towards a genderless (though not sexless)
world (Rubin 1975). Given that these roles are, however, essentially
cultural, not only can they in principle be changed or eradicated, but the
ca eg
f
ma i m e likel
be defi ed
he ba i f a
hierarchical position which women hold, rather than anything else. In
Hasla ge (2000) ameli a i e e i , f e am le, me a e defi ed
as those who occupy a subordinate social position, as this definition best
suits political feminist aims.
A ec d acc
f ge de hich I ll c ide , an ide i -ba ed view
of gender, differs from the previous in some key respects. This account
de a d
me e ge de
be a a f hei ide i , i
me f m,
which in turn tells them which gender roles are appropriate for them. It
appears to be internally generated and then has an important link to being
expressed with certain perceived gendered hobbies, clothes, feelings etc.
So, in reverse to the traditional account, on this account a sense of gender
precedes the gender roles. We see this kind of understanding of gender in
play quite explicitly in political steps towards prioritising the value of selfidentification of gender in gender-variant individuals (Fairbairn, Pyper,
Gheera and Loft, 2020).
Thi hif i
de a di g ge de i eflec ed i B le
k
Beauvoir. Firstly, she reevaluates the ontological statuses of sex and
gender. In the traditional account, the value-f ee cie ific ma e f e
e de e mi e
e ge de b de e mi i g hich c l all a c i ed
ge de
le a e im ed. H e e ,
B le (1990) account, these
cultural ideas about gender roles actually form and regulate the categories
of sex. She states that what gives sex categories meaning and makes them
i elligible
a e ha ed c l al idea ab
ge de , ch ha Ge de
ought not to be conceived merely as the cultural inscription of meaning on
a egi e e beca e ge de i al he di c i e/c l al mea b
hich e ed a e
a a al e i
d ced (1990, 11). Th , he
Beauvoirian distinction between sex and gender is challenged because sex
is shown to also be a social category, which is formed in the light of (rather
than being a determinate of) gender categories (see
a 2018, 57-8).
This latter account of gender also does not hold that gender roles are
necessarily so harmful and unwelcome. Thus, eradicating gender is not
necessarily a goal. After all, as mentioned before, many gender-variant and
transgender individuals enjoy expressing themselves with gendered roles
15
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(Lev 2006, 46). Although Butler (1990) also maintains that gender is not a
e ide i
i hi he i di id a , i i i he ch e
e a d a i e
which are performed by the individual, and so stem from them, which are
then gendered in a gendered society. Other feminists have noted that
e
ge de ca h d
ii e a e f
he , hich
d
disappear were gender to be eradicated and women were not to occupy a
subordinate position in society (see Stone 2007; Mikkola 2016).
Now, the DSM-5 appears to employ the latter identity-based account of
ge de , a hi i he
acc
i h hich c i e ia ch a a i i e ce
that one is he he ge de ( e ha i ) ca a e e e. Thi ee
rely on gender being self-generated and suggests that it is the expression
of this inner identity with the relevant associated gender roles which fuels
the preferences for and rejections of the gendered norms commonly
associated with the sexes.
However, it is not clear how one would go about justifying that the DSM
should indeed be using this identity-based account of gender in forming its
diagnostic criteria for Gender Dysphoria (even if it is internally coherent
to do so). The DSM may not be required to justify such things, but we may
still more widely want to be able to justify why certain concepts and ideas
about gender are used in this way to inform the categorization of mental
disorder. But with reference to what? How should we choose between
these accounts of gender in order to inform the classification of GD?
We are also still none the wiser with regards to what the link is between
the dysfunction implicated in sex dysphoria and another dysfunction or the
experience of gender role-dysphoria. Very little is understood about what
dysfunction (if any) is present in cases of GD, when gender is understood
as identity-based.
A traditional understanding of gender, describing gender as an external set
of imposed social rules and expectations and therefore not as selfgenerated, would not be able to make sense of the idea of a dysfunction
going on in what gender is projected onto you. This would have nothing to
do with any natural mechanisms in the patient, functional or dysfunctional.
The process of socialisation revolves around the treatment we receive from
others, whether it be favourable or unfavourable depending on our sex.
Understood as a social and cultural construct rather than a heritable and
bi gica e
ed ai , i
d be i
ib e
a
Wa efie d
dysfunction analysis of natural mechanisms to this concept of gender
(Bartlett et al 2000, 772).
16
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So, depending on which understanding of gender we adopt, this
ignifican l affec h
e a l Wakefield h b id anal i f di de
and what phenomena we are then to look for. A dysfunction in forming a
gender identity, or in coping with imposed gendered expectations? My aim
here is merely to show the ramifications of this political question and the
effec he ha e n a em
e Wakefield h b id anal i
iden if
genuine mental disorder, and so I do not necessarily have to advocate for
a particular one of these understandings of gender.
Lastly, with regards to sex dysphoria, the accounts differing on their
ontological status of sex has ramifications for how this condition is
understood. On a traditional account, we can indeed simply suffer from a
misconceptualisation of what our physical bodies should look like, and
which sex category we perceive ourselves as belonging to. On an identityba ed acc n he ic e i n
clea , b
ne
ibili i ha if e
conceptualise ourselves as belonging to some sex category and desire some
surgical intervention, this can just be a reflection of the social engineering
f e ca eg ie
hich, hen i d e n f ll
n mal e ec a i n ,
indicates either a dysfunction somewhere or a state which is disvalued and
pathologised.
4.3

Harm

So far, I have sketched out some key differences in two differing accounts
of gender. On a more traditional view, sex determines gender in
determining which gender roles are imposed on an individual, thus the sex
and gender distinction is useful, and gender roles are harmful and should
be eradicated. On the identity-based account, the performance of gendered
activities categorizes someone as male or female, so sex is as socially
engineered as gender and the sex and gender distinction breaks down.
Finally, engaging in activities which happen to be gendered in society are
what it means to have a certain gender, and these activities are not
necessarily harmful. Which account of gender is adopted, has ramifications
for how sex dysphoria is understood also.
I have not endorsed a particular account, but suggest ways in which these
differences in the accounts of gender affect the identification of a
dysfunction. It is not clear that these issues are just due to the requirement
of context and value-judgements in identifying dysfunction, as is discussed
by others (Lilienfeld and Marino 1995). Instead, I suggest that these issues
are fundamentally sociological, with the matter of defining mental disorder
intersecting head on with endeavors to understand gender and the
mechanism of oppression.
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One aspect which will be particularly pertinent to ascertaining whether
ha
( Wa ef e d
e e f he e
a
e
g f
d a ed
dysfunction) is present in cases of GD is whether gender roles are
inherently harmful or not. The two accounts of gender differ with regards
to the nature of gender roles. According to the traditional view of gendered
roles, these rules and expectations are inherently harmful. This is because
he ha e bee
ed
c e a he e e e f
e
gh a d
freedoms and to the
ec
a d f he e f e . Acc d g he
identity-based account, there is nothing inherently wrong or harmful about
gender roles, but they only become problematic when an individual feels
that those which are ordinarily applied to her are not appropriate for her.
Finding gender roles harmful on a traditional account of gender would
therefore be completely unsurprising. On an identity-based account, harm
e e he c e he ge de ed beha
ced a d eg a ed b
others, which would also be unsurprising.
However, Bartlett et al. discuss the difference in the nature of the harm
being experienced with sex dysphoria and gender-role dysphoria,
gge g ha d c f
h e b
g ca e a d d c f
h
the gender ro e a c bed
h ca eg
a e e d ffe e
he
e a
(2000, 757). They provide evidence suggesting that much of the distress
seen in children with gender-role discomfort can be traced to bullying, poor
peer relations and their struggle against other a e
e c he
behaviours which are not seen as typical for their sex. Additionally, this
distress is also often not at a clinical level. The distress of sex dysphoria,
on the other hand, appears to be more directly caused by a dysfunction
(Bartlett et al. 2000, 761-763).
Which account of gender we adopt affects why some identified dysfunction
is experienced as a harm. This is something which a hybrid account of
d de d e
a e
acc
, b he ea
h ad f c
harmful affects whether we want to say that the condition is disordered or
ca
d a ed. Th
e ha
,
Wa ef e d h b d
account, whether a dysfunction is present or not. Having some dysfunction
may impede functioning and mean that you can
ee he c
a
a da d f a g d a
f fe, b
a
a
h
ha h
effect. It may be for better or worse reasons. It might fail because the
cultural standard for a good quality of life in place is good, and the
condition in e
ea
ha
ca
ee
(f e a
e,
because it affects mobility, social connectedness, or causes chronic pain).
Or, it might be that society is prejudiced and limits your quality of life
when you have that condition. Why sex dysphoria is so harmful seems to
be a ca e f he f
e;
c ea
e d e
g a d d ac g fee
18
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ha a
f
b d ae
g a d h d be he e. B i
clear with gender-role dysphoria and the rejection of certain gender roles
why that is classed as a harm. Here, we see the hybrid account does nothing
more than normative accounts do in evaluating why some condition is
experienced as a harm, in order to try and avoid pathologising a socially
di a ed a a a e. Me e ide if i g a e a ed d f c i d e
d
this.
With an identity-based view of gender, it could be that the gender binary
is insufficient when it comes to recognizing and accommodating the range
of gender identities people have in society. With the traditional notion of
gender, if we accept that the gender roles for women are inherently harmful
then it would actually be expectable for women to reject those gender roles,
seek more highly valued ones, and to be treated as the opposite sex etc.
Although the criteria for GID in DSM-IV-TR included that GID cannot be
e e a de i e f a
e cei ed c
a ad a age f bei g he he
e (APA 2000, 581), it is not clear what we should use to base the
difference between these two things on, and recognise each in any
particular patient. Relatedly, the DSM-5 includes a brief discussion that
ge de
-c f
i , hich i he i di id a beha e, d e
ha e
hobbies which do not match the gender norms of their assigned sex at birth,
is different from GD and is not mental disorder (DSM-5, APA 2013, 458).
However, again, it is not clear when cross-gender preferences do constitute
symptoms of GD. The hybrid account fails to identify a useful dysfunction
here to demarcate between gender non-conformity and GD.
It may be argued that cross-gender preferences constitute symptoms of GD
when they are accompanied with serious clinical distress, but this could be
greatly influenced by mere luck regarding whether the individual is
surrounded by a progressive society and an open-minded family and peer
group which accepts gender-variant behaviour. If one understands gender
roles to be inherently harmful to women, then a significant amount of this
distress could be attributed to the everyday enforcement of typical gender
roles on women, and there may also be a matter of luck regarding how
much freedom women may have in that environment. In fact, we do see an
overrepresentation in women presenting to clinics and being diagnosed
with GD, as well as an overrepresentation of those who have experienced
trauma, are autistic, have pre-existing mental illness or are homosexual
(Cretella 2017, 293).2 A he e c di i
ca a b i g di e , i i
2

Historically, though, boys were overrepresented in gender clinics. A discussion of this and why it
might be so can be seen in Zucker et al. (1997). It is worth considering cases of men with gender-role
dysphoria; on the traditional account of gender, despite gender roles being designed and instilled with
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clear that we can attribute the harm and distress experienced by those
diagnosed with GD solely to dysfunction, despite there seeming to be a
dysfunction underlying sex dysphoria.
If we accept societal gender roles as inherently harmful, we may also be
inclined to say that if those with gender-role dysphoria were taken away
from this society with those harmful gender roles, then they would no
longer be disordered. Yet, the definition of mental disorder in the DSM-5
states that conflicts that are primarily between the individual and society
a e n men al di de and ha he m n be me el an e ec able
and culturally sanctioned response to a particular event (APA 2013, 20).
The removal of homosexuality from the DSM was largely motivated by
the acceptance that gay individuals would live peacefully and without
suffering in a world with no homophobia, because no harmful dysfunction
was present. If gender roles vanished tomorrow, or certain pastimes were
no longer disvalued for being feminine (and alternatively over-valued for
being masculine), it may be that many individuals diagnosed with GD
could live peacefully too. This is exactly the sort of pitfall which Wakefield
claimed to avoid by bringing together both a normative and naturalistic
component in an account of mental disorder, but simply linking one
perceived harm to another perceived dysfunction in this instance has not
been extensive enough to avoid beyond doubt pathologising a normal,
expectable state.
In fact, the diagnostic criteria would not even be intelligible outside of a
society, without any gender roles at all being present, because the criteria
specifically refer to them. So, arguably, the very concept of GD could only
emerge in a society with a widespread assumption that these gender norms
are natural and inherent to the sexes, and can therefore act as markers of
he
e gende f he indi id al a he han hei e
b dil
constitution. If we were to accept a traditional account of gender, then this
employment of gender roles in the criteria for a mental disorder reinforces
them as natural and appropriate.
Of course, we might not accept the traditional account of gender.
Importantly, as I previously noted, I do not necessarily need to endorse one
of these accounts of gender here. The point is that on a traditional account
of gender, we are pathologising a normal state, whereas with an identitythe purpose of subjugating women, men can still suffer from this. Especially, those that are particularly
uncomfortable with gender roles which relate to being bullish, independent, and emotionally detached.
On the identity-based view of gender, men too experience isolation and social sanctions if they do not
fall in line i h ega d
e ec ed gende e e i n . Man hank
an an n m
e ie e f
raising these considerations.
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based account this is not necessarily the case (there could be a disorder in
e f
a
f e ge de de
). S , e a e f
ge de
should be understood has become relevant to whether we are accurately
de f g a e a d de
e ca e f GD. Wa ef e d a
f
identifying true disorder from merely disvalued states by bringing together
a normative and naturalist element in an account of mental disorder is
shown here not to be enough to do so satisfactorily. In investigating the
specifics of dysfunction, harm, and the link between the two, we see the
surprising extent to which a successful account of mental disorder will
need to engage with sociolog ca c ce a d dea , c a g
society, what a gender is, how gendered oppression works, to be able to
define disorder.
Whether we endorse an identity-based account of gender or the traditional
account of gender, we are still left with the question of what exactly is the
nature of the link between on the one hand, sex dysphoria and a
dysfunction based in body-conception, and on the other, gender-role
dysphoria. This is the first shortcoming of the hybrid account; not
investigating more closely how the harm and dysfunction relate to one
another. I have shown how different understandings of gender affect
whether dysfunctions can be coherently identified in sex dysphoria and/or
ge de
ed
a. Pe a , e f e ea
e ee
ed
ec g e a
c ea
a e
be ee e d
aa d
gender-role dysphoria, might be just how pervasive and ubiquitous
gendered expectations are in society. This means that we associate those
gender roles so closely with the re e a e e , a e d
de
one dysfunction should explain them both. The second shortcoming of the
hybrid account I raise is not accounting for why some harmful dysfunction
is experienced as harmful, even though a dysfunction may have already
been identified. We need to identify harm which is caused by dysfunction,
but also to be mindful of cultural influences on the construct of why that
dysfunction makes life hard. In this case, according to a traditional account
of gender, sexist notions of what pastimes men or women prefer, inform
our decisions over the nature of the harm men or women may experience
when they do not like them. On an identity-based account of gender, this
could be an elusive dysfunction in the formation of a gender identity, or
due to social disapproval when we engage in gender roles and pastimes
which we are not expected to.
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Appropriate Treatment

It is my view that GD should be removed from the DSM and not regarded
as a disorder because there is no clear dysfunction (with either account of
gender), but that sex dysphoria should remain. This is not so much due to
endorsing some particular account of gender, but because it seems less
likely that those with such intense discomfort with their sexed body, even
from a young age, would cease to be disordered if they were placed in even
an ideal social environment. Others, such as Giordano (2013) and Lev
(2006) argue that GD in its entirety should be taken out of the DSM and
not seen as a disorder at all, as the experiences associated with GD
diagnoses are manifestations of individual differences in expression of
gender and feelings about one s gender and/or se , hich should be seen
as a natural part of human variation and do not cause harm and distress by
themselves. Therefore, the classification in its entirety is mistaken in the
same way that the classification of homosexuality was mistaken (and some
of the detrimental repercussions of this may apply here). Giordano (2013,
55) argues there is no dysfunction present in the formation of gender
identity in people who meet the criteria for GD, as there are no markers at
all for ordered and disordered gender development. This would mean
there is no harm due to a dysfunction.
She also argues that gender and gender identit refer to the congruence
bet een phenot pe and the person s behaviour and feelings about
oneself , or in other ords, that gender identit is the e perience of
belonging to a se (2013, 24). Therefore, Giordano maintains that one s
gender and one s se are fundamentall interlinked, such that someone
who feels this incongruence, and that they should or do belong to the other
sex, will also experience related desires and preferences to take on the roles
and expectations usually associated with and considered usual for that sex
within their social and cultural context. This would make it impossible for
GD to be removed while sex dysphoria still remained in the DSM, and
suggests a possible link between sex dysphoria and gender-role dysphoria.
Perhaps that, once we start to feel that our gender role or our sex is
inappropriate for us, that incongruence bleeds out into also affecting our
comfort with the other.
Akin to Butler s (1990) ideas about cultural categories of gender forming
the categories of se , Giordano s link bet een gender and se is that an
individual s desires and pastimes interact ith the culture s conceptions of
male and female to form their gender identity and indicate which sex they
feel a part of. This is how and why, in her view, our sense of our own
gender can and does trump hichever se e are assigned . Clearl , this
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is in contrast with the traditional account of gender discussed earlier which
defines gender roles as inherently harmful roles and expectations imposed
onto female people. This conception of oppression is based on sex, whilst
G da
a ea
be ba ed ge de de
.
Giordano maintains, similarly to myself, that the vast majority of distress
suffered by those with less typical gender expressions is due to prejudice
and marginalization, as we live in a society in which gender roles are
rigorously enforced. However, I do not hold that this is the case for sex
dysphoria also, and instead believe that sex dysphoria represents a harmful
dysfunction that some individuals diagnosed with GD will have but others
. A e ha e ee ,
e a e ha e
h ch
eae
to gender roles and other have symptoms which only relate to sex
dysphoria, which raises questions about exactly when symptoms of one
a d
e
f he he
,
.
A he
e
h G da
e
f GD a d he
be ee ge de
roles and sex relates to effective treatment. The proposed treatments for
GD include puberty-suppressing medications, cross-gender hormones or
sexual reassignment surgery. These treatments are unusual in that they do
not attempt to dispel and reduce the psychological symptoms of dysphoria,
he he
be g f ca d e
h
e ge de
e
e
physiological sex, but instead accommodate or affirm these symptoms
(Meyer-Bahlburg 2009, 469). Giordano argues that this is perfectly
acceptable on account of gender variant individuals not having a disorder
and therefore not requiring treatment which dispels their symptoms
without affirming them. Furthermore, this is in line with other treatments
widely accepted to be appropriately administered by doctors despite the
fact that they do not address a specific dysfunction, such as contraception
or fertility treatment (Giordano 2013, 149-151). On (some) identity-based
accounts of gender then, these treatments are aids in realising and
a fe g
e
a fac
, e
ge de de
.
On other identity-based accounts of gender and the traditional account of
gender, there may be concerns that such treatment fixes the individual in a
a
h ch g e
ha f a d
dea
cea
a d
expectations, when perhaps it is the latter which should change.3 It appears
that we take a significant risk providing this nature of affirmative treatment
when we do not have solid answers to the source of dysfunction and harm
in some condition. In this case, we risk treatment being a way of
3

Cretella raises the concern of appropriateness of affirmative treatment in other disorders which affect
b d c ce
ch a a e a, BDD BID, beca e
c ea ha h
e f ea e
would be effective in reducing symptoms in the cases of those disorders (2017, 293)
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reinforcing harmful gender roles in that we fi he i di id a a he ha
cie . Ye , Wakefie d h b id a a i ca be a ied
he a i
understandings of gender with the various dysfunctions and harms which
they posit, giving us no clearer a path for separating expectable states from
disordered states. So, an accurate account of gender and the mechanism of
gendered oppression is crucial also to ascertaining what type of treatment
should be dispensed.
6.

Conclusion

In this paper I discuss how different accounts of gender which vary on its
ontological status, its distinction from sex, and whether it is inherently
harmful, affect the identification of dysfunction and harm in some
condition. Although I do not endorse here one account of gender or the
other (there may well be complex accounts which incorporate elements
from each account, such as Jenkins (2016)), I show that if we were to
accept that sex is as culturally engineered as gender and so the distinction
breaks down, this makes identifying the specific dysfunction in sex
dysphoria difficult. If we accept a traditional account which posits sex as a
biological category, a dysfunction in conceptualizing your sexed
characteristics is more coherent.
With regards to gender-role dysphoria, the question of whether gender
roles are understood as inherently harmful or not is pertinent. On a
traditional view of gender, gender roles are inherently oppressive and
marginalizing and so would naturally be experienced as harmful. On
identity-based views of gender, someone could experience the harm of an
e i e di de ed f
ai
f ge de ide i ,
e i
experience social ostracization for engaging in gendered activities which
are not expected for them.
Wakefie d h b id acc
d e
c ide h e ac
he d f c i
and harm relate to each other, which would have highlighted the gap
between sex dysphoria and gender-role dysphoria. It turns out that
answering this question requires an entire account of sex and gender and
h
e i
he ba i f he
cc . I a
d e
consider,
secondly, why the harm even if it is related to a dysfunction is
experienced as harmful. This would give rise to questions about the nature
of gender and sociology of oppression, and only then actually answer
whether something is a disorder or not.
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In this case, we identified harm which could have stemmed from inherently
oppressive gender roles, or the marginalisation of gender variance (in
presentation or self-identification), or from a dysfunction in the formation
of a gender identity, along with possible dysfunctions in conceptualizing
bodily constitution or in gender identity formation. Which to accept and
how to relate them has been shown to be crucial in avoiding diagnosing
healthy individuals with mental disorder. GD demonstrates the importance
and relevance of the social theories we adopt and how they affect, to a
surprising and up until now unacknowledged extent, whether or not we are
pathologising individuals with normal or expectable mental states. My
argument is quite reserved in that I do no s gges he her Wakefield s
hybrid account of disorder can be updated or added to in a way which can
address these concerns. Though, I suggest that similar concerns can be
raised with regards to purely naturalist and normative accounts, and so will
be a widely shared concern in defining mental disorder.
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ABSTRACT
Many biological functions allow for grades. For example, secretion
of a specific hormone in an organism can be on a higher or lower
level, compared to the same organism at another occasion or
compared to other organisms. What levels of functioning constitute
instances of dysfunction; where should we draw the line? This is the
quantitative problem for theories of dysfunction and disease. I aim
to defend a version of biological theories of dysfunction to tackle
this problem. However, I will also allow evaluative considerations
to enter into a theory of disease. My argument is based on a
distinction between a biological and a clinical perspective. Disease,
according to my reasoning, is restricted to instances that fall within
the boundaries of biological dysfunctions. Responding to the
quantitative problem does not require arbitrary decisions or social
value-judgements. Hence, I argue for a non-arbitrary, fact-based
method to address the quantitative problem. Still, not all biological
dysfunctions are instances of disease. Adding a clinical perspective
allows us to prevent the potential over-inclusiveness of the
biological perspective, because it restricts the boundaries of disease
even further.
Keywords: theory of function; dysfunction; line-drawing problem; concept of
disease; nosology
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Introduction
Many biological functions allow for grades. For example, secretion of a
specific hormone in an organism can be on a higher or lower level,
compared to the same organism at another occasion or compared to other
organisms. What levels of functioning constitute instances of dysfunction;
where should we draw the line? This is the quantitative problem for
theories of dysfunction and disease. It has increasingly been discussed in
the philosophy of medicine in the past few years (Schwartz 2007; Hausman
2014; Griffiths and Matthewson 2016; Rogers and Walker 2017). Partly,
the discussion is connected to the established debate between naturalism
and normativism about the concept of disease. It seems that drawing
boundaries between grades of normal and abnormal functioning involves
value judgements, which undermine the naturalist ambition to devise a
value-free theory of disease. In addition, the lack of a clear and widely
accepted procedure for drawing the line seems to allow pathologisation of
normal conditions as well as overdiagnosis (cf. Schramme 2019, 91ff.;
Hofmann 2021). Every level of somewhat low organismic functioning
seems to constitute a potential disease, if the line can only be drawn on the
basis of human interests.
These practical concerns will form the backdrop of my contribution to the
recent philosophical debate. I aim to defend a version of biological theories
of dysfunction that exclude social value judgements. However, I will also
allow evaluative considerations based on human interests to enter into
theories of disease. My argument is based on a distinction between a
biological and a clinical perspective (cf. Boorse 2014; Tresker 2020). The
concept of disease, according to my reasoning, should be restricted to
instances of biological dysfunctions. The use of should , in this context,
implies that I do not believe in the possibility of pure conceptual analysis,
resulting in a real definition of disease (cf. Lemoine 2013; Varga 2018).
The best theory of disease will be determined by scientific considerations
in combination with pragmatic interests, such as the avoidance of overdiagnosis.
Responding to the quantitative problem does not require arbitrary
decisions or social value-judgements. Hence, I argue for a non-arbitrary,
fact-based method to draw the boundary of dysfunction. Still, not all
biological dysfunctions are instances of disease. Adding a clinical
perspective allows us to prevent the potential over-inclusiveness of the
biological perspective in terms of potentially including too many
diseases if we identify disease with biological dysfunction. To add a
6
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clinical perspective helps to restrict the boundaries of disease to medically
relevant dysfunctions.
In section 1, I introduce the quantitative problem within the context of a
theory regarding the absolute concept of disease, that is, a conception that
does not allow for grades of diseasedness. Section 2 briefly discusses the
qualitative problem which is concerned with identifying functions as
opposed to non-functional mechanisms in order to better understand the
main concern of this paper. Only mechanisms that are identified as proper,
performing functions are relevant for a theory of function and, derivatively,
for a theory of disease. Hence, only functional traits are relevant for the
quantitative problem. Section 3 then more thoroughly looks at the
quantitative problem, specifically at Christopher Boorse s attempt to
address it. I argue that this attempt struggles as it is, but can be repaired by
adding clarity about the implications of seeing functions as effects within
an organismic system. Thresholds for sufficient levels of functioning are
determined in relation to next-level functions and the overall maintenance
of the system. Accordingly, effectiveness of functioning is the relevant
criterion for answering the quantitative problem, not the functional
efficiency of a trait. In section 4, I draw a closer connection to medicine by
introducing a perspective of clinical dysfunction, which is a narrower
category than biological dysfunction. In section 5, I discuss the application
of the general classification of clinical dysfunctions, which can be found
in nosological systems, to individual patients through the process of
medical diagnosis. Diagnosis therefore involves some discretion for
clinicians when determining the boundary between normal functioning and
pathology in individual cases. However, this practice is only possible
within the boundaries set by the scientific notion of biological dysfunction.
It therefore does not introduce wholly arbitrary elements. Section 6
concludes.
1.

The Quantitative Problem in the Context of an Absolute
Concept of Disease

In medicine, it is usually said that disease is the absence of health (in a
specific respect, sa , in re pec o one re pira or
em). Heal h i
deemed the opposite of disease. It is true that this conceptual binarity by
itself does not establish clear-cut boundaries. Still, when we talk in this
way, we interpret disease as an absolute concept. There are no grey areas;
conditions either constitute a state of health or of disease. Things might be
different when we consider whether a person is healthy, that is, when we
consider health from a holistic perspective. From such a perspective, we
7
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can easily consider conditions of disease that are consistent with a person
being overall healthy.
From an absolute conceptual framework, we can also allow for positive
health to be a gradable notion. We might consider healthier-than
judgements, where one person is compared to another person (Schroeder
2013); yet these judgements do not result in grades of disease, because
being less healthy is not the same as being unhealthy or more diseased.
Disease is, so to speak, below the threshold of minimal health. It is true, of
course, that different instantiations of diseases pose different levels of
severity. Accordingly, we might want to say that a particular disease is
more clearly a case of disease than another. Yet, if we have determined
whether a condition is a disease, then it simply belongs to the class of
disease, never mind how serious it is.
Such an absolute perspective is quite important in many practical contexts,
most significantly when the presence of disease is used as a kind of entry
ticket to the system of publicly funded medical resources. Here we need an
absolute statement as to whether a condition is justifiably deemed a disease
or not. If a condition is not a disease, it ought not to be treated by using
publicly funded resources, at least not without additional argument. A
condition that constitutes a disease, on the other hand, is a legitimate
concern of a public health system without further reasons; although this
might still not be enough to guarantee the public funding of treatment
under the usual conditions of scarcity.
A serious problem for medical theory with respect to establishing an
absolute concept of disease that has recently gained momentum is where
exactly to draw the threshold between health and disease. What criteria
need to be fulfilled in order to classify a condition as a disease? A common
way to draw this boundary is to establish the criterion of dysfunction, or
more exactly of impairment of functional ability (Boorse 1977). For the
purposes of this paper, I will take such a Boorsean framework for granted,
though I divert from Boorse in several respects. Accordingly, the general
concept of disease is understood as impairment of functional ability.
Functional ability is the readiness of a trait, for instance an organ, to
p r e i a k . Accordingl , a rait currently not doing any work is still
functional, perhaps due to environmental causes (Garson 2019, 126ff), if
it has the relevant functional ability. Disease can therefore be understood
as impairments of relevant dispositions within the Boorsean theoretical
framework (Boorse 2014, 685). I will later identify disease with clinical
dysfunction, which is based on, but not identical to, biological dysfunction.
8
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Such a distinction is not thoroughly discussed in Boorse's theory, yet he
explicitly allows for a clinical perspective on disease (Boorse 1997, 48).
There is an important difference between the theoretical problem of
delineating disease as opposed to the same problem posed from a practical
point of view. A doctor who deals with a suffering patient is not primarily
interested in whether the organism in front of her is dysfunctional, but in
her patient's wellbeing, broadly conceived. The doctor might therefore be
tempted to identify a disease where there is no dysfunction or, conversely,
not to diagnose a condition in terms of disease despite its being
dysfunctional. It is important to disentangle different contexts of referring
to dysfunction and disease, because they are based on different types of
interests. I will distinguish between two such contexts: A biological and a
clinical context.
From a theoretical point of view, aiming at an explanation of the concept
of disease, the focus on the notion of dysfunction as a necessary criterion
of disease allows us to establish an absolute concept of disease. Only where
there is dysfunction, there can be disease. We are accordingly pushed back
to the level of organismic functions and their impairments. However,
individual organismic conditions and processes come in degrees. For
instance, secretion of hormones allows for different values in different
organisms at different times and under different environmental
circumstances. Accordingly, when we focus on dysfunction as the basis of
the concept of disease we seem to enter a grey area, after all, because the
exact level of function that allows for a process to be called dysfunctional
appears to be insurmountably vague. In other words, whether the concept
of dysfunction allows for absolute thresholds and whether these can be
established scientifically is not straightforward.
Some levels of performance can be deemed unambiguously dysfunctional,
simply because they completely lack in functioning. Since a function is an
effect of a trait, if a trait does not produce any such effect, it is
dysfunctional. For instance, if a heart does not pump blood at all, it is
dysfunctional. But surely there are many instances of organismic
mechanisms producing effects that are however not sufficient to be deemed
functioning. The problem discussed in this paper is how and where to draw
this very line. I call it the quantitative problem of theories of dysfunction,
because it is concerned with the level of producing an effect, not with the
kind of effect a function is supposed to achieve.
Other authors have called the problem I will address the line drawing
problem , most notably Peter Schwartz (2007), who was one of the first
9
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authors to bring it up explicitly under this label in the philosophy of
medicine, although there are important precursors to the recent debate
(Engelhardt 1976; Goosens 1980). Boorse (1977, 1987, 1997) did attempt
to tackle this problem in the past, from a naturalist point of view, but I
believe there are problems with his account. Only quantifiable functions
raise serious concerns where to draw the line; lack of any functional effect
straightforwardly constitutes dysfunction. That is why I think the line
drawing problem, which generally asks for the line between the functional
and the dysfunctional, is in reality restricted to the quantitative problem.
Accordingly, I prefer the latter label.
The term problem is slightly ambiguous and it might be helpful to briefly
explain in what sense I intend to tackle the quantitative problem. First, a
problem can be something that is generally a matter of concern, for
instance, especially in our context, a philosophical problem. In this way, a
philosophical problem might never be solved; it might continue to be a
matter of interest or concern, something that requires explaining. The
mind-body problem might be a fitting illustration. It might never be solved
and continues to interest us from a philosophical point of view. Second, a
problem can also be something that bothers us in a certain way or that we
want to get rid of. The mind-body problem might not be a problem in this
second sense. Now, I believe the quantitative problem will continue to be
a problem in the first sense of the term. It will continue to raise
philosophical concerns. In this paper, I want to show a way to address the
quantitative problem in a way that eases the problem in the second sense
of the term, especially by showing a reasonable, non-arbitrary and
workable way to conceptualise dysfunction and disease. I will not solve
the problem in the first sense and will therefore avoid speaking of a
solution to avoid any confusion.
In this way, I will defend an answer to the quantitative problem which
claims to rely only on scientific aspects, hence avoids external evaluative
elements, for instance in relation to individual harm, as other authors have
introduced. The main idea is to identify the relevant level of gradable
functioning with achieving a particular effect, relative to other functions of
an organism. It is argued that the relevant threshold of quantitative
functioning is determined by the biological necessities that are involved
when a part of an organism, understood as an overarching system, is to
perform its biological functions. Functions are effects, and any such effect
is a means to maintain other functions, altogether maintaining the system
as a whole. We can determine the required level of functioning in relation
to the structured sub-systems of an organism. The quantitative problem
therefore raises scientific questions regarding the biological organisation
10
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of organisms. However, I will also argue that this only relates to the
biological perspective. I suggest that in medicine we further need to
account for a clinical perspective regarding the boundary between normal
functioning and dysfunction. The clinical perspective introduces additional
features, which are partly evaluative and pragmatic.
2.

The Qualitative Problem

We can contrast the quantitative problem of dysfunction with the
qualitative problem. The qualitative problem is concerned with identifying
the kinds of traits of organisms that can be deemed functional, as opposed
to being non-functional. Note that non-functional means having no
function ; it does not mean dysfunctional . For instance, the function of
the heart is to pump blood, not to produce noise, though the latter is also
an effect of the organ s mechanisms. So, in other words, the qualitative
problem aims at identifying the functions of traits. In the philosophy of
biology, and also in the philosophy of medicine, this has been the major
concern in the last decades. Several theories have been offered as to how
to account for functions (a good range of papers can be found in Buller
1999 and Ariew et al. 2002; see also Garson 20016, for a helpful
overview). I will not discuss these theories, because my main focus is on
the quantitative problem.
To be sure, I do not want to deny that there is a close connection between
the qualitative and the quantitative problem. After all, identifying functions
(i.e. tackling the qualitative problem) usually comes with specific
quantitative levels of functioning (see Schwartz 2007, 366). So, for
instance, the heart does not simply have the function to pump blood but to
pump about 5 litres per minute in a resting adult person. I still want to insist
on the difference between the two problems for analytic purposes, because
later I will argue that examples of quantifiable non-functional traits do not
apply to the quantitative problems. In other words, only functional traits
raise the relevant problem. In general, it seems to me that the second aspect
of the qualitative problem specifying functions over and above
identifying traits with functions can be translated into the quantitative
problem, because it causes the need to determine thresholds for normal
functioning.
Many theories of function can account for dysfunction or malfunction.
This is usually, though not universally, done by using the type-token
distinction (Godfrey-Smith 1993, 200). More specifically, types of traits
are explained to have specific functions. In the medical context, trait may
11
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stand for organismic sub-systems, such as the respiratory system, organs,
cells, or even genes. All of these things may have a function, and it is of
course an important problem for biological and medical research to explore
these functions. Different theories of functions differ in their explanations
as to why a particular effect is the function of a trait. It might be due to its
evolutionary history (Wright 1973; Millikan 1989; Neander 1991), its
contribution to a larger system s capacities (Cummins 1975), or to the good
of the organism (Melander 1997; McLaughlin 2001; Wouters 2003). Once
a type of a functional trait is established, tokens can be assessed according
to the norm set by the functional type. Accordingly, the qualitative problem
regarding dysfunction is concerned with identifying those features, or
qualities, of organisms that can be dysfunctional at all. If a trait does not
have a function, it cannot be dysfunctional.
The qualitative problem also addresses the problem of how a trait can be
dysfunctional. Once the function of a trait is established, we know in what
way a token can be dysfunctional, namely in terms of the effect that is its
function, not by lacking in terms of other effects. For instance, a heart can
be dysfunctional in terms of blood-pumping, not in terms of noiseproduction.
This is all I will say about the qualitative problem. It should nevertheless
be pointed out that many issues in relation to the qualitative problem have
not been sufficiently tackled in the philosophy of biology and the
philosophy of medicine, for instance the related problem whether proper
functions come in degrees (Matthewson 2020). Most notably, the specific
normativity of function statements, which is supposed to account for the
possibility of dysfunction, or malfunction, is also still a contested issue
(Neander 1995; Davies 2001; Garson 2019).
3.

Taking the Sting Out of the Quantitative Problem

As I have said already, the quantitative problem regarding dysfunction is
due to the fact that many functions allow for degrees. At least in some
contexts especially where we need to determine unequivocally whether
a condition is pathological it seems to require an element of human
decision. This itself does not need to be dubious, but rather normal
procedure in relation to vague terms. In the philosophical debate, where to
draw the line is normally regarded a problem for two distinguishable
reasons: First, because it might involve an element of value judgement.
This would threaten specifically the ambitions of a naturalist account of
disease (Miller Brown 1985, 5f.; but cf. Veit 2021; Amoretti and Lalumera
12
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2021). Second, line drawing could be problematic because it might not
allow for any answer that is reasonable, non-arbi rar and
orkable
(Schwartz 2017, 495). I will mainly focus on the second interpretation of
the line-drawing problem and suggest a scientific response. The first
interpretation of the problem requires further considerations regarding
what types of value judgements are involved when drawing the line
between dysfunction and normal function. Although I cannot go into detail
here, I believe that any evaluations that might be involved will not be based
on individual or social value judgements (Schramme 2010), but refer to the
natural normativity of biological functions; hence be grounded on a
scientific explanation of abnormality (Matthewson and Griffiths 2017,
452).
Interestingly, some organismic functions are not affected by the
quantitative problem, at least they might relatively easily allow for nonarbitrary and workable results. There are some effects that only allow for
absolute levels of performance. For instance, a two-way switch is either
fulfilling its function or dysfunctional, depending on whether it can be
turned or not. There are similar kinds of mechanisms in human organisms
where the threshold of dysfunction is straightforward, even if the function
does allow for grades. A function of the ovaries is, for instance, to produce
eggs. At least, this is a function of the ovaries during a particular period of
the life of a female organism. If a token ovary does not produce eggs, it is
dysfunctional in that respect. So, in cases such as the one just mentioned,
the way to tackle the quantitative problem is straightforward.
My example seems to raise concerns, however, that lead us into less
straightforward terrain: Af er all, isn t the function of the ovaries to
produce fertile eggs, at the right time, as well as, probably, to only produce
one egg within one cycle? Being fertile seems to clearly allow for gradual
aspects, for instance regarding how likely an ovum is to develop into a
zygote, once fertilised. How fertilisable an ovum is clearly depends on
numerous other functions and environmental conditions. My example was
mainly meant to establish the possibility of isolated functions, where
thresholds are relatively easy to determine, not to exclude more
complicated gradual functions. If ovaries do not produce eggs never
mind any gradable characteristics of these then they are dysfunctional. If
they produce more than one ovum during a cycle, they might also be
dysfunctional. Whether this is the case or not does not matter for my
purpose, as I will agree that additional, non-biological considerations are
required for determining dysfunctions in a clinical context.
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The quantitative problem is more difficult to tackle when traits allow for
different levels of performance without clear thresholds. The most
common way to provide a threshold, at least in abstract terms, is to say that
a trait is dysfunctional if it does not perform efficiently. In the philosophy
of medicine, Boorse, who defines disease as impairment of functional
ability, has described the threshold of dysfunction in the following way:
Normal functioning in a member of the reference class is the
performance by each internal part of all its statistically typical
functions with at least statistically typical efficiency, i.e. at
efficiency levels within or above some chosen central region of
their population distribution. (Boorse 1977, 558f.)
The important point here is to be found in the final part of the sentence.
Boorse makes clear that he wants to account for the threshold by statistical
means. There are, however, serious problems with such a framework
(Schwartz 2007; see also Davies 2001, 186).
As mentioned before, several authors have objected that a statistical
answer to the line-drawing problem is arbitrary. If this is true, it might,
firstly, show that dysfunction cannot after all be explained in purely valueneutral, scientific terms. The quantitative problem might require reference
to particular human interests, which Boorse would like to exclude from his
theory of disease. Secondly, his theory leads to problems with low levels
of functioning that are prevalent in a population. A statistical analysis does
not work if inefficient levels are statistically normal. I will briefly deal with
both of these objections, before presenting an alternative answer to the
quantitative problem. I consider my considerations to apply within a
generally Boorsean theoretical outlook. There might be alternative theories
of function, for instance Cummins-style systemic theories of function
(Cummins 1975) that fare better with the quantitative problem. The main
purpose of my paper is, however, to present an alternative reply based on
Boorse s framework.
Boorse himself maintains, in the quoted sentence, that the exact boundary
between efficient function and dysfunction is chosen , i.e. determined by
human choice. However, he insists that the chosen region within the
population distribution, which is deemed to be below the efficient level of
functioning, is not chosen for reasons of human welfare interests, or the
like, b fo ea on of a i ical heo . He a
ha deficienc ,
according to his account, is an arithmetic, not an evaluative, concept
(Boorse 1997, 21). This might be so, but it nevertheless introduces an
element of human decision about where to draw the line of pathological
14
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levels of functioning. Indeed, Boorse himself says that the lower limit of
normal functional ability the line between normal and pathological is
arbitrary (Boorse 1987, 371).
Here the second problem looms, as there are some low levels of
performance, which are so common that they will never stick out
statistically. A common way to deal with this problem has been to put the
relevant functions in relation to normal environments (Hausman 2014).
Boorse addressed the related problem of statistically common or universal
diseases, such as caries, already in his early papers. He also laid out a
theory that refers to an environmental clause, so that environmentally
caused or sustained dysfunctions are not deemed diseases (Boorse 1977,
566ff.). All these fixes seem to lead to the conclusion that normal levels of
functioning cannot wholly be determined intrinsically, that is, only by
reference to the organism and its internal mechanisms itself. This might
not be devastating, but nevertheless, to include normal environments in the
definition of normal functioning simply shifts the problem as to where the
threshold of abnormality lies from one aspect to a perhaps even more
contested one (see also Kingma 2010).
It is hard to deny that the exact level of performance needed in order to fall
within the area of normal functioning is difficult to draw and indeed vague.
The reference to statistics makes this even more evident. After all, there
are no logical or conceptual reasons to see any normative significance in,
say, the fact of two standard deviations in any measured value. Boorse
a : henever one knows the goal of a process, one knows what is more
or less function, and deficiency , in the context quoted, simply means
much less than average (Boorse 1997, 21). For Boorse, functional
efficiency [is] measurable (Boorse 2014, 690; see also Kraemer 2013) and
the boundary to dysfunction is due to a significant distance from the
statistically determined mean level of functioning. Yet to concede that
there is necessarily an element of human choice involved actually
underlines the point which critics have brought forward. Critics say that
this feature, the element of human choice, challenges Boorse s claim of
providing a value-free theory of disease (Schwartz 2007; Kingma 2010).
However, I believe Boorse s reliance on statistics is wrongly conceived.
Statistics is only an instrument to gain knowledge about organisms, not
itself the source of drawing the line between function and dysfunction. It
is important to see that the ontological perspective on the boundary
between function and dysfunction is different from an epistemological
perspective. The ontological perspective has to do with the level of
performance of a type of trait; the epistemological perspective is required
15
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to gain knowledge about the required level of functioning (cf. Hauswald
and Keuck 2017).
The fact that we are here referring to types should lead us to acknowledge
that setting the ontological boundaries requires a certain amount of
abstraction and idealization. Surely the level of normal performance of a
mechanism is not straightforward. Still, in cases of organisms that are
structured through different levels of sub-systems the thresholds are
determined by the relevant effect that is minimally required to maintain the
relevant subsystem altogether. This is mainly, although probably not
exclusively (because some environmental factors might need to be
acknowledged), due to characteristics of the type of organism itself.
The quantitative level of normal performance for an organismic
mechanism or process is determined by the requirement of achieving the
effect that is its function. In other words, we need to see the performance
of a trait as a means to an end (McLaughlin 2009, 96ff.). The end of a
functional mechanism is a particular effect. Any level that achieves the
effect is normal; any level of performance high or low that fails to
maintain or to lead to the required effect is dysfunctional. Hence, the
threshold of functional efficiency is determined by specific effects of
biological processes.
So far, my argument seems to be circular: The line identifying the level of
efficient functioning is drawn by the function of a trait. A trait is functional
if it fulfils its function; dysfunctional if it does not fulfil its function.
However, the required effects are themselves to be seen in relation to the
hierarchical organisation of organisms. An effect is needed, usually
together with other effects, to maintain functioning on a more complex
level. Hence, effects (i.e. functions) of a trait are means to other ends. For
instance, a function such as hearing requires many sub-functions being
achieved. A heart needs to fulfil its functions to maintain other systems in
the organism. It is not arbitrary or unworkable to determine the amount of
blood pumping to achieve these other effects.
It needs to be stressed again that my suggested response to the quantitative
problem is still not a solution to the problem as such, in the sense of getting
rid of it once and for all. I nevertheless hope to show that this is not
damaging, because at least my response opens a way of identifying
reasonable, non-arbitrary and workable thresholds. It is true that the effects
(functions) of connected organismic systems, which are supposed to
determine the level of functions in maintaining traits, are themselves
usually gradable. Hence the quantitative problem does not dissolve. For
16
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instance, the threshold of cardiac output say, 5 litres per minute is
effective in relation to a gradable performance of the organism. Now, we
need to know what level of organismic performance we are using as
baseline. The relevant effect might be required in a state of rest, whilst
running, or in any other possible conditions of an organism. Yet, once we
have settled on the respective effects of an overall system, due to our
research interest, what level of functioning is required for maintaining the
systemic functions is a matter of fact.
Biology can account for several functional systems within a type of
organism and for their interdependence (Saborido et al. 2016). At least in
biological theory, the ontological perspective on drawing the quantitative
boundary between normal levels of performance and dysfunction even
where there are grades of performance can be addressed by purely factual
considerations. After all, the exact level of required or normal performance
is determined by the factual question as to whether a particular effect can
(still) be achieved. It should be added that this also allows for
compensatory mechanisms to take over a function or making up for
quantitative loss (Saborido et al. 2016, 113).
Boorse himself had stated a similar idea in an early essay:
In fact, the structure of organisms shows a means-end hierarchy
with goal-directedness at every level. Individual cells are goaldirected to manufacturing certain compounds; by doing so they
contribute to higher-level goals like muscle contraction; these
goals contribute to overt behavior like web-spinning, nestbuilding, or prey-catching; overt behavior contributes to such
goals as individual and species survival and reproduction. What
I suggest is that the function of any part or process, for the
biologist, is its ultimate contribution to certain goals at the apex
of the hierarchy. (Boorse 1977, 556)
I do not believe that we need to endorse Boorse s idea of a hierarchy of
functions including an apex. In other words, we do not need to assume that
biological systems have overall purposes, such as survival or reproduction
in case of Boorse s theory. This assumption has raised numerous concerns
(Cooper 2002). It is sufficient to agree with the interpretation of organisms
as a conglomerate of subsystems involving functions on different levels
where levels is meant as a spatial term.
The way I have interpreted the quantitative problem makes clear that the
relevant concept is not, as Boorse has claimed, functional efficiency, but
17
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rather functional effectivity. In contrast to efficiency, the notion of
effectivity comes with an internal absolute threshold, namely whether a
specific effect is reached or not. In relation to the threshold a level of
performance is either effective or not. In this reading there is no grey area.
This shows, to my mind, that the suggested answer to the quantitative
problem is in congruence with the straightforward cases of complete
failure of any level of function. After all, not reaching the effect, which is
the function of a trait, is simply failure of relevant performance.
It is true, of course, that we can introduce gradual interpretations of
functioning, for instance regarding hearing. A person might be able to hear
better or worse. I am suggesting, though, that once we will have determined
an ideal type of the functional system for human hearing, we can decide
whether the person s hearing is dysfunctional without considering its
comparative level of overall performance. Normal hearing will be
understood as a set of functions performing effectively on different
interlinking levels. These functions will, at least for eventual clinical
purposes, need to be modelled relative to age in order to produce
reasonable thresholds that take senescence into account. To be sure, some
of these functions will be set by quantitative measures, but the quantitative
threshold levels will be determined by the respective required effects to
maintain a system of functions. In other words, the thresholds of
quantitative functioning will be set by the necessities of maintaining an
organismic system. These are determined by an idealised model of a type
of organism, relative to certain additional features, such as age or sex. Such
an idealised model is the product of humans, of course. But it is not based
on unreasonable, arbitrary or unworkable assumptions.
The ontological perspective, I have said earlier, is different from the
epistemological perspective. Indeed, it is obvious that it is not easy at all
in practice to establish the exact boundaries of normal function and
dysfunction, though we have a theoretical instrument in modelling an ideal
type of a functioning organism. I believe this is where statistical
considerations can be of some importance (see also Hausman 2014; Garson
and Piccinini 2014, 10ff.). After all, we cannot simply read quantitative
values of normal performance off nature, but need to determine them by
studying real specimens of the relevant organisms. Hence, we might use
statistics as a means to gain knowledge about these levels of normal
functioning. Yet we should now be able to see that statistics only provides
clues for supporting certain theoretical assumptions about the ontological
threshold between normal functioning and dysfunction. Statistics cannot
itself establish the ontological boundaries, because the latter are
determined by biological facts. We have seen already that statistics might
18
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also lead to epistemic problems in cases of endemic malfunction or
universal diseases. However, statistics is not our only means of gaining
knowledge about functions. In biology, reverse engineering, for instance,
is a common mode of developing models of the functioning of organisms
(Smith 1995, 3; Green 2018).
4.

Biological and Clinical Dysfunction

So far, I have discussed the quantitative problem as a classificatory issue
within biology. And it is such a problem, of course. We want to know
where to draw the boundaries between normal function and dysfunction,
and this task need to be performed in relation to the organisms we study.
Hence, we focus on the biological features of a specific type of organism
to establish a prototype. But the quantitative problem in medicine is not
only a biological issue; it is a clinical issue as well. We need additional
considerations in this perspective.
I started by pointing out the normative significance of the threshold
between normal function and dysfunction for calling a condition a disease.
Most importantly, the boundary has an impact on people s access to
publicly funded healthcare resources. Medical classification relies on a
theory of the abnormal functioning of a specific type of organism, so the
clinical perspective builds on biological considerations. A medical
nosology for human beings, for instance the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD), builds on a kind of normative prototype of a healthy
human being or rather it gathers several prototypes of abnormal
functioning, specified according to different systems of organismic
organisation. The ICD is organised along diseases of the blood, of the
immune system, of metabolism, the nervous system, the visual system, and
so on. But classification for clinical purposes does not stop at biological
considerations. Clinical prototypes already contain pragmatic elements,
which have to do with non-biological aspects, such as whether a condition
can be identified or treated by medical means and has any impact on human
wellbeing (see Cooper 2020, 154f.).
To be sure, we can imagine a medical nosology that rests exclusively on a
biological foundation. Medical terminology indeed contains the term
subclinical , which might at least partially account for a purely biological
perspective. I assume that the notion of the subclinical is actually intended
to record early stages of processes that might (very likely) result in disease,
though are not themselves instances of disease. Similarly, a purely
biological classification would serve the purpose of recording any known
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organismic dysfunction. This might be a relevant purpose for medicine as
a scientific endeavour. But surely the purpose of such a system would be
purely biological, not clinical. Indeed, to merge the biological and the
clinical perspective easily lends itself to the problem of overdiagnosis.
There are many biological dysfunctions that will not have serious effects
on overall organismic functioning in any token organism, especially at a
more microscopic level of the functional system. To call all biological
dysfunctions diseases can have serious practical consequences because of
the normative effects that usually come with the use of a disease label.
In this context, it has been said that Boorse s theory of disease is overly
inclusive, because it rests on dysfunction, and dysfunction can surely be
present on a cellular level. Hence even one dead cell would be
pathological, according to Boorse's theory, which seems counterintuitive
(Nordenfelt 1995, 28; Wakefield 2014, 656; Doust et al. 2017). Boorse
himself has responded to this objection by accepting the implication and
maintaining that every person has at any time some pathological condition,
if only very minor, of course (Boorse 1997, 50f., 85; see also Boorse 2014,
706; 2015). But I believe we can respond to the charge of overinclusiveness by pointing out that the classification of dysfunctions for
clinical purposes, i.e. the classification of diseases, is different from a
purely biological classification of dysfunction. It might be true that
everyone has at any given time a biological dysfunction present in their
organism. But the concept of dysfunction for clinical purposes adds further
criteria to eventually result in the concept of disease.
I doubt that these additional criteria are convincingly understood by simply
adding a harm condition, as some authors, most notably Jerry Wakefield,
would like to convince us (Wakefield 1992; 2014). Clinical classification
serves several aims, which I cannot thoroughly discuss in this paper (for
an interesting analysis from a historical perspective, see Jutel 2011). There
seem to be numerous examples of clinical diseases (listed in the ICD-11)
that are not themselves harmful, say, for instance, benign skin tags (code
EK 71.0) or protruding ears (code LA 21.1.). These conditions usually are
considered for medical treatment, that is, they in fact qualify as entry ticket
to use publicly funded resources. For the present purposes, however, my
objection to an added harm criterion is not particularly relevant. It is more
important to point out that although biological considerations build the
basis of medical nosology, biological dysfunction is not sufficient for
disease from a clinical perspective. We need a clinical understanding of
dysfunction as well. One dead cell will not be seen as pathological from a
clinical perspective.
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I should stress that these additional criteria for clinical purposes bear on
the quantitative problem of drawing the boundary between normal function
and dysfunction. Although biological dysfunction is based on factual
aspects regarding traits not achieving their supposed effects, the concept
of clinical dysfunction is not merely based on factual aspects. Still, I want
to argue that the additional considerations for clinical purposes do not
undermine the foundational factual elements of biological dysfunction.
An example that has been discussed to show that Boorse s account has
problems with drawing the line between disease and health is hypertension
(Rogers and Walker 2017, 410). The exact line of a pathologically high
blood pressure seems arbitrary, in other words not factual at all. How
would this example pan out in the account I have introduced? It would need
to be checked what quantitative value of blood pressure, if any, typically
goes along with a lack of achieving the effects of related functions of the
vascular system. As I have said earlier, we would need to abstract from
individual cases and devise a normative prototype of normal blood
pressure. Now, the specific example might appear not be pertinent,
anyway, because it seems that blood pressure itself is not a functional
feature of organisms, but merely a symptom of possible dysfunctions,
especially of future dysfunctions (see Hofmann 2021, 131). Still,
quantitative levels of blood pressure are indications of levels of
functioning. Very high values of blood pressure are causally associated
with pathological conditions, especially heart and kidney diseases. To be
sure, this is a statistical correlation, indicating a specific risk of disease, not
disease itself. In some cases, abnormal blood pressure might be a sign of a
dysfunction, but again hypertension itself would not constitute
dysfunction. Altogether, blood pressure is not a straightforward example
of a functional trait. It is not clear whether it poses specific problems for a
scientific theory of disease, because the quantitative threshold would be set
by the requirements of maintaining the relevant organismic system.
Additionally, within the abnormal range, we might want to further enquire,
from a clinical perspective, whether all subnormal levels are posing risks
for human wellbeing or affect any other additional criteria. Still, these
additional considerations would only be pursued below the threshold set
by biological considerations. In other words, only biological dysfunctions
would qualify as clinical dysfunctions. Hence there is no special danger of
including too many conditions as diseases, in other words, no concern of
pathologisation or overdiagnosis.
To be sure, I have only discussed one example that was used in the
scholarly literature to establish the arbitrary nature of attempts to tackle the
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quantitative problem. There might be other, more pertinent cases, which
could undermine my claim that biological dysfunction sets the boundaries
for determining clinical dysfunction. But as long as these can be
accommodated, my claim regarding the scientific boundaries of clinical
dysfunction still stands.
In summary, I have argued that the quantitative threshold lies where the
specific effect, which is a trait s function, cannot be achieved or
maintained. This relates to the biological notion of dysfunction. In a
clinical context, there will be additional considerations. Still, these need to
be based on the biological account. There can only be pathology where
there is biological dysfunction (Matthewson and Griffiths 2017, 449; cf.
Hucklenbroich 2017). Not every biological dysfunction is necessarily a
case of clinical dysfunction, as we have seen when briefly discussing the
one dead cell problem.
It is easily imaginable that we will have different quantitative measures for
clinical purposes, which are more lenient, as it were. For instance, any
value of myopia might be dysfunctional from a biological point of view, at
least if we disregard aspects of normal deterioration of eyesight due to
senescence for the time being. After all, the very notion of myopia seems
to be based on an assessment of a trait as dysfunctional. The effect of sharp
representation of an image on the retina is not achieved if an organism has
myopia. However, clinically speaking it is likely that we will accept minor
levels of myopia within the normative prototype, perhaps because perfect
eyesight is so rare or because it normally does not bother people.
Accordingly, there are external values and human interests involved when
drawing the boundary to those biological dysfunctions that are clinically
pathological.
Similarly, in psychiatry it is common to include in the classification of
several disorders a clause that a specific condition must be present for more
than six months. From a biological point of view, if a mental dysfunction
is present, it will be present at any point in time, not just after some period
of time. To be sure, we might use the time factor for epistemic reasons, in
order to gain sufficient knowledge about the actual mechanism and
whether it is still functioning in an individual person. But be that as it may,
the biological and the clinical perspective can fall apart, simply because
the relevant thresholds can differ (see Cooper 2013).
The fact that clinical considerations are partly driven by human interests,
mainly by considerations of the impact of a biological dysfunction on
wellbeing or the possibility of treatment, should not conceal the other fact
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that within this perspective the concept of disease still has a firm scientific
basis in biological dysfunction. Only biological dysfunctions can be
deemed diseases, though not all will. This is different from accounts of
disease that start from a social-evaluative foundation. The account
developed here helps avoiding pathologisation of normal conditions and
can be instrumental in preventing overdiagnosis. Admittedly, the latter
achievement depends on the characteristics of non-scientific elements used
in actual medical practice. It is true that in many countries medicine tends
to cater for ever more minor biological dysfunctions and even for other
conditions that are not biological dysfunctions at all. But this problem is a
political one and scientific theories of disease cannot be blamed for it.
5.

The Role of Diagnosis

So far, I have discussed the quantitative problem in relation to what I have
called normative prototypes, hence on a generic level. It is a problem for
medical nosology. But assessments regarding dysfunction in clinical
medicine are also made on an individual level. Doctors make statements
about individual tokens of organisms, also known as patients. These
medical judgements are called diagnoses. The process of medical diagnosis
leads to further complications for the quantitative problem of the boundary
between normal functioning and dysfunction, because it opens some space
for individual deviation from a normative prototype. The specific situation
of a patient, who is of course not merely regarded as an organism when
presented to a doctor, partly drives the assessment of functional capacity.
A condition that is clearly clinically dysfunctional and hence pathological
according to the relevant classification might not be diagnosed thus by a
doctor. It might happen that an individual will not be subsumed under a
prototype despite fulfilling the criteria of inclusion.
In terms of the quantitative problem the flexibility for diagnosis might
work both ways; that is, there might be a diagnosis of a pathological
condition where the individual patient is within the area of clinically
normal functioning. For instance, for professional sharpshooters even the
slightest level of myopia might have devastating effects on their career.
Accordingly, a doctor might diagnose a relevant pathology. Note that this
is different from diagnosing an alleged disease outside the range of
biological dysfunction. A sharpshooter might prefer to have a vision
comparable to an eagle; but biologically normal levels of human
functioning can never be diseases within the suggested theory.
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There might also be reasons for a doctor to avoid diagnosing a disease
although the person presents with a clinically abnormal value. For instance,
a teenager with extremely tall parents might have a growth hormone
dysfunction, leading to stunted growth, but also resulting in a predicted
height that is statistically normal. In such a case, it does not seem required
to diagnose a disease. Such scope for deviance from clinical classification
is actually desirable, because clinical classification by its very nature
cannot account for individual cases. Yet, in medical practice it is important
to do justice to individual cases.
It should also be stressed that any judgement regarding disease in
individual cases is due to a diagnostic process. Perhaps in contrast to
common expectation, the presence of disease is never fully established by
pathological findings alone which might for instance be achieved by
investigating samples of tissue. Diagnoses are made by specialist doctors
in relation to a patient. Their verdict is of course informed by pathologists
reports, but an individual judgement regarding disease within the clinical
context is not merely due to a finding of clinical dysfunction. Admittedly,
it seems that this practice is changing in reality and doctors tend to look
more at laboratory results than at the patient to draw a diagnosis. But this
development actually undermines the significant difference between the
biological and the clinical perspective and should therefore be criticised.
If medical nosology could always sufficiently determine whether an
individual case falls under a type of disease, the exercise of diagnosis
would be merely deductive. Potentially a computer could then do the
diagnosis, because the only question would be whether a person, or case
for that matter, presents certain conditions, which form the criteria of a
specific concept of disease, defined in a classificatory system, such as the
ICD. But diagnosis is not simply a deductive exercise, and it should not be.
Surely this aspect of the quantitative problem involves evaluative
considerations that transcend the mainly scientific or factual aspects I have
discussed above (cf. Whitbeck 1981).
6.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have defended a particular way of accounting for the
boundary between normal biological functioning and dysfunction. I claim
that this boundary is due to matters of fact, yet not constituted by statistical
realities. The quantitative problem can be dealt with in a non-arbitrary way.
Functions are specific effects, which are either achieved or not. This is a
factual question about the quantitative necessities to perform biological
24
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functions within a complex structured organism. In virtue of exploring the
systems of organismic functioning, biology develops normative
prototypes, which can be used for medical purposes. However, when
switching to a clinical perspective, additional considerations are
introduced. Hence biological dysfunction is not the same as disease.
Matters become even more complicated with individual diagnoses, which
establish the reality of instances of disease in the actual practice of
medicine. Medical diagnosis requires a judgement that puts clinical types
and individual persons in relation.
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FAMINE, AFFLUENCE, AND AMORALITY
David Sackris
Arapahoe Community College

ABSTRACT
I argue that the debate concerning the nature of first-person moral
judgment, namely, whether such moral judgments are inherently
motivating (internalism) or whether moral judgments can be made in the
absence of motivation (externalism), may be founded on a faulty
assumption: that moral judgments form a distinct kind that must have some
shared, essential features in regards to motivation to act. I argue that there
is little reason to suppose that first-person moral judgments form a
homogenous class in this respect by considering an ordinary case: student
readers of Peter S e
Fa
e, Affluence, and M a
. Neither
internalists nor externalists can provide a satisfying account as to why our
students fail to act in this particular case, but are motivated to act by their
moral judgments in most cases. I argue that the inability to provide a
satisfying account is rooted in this shared assumption about the nature of
moral judgments. Once we consider rejecting the notion that first-person
moral decision- making forms a distinct kind in the way it is typically
assumed, the internalist/externalist debate may be rendered moot.
Keywords: meta-ethics; moral judgment; internalism; externalism; natural kinds
GLAD, BOGATSTVO I AMORALNOST
David Sackris
Arapahoe Community College

SAŽETAK
Tvrdim da se rasprava o prirodi moralnog
a a u prvom licu,
preciznije, pitanja o tome jesu li takvi moralni sudovi inherentno
a
(internalizam) ili se moralni sudovi mogu donijeti u
nedostatku motivacije (eksternalizam) mogu temeljiti na
e
pretpostavci: da moralni sudovi
e posebnu vrstu koja mora imati neke
zajedni e, bitne a a e u pogledu motivacije za djelovanje. Tvrdim da
nema razloga za pretpostavku da moralni sudovi iz prvog lica
e
homogenu klasu a a a
b a
a : studenti koji a "Famine,
(AB)5

ABSTRACTS

Affluence, and Morality" Petera Singera. Ni internalisti ni eksternalisti ne
mogu dati ad
a a e ba e e a
a studenti ne postupaju u
skladu sa svojim moralnim sudovima u ovom konkretnom
a , iako su
u e
a e a motivirani djelovati u skladu sa svojim moralnim
sudovima. Tvrdim da e
a a ad
a a e ba e a
ima svoj izvor u
b ae
pretpostavci o prirodi moralnih sudova.
Nakon
razmotrimo
odbacivanja tvrdnje da moralno
d
a e iz prvog lica
posebnu vrstu na a
na koji se to b
pretpostavlja, rasprava o internalizmu/eksternalizmu se
e smatrati
spornom.
Klju ne rije i: metaetika, moralni sud, internalizam, eksternalizam,
prirodne vrste
LOGICAL RELATIVISM THROUGH LOGICAL CONTEXTS
Jonas R. Becker Arenhart
Federal University of Santa Catarina and Federal University of Maranhão

ABSTRACT
We advance an approach to logical contexts that grounds the claim that
logic is a local matter: distinct contexts require distinct logics. The
approach results from a concern about context individuation, and holds that
a logic may be constitutive of a context or domain of application. We add
a naturalistic component: distinct domains are more than mere technical
curiosities; as intuitionistic mathematics testifies, some of the distinct
forms of inference in different domains are actively pursued as legitimate
fields of research in current mathematics, so, unless one is willing to revise
the current scientific practice, generalism must go. The approach is
advanced by discussing some tenets of a similar argument advanced by
Shapiro, in the context of logic as models approach. In order to make our
view more appealing, we reformulate a version of logic as models approach
following naturalistic lines, and bring logic closer to the use of models in
science.
Keywords: classical logic; intuitionistic logic; relativism; logic as models;
context constitution
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LOGI KI RELATIVIZAM KROZ LOGI KE KONTEKSTE

Jonas R. Becker Arenhart
Federal University of Santa Catarina and Federal University of Maranhão

SAŽETAK
U a e e
pristup
kontekstima koji utemeljuju tvrdnju da je
logika lokalna stvar: a
konteksti zahtijevaju a
e logike. Pristup
proizlazi iz brige oko individuacije konteksta i smatra da logika
e biti
konstitutivna za kontekst ili domenu primjene. Dodajemo a a
komponentu: a
e domene su
e od pukih e
zanimljivosti.
Kao
c
a matematika
ed , neki od a
oblika
a
a a u a
domenama, aktivno se slijede kao legitimna
polja a a a u aktualnoj matematici, stoga, osim ako netko nije voljan
revidirati trenutnu znanstvenu praksu, generalizam se mora napustiti.
Pristup je a e e raspravom o nekim a e a
argumenta koje
je iznio Shapiro, u kontekstu pristupa logike kao modela. Kako bismo a
pristup
a
, preformulirali smo verziju logike kao pristup
modela,
ede
a a
e linije i b
logiku
e
modela
u znanosti.
Klju ne rije i: k a
a logika;
c
logika kao modeli; konstitutivni konteksti

a logika; relativizam;

INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK SYMPOSIUM ON THE
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL OF HEALTH AND DISEASE
BY GUEST EDITORS
Maria Cristina Amoretti
University of Genoa

Elisabetta Lalumera
University of Bologna

ABSTRACT
Introduction to the book symposium THE BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL
MODEL OF HEALTH AND DISEASE: NEW PHILOSOPHICAL AND
SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS BY DEREK BOLTON AND GRANT
GILLETT .
Keywords: Biopsychosocial model, medical disorder, Derek Bolton,
Grant Gillett
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ABSTRACTS

UVOD GOSTUJUĆIH UREDNIKA U SIMPOZIJ O
BIOPSIHOSOCIJALNOM MODELU ZDRAVLJA I BOLESTI
Maria Cristina Amoretti
University of Genoa

Elisabetta Lalumera
University of Bologna

SAŽETAK
Uvod u simpozij o knjizi Biopsihosocijalni model zdravlja i bolesti: novi
filozofski i znanstveni razvoj, Derek Bolton i Grant G e .
Klju ne rije i: Biopsihosocijalni model, medicinski
Bolton, Grant Gillett

e e a , Derek

FROM ENGEL TO ENACTIVISM: CONTEXTUALIZING
THE BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL
Awais Aftab
Case Western Reserve University

Kristopher Nielsen
Victoria University of Wellington

ABSTRACT
In this article we offer a two-part commentary on Bolton and G e
reconceptualization of E e biopsychosocial model. In the first section
we present a conceptual and historical assessment of the biopsychosocial
model that differs from the analysis by Bolton and Gillett. Specifically, we
point out that Engel in his vision of the biopsychosocial model was less
concerned with the ontological possibility and nature of psychosocial
causes, and more concerned with psychosocial influences in the form of
illness interpretation and presentation, sick role, seeking or rejection of
care, the doctor-patient therapeutic relationship, and role of personality
factors and family relationships in recovery from illness, etc. On the basis
of this assessment, we then question Bolton and G e
restricted focus
on accounting for biopsychosocial causal interactions. The second section
compares Bolton and G e
account with a recent enactivist account of
mental disorder that tackles similar conceptual problems of causal
interactions. Bolton and G e
utilize elements of the 4E cognition, but
they combine these proto-ideas with an information-processing paradigm.
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Given their explicit endorsement of 4E approaches to mind and cognition,
we illustrate some key ways in which a more fleshed out enactive account,
particularly one that d e
rely on notions of information-processing,
differs from the account proposed by Bolton and Gillett.
Keywords: biopsychosocial model; George Engel; causality; enactivism;
4E cognition
OD ENGELA DO ENAKTIVIZMA: KONTEKSTUALIZACIJA
BIOPSIHOSOCIJALNOG MODELA

Awais Aftab
Case Western Reserve University

Kristopher Nielsen
Victoria University of Wellington

SAŽETAK
U ovom a
nudimo dvodijelni komentar na Boltonovu i Gillettovu
rekonceptualizaciju Engelovog biopsihosocijalnog modela. U prvom
dijelu predstavljamo pojmovnu i povijesnu procjenu biopsihosocijalnog
modela koja se razlikuje od Boltonove i Gillettove analize. Konkretnije,
e da se Engel u svojoj viziji biopsihosocijalnog modela manje bavio
i prirodom psihosocijalnih uzroka, a e se bavio
psihosocijalnim utjecajima u obliku interpretacije i prezentacije bolesti,
uloge bolesnika, a e a ili odbijanja skrbi, terapijski odnos e ikpacijent, te uloga osobnosti i obiteljskih odnosa u oporavku od bolesti, itd.
Na temelju ove procjene onda dovodimo u pitanje
a e fokus
Boltona i Gilletta na b a e e biopsihosocijalnih
ed
interakcija. Drugi dio
e e Boltonovu i Gillettovu teoriju s
nedavnim e a
teorijom mentalnog
e e a a koja se bavi
pojmovnim problemima
ed
interakcija. Bolton i
Gillett koriste elemente 4E spoznaje, ali kombiniraju ove proto-ideje s
paradigmom obrade informacija. S obzirom na njihovo eksplicitno
a a e 4E pristupa umu i spoznaji, ilustriramo neke
e a e na
koje se detaljniji enaktivno b a e e, osobito ono koje se ne oslanja na
pojmove obrade informacija, razlikuje od b a e a koje su ed
Bolton i Gillett.
Klju ne rije i: biopsihosocijalni model; George Engel;
enaktivizam; 4E spoznaja

;
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CENTRIFUGAL AND CENTRIPETAL THINKING ABOUT THE
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL IN PSYCHIATRY
Kathryn Tabb
Philosophy Program, Bard College

ABSTRACT
The biopsychosocial model, which was deeply influential on psychiatry
following its introduction by George L. Engel in 1977, has recently made
a comeback. Derek Bolton and Grant Gillett have argued that E e
original formulation offered a promising general framework for thinking
about health and disease, but that this promise requires new empirical and
philosophical tools in order to be realized. In particular, Bolton and Gillett
offer an original analysis of the ontological relations between E e
biological, social, and psychological levels of analysis. I argue that Bolton
and G e
updated model, while providing an intriguing new
metaphysical framework for medicine, cannot resolve some of the most
vexing problems facing psychiatry, which have to do with how to prioritize
different sorts of research. These problems are fundamentally ethical,
rather than ontological. Without the right prudential motivation, in other
words, the unification of psychiatry under a single conceptual framework
seems doubtful, no matter how compelling the model. An updated
biopsychosocial model should include explicit normative commitments
about the aims of medicine that can give guidance about the sorts of causal
connections to be prioritized as research and clinical targets.
Keywords: Biopsychosocial model; precision medicine, medical ethics;
philosophy of psychiatry
CENTRIFUGALNO I CENTRIPETALNO RAZMIŠLJANJE O
BIOPSIHOSOCIJALNOM MODELU U PSIHIJATRIJI
Kathryn Tabb
Philosophy Program, Bard College

SAŽETAK

Biopsihosocijalni model, koji je imao dubok utjecaj na psihijatriju nakon
ga je uveo George L. Engel 1977, nedavno se vratio. Derek Bolton i
Grant Gillett tvrde da je Engelova izvorna formulacija ponudila
be a a
okvir za a
a e o zdravlju i bolesti, ali da to
be a e zahtijeva nove empirijske i filozofske alate kako bi se ostvarilo.
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Bolton i Gillett nude originalnu analizu
odnosa
e
Engelove b
e, d
e ei
e razine analize. Argumentiram
da Boltonov i Gillettov a
a model, iako
a intrigantan novi
e af
okvir za medicinu, ne
e e
neke od najzahtjevnijih
problema s kojima se psihijatrija
a a, a koji se odnose na to kako dati
prioritet a
vrstama
a a a. Ti su problemi u osnovi e
,a
ne
. Bez prave prudencijalne motivacije, drugim
e
a,
objedinjavanje psihijatrije pod jednim pojmovnim okvirom
se upitnim,
ma koliko uvjerljiv model. A
a biopsihosocijalni model trebao bi
a eksplicitne normativne obveze o ciljevima medicine koji mogu
dati smjernice o vrstama
ed
veza kojima se treba dati
prioritet kao
a a
i
ciljevima.
Klju ne rije i: biopsihosocijalni model; precizna medicina; medicinska
etika; filozofija psihijatrije
HOW TO BE A HOLIST WHO REJECTS THE
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL
Diane O Lea
Center for Philosophy of Science, University of Pittsburgh

ABSTRACT
After nearly fifty years of mea culpas and explanatory additions, the
biopsychosocial model is no closer to a life of its own. Bolton and Gillett
give it a strong philosophical boost in The Biopsychosocial Model of
Health and Disease, but they overlook the
de deeply inconsistent
position on dualism. Moreover, because metaphysical confusion has
clinical ramifications in medicine, their solution sidesteps the
de
most pressing clinical faults. But the news is not all bad. We can maintain
the merits of holism as we let go of the inchoate bag of platitudes that is
the biopsychosocial model. We can accept holism as the metaphysical open
door that it is, just a willingness to recognize the reality of human
experience, and the sense in which that reality forces medicine to address
biological, psychological, and social aspects of health. This allows us to
finally characterize E e driving idea in accurate philosophical terms,
as acceptance of (phenomenal) consciousness in the context of medical
science. This will not entirely pin down ed c e stance on dualism, but
it will position it clearly enough to readily improve patient care.
Keywords: Biopsychosocial model; holism; dualism; philosophy of
medicine; psychosomatic medicine
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KAKO BITI HOLIST KOJI ODBACUJE
BIOPSIHOSOCIJALNI MODEL
Diane O Lea
Center for Philosophy of Science, University of Pittsburgh

SAŽETAK
Nakon gotovo pedeset godina mea culpa i b a a a
dodataka,
biopsihosocijalni model nije
ab
vlastitom
. Bolton i Gillett
daju mu a a filozofski poticaj u B
c a
modelu zdravlja
i b e , ali zanemaruju duboko nedosljedan stav koji model ima prema
dualizmu.
e, b d
da e af
a zbrka ima
e posljedice u
medicini, njihovo e e e zaobilazi najhitnije
e e e modela.
Me utim, nije sve tako crno. M e
ad a dobre strane holizma
istovremeno a
a
floskule koje pretpostavlja biopsihosocijalni
model. M e
prihvatiti holizam kao e af
otvorena vrata koja on
jest, samo spremnost da se prepozna stvarnost ljudskog iskustva i smisao
u kojem ta stvarnost tjera medicinu da se pozabavi b
,
i d
e
aspektima zdravlja. To nam
e da
a
okarakteriziramo Engelovu
ea
ideju u
filozofskim
terminima, kao
a a e (fenomenalne) svijesti u kontekstu medicinske
znanosti. To e e u potpunosti odrediti stav medicine prema dualizmu, ali
e ga postaviti dovoljno jasno da se lako b a skrb za pacijente.
Klju ne rije i: biopsihosocijalni model; holizam; dualizam; filozofija
medicine; psihosomatska medicina
CAUSATION AND CAUSAL SELECTION IN THE
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL OF HEALTH AND DISEASE
Hane Htut Maung
University of Manchester

ABSTRACT
In The Biopsychosocial Model of Health and Disease, Derek Bolton and
Grant Gillett argue that a defensible updated version of the biopsychosocial
model requires a metaphysically adequate account of disease causation that
can accommodate biological, psychological, and social factors. This
present paper offers a philosophical critique of their account of
biopsychosocial causation. I argue that their account relies on claims about
the normativity and the semantic content of biological information that are
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metaphysically contentious. Moreover, I suggest that these claims are
unnecessary for a defence of biopsychosocial causation, as the roles of
multiple and diverse factors in disease causation can be readily
accommodated by a more widely accepted and less metaphysically
contentious account of causation. I then raise the more general concern that
they are misdiagnosing the problem with the traditional version of the
biopsychosocial model. The challenge when developing an explanatorily
valuable version of the biopsychosocial model, I argue, is not so much
providing an adequate account of biopsychosocial causation, but providing
an adequate account of causal selection. Finally, I consider how this
problem may be solved to arrive at a more explanatorily valuable and
clinically useful version of the biopsychosocial model.
Keywords: Derek Bolton; Grant Gillett; biopsychosocial model;
causation; causal selection
UZRO NOST I UZRO NA SELEKCIJA U
BIOPSIHOSOCIJALNOM MODELU ZDRAVLJA I BOLESTI
Hane Htut Maung
University of Manchester

SAŽETAK
U The Biopsychosocial Model of Health and Disease , Derek Bolton i
Grant Gillett tvrde da obranjiva a
a a verzija biopsihosocijalnog
modela zahtijeva e af
adekvatnu teoriju uzroka bolesti koja
e
zahvatiti b
e,
e i socijalne
be e. Ovaj rad nudi
filozofsku kritiku njihove teorije biopsihosocijalne
. Tvrdim da
se njihova teorija oslanja na tvrdnje o normativnosti i e a
ad a b
informacija koje su e af
sporne.
e,
sugeriram da su ove tvrdnje nepotrebne za obranu biopsihosocijalne
, b d
da se uloge
e
i raznolikih
be a u
uzrokovanju bolesti mogu lako prilagoditi a
a e
i manje
e af
spornom teorijom
. Zatim iznosim
e
prigovor da Bolton i Gillett
e
dijagnosticiraju problem s
tradicionalnom verzijom biopsihosocijalnog modela. Tvrdim da izazov pri
razvijanju eksplanatorno vrijedne verzije biopsihosocijalnog modela nije
toliko
a e adekvatne teorije biopsihosocijalne
, e
a e d
a a e teorije
e selekcije. K a , razmatram
kako se ovaj problem
e e
kako bismo d
do eksplanatorno
vrjednije i
korisnije verzije biopsihosocijalnog modela.
(AB)13
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Klju ne rije i: Derek Bolton; Grant Gillett; biopsihosocijalni model;
;
selekcija
THE BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL OF HEALTH AND
DISEASE: RESPONSES TO THE 4 COMMENTARIES

Derek Bolton
K

College London

ABSTRACT
I respond to the 4 commentaries by Awais Aftab & Kristopher Nielsen
(A&N), Hane Htut Maung (HHM), Diane O Lea (DO L) and Kathryn
Tabb (KT) under 3 main headings: W a is the BPSM ea ? & Why
update it?; I our approach foundationally c
ed? , and finally,
A a
or fellow a e e ? .

Keywords: Biopsychosocial model; causation; George Engel; information
BIOPSIHOSOCIJALNI MODEL ZDRAVLJA I BOLESTI:
ODGOVORI NA 4 KOMENTARA
Derek Bolton
K

College London

SAŽETAK
Odgovaram na komentare Awaisa Aftaba i Kristophera Nielsena (A&N),
Hane Htut Maunga (HHM), Diane O'Leary (DO'L) i Kathryn Tabb (KT)
pod trima glavna naslova:
je zapravo BPSM? , Za ga a
a ? ,
Je li a pristup temeljno
e ? i posljednje, A a
ili
suputnici? .
INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE ON
PHILOSOPHY OF MEDICINE
Saana Jukola
University of Bonn

Anke Bueter
Aarhus University
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ABSTRACT

This article is an introduction to the special issue on philosophy of
medicine. Philosophy of medicine is a field that has flourished in the last
couple of decades and has become increasingly institutionalized. The
introduction begins with a brief overview of some of the most central
recent developments in the field. It then describes the six articles that
comprise this issue.
Keywords: philosophy of medicine;
epistemology; disease; diagnosis

medical

ethics;

medical

UVOD U POSEBNO IZDANJE O FILOZOFIJI MEDICINE
Saana Jukola
University of Bonn

Anke Bueter
Aarhus University

SAŽETAK

Ovaj je a a uvod u posebno izdanje o filozofiji medicine. Filozofija
medicine je d
e koje je procvjetalo u posljednjih nekoliko de e e a
i postaje sve e institucionalizirano. Uvod a
e kratkim pregledom
nekih od a a
nedavnih razvoja na tom d
. Zatim se opisuju
e
a a a koji b
a a ovo pitanje.
Klju ne rije i: filozofija medicine, medicinska etika, medicinska
epistemologija, bolest, dijagnoza
DIAGNOSTIC JUSTICE: TESTING FOR COVID-19
Ashley Graham Kennedy
Florida Atlantic University

Bryan Cwik
Portland State University

ABSTRACT
Diagnostic testing can be used for many purposes, including testing to
facilitate the clinical care of individual patients, testing as an inclusion
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criterion for clinical trial participation, and both passive and active
surveillance testing of the general population in order to facilitate public
health outcomes, such as the containment or mitigation of an infectious
disease. As such, diagnostic testing presents us with ethical questions that
are, in part, already addressed in the literature on clinical care as well as
clinical research (such as the rights of patients to refuse testing or treatment
in the clinical setting or the rights of participants in randomized controlled
trials to withdraw from the trial at any time). However, diagnostic testing,
for the purpose of disease surveillance also raises ethical issues that we do
not encounter in these settings, and thus have not been much discussed. In
this paper we will be concerned with the similarities and differences
between the ethical considerations in these three domains: clinical care,
clinical research, and public health, as they relate to diagnostic testing
specifically. Via an examination of the COVID-19 case we will show how
an appeal to the concept of diagnostic justice helps us to make sense of the
(at times competing) ethical considerations in these three domains.
Keywords: diagnostic justice; philosophy of medicine; political
philosophy; applied ethics
DIJAGNOSTI KA PRAVDA: TESTIRANJE NA COVID-19

Ashley Graham Kennedy
Florida Atlantic University

Bryan Cwik
Portland State University

SAŽETAK
D a
testiranje
e se koristiti u mnoge svrhe,
testiranje za a a a e
e skrbi
ed a
pacijenata, testiranje
kao kriterij
a a za sudjelovanje u
ispitivanjima te kao
pasivno i aktivno nadzorno testiranje
e populacije kako bi se a a
ishodi javnog zdravlja, kao
su obuzdavanje ili b a a a e zarazne
bolesti. Kao takvo, d a
testiranje nam postavlja e
a pitanja
koja su dijelom e b a e a u literaturi o
skrbi, kao i klin
a a
a (kao
su prava pacijenata da odbiju testiranje ili e e e
u
e
ili prava sudionika u a
, kontroliranim
ispitivanjima da se povuku iz ispitivanja u bilo kojem trenutku). Me
,
d a
testiranje, u svrhu nadzora bolesti, postavlja i e
a pitanja
s kojima se ne
e e
u ovim
e
a, pa se o njima nije puno
raspravljalo. U ovom radu bavit e
se
a i razlikama
e
e
razmatranja u tri domene:
skrbi,
is a a
a
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i javnom zdravstvu jer se one posebno odnose na d a
testiranje.
Kroz ispitivanje
a a COVID-19 pokazat e
kako nam pozivanje na
pojam d a
e pravde
a e da shvatimo (ponekad
a
a)
e
a razmatranja u ovim trima domenama.
Klju ne rije i: d a
a pravda, filozofija medicine,
filozofija, primijenjena etika

a

ADAPT TO TRANSLATE – ADAPTIVE CLINICAL TRIALS
AND BIOMEDICAL INNOVATION

Daria Jad e
University of Klagenfurt

ABSTRACT
The article presents the advantages and limitations of adaptive clinical
trials for assessing the effectiveness of medical interventions and specifies
the conditions that contributed to their development and implementation in
clinical practice. I advance two arguments by discussing different cases of
adaptive trials. The normative argument is that responsible adaptation
should be taken seriously as a new way of doing clinical research insofar
as a valid justification, sufficient understanding, and adequate operational
conditions are provided. The second argument is historical. The
development of adaptive trials can be related to lessons learned from
research in cases of urgency and to the decades-long efforts to end the
productivity crisis of pharmaceutical research, which led to the emergence
of translational, personalized, and, recently, precision medicine
movements.
Keywords: adaptive clinical trials; randomized controlled trials;
reliability; urgency; precision medicine; translational medicine; the
productivity crisis
PRILAGODBA ZA TRANSLACIJU – PRILAGODLJIVA
KLINI KA ISPITIVANJA I BIOMEDICINSKE INOVACIJE
Daria Jad e
University of Klagenfurt
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SAŽETAK

U a
su prikazane prednosti i
a e a adaptivnih
ispitivanja za procjenu
medicinskih intervencija te se
specificiraju uvjeti koji su pridonijeli njihovom razvoju i primjeni u
praksi. Iznosim dva argumenta na temelju rasprave a
a e a adaptivnih ispitivanja. Normativni argument je da se odgovornu
prilagodbu treba shvatiti ozbiljno kao novi a
a a au
mjeri u kojoj je osigurano valjano opravdanje, dovoljno razumijevanja i
d
aa
operativni uvjeti. Drugi argument je povijesni. Razvoj
adaptivnih ispitivanja
e se povezati s lekcijama a e
a iz
a a au
ae
a hitnosti i de e e
a dugim naporima da se
a kriza produktivnosti farmaceutskih
a a a, koja je dovela do
pojave translacijskih, personaliziranih i, nedavno, pokreta precizne
medicine.
Klju ne rije i: adaptivna
a ispitivanja, a
a kontrolirana
ispitivanja, pouzdanost, hitnost, precizna medicina, translacijska medicina,
kriza produktivnosti
WRONGFUL MEDICALIZATION AND EPISTEMIC
INJUSTICE IN PSYCHIATRY: THE CASE OF
PREMENSTRUAL DYSPHORIC DISORDER
Anne-Marie Gagné-Julien
Biomedical Ethics Unit, McGill University

ABSTRACT
In this paper, my goal is to use an epistemic injustice framework to extend
an existing normative analysis of over-medicalization to psychiatry and
thus draw attention to overlooked injustices. Kaczmarek (2019) has
developed a promising bioethical and pragmatic approach to overmedicalization, which consists of four guiding questions covering issues
related to the harms and benefits of medicalization. In a nutshell, if we
answer
e to all proposed questions, then it is a case of overmedicalization. Building on an epistemic injustice framework, I will argue
that Kac a e
proposal lacks guidance concerning the procedures
through which we are to answer the four questions, and I will import the
conceptual resources of epistemic injustice to guide our thinking on these
issues. This will lead me to defend more inclusive decision-making
procedures regarding medicalization in the DSM. Kac a e
account
complemented with an epistemic injustice framework can help us achieve
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better forms of medicalization. I will then use a contested case of
medicalization, the creation of Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD)
in the DSM-5 to illustrate how the epistemic injustice framework can help
to shed light on these issues and to show its relevance to distinguish good
and bad forms of medicalization.
Keywords: over-medicalization; epistemic injustice; premenstrual
dysphoric disorder; hermeneutical injustice; pre-emptive testimonial
injustice; Miranda Fricker
POGREŠNA MEDIKALIZACIJA I EPISTEMI KA
NEPRAVDA U PSIHIJATRIJI: SLU AJ
PREDMENSTRUALNOG DISFORI NOG POREMEĆAJA
Anne-Marie Gagné-Julien
Biomedical Ethics Unit, McGill University

SAŽETAK
U ovom radu, cilj mi je upotrijebiti okvir e e
nepravde kako bih
a
e
normativnu analizu pretjerane medikalizacije na
psihijatriju i tako skrenula pozornost na zanemarene nepravde. Kaczmarek
(2019) razvija be a a
b e
i a a a pristup pretjeranoj
medikalizaciji, koji se sastoji od e
pitanja koja pokrivaju probleme
vezane za e e i prednosti medikalizacije. Ukratko, ako na sva ed e a
pitanja odgovorimo s "da", onda je e o pretjeranoj medikalizaciji.
Nad e
se na okvir e e
e nepravde, tvrdit
da
Kaczmarekovom prijedlogu nedostaju smjernice u vezi s postupcima
kojima trebamo odgovoriti na e
pitanja i uvest
pojmovne resurse
e e
e nepravde kako bi usmjerili a e a
a e o tim pitanjima.
To e me navesti da branim inkluzivnije postupke d
e a odluka u vezi
s medikalizacijom u DSM-u. Kaczmarekovo ed e dopunjeno okvirom
e e
e nepravde
e nam
da postignemo bolje oblike
medikalizacije. Zatim
upotrijebiti sporni
a medikalizacije,
stvaranje predmenstrualnog d f
e e a a (PMDD) u DSM-5,
kako bih ilustrirala na koji a okvir e e
e nepravde
e
u rasvjetljavanju ovih problema i pokazati njegovu relevantnost za
razlikovanje dobrih i
oblika medikalizacije.
Klju ne rije i: prekomjerna medikalizacija, e e
predmenstrualni d f
e e a,
e e e
preventivna ed a a nepravda, Miranda Fricker

a

a nepravda,
nepravda,
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MEDICALIZATION OF SEXUAL DESIRE

Jacob Stegenga
University of Cambridge

ABSTRACT

Medicalisation is a social phenomenon in which conditions that were once
under legal, religious, personal or other jurisdictions are brought into the
domain of medical authority. Low sexual desire in females has been
medicalised, pathologised as a disease, and intervened upon with a range
of pharmaceuticals. There are two polarised positions on the
medicalisation of low female sexual desire: I call these the mainstream
view and the critical view. I assess the central arguments for both positions.
Dividing the two positions are opposing models of the aetiology of low
female sexual desire. I conclude by suggesting that the balance of
arguments supports a modest defence of the critical view regarding the
medicalisation of low female sexual desire.
Keywords: medicalization; female sexual interest/arousal disorder;
philosophy of medicine; disease; controversial diseases; philosophy of
psychiatry
MEDIKALIZACIJA SEKSUALNE ŽELJE
Jacob Stegenga
University of Cambridge

SAŽETAK
Medikalizacija je d
e fenomen u kojem se uvjeti koji su nekada bili
pod zakonskom, vjerskom, osobnom ili drugom jurisdikcijom stavljaju u
domenu medicinskog autoriteta. Niska seksualna e a kod e a je
medikalizirana, patologizirana kao bolest te se tretira nizom lijekova.
Postoje dvije polarizirane pozicije o medikalizaciji niske e e seksualne
e e, nazivam ih: mainstream ed e i
ed e. Ocjenjujem
ed e argumente za obje pozicije. Ono
dijeli ove dvije pozicije su
suprotstavljeni modeli etiologije niske
e e seksualne e e.
Za
e sugestijom da a
e a argumenata
d a a skromnu
obranu
a a a o medikalizaciji niske e e seksualne e e.
Klju ne rije i: medikalizacija, e
spolni intere / e e a b e a,
filozofija medicine, bolest, kontroverzne bolesti, filozofija psihijatrije
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WHEN A HYBRID ACCOUNT OF DISORDER IS NOT
ENOUGH: THE CASE OF GENDER DYSPHORIA
Kathleen Murphy-Hollies
University of Birmingham

ABSTRACT
In this paper I discuss Wa ef e d account of mental disorder as applied
to the case of gender dysphoria (GD). I argue that despite being a hybrid
account which brings together a naturalistic and normative element in
order to avoid pathologising normal or expectable states, the theory alone
is still not extensive enough to answer the question of whether GD should
be classed as a disorder. I suggest that the hybrid account falls short in
adequately investigating how the harm and dysfunction in cases of GD
relate to each other, and secondly that the question of why some
dysfunction is disvalued and experienced as harmful requires further
consideration. This masks further analysis of a e
distress and results
in an unhelpful overlap of two types of clinical patients within a diagnosis
of GD; those with gender-role dysphoria and those with sex dysphoria.
These two conditions can be associated with different harms and
dysfunctions but Wa ef e d hybrid account does not have the tools to
recognise this. This misunderstanding of the sources of dysfunction and
harm in those diagnosed with GD risks ineffective treatment for patients
and reinforcing the very same prejudiced norms which were conducive to
the state being experienced as harmful in the first place. The theory needs
to engage, to a surprising and so far unacknowledged extent, with
sociological concepts such as the categorisation and stratification of groups
in society and the mechanism of systemic oppression, in order to answer
the question of whether GD should be classed as a mental disorder. Only
then can it successfully avoid pathologising normal or expectable states, as
has been seen in past
e e
such as homosexuality and
da e
a a.
Keywords: mental disorder; Wakefield; hybrid; gender dysphoria; DSM
KADA HIBRIDNA TEORIJA POREMEĆAJA NIJE
DOVOLJNA: SLU AJ RODNE DISFORIJE
Kathleen Murphy-Hollies
University of Birmingham
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SAŽETAK

U ovom radu raspravljam o Wakefieldovoj teoriji mentalnog
e e aa
primijenjenoj na
a rodne disforije (RD). Tvrdim da sama teorija,
a tome
je hibridna teorija koja povezuje a a
i normativni
element kako bi se izbjegla a
a pojava normalnih ili e a
stanja,
uvijek nije dovoljno
e a da odgovori na pitanje treba li RD
klasificirati kao
e e a . Sugeriram da hibridna teorija ne uspijeva na
adekvatan a
a
kako su e a i disfunkcija u
ae
a RD
e usobno povezane, a drugo da pitanje a
je neka disfunkcija
e e a te se d
a a kao e a zahtijeva daljnje razmatranje. To
zamagljuje daljnju analizu patnje pacijenata i rezultira beskorisnim
preklapanjem dviju vrsta
pacijenata unutar dijagnoze RD: oni s
disforijom rodnih uloga i oni sa spolnom disforijom. Ova dva stanja mogu
biti povezana s a
e a a i disfunkcijama, ali Wakefieldova
hibridna teorija nema sredstva za to prepoznati. Ovo nerazumijevanje
izvora disfunkcije i ete kod onih s dijagnozom RD riskira e
e e e pacijenata i a a e istih normi predrasuda koje su dovele do toga
da se stanje
ed
a a kao e . Teorija se u e a
i dosad
nepriznatoj mjeri treba baviti
c
pojmovima kao
su
kategorizacija i stratifikacija grupa u d
i mehanizam sistemske
opresije, kako bi se odgovorilo na pitanje treba li RD svrstati u mentalne
e e a e. Tek tada
e
e
b e patologiziranje normalnih ili
e a
stanja, kao
je
e u povijesnim
ae
a 'bolesti' kao
su homoseksualnost i 'drapetomanija'.
Klju ne rije i: mentalni
DSM

e e a , Wakefield, hibrid, spolna disforija,

THE QUANTITATIVE PROBLEM FOR THEORIES OF
DYSFUNCTION AND DISEASE

Thomas Schramme
University of Liverpool

ABSTRACT
Many biological functions allow for grades. For example, secretion of a
specific hormone in an organism can be on a higher or lower level,
compared to the same organism at another occasion or compared to other
organisms. What levels of functioning constitute instances of dysfunction;
where should we draw the line? This is the quantitative problem for
theories of dysfunction and disease. I aim to defend a version of biological
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theories of dysfunction to tackle this problem. However, I will also allow
evaluative considerations to enter into a theory of disease. My argument is
based on a distinction between a biological and a clinical perspective.
Disease, according to my reasoning, is restricted to instances that fall
within the boundaries of biological dysfunctions. Responding to the
quantitative problem does not require arbitrary decisions or social valuejudgements. Hence, I argue for a non-arbitrary, fact-based method to
address the quantitative problem. Still, not all biological dysfunctions are
instances of disease. Adding a clinical perspective allows us to prevent the
potential over-inclusiveness of the biological perspective, because it
restricts the boundaries of disease even further.

Keywords: theory of function; dysfunction; line-drawing problem;
concept of disease; nosology
KVANTITATIVNI PROBLEM ZA TEORIJE DISFUNKCIJE
I BOLESTI
Thomas Schramme
University of Liverpool

SAŽETAK
Mnoge b
e funkcije d
a stupnjevanje. Na primjer,
e e
de e
hormona u organizmu
e biti na
ili
razini, u
usporedbi s istim organizmom u drugim okolnostima ili u usporedbi s
drugim organizmima. Koje razine funkcioniranja predstavljaju
ae e
disfunkcije: gdje
a
crtu? To je kvantitativni problem za teorije
disfunkcije i bolesti. Cilj mi je braniti verziju b
teorija disfunkcije
kako bih se uhvatio u
ac s ovim problemom. Me
, a
e
dopustiti da evaluativna razmatranja
u teoriju bolesti. Moj argument
se temelji na razlikovanju
e b
ei
e perspektive. Prema
mom
e , bolest je
a e a na
a e e koji spadaju u granice
b
disfunkcija. Odgovor na kvantitativni problem ne zahtijeva
proizvoljne odluke ili d
e vrijednosne sudove. Stoga se a a e za
nearbitrarnu metodu koja se temelji na
e ca a kako bi se e
kvantitativni problem. Ipak, nisu sve b
e disfunkcije instance bolesti.
Dodavanje
e perspektive
e nam da
e
potencijalnu preveliku
enost b
e perspektive, zato
postavlja
dodatna
a e a za d e a e granica bolesti.
Klju ne rije i: teorija funkcije, disfunkcija, problem d e
pojam bolesti, nozologija

a a granica,
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